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2The Evolution of the Printed Bengali Character from 1778 to 1978
Abstract
The thesis traces the evolution of the printed image of the Bengali script from
its inception in movable metal type to its current status in digital
photocomposition. It is concerned with identifying the factors that influenced the 
shaping of the Bengali character by examining the most significant Bengali type 
designs in their historical context, and by analyzing the composing techniques
employed during the past two centuries for printing the script.
Introduction:
The thesis is divided into three parts according to the different methods of type 
manufacture and composition:
1. The Development o f Movable Metal Types for the Bengali Script 
Particular emphasis is placed on the early founts which lay the foundations of 
Bengali typography. Part 1 is subdivided into three sections, viz, Europeans in 
India, European Ventures, and Indigenous Ventures.
2. Mechanical Typefounding and Composition of Bengali
In assessing the adaptation of the Bengali script for mechanical composition, 
attention is paid to those developments which precipitated the transition of 
printing in India from a craft to an industry.
3. Photocomposition o f the Bengali Script
The advantages of photocomposition are appraised in relation to new technical 
constraints imposed on type design. The description of the latest stage in the 
evolution of the printed Bengali character relates the practical implementation of 
this study’s findings, viz. a new typesetting scheme and typeface design for the 
Bengali script.
The Conclusion considers the new methodology adopted for the development of 
digital Bengali founts and its relevance to the production of all vernacular 
typeforms.
The Epilogue discusses Bengali typewriter characters and low-resolution 
character shapes. It also considers the implications of new technology that 
places the design and production of founts in the hands of the non-professional 
designer.
The thesis is intended to be of interest to the indologist, printing historian, type 
designer and type manufacturer. It comprises 11 chapters and includes 178 
illustrations.
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Scheme of Transliteration
a dha• T> U  •
a na•
i * ta
I tha
u da
u dha
r• na
e Pa
ai pha
o 'S ba
au $ bha
ka ma ■5?
kha ya
ga ra
gha la
ha « va
ca 6a
cha sa•
ja w sa
jha ha
ha i£|3 m o\
/N/ <*
ta* T>
tha# h•
oo
da•
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Abbreviations and Conventions
BFBS British and Foreign Bible Society
BL British Library
BMS Baptist Missionary Society
EIC East India Company
IOL India Office Library and Records
LMS London Missionary Society
MLCo Mergenthaler Linotype Company
OUP Oxford University Press
SOAS School of Oriental and African Studies
SPG Society for the Propagation of the Gospel
Designations giving Bengali typeface provenance:
(Identification is to be found within the text and in the list of plates)
BC1 Bishops’ College Press
BM I-BM V and BM VH Baptist Mission Press
CW1-CW4 Charles Wilkins
CPI Chronicle Press
GV1-GV3 Girisa Vidyaratna Press
IR1 Imprimerie Roy ale
KKB K.K. Hof- und Staats-Druckerei
RW1 Richard Watts
SB1-SB4 Serampore Mission Press
VF1 Vincent Figgins
Names:
The scheme of transliteration given on page 13 has been used for Bengali 
names except where an alternative spelling is more common (e.g. Serampore). 
Where variations in the spelling of missionaries’ names have occurred in BMS 
publications and manuscripts, the most common forms given in the latter have 
been used.
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Introduction
Two hundred years after the production of the first successful fount1 of 
movable metal Bengali types by Charles Wilkins (1749-1836), there arose a 
demand to produce the first fount of digital Bengali typeforms.2 In 1978 
preliminary investigations for this project3 confirmed the unsatisfactory state of 
current Bengali typography.4 It also revealed the lack of material available on 
the history of the printed Bengali character.
Until 1978, the introduction of faster processes of fount production, 
composition, and printing,5 in comparison to handcutting and handsetting, had 
resulted in the degradation of Bengali typeforms. Newspaper typography, in 
particular, had suffered. Since the mid-1930s a limited range of characters, or 
character elements, was employed to represent all the required Bengali 
letterforms. New typographic conventions emerged, as instanced by vowel signs 
that were no longer subscribed but situated beside their host characters.6 Such 
practices became accepted for more than half a century, gradually spreading to 
numerous magazine and book publications.7 Unless a new approach was 
adopted, the printed Bengali character seemed destined to remain in this 
condition, or become further degraded, due to the predilection of fount
1. A  definition o f the term fount (font) that is applicable to all technologies is given by 
Charles Bigelow: ‘ “font” means a concrete rendering o f a typeface in a particular character 
set for a particular size-range for a particular imaging system*. Principles o f Type Design 
fo r  the Personal Workstation, A [privately circulated] keepsake prepared by Bigelow & 
Holmes for members at the ATypI Congress in Kiel (September, 1985), p. 1.
2. By Ananda Bazar Patrika Ltd; see chapter 11. In this study, the common practice o f using 
the term ‘type* w ill be adhered to even in connection with technologies that do not use 
metal.
3. Undertaken by Fiona Ross.
4 . In this thesis the term ‘typography* is used according to the definition, ‘the design o f  
printed matter’ given in A Dictionary o f Printing Terms published by Linotype &
Machinery (London, 1962), p. 43; also see below, p. 63.
5. Since the advent o f mechanical composition and rotary printing.
6. See below, chapter 8 and pi. 129. /  ,
7. e.g. Cittaranjana Bandyopadhyaya, ed., D ui Satakera Bamla Mudrana o Prakasana 
(Calcutta, 1981).
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manufacturers for adapting existing typefaces8 to new technologies instead of 
creating original designs.
A new approach necessitated research into the evolution of the printed Bengali 
character to appreciate the origins of current typeforms: to discover the 
historical reasons behind the shaping of printed characters which contradict their 
calligraphic antecedents; to trace the origins of stylistic features and to assess 
their relevance in the last quarter of the twentieth century; to determine the 
criteria that distinguish good Bengali typeface designs and to note the factors 
conducive to their production.
Studies on Bengali type history have hitherto concentrated on the history of 
printing rather than on the development of printing types.9 Bengali type designs 
have not been considered from a type designer’s point of view. They have 
been viewed from the perspective of a reader10 or, more rarely, an editor.11 
Founts have been discussed in isolation from the technology that produced 
them, i.e. divorced from the complexities or requirements of type manufacture.12 
Furthermore, there is little material on twentieth-century Bengali founts, and 
none regarding post hot-metal type designs. This work is an attempt to make 
good the deficiency.
8. Bigelow succinctly defines a typeface as 'a group o f characters whose forms are shaped in
accordance with a particular set o f design principles which share certain design features’; 
Bigelow, Principles o f Type Design, p. 2.
9. The most reliable o f these are: Graham Shaw, Printing in Calcutta to 1800  (London, 1978);
Katherine Smith Diehl, Early Indian Imprints (New York, 1964); Anant Kakba Priolkar, The 
Printing Press in India (Bombay, 1958), pp. 51-70; S.K. De, Bengali Literature in the 
Nineteenth Century (1757-1857), 2nd rev. edn (Calcutta, 1962), pp. 57-84;
10. e.g. Mofakhkhar Hussain Khan, History o f  Printing in Bengali Characters up to 1866 
(unpublished Ph.D. thesis, 2  vols., University o f London, 1976); it only covers one o f the 
periods under discussion.
11. e.g. Nikhil Sarkar’s introduction to the facsimile edition o f A Grammar o f  the Bengal 
Language (Calcutta, 1980), Introduction, pp. 7-33.
12. This is not the case in Devanagari or Gujarati; see Bapurao S. Naik, Typography o f  
Devanagari (Bombay, 1965). However, Naik’s approach is more that o f a compositor or 
engineer and is therefore not instructive to the type designer. Moreover, this work is 
primarily concerned with hot-metal composition. Naik also (in 1960) prepared for Linotype 
& Machinery Ltd a scheme for adapting the Gujarati script for mechanical slug-composing 
machines.
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The present study therefore considers each significant development in Bengali 
type design13 within its historical context. It seeks to identify the influences 
behind the styling of Bengali typefaces by appreciating the constraints imposed 
on previous founts by technical or artistic limitations, linguistic ignorance, 
misinformation, or typographic fashions. The different technologies of type 
production and composition form natural divisions within the thesis, namely 
movable metal types, mechanical typefounding and composition, and 
photocomposition. As the first part of this thesis covers a large and formative 
period in the development of the printed Bengali character (approximately one 
and a half centuries), it has been subdivided into three sections, namely 
‘Europeans in India’, ‘European Ventures’, and ‘Indigenous Ventures’.
Part I does not include xylographic or copperplate printing of the Bengali 
script, although interest in reproducing Bengali letterforms in print pre-dates 
founts of Bengali metal types. There are no examples or firm evidence of this 
script reproduced by xylography prior to 1778,14 but the Bengali character had 
occasionally appeared in printed form by the means of copperplate engravings. 
The earliest known specimen is to be found in the 1692 Imprimerie Royale 
imprint,15 Observations Physiques et Mathematiques}6 In this specimen, the
13. It is therefore not intended as a check-list of all Bengali founts produced.
14. Reports, such as the discovery by Warren Hastings in Benares o f a printing press and 
movable types o f at least one thousand years’ old, are too incredible and must be 
discounted: The Gentleman’s Journal, 1 (March, 1870), p. 296. [reprinted from The Printer 
(New Yoik), 3:6 (November, 1860), p. 139]; see Sajani Kanta Das, Ban'gld Gadya Sdhityera 
Itihasa (Calcutta, 1962), p. 26.
15. For further information regarding the Imprimerie Royale, see chapter 6.
16. Observations Physiques et Mathematiques, Pour servir a. I'Histoire Naturelle, et b  la^ 
Perfection de YAstronomie et de la Geographie: Envoye'es^ des Indes et de la Chine a 
VAcademie Royale des Sciences a Paris, par les Pbres Jesuits. Avec les Reflexions de Mrs 
de VAcademie et les N otes du P. Goiiye, de la Compangnie de Jesus. (Paris, 1692), plate 
facing p. 74, See pi. 1.
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extremely rudimentary Bengali characters are arranged according to the Latin 
alphabet, and the stroke contrast does not accord with penned Bengali 
letterforms.17
The one sample of the Bengali character printed from a copperplate engraving 
that approximates early Bengali typeforms is to be found in David Mills’s
£S
Dissertation^electae, Varia S. Litterarum et Antiquitatis Orientalis Capita 
Exponentes et Illustrantes under the heading ‘Alphabetum Brahamnicum’ 
(Leiden, 1743).18 It only shows the basic characters of the syllabary. The less 
skilfully-executed plate that illustrates the Bengali script in A Code o f Gentoo 
Laws (London, 1776) supplies a little more information on the writing system 
by showing some combinations of consonants with vowels (ligatures).19
The copperplate impressions of the Bengali script in these European publications 
cannot be regarded as direct precursors of early Bengali founts, and for this 
reason form no part of this study of movable pre-fabricated Bengali 
letterforms.20 A survey of Bengali printing types over a period of two centuries 
shows the first fount produced by Charles Wilkins as seminal to the 
development of the printed Bengali character. Particular emphasis therefore has 
been given to its genesis, styling, and structure. It has been necessary to 
include technical detail where appropriate, since methods of composition are 
inseparable from the design of a Bengali typeface.21
17. See chapter 1. A  barely recognizable form o f the Bengali script reproduced by copperplate 
engraving appeared under the heading Bengalica in John Chamberlayne’s Oratio Dominica 
in diversas Omnium fere  Gentium Linguas Versa (Amsterdam, 1715), which is reproduced 
in Johann Friedrich Fritz’s Orientalisch-m d Occidentalischer Sprachmeister (Leipzig, 1748), 
in ‘ad pag. 84’; see pi. 2. M. Georgio Jacobo Kehr’s work, Aurenk Szeb (Leipzig, 1725), 
contains a more intelligible specimen o f Bengali characters (see pi. 3) and numerals, 
although Fritz’s Sprachmeister contains a better example o f Bengali numerals; see pi. 4.
18. See pi. 5.
19. Combinations with consonants (conjuncts) are not represented. See pi, 6, and below, 
chapter 1.
20. Although the pioneers o f Bengali typefounding, who were principally European, may have 
had sight o f them, the two disciplines are very different.
21. As shall be shown.
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Missionary printing also finds a place in the first section ‘Europeans in India’. 
The volume of output from the missionary presses and their dominance in 
Bengali typography throughout the nineteenth century renders their typographic 
products worthy of notice. Detailed typeface analyses have necessarily been 
curtailed; assessments of Bengali types focus on salient features that were either 
of significance to future designs, or mark developments specific to Bengali 
fount requirements. In examining the roles of the Serampore Mission Press, the 
Baptist Mission Press, and the Bishop’s College Press in Bengali type history, 
discussion has centered on Bengali text faces, i.e. those designed for continuous 
reading.22
Text faces comprise the bulk of composing matter and thus have always formed 
the chief requirement of printers.23 However, it will be seen that a number of 
Bengali heading types influenced the design of text faces. Conversely, the 
advent of computerised typesetting in the 1970s and the dearth of non-Latin24 
display founts have also encouraged the use of text faces for heading or display 
purposes.
The types produced by foundries situated in Europe during the nineteenth 
century and the early part of the twentieth century reflect the rich heritage of 
typefounding and punchcutting skills at their disposal. The Bengali founts 
discussed in ‘European Ventures’ have been confined to those occupying a 
noteworthy place in Bengali type history;25 those illustrating the inherent 
problems of designing vernacular Indian founts in establishments remote to the 
Indian subcontinent; and those reflecting particular attitudes to the development
22. Examination o f  imprints does not always reveal whether a display face was ever completed 
(and therefore if  it would have functioned satisfactorily in a different context) or how it 
was produced (e.g. from wooden types, blocks, lithography etc.).
23. Display types have different design requirements and merit a separate study.
24. The terms Latin and non-Latin are used in this study in accordance with the 1958 and 
1967 British Standards Institution definitions: ’Latin . . .  the term should be used to 
distiguish the letterforms in Western Europe from others, e.g. Cyrillic, Arabic, etc., which 
are referred to in the industry as "exotics” but would be more conveniently referred to as 
"non-Latin” B.S. 2961: 1958 and 1967, p. 9.
25. e.g. Figgins Pica Bengalee, see chapter 5.
of non-Latin founts. It is difficult to determine the precise motives behind the 
production of what must have amounted to costly enterprises for such foundries, 
and to gauge the strength of their commitment to producing true representations 
of vernacular scripts. The difficuties m establishing the origins and authenticity 
of the non-Latin founts produced in Europe illustrate the problems in protecting 
designs from plagiarism.
The Bengali founts of the indigenous type foundries are considered separately, 
for they show conspicuous divergencies in design from those of the European- 
owned foundries. The shortness of the section ‘Indigenous Ventures’ is 
symptomatic of the European dominance in this field during the formative years 
of Bengali type design; it is also indicative of the unfavourable circumstances 
of the native Bengalis both economically and politically.26 Perhaps surprisingly, 
the mechanization of punchcutting, typefounding, and composing did not hinder 
the steady growth of native foundries.
Mechanical typefounding and composition, discussed in Part n , had a profound 
impact upon Indian typography. The Bengali script was particularly affected.
The implementation of non-Latin scripts on the Linotype hot-metal machine 
transformed Indian vernacular newspaper-setting, creating readerships 
unaccustomed to, and at times unable to read, foundry typeforms. The 
Mergenthaler Linotype correspondence files relating to the development of the 
hot-metal Linotype Bengali founts are still extant and the information they 
contain forms the basis of chapter 9.
Whilst the discussion of typewriter forms of Bengali characters has been 
consigned to the ‘Epilogue’, keyboarding practices that evolved during the 
mechanization of composition became crucial to the design of the founts. The
26. As illustrated by Haji Mustapha’s comment regarding printing in Calcutta: ‘Printing in this 
country requires a young man and a rich one, and I am neither’; Seir Mutaquarin,
(Calcutta, [1789-1790]), II, Appendix p. 31.
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interdependence of keyboard layouts and type design is therefore first discussed 
in connection with the Linotype machine and is necessarily considered in all 
subsequent chapters. Systems of measurement, such as the relative-unit system 
introduced by the Monotype Corporation and the point system, are also taken 
into account where appropriate, for they still remain an integral part of type 
design.
The advent of photocomposition during the middle of this century represented 
the opportunity to redress the severe compromises inflicted upon vernacular 
Bengali composition by mechanization. Schemes for implementing Bengali 
founts for filmsetting, however, were either unsuccessful or failed to resolve 
problems inherited from previous technologies. Nonetheless, these attempts have 
been assessed (in chapter 10), since an appreciation of the potential advantages 
and deficiencies of filmsetting for non-Latin scripts underpin the scheme 
developed in 1978 for the digital photocomposition of the Bengali script.
In one sense, the final chapter, ‘Digital Photocomposition’, recounts the 
continuing history of the evolution of the printed Bengali character. At the 
same time, it forms the conclusion to this study by describing the findings of 
this work translated into practical terms, namely a new Bengali typesetting 
scheme and typeface design. More importantly, in describing the method 
adopted for what may be termed the typographic development of the Bengali 
script, this chapter demonstrates a new methodology that is applicable to all 
scripts of the Indian subcontinent.
The present study, prompted by the lack of typographic information both artistic 
and technical, is therefore intended to be not only informative to the indologist 
and printing historian, but also to be of some practical value to the designer 
and manufacturer of Bengali types. This thesis should fill one of the many 
gaps in non-Latin type history. It should stimulate new lines of approach to
27
non-Latin type design and composition. It is based on the premise that non- 
Latin typography can, and should, be of comparable quality to that of Latin.
28
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Part I
Development of Movable Metal Types for the Bengali Script
Section A
Europeans in India
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Chapter 1 
Charles Wilkins
The publication of A Grammar of the Bengal Language in 17781 marks the 
inception of the printed Bengali character reproduced from pre-fabricated 
letterforms. This imprint, in which for the first time Bengali chirography was 
emulated in movable metal type, established a standard for the design of 
Bengali typefaces and a method for their composition. The design and 
manufacture of this first successful Bengali fount has been attributed to the 
printer of the Grammar, Charles Wilkins (1749-1836),2 the renowned orientalist 
who has been described as ‘India’s Caxton’ and the ‘Caxton of Bengal’.3
Charles Wilkins, an Englishman who joined the East India Company as a 
Writer (junior clerk), arrived in Calcutta on 4 June 1770.4 In 1774, having 
spent two years in Jehangirpore as Assistant to the Collector, Wilkins moved 
some 175 miles north of Calcutta to Malda5 where he began to learn the 
languages then current in Bengal, namely Bengali and Persian.6 ‘About the year 
1778’, as Wilkins was to relate, with his ‘curiosity excited by the example 
of . . .  Mr Halhed’7 he also began to study the Sanskrit language.8
1. Nathaniel Brassey Halhed, A Grammar o f the Bengal Language (Hoogly, 1778).
2. Some biographers give his date o f  birth as 1750, but see Mary Lloyd, ‘Sir Charles 
Wilkins 1749-1836’, India Office Library and Records Report 1978  (1979), pp. 10-11.
3. George Smith, The Life o f  William Carey (London, 1885), p. 243; Samuel Pearce Carey, 
William Carey (London, 1923), p. 188; Khan, Printing in Bengali Characters, I, p. 78.
4. IOR: L/F/10/2 Records o f Service, f. 118. Only biographical details bearing on his 
typographical activities w ill be mentioned here. For further biographical information refer 
to: E.H. Johnston, ‘Charles Wilkins’ in Muhammad Shafi, ed., A.C. Woolner 
Commemoration Volume (Lahore, 1940), pp. 124-132; and Lloyd, ‘Wilkins’, pp. 9-39.
5. As Assistant to the Superintendent o f the Company’s factory. He was promoted to Factor 
in 1776 and Junior Merchant in 1779.
6. Persian was the official language; see Henry Pitts Forster, A Vocabulary in Two Parts, 
English and Bungalee, and Vice Versa, Pt I, (Calcutta, 1799), pp. iv-v.
7. Nathaniel Brassey Halhed (1751-1818) entered the Company as a Writer in 1770. For 
biographical information see Dr J. Grant, ‘Warren Hastings in Slippers’, Calcutta Review, 
XXVI, pp. 59-141; also see Rosane Rocher, Orientalism, Poetry and the Millenium: the 
Checkered Life o f Nathaniel Brassey Halhed 1751-1830 (New Delhi, 1983)
8. Which culminated in the publication o f a Sanskrit grammar; Charles Wilkins, A Grammar 
o f the Sanskrita Language (London, 1808), pp. viii and xi. ‘Halhed was apparently the 
first to call public attention to the affinity between Sanskrit words and “those o f Persian, 
Arabic and even o f Latin and Greek” ’; Leslie Stephen and Sidney Lee, eds., Dictionary o f  
National Biography (London, 1890), XXIV, p. 41.
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Under the governorship of Warren Hastings (1732-1818),9 there existed an 
increasing conviction by the British of the need to learn the languages of their 
subjects in Bengal. Hastings, who had mastered some Persian and a little 
Bengali himself, actively encouraged the translation of British regulations into 
the vernacular languages and the compilation of grammars and dictionaries of 
these languages. He also selected Halhed to translate from Persian a digest of 
Hindu laws, entitled in Sanskrit Vivaddrnavasetu,10 resulting in the publication, 
A Code o f Gentoo Laws, or Ordinations o f the Pundits in 1776.11 In the 
preface to this work, Halhed claimed: ‘From hence therefore may be formed a 
precise Idea of the Customs and Manners of these People, which, to their great 
Injury, have long been misrepresented in the Western World’.12 At the ‘advice 
and even solicitation’ of Hastings,13 Halhed undertook the task of writing A 
Grammar o f the Bengal Language in order to promote ‘the cultivation of a 
right understanding and a general medium of intercourse . . .  between the 
Natives of Europe who are to rule, and the Inhabitants of India who are to 
obey’.14
Halhed intended that all the Bengali words given in the Grammar should be 
printed in their own characters, but no suitable fount of types was available:
9. Governor in Bengal from 1772, the first Governor General from 1774 to 1778. See G.R. 
Gleig, Memoirs o f  the Life o f  the Right Hon Warren Hastings (London, 1841), I, pp. 399- 
404.
10. First compiled in Sanskrit by 11 brahmins, then translated into Persian by a munsl and 
thence into English in a summarized form by Halhed - hence the inaccuracy o f the latter’s 
translation; see letter o f William Jones to Arthur Lee, 28 Sept 1788; in Garland Cannon, 
ed., The Letters o f  Sir William Jones (Oxford, 1970), n , p. 821.
11. A Code o f  Gentoo Laws, or Ordinations o f  the Pundits, translated into English by N.B. 
Halhed (London, 1776), p. vi.
12. Code o f  Gento Law s, p. xi.
13. Proceedings o f the Governor-General (Revenue Dept), 20 Feb 1778, ‘Extracts from 
Government Records’ Bengal Past and Present, XXIX (Jan - June 1925), p. 213.
14. Halhed, Grammar, p. ii. It was not the first printed Bengali grammar, but was preceded 
by the Vocabulario Em Idioma, Bengalla E  Portuguez, ed. Manoel da Assumpcam (Lisbon, 
1743), printed in Latin types. Wilkins is known to have owned a copy which THalhed may 
have seen; William Marsden, SOAS MS 57002, A Catalogue o f D ictiom ries, Vocabularies 
and Grammars o f  A ll Languages and Dialects, f. 229.
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the Bengali types prepared by the London punchcutter Joseph Jackson 
(1733-1792), were considered unsatisfactory.15 Thus ‘Warren Hastings, who was 
anxious that the Co.’s servants should have every facility for the study of the 
native languages, himself solicited Mr W[ilkins] to prepare a fount of Bengali 
types, as he was aware that he had, by way of amusement, made some 
successful experiments in that way’.16 In the preface to the Grammar, Halhed 
wrote:
The advice and even solicitation of the Governor General 
prevailed upon Mr Wilkins . . .  to undertake a set of 
Bengal types. He did, and his success has exceeded 
every expectation. In a country so remote from all 
connection with European artists, he has been obliged to 
charge himself with all the various occupations of the 
Metallurgist, the Engraver, the Founder and the Printer.17
Charles Wilkins can be credited with the production of four founts of Bengali 
type. They are designated for the purpose of this study as CW1 through to 
CW4. It is not known, however, which letterform models formed the basis of 
Wilkins’s designs. It has been claimed that two manuscripts formerly owned by 
him, and now held in the India Office Library, were formative in the design of 
his first fount, CW1.18 The manuscripts are copies of Mukundarama 
Cakravarti’s Candimahgala19 and Bharatacandra’s Vidyasundara20 The claim 
seems unjustifiable, for the lettershapes of the Candi manuscript bear scant 
resemblance to those designed by Wilkins; and examination of the Vidyasundara 
manuscript fails to reveal that it was written in ‘a handwriting having distinct 
and separate letters . . .  on the basis of which Wilkins drew the letters for his 
types’.21 Conclusive evidence exists to show that Wilkins acquired the 
Vidyasundara manuscript almost thirty years after the publication of Halhed’s 
Grammar. The manuscript is signed by Wilkins and dated 29 January 1807.
15. Halhed, Grammar, p. xxiii (Jackson’s Bengali types are discussed in chapter 4). Gentoo
Laws only showed an engraving of Bengali characters, see pi. 6.
16. [G. C. Haughton], ‘Sir Charles Wilkins’, Asiatic Journal: New Series, XX (1836), p. 167.
17. Halhed, Grammar, pp. xxiii-xxiv.
18. Khan, Printing in Bengali Characters, I, pp. 369-70.
19. IOL BEN. MS S2846A; scribe unknown. See pi. 7.
20. IOL BEN. MS S2811A; scribe unknown. See pi. 8.
21. Khan, Printing in Bengali Characters, n , p. 812.
7. Bengali manuscript:
IOL BEN. MS S2846A - CandTmahgala
- ^ i  ( i >a  ^  c> t v  '
s p r  o l t f e  - ^ m f r
•■- 3 f ? v  * T ? F 5  C tta ; r r j r r ^  j r r i  i
( T f th tF T *  - 7 t ( W  •>FTFj 5~JT J f F l  >•
t f r r -  e f R  ^ r t H  - * i t n  e t ^ ' F T r -
<lM  ^ F t  *<l-j felv A tC "^ '*]
? r t ^  ( i r m  c f ^ti n w  u r - r ^ t r ^  W '  
( T i t t ^ m ^ i n > !
8. Bengali manuscript; IOL BEN. MS S2811A - Vidyasundara
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Blumhardt places it in the nineteenth century, and there is no reason to dispute 
this date.22
There is no evidence that Wilkins modelled his type designs on any particular 
manuscript. There are, however, manuscripts collected by Halhed which pre-date 
the Gramma?23 that show some correspondence to the character shapes of 
Wilkins’s types. The first item is another copy of the Vidyasundara of a 
similar format to the copy owned by Wilkins.24 This manuscript is written in a 
very clear and neat hand. It also shows interword spacing; an unusual device in 
eighteenth-century Bengali manuscripts, and one adopted by Wilkins throughout 
the Grammar,25 According to Blumhardt, ‘This copy corresponds with the text 
of the printed editions. The Sanskrit slokas are written in red ink. The name of 
the scribe and date of copy are not given’.26 Another item is a copy of the 
Bdramdsya written in a hand whose characters share the same diagonal stress 
with Wilkins’s Bengali types;27 some of the Bdramdsya lines, divided by 
Halhed into couplets, appear in the Grammar with slight alterations in 
spelling.28
Several items in Halhed’s manuscript collection bear Charles Wilkins’s initials 29 
suggesting Wilkins was their prior owner or, at least, that they passed through 
his hands. It is possible that Wilkins was aware of the specific Bengali
22. James Fuller Blumhardt, Catalogue o f  the Bengali and Assamese Manuscripts in the 
Library o f the India Office (London, 1924), p. 12.
23. Acquired by the British Museum (now known as the British Library in 1775-1776; Rosane 
Rocher, ‘Nathaniel Brassey Halhed’s Collection o f Oriental Manuscripts’, Annals o f Oriental 
Research  (University o f Madras), 25 (1975), pp. 1-10.
24. i.e. nine by six inches; a rare format for Indian MSS. BL MS Add. 5593, signed by
Halhed; see pi. 9.
25. Wilkins even gives word breaks in the printed version o f the petition on p. 209, although 
none occur in the original; see pis. 21 and 22.
26. J i \  Blumhardt, Catalogue o f  the Marathi, Gujarati, Bengali, Assamese, Oriya, Pushtu, and 
Sindhi Manuscripts in the Library o f the British Museum (London, 1905), p. 15.
27. To be found in BL MS Add. 5660F (f. 14). This diagonal stress lends a dynamic effect 
to Wilkins’s types. See pi. 10.
28. Numerous orthographical errors and mistranslations occur in the Grammar; see Muhammad 
Abdul Quayyum, A Critical Study o f the Bengali Grammars o f Carey, Halhed and 
Houghton (unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, University o f London, 1974), pp. 92-102 and 81-89, 
regarding correspondences between the texts o f the BL MSS and the Grammar.
29. BL MSS Add, 5581, 5595, 5596, and 5591.
srS ’SRI^S' 1^51^tT^l?jgi&  VH)Wt tfgJT ’)
s p R U t W '  ) ^ o * r i f c r  
s j s ^ ^ m w i ^ 5 5 S  iq^T 
’1 B ^ s r i ^ r ® '  <j5t5G*irf5t t  
P 3 ^ f  1 s ^ l  ®  I^ K $ 3 t>] <5>5pt@ f§-tfil
] ( ^ t t q s T T t J n ^ ^ S T ^ 1)• :
< ^ sq q frf> 5 jn 5 s§ R frr  ]
1 S S ^ f e s g p t t g ;  
>1 ^ ^ w r t o n ^ Q w e ^ R T C f i ^ f i T i e ?  
^csn32fi« tew  ’1
*ttf«t 1 O iS W § 9 i$ < k W  U s W ^ m ! ‘
) b ^ l ^ i w r ^ t e r ^ n l ^ j ^  > ]t 
’] » » }•  'l s ^ i-S R  ,) '^ i? ( H T I t^ P ^ > ^ ^ 5 T O  1 S3^<r
»] PTRJ?^*jJp
9. Bengali manuscript: BL MS Add. 5593 - Vidyasundara
( W t w  0*1 a m % i^
< 4 ^  ^ ? X  0 P H
« W W  ^ f e c  s r c c ^ f ^ ^ '
< 3 j< H  3 W ® r w
^ s u s f  s c < 3 J  m  1^ 5 ^  
^ 1  * w  
< $ 1 m< 8 R t ' ^%*? s^  ^  twwc
« n * m  5 8 « r a * i 2 ® ^
srr^ si owirsfcPRftsa
10. Bengali manuscript: BL MS Add. 5660F - Baramasya
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passages (contained in Halhed’s manuscripts of the MahabHarata of Kasirama 
Dasa,30 the Ramayapa of Krttivasa,31 and the Vidyasundara by Bharatacandra 
Raya32) to be quoted in the Grammar prior to preparing the fount for their 
rendition in print. Evidence of Wilkins and Halhed working in close co­
operation is to be found in a note preserved amongst the latter’s personal 
papers at the British Library:
Dear Halhed,
The above is my morning’s work and contains all the 
most material writing upon . . .  [the] . . .  Hindoo System 
[of Astronomy]. E [errors] Excepted, C.W.33
One item in Halhed’s own hand and headed ‘Of the Bengal Arithmetic’ 
amounts to a draft of Chapter VI of the Grammar.34
None of the scribes’ hands, however, can be said to have formed the blueprint 
for the first fount Wilkins designed. Moreover, the Bengali lines printed in the 
Grammar deviate from the manuscript versions both textually and 
orthographically.35 Nonetheless, such manuscripts as Halhed assembled, or had 
copied for him,36 provided information regarding the characteristics of the 
Bengali script: the letterforms required; their frequency of occurrence in text; 
the relationships between characters and their relative proportions; the necessity 
to kern particular characters;37 the positioning of the subscripts and superscripts; 
the need for compound characters and initial, medial, and final forms of certain 
vowel signs; and the amount of interlinear spacing. From close examination of
30. BL MS Add. 5595 copied by various scribes between 1773 and 1778, and Oriental 4741 
f. 47 (incomplete) which previously belonged to Max Muller.
31. BL MS Add. 5590/5591, the latter initialled by Wilkins. The scribe is unknown, but it
appears to be in the same hand (and is in the same format) as BL MS Add. 5593; see 
pi. 11.
32. Three copies BL MSS Add. 5593, Add. 5660A, and (incomplete) Add. 5660B.
33. BL MS Add. 5661B f. 1. [n.d.].
34. BL MS Add. 5661B ff. 36-38; see Halhed, Grammar, ‘O f Numbers’ and ‘O f the Bengal
Arithmetic’, pp. 159-177.
35. See above, p. 36, n. 28; and Graham Shaw, unpublished note, Printing Interest in the 
British Library’s Halhed Bengali Manuscripts (London, n.d.),p. 2.
36. Rocher, ‘Halhed’s Collection’, p. 3, and Qayyum, Critical Study, p. 109.
37. A kern is a part o f metal type projecting beyond the body or shank designed to rest on 
the shoulders o f adjacent types; see pi. 12 regarding basic typeface nomenclature.
W l ^ W  1 ^ ^ ^ F » ^ R S M £ R 3 K  1 ) 3 ^  
^ 5 1 ^ 7 1 # )  g @ ^ -
^ 0 r « H i ? 1 ^ 5 ^ t g ^ n 5 i ? r  1 
w r  >)-^ g w ^ e ^ raT ife?}^ > ^ R ~  i-^ f t g m w u r t
^ W R B ^ W r m g T W n w  ')
^ s i s i ^ t e t p j ^ s i '  i ^ j ^ ^ T R i s p i ^ n a r » i ^ il
11. Bengali manuscript: BL MS Add. 5591: Ramayana
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12. Typeface nomenclature
such texts, Wilkins was able to establish the rudiments of Bengali typography38 
that were to become the norm.39
42
Native instruction in the Bengali script was not given in the style the 
letterforms assumed in the majority of the manuscripts under discussion.40 The 
preface to the Grammar reveals that Halhed took considerable interest in the 
method employed in writing and teaching the Bengali script. He observed the 
nibs and the posture adopted by the scrivener41 and the sequence in which the 
characters of the syllabary are taught:
It is usual with the Natives . . .  to defer all explanation 
of the first sixteen letters of the alphabet until they have 
thoroughly instructed their pupils in the nature and use 
of the subsequent consonants___
The first elements of every science must be plain, 
simple and easy of perception: but more particularly 
those of letters; which, as they are generally taught in 
the early period of life, should be divested of every 
superfluity that may distract the attention, or clog the 
memory.
In view of Wilkins’s close association with Halhed, it is likely that he leamt 
the Bengali script in the same manner and made use of his compatriot’s 
observations, for it is the character ‘divested of every superfluity’ that became 
fixed in metal, and not the running hand of the scrivener. This form was also 
considerably easier to translate into metal types than the hand of the lay 
manuscript copyist The manner in which Charles Wilkins leamt the Bengali
38. For a definition o f typography, see above, p. 4, see also below, p. 63.
39. Perhaps a difficult task since the Bengali script had not yet Required a standard form; see 
Halhed, Grammar, p. 3.
40. MSS styles varied according to the region and to the nature o f the text being copied, i.e. 
whether religious or secular.
41. Halhed, Grammar, p. 2.
42. Halhed, ibid., p. 5.
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characters would have determined his conception of the letterforms required to 
complete a fount of Bengali types.43
Material belonging to Charles Wilkins, but of a later date,44 indicates that 
drawings would have formed the first stage in the production of a fount of 
types. Wilkins, or an assistant, would have prepared drawings of every character 
required, first in pencil and then in ink, to arrive at satisfactory designs for 
punchcutting.45 The preparation of these patterns would have established the 
dimensions of the typeface as well as the structure of the letterforms and the 
spacing. It would have also determined the method of composition. Such 
drawings can thus be said to represent the first stage in the transition of 
calligraphy to typography. Since it is on the basis of these that the punches are 
cut, they must meet the technical requirements demanded by the process of 
typefounding. A summary of this process is given by John Ryder:
The reversed design of each character is cut on the end 
of a bar of steel to form a punch which is then driven 
into a slab of copper to make a matrix. This matrix 
forms the face of a mould into which molten metal is 
poured and a type cast. A single piece of type is called 
a sort46
The designer when translating calligraphic letterforms47 into type must be fully 
conscious of its limitations and peculiarities. In the words of the French 
typefounder Charles Peignot, ‘A clear distinction must be made between 
lettering and type design. In lettering, fantasy is of the essence. In type design 
discipline is the first requisite. In both cases education and a proper sense of
43. And also the method by which he proposed to compose the Grammar for printing.
44. Now housed at the India Office Library; see pis. 13, 14 and 29.
45. It is reasonable to surmise that a pundit, such as those known to have assisted Halhed
(see Qayyum, Critical Study p. 65), produced the models o f ‘characters divested of every
superfluity’ for Wilkins to follow; see below.
46. John Ryder, Printing fo r  Pleasure (London, 1976), p. 31; see also pis. 14 and 15 showing 
a hand mould and a matrix o f  Bengali type.
47. As distinct from engraved letters; see below, chapter 7.
13. Modi Drawings from the IOL collection oi C h.uk> W ilkins’s materials
45
* 7 3
%
3M i*
14. Bengali matrix from the IOL W ilkins collection (CW 4)
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15. Illustration o f a hand-mould; Joseph Moxon Mechanick Exercises . . .  (rpt London, 
1958)
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tradition are all important’.48 It is still an open question as to how Charles 
Wilkins obtained this education and sense of tradition in the arts of type 
design, punchcutting, and type casting.
With regard to the Grammar, it is scarcely credible that Wilkins ‘with the 
exception of the paper and Roman type, not only formed every article requisite 
for the work but literally printed it, with no other assistance or advice than the 
directions for the several branches in Chambers’s Cyclopaedia’.49 Not only has 
Wilkins been credited with the achievement of cutting, casting, and printing 
with the Bengali types for the Grammar within one year single-handed, but he 
is also reputed to have designed a fount of Nasta*lTq types in as short a time50 
by ‘the labour of his own hand, from the metal in its crudest state, through all 
the different stages of engraving and founding’.51 A report published by the 
Royal Society of Arts in 1819 casts doubt on such claims:
Caslon, the letter-founder, thinks . . .  it would be scarcely 
possible for one person to complete a fount of letters 
from first to last. In the ordinary course of business 
the mere preparation of the types after the punch cutter 
has finished his process,53 goes through the following 
eight different hands; 1st, the justifier, who strikes the 
matrices; 2nd, the mould maker; 3rd, the caster; 4th, the 
breaker off; 5th, the rubber; 6th, the kemer; 7th, the 
setter up; 8th, the dresser. Two of these are boys; and 
although the work might no doubt be executed by fewer 
than eight different hands . . . ;  yet that the whole could 
be gone through by one person he [Caslon] thinks barely
48. Ruari McLean, The Thames and Hudson Manual o f Typography (London, 1980), p. 52 
taken from Dossier A - Z  73 ed. Fernand Baudin, Association Typographique 
Internationale, 1973, p. 18.
49. IOL MS EUR 30, A J. Keily, A Memoir o f  Sir Charles Wilkins, f. 48.
50. IOR: H/207/2 Home Miscellaneous Series, Extract o f Bengal Revenue Consultations, 13 
Nov 1778, p. 467: ‘everything necessary for printing in the Bengal and English Character 
have been provided, and a fount o f Persian Types is nearly compleated [s ic ]\
51. Francis Balfour, The Forms o f Herkern (Calcutta, 1781), p. 7.
52. Although he is referring to Latin diamond type, Bengali would have been no simpler, and 
would have comprised a greater number o f sorts.
% Accor(im g to^the letter-founder Vincent Figgins (1766-1844), the greatest number of
^  J  punches that an artist can cut in a day is two; see below, chapter 5. 
o\
and scarcely possible, he has himself never heard an 
instance of such having been the case.54
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In several biographies of Charles Wilkins, emphasis has been placed on his 
relationship to the gem engraver Robert Bateman Wray,55 a maternal great- 
uncle, in order to explain Wilkins’s pronounced skills as ‘Metallurgist’, 
‘Engraver’, ‘Founder’, and ‘Printer’, which he allegedly demonstrated most ably 
at least seven years after leaving England. Graham Shaw has pointed out that 
there is no evidence of their association with each other prior to Wilkins’s 
departure for India.56 It is more probable that another gem and seal engraver 
named Joseph Shepherd (Shepperd) aided Charles Wilkins in India in designing 
and punchcutting, despite Warren Hastings’s apparent contention that Wilkins 
was ‘unaided by models and imitations, and by artists for his direction . .  ,’.57
Only recently has information revealing the career of Joseph Shepherd come to 
light and offered evidence of his association with Charles Wilkins. Part of this 
evidence is contained in the preface to the first part of A Dictionary, English 
and Hindoostanee58 by John Borthwick Gilchrist (1759-1841), who wrote of 
Shepherd:
I had the good luck to engage Mr Shepherd, an 
ingenious artist, who died some ten years ago, to cast an 
elegant fount of Persian types for my Dictionary. He 
was the man who according to his own asservations . . .  
assisted Mr Wilkins from the first, and through the 
whole process of forming his Bengal and Persian founts, 
for which that Gentleman assumed or received the 
exclusive merit, with its consequent profit and praise.. . .
54. This is likely to be Henry Caslon n  (1786-1850) o f  the Chiswell Street Foundry; Royal 
Society o f Arts, Report o f  the Committee o f  the Society &c. Relative to the M ode o f  
Preventing the Forgery o f Banknotes (London, 1819), pp. 68-69.
55. Johnston, ‘Charles Wilkins*, p. 128; and Khan, Printing in Bengali Characters, I, p. 83.
56. Graham Shaw, Printing in Calcutta, p. 70.^
57. Charles Wilkins, [trans.], The Bhagavtft-Geeta (London, 1785), p. 11. A  piece often quoted 
in this context (see Khan, Printing in Bengali Characters, I, p. 86); however, Hastings was 
not referring to the types but the printing and the typography.
58. The end o f the preface is dated Calcutta, ‘1 August 1798’, although it is bound with Part 
I o f the Dictionary printed in 1787.
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and I have since from enquiry in Calcutta here been 
more confirmed in the truth of what he declared 59
There is little reason to doubt Gilchrist’s statement. The Persian types alone 
testify to Shepherd’s skill in producing a fount of ‘exotic’ letterforms. That 
Shepherd was well qualified to assist Wilkins is further endorsed by Graham 
Shaw’s sketch of the former’s career. Advertisments from 1782 placed by 
Shepherd in the India Gazette suggest that he was adept at producing ‘visiting 
cards and other devices, engraved and printed, cyphers and Persian characters 
neatly cut on stone seals and engravings on silver and gold.. .’.60 In 1784 he 
entered into partnership with a jeweller, Mr Young; a partnership that continued 
until shortly before his death in 1787.61
An indirect link has been established between Shepherd and Wilkins through 
the discovery of a bookplate belonging to John Andrews’s circulating library. 
The bookplate, dated 1774, bears the artist’s signature ‘Shepperd SC’. Katherine 
Smith Diehl, in a short article relating this discovery by a post-graduate student 
A. M. Fazle Kabir, maintains that during this period Shepherd was a ‘21 year- 
old engraver for the English East India Company’s (EEIC) Mint situated at 
Hoogly’, while Charles Wilkins was ‘mint superintendent . . .  responsible for 
munitions, carriage, other metal products, and, later, types’.62 But Diehl provides 
no references in her article to substantiate her statement of their apparently 
allied professions.63 The possibility of their association is strengthened by the 
likelihood that John Andrews was the owner of the press used to print 
Halhed’s Grammar64 According to John Marshman, a contemporary of Wilkins, 
‘the first book in which Bengalee types were used was Halhed’s Bengalee 
Grammar, printed at Hooghly at the press established by Mr Andrews, a
59. J.B. Gilchrist, A Dictionary, English and Hindoostanee, Pt I (Calcutta, 1787), p. xlii.
60. Shaw, Printing in Calcutta, pp. 70-71.
61. He died aged thirty-four.
62. Katherine Smith Diehl, ‘The Cover’, The Journal o f Library History, 16, no. 1 (Winter, 
1981), pp. 4-5.
63. A  statement which merits further investigation.
64. And, presumably, the bookplate.
bookseller, in 1778’.65 This has remained unconfirmed by other sources, but no 
proof to the contrary has yet emerged. Thus current evidence points to the 
acceptance of Gilchrist’s information regarding Shepherd;66 Wilkins had the 
opportunity to avail himself of the assistance of a skilled engraver who was on 
hand at the right time and had also proved himself as a type designer.
Although it is not possible to determine the precise working method adopted by 
Charles Wilkins for producing the commissioned types, nor to discover at what 
stage he made use of local assistance, there is no doubt that an Indian, named 
Pancanana Karmakara,67 was employed by him in some capacity. According to 
John Marshman, Wilkins ‘gave instruction in the art [of punchcutting] which he 
had acquired, to an expert blacksmith of the name of Punchanon, through 
whose labours it became domesticated in Bengal’.68 Pancanana was later 
engaged by the Serampore Missionaries for precisely this purpose. It can be 
assumed that he assisted Wilkins in punchcutting and striking matrices, and that 
he probably undertook the casting of the types, since he was the better 
qualified for the task. On the evidence of the Serampore typefaces,69 it is 
doubtful that Pancanana was active in the design of Wilkins’s types, which 
display a quality superior to the initial efforts of the Serampore Missionaries.
The composing technique developed by Wilkins for CW1 was fundamental to 
its design and laid the basis for the composition and design of succeeding 
Bengali typefaces. In order to determine the method he used, it is necessary to 
identify the sorts employed in the fount, that is, to establish the fount synopsis.
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65. John Clark Marshman, The Life and Times o f Carey, Marshman, and Ward (London, 
1859), I, p. 159.
66. As it has been by the East Indian Chronologist (Calcutta, 1801).
67. The surname ‘Karmakara’ [(literally, ‘an actor o f an action’)) signifies ‘blacksmith* in 
Bengali.
68. Marshman, Carey, Marshman, and Ward, I, p. 70.
69. See below, chapter 3.i.
It has been suggested that the Bengali types required for setting the Grammar 
comprised some 488 sorts:70 ‘16 vowels, 34 consonants, 8 vowel signs, 374
phalasy29 contractions of letters, 10 figures, 15 arithmetical figures and 2
punctuation marks.’71 A close examination of the Grammar does not confirm 
these figures.72 The true number of sorts designed for CW1 is closer to 200.
In the first instance, the vowel characters number, at the most, twelve sorts:73
although and appear as individual characters,74 they are
made up from two sorts; the first being common, and the second pans 'H , ° ,
® a n d ^  respectively. Secondly, it would be erroneous to assume that the 
thirty-four consonants printed in the first chapter of the Grammar, under the 
heading ‘Second Series’,75 constitute the complete set of consonantal sorts. The 
typeform c\ , for example, is used as an alternative to o( and does not appear 
until page 12. Furthermore, variant designs of certain characters make their 
appearance throughout the book.76 Examples of this phenomenon are the 
different versions of the consonants 'S’ andviSl .77 Since there is clear evidence 
of such variations in design, it is possible that these characters are not alone in 
having alternative forms. The typeforms O  and ^ , for instance, do not appear 
consistent in design throughout, but it is difficult to determine all the alternative
51
70. ‘Sorts’ have been defined as ‘any particular matrices or types as distinct from a complete 
fount’; Linotype, Printing Terms, p. 39; also see above, p. 43.
71. Khan, Printing in Bengali Characters, I, p. 371.
72. No account appears to have been taken o f the means by which a representation o f all the 
characters has been achieved.
73. It is possible that is also made up from two sorts, see below. The Bengali characters 
inserted in the text o f this thesis represent typeforms, not handwritten forms.
74. Halhed, Grammar, p. 4; also see pi. 16.
75. Halhed, Grammar, p. 4.
76. Therefore entailing different punches, matrices, and types.
77. See pi. 1ft.
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4. A  G R A M M A R  O F  T H E  
f i f t y  le tters ,  in  th e  f o l l o w i n g  ord er .
F i r s t  S e r i e s .
55J o ! Cgj] aa T ^  .e* 'fi ce 
3  00 §  00 ree A1 rec
V  ^  Iree 3  a ^  i
3 0  ^  on 5 J° ung 352 oh
S e c o n d  S e r i e s .
>o <>o <^c x >cd<o < -o<
3? k 0 % k,ho r \  s° Ttl g.lw s ngoo-o
t cho X cb,ho 3 i i° 3 * j.ho 5 gnrc-o* *
•to t> t,ho. 3 do ■ u d,ho H aano
\5 to t,ho X[ do d,ho no •
*1 po ' ^ p,hc> "Z b<> ^5 b,ho 31 mo
31
f*
SFf Io 3 w 0
*1 {ho 3 [ (ho 3P{ to I . ho 51? khy-o
It
16. Charles Wilkins’s first Bengali fount (CW1); N.B. Halhed, A Grammar of the
Bengal Language, (Hoogly, 1778)
A G R A  M .M  A R. O F  T  H  
T he twelve P , h o l a  a s ,
>OX3«O>O<O<O0OiO)O<
Figure Name Power
3 5 k y-o kv-o
-fe
w
koxo
kono
kro
kna
.*33
C1
kolo klo
3^3
l l
koo-o
komo
kwc?,. or 
fc metimes 
koo. 
kmc?
W
kirrs? krs?
kills? klee
<? arkc? rkc?
% ungko nngko
% r.fhko fhko
I (h??dd,bs? -  "
17. CW l: ‘The twelve P,HOLAAS’; Halhed, Grammar
forms which occur under the conditions available for studying the Grammar™
A slight inconsistency in the quality of the printing can be mistaken for a new 
character shape; an example of this is the character ^  , whose hairline stroke 
does not always reproduce well in print. The purpose of employing two sorts 
for the same character is hard to ascertain, particularly if the difference is 
barely noticeable and appears to serve no special function. In the case of , 
Charles Wilkins perhaps found the original design too heavy and decided to 
improve its weight and modify its curve. This explanation is more plausible 
than the possibility of both the punch and matrix of C5 being lost.79 Moreover, 
Wilkins is known to have revised some characters of his later founts.80
The case is similar, but there is a greater disparity between the two
versions. A l t h o u g h a p p e a r s  to be an earlier version,81 it continues to make 
its appearance alongside that o f5 l , even on the same page,82 and in similar 
circumstances, i.e. as initial and medial consonant of a word. Perhaps Wilkins 
was not fully satisfied with either attempt, and thus both designs shared the 
same typecase compartment and were used indiscriminately. In a Bengali fount 
of a later period Wilkins also has two sorts for the character 83; it is not
an easy letterform to engrave at the end of a punch.
The characters \5 , , and ,84 however, are neither extra sorts nor
variations in design but are the original sorts for the letterforms \3  , <C » and 
. The types for the latter group would have been cast as dotted letterforms;
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78. Owing to its age and rarity, it has not been possible to borrow the Grammar for analysis; 
facsimile editions are not sufficiently accurate.
79. As in the case o f some o f his Devanagari types; Charles Wilkins, Grammar o f the 
Sanskrita Language, p. xii.
80. See below. - c
81. On account o f its earlier appearance and the use of O l in the Errata pages.
82. See Halhed, Grammar, p. 132, and pi. 18.
83. Namely CW4; see below, pi. 28.
84. These are not listed in the ‘Second Series’: Halhed, Grammar, p. 4.
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131 A  G R A M M A R  O F  T H E
to cover.
t \ 5 R f l ' l ' f to conquer.
nS P I ' i ( pK to recite the bead-roll.
'M * W ° to burn, (intrans:)
v F f tr t v s r W
to be awake.
v5l*W ° v S R P t to be fick.
s5lt<f*i to live.
¥ • ^ °
to ooze out.
' J l v i l 0 v jk b M to  beat.
s k s f p SJvSPT to renounce.
■ v T < 5 t° v isiM to be ferried.
i v t 8 1 ^ * 1 to burn.
T T ’t T to bite.
w C T tT 7T G T f c i
to milk.
T - * * w s n p r
to be diftrefied.
TjcT O i l ^ T 0 O ft^ P T to fwing.
T il C ? 3 ^ to give.
t ? p f ° W to take, to feize.
^ P T ^ P T to bow cotton.
§ J ^ r p r O T K to meditate.
P r e t i P t 0 to be blellcd.
18. CW1: alternative forms of >5? a n d ^  ; Halhed, Grammar
the dots being subsequently filed off to produce their undotted counterparts.
The same holds true for the characters ^ , c^ j , ^  , and M whose 
connecting headline was removed for these consonants to appear in isolation 
and not in text.85
Alternative sorts are employed in CW1 for some of the vowel signs which 
require different designs depending on their position in a word. The sign f* has 
three sorts: 1 for a final position, Y and Y for medial positions.86 Both styles 
of the medial form were commonly used in the manuscripts available to 
Wilkins, but there is no obvious reason to have both forms in the fount. At 
first sight, it could be thought that the central vertical stroke which rises above 
the headline (of the former version) at times fails to print properly, but close 
examination reveals two different designs. There seems to be no logic behind 
their application in the text of the Grammar; the two kinds already appear in 
the first chapter in similar situations. The formY may have been designed to 
be used in conjunction with the sign ^  (candrabindu), since correct positioning 
of the candrabindu over the alternative sort t  would not have been possible.
But this does not explain why Wilkins did not confine himself to using the 
typeformY throughout the work, or to employing it only in combination with 
superscripts. Moreover, the position of the candrabindu over Y is by no means 
perfect,87 and the final form 1 is sometimes used instead with very poor 
results.88
The vowel sign p  also appears to have two forms with very similar design: one 
possessing a higher and shorter curve than the other to facilitate kerning over
JT*
85. See pi. 16.
86. Halhed, Grammar, p. 19.
87. See Halhed, ibid., p. 35.
88. Halhed, ib id , pp. 71, 170, etc; although Wilkins has been named as the printer o f the 
Grammar, it cannot be assumed that he was the compositor.
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characters which extend above the headline.89 It is possible that in such cases
the metal curve of the ascender is forced back by use of compositor’s tools to
accommodate the additional height of the consonant it modifies. On page 39 of
the Grammar, it seems that the ascending stroke of 1> has also been filed down
A .to fit under the curve of this vowel sign. On the other hand, 7X employs for 
its vowel sign two quite disparate designs to perform identical functions, for 
although one possesses a better kem, they both appear to be used 
indiscriminately in medial and final positions.90
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The signs ^  and each exist as a separate sort; whilst for A  , the forms 
C and Z are used in initial and medial positions respectively. Similarly, the 
sign £ occurs in two designs, viz. £ and i  ; although the latter is rarely 
needed and at times is erroneously printed in an initial position91 Lastly, the 
vowel signs \  and^ occur as medial and final forms. It can therefore be 
concluded that Wilkins employed at least fourteen vowel signs in printing the 
Grammar92
Halhed disclosed the method employed for printing compound characters 
(conjuncts):
I have already mentioned, that by the original structure 
of this language every consonant inherently possesses the 
short vowel on which its utterance depends; it is plain 
therefore on this principle, that no two consonants could 
have been joined together, and successively pronounced 
in the same syllable; but that a vowel must necessarily 
have intervened. As an expedient to remedy this 
inconvenience, a set of distinct characters were invented, 
called P’holaa, or adjuncts. They are certain
subordinate and subsidiary figures, that may be attached 
to each of the consonants in the alphabet respectively, to
89. e.g. 31 ; See Halhed, Grammar, pp. 57, 60, 91, 140, 163, etc.
90. See Halhed, Grammar, p. 146, where both sorts modify the consonant .
91. e.g. on pages 31, 32 and 197 o f the Grammar.
92. Excluding p. 209 which is discussed below.
provide against the too frequent recurrence of the 
internal vowel.93
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The term phala normally pertains to the signs which represent the characters
and ^  as the final member of a conjunct; whereas Halhed used 
the term to signify ‘eleven subservient marks or signs.’94 Whether Halhed 
misapplied the word ‘P’holaa’ is not of concern here, rather the pertinence of 
his remark lies in the fact that Wilkins, for typographical purposes, expanded 
the notion of having reduced forms of certain characters which could be 
attached to any consonant for the creation of conjuncts. This technique obviates 
the necessity of designing a sort for every combination required. Thus it 
reduces considerably the size of the fount, although it necessitates the inclusion 
of phalas as well as extra sorts comprising reduced forms of those consonants 
forming the first member of a conjunct. Both phalas and reduced initial forms 
are cast on a smaller body than the main characters of the syllabary, so that 
two sorts can fit together to generate one character and still align with the rest 
of the fount. If well designed, the resulting conjunct has the appearance of 
being one integral character; the specific intention is to dupe the reader.
There are several means of ascertaining whether the conjuncts printed in the 
Grammar comprise one or two sorts. Firstly, a break in the compound character 
can frequently be observed95 Not only is this division between the two 
elements visible, but often the same combination of sorts may conjoin less 
happily elsewhere in the Grammar. Secondly, some conjuncts have been created 
by different means for no particular reason. An example of this is the conjunct 
^  which appears a s ^  on page 10 and as<^ *?h on page 97. A break is at 
once discernible to the naked eye in the former version, and there is no reason 
for the latter version to be restricted to this form unless a subscript follows.96 
It therefore confirms the suggestion that the conjunct ^  was not readily
93. Halhed, Grammar, pp. 16-17. u
94. Halhed, ibid., p. 17, see pi. 17 showing ‘The twelve ^HOLAAS.’ fefAdrcJuuA vw d tj- w e
95. With the aid of a magnifying le n s^  „ ^  • / v  . . ,
96. As in the case o f ^ f  (p. 27), but3^  (p. 61). p p l-la *
available as one sort in the fount,97 but had to be produced with the use of 
one or two reduced letterforms, i.e. from two types. Further verification of this 
method of composition employed by Wilkins is exemplified by the conjunct 
^ , which occurs frequently in the Grammar98 On page 15 *5 is made up 
from two reduced letterforms, as it is on page 61, but both differ considerably. 
The most striking difference is that in the latter case, the reduced form of , 
i.e. the superior component, is very much larger.
Whilst such cases illustrate Wilkins’s typesetting technique, there is no 
explanation for holding two reduced forms of the same character in one fount. 
Some seem to have the function of forming a second fount of smaller types to 
print the petition appearing on page 209, but it cannot be established beyond 
doubt99 that the types appearing on this page were cast from the same matrices 
as those used to generate the initial parts100 of conjuncts, particularly with 
regard to their stroke weight, which appears different. Moreover, a number of 
reduced consonants possessing two designs, as in the previously cited example 
of , were not required for the petition. As in the case o f®  mentioned 
above, it is possible that new, perhaps improved, designs were added to the 
fount as the printing of the Grammar progressed, without superseding their 
earlier forms. This would explain the presence of two versions of one character 
on the same page.
Not all conjuncts were formed by the method just outlined. Some were cast as 
whole characters, usually due to the peculiarities of their formation, but 
sometimes due to their exceptionally frequent occurrence, e.g."^ . The majority 
of these ligatures and special sorts are listed by Halhed on pages 33 to 35 of
97. Wilkins could hardly have run short o f type.
98. Halhed, Grammar, pp. 15, 28, 30, 54, 56, 61, 69, 95, 103, 118, 143 and 181.
99. Without photographically enlarging the relevant characters; see above, n. 78.
100. ‘Initial’ due to the presence o f a headline. CW2 is discussed below.
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the Grammar. It is not possible to determine in each case the method whereby 
a conjunct has been printed in this work. Therefore in calculating the number 
of sorts held in the fount, a conjunct has been identified as one sort where any 
doubt exists as to its formation. On this basis, it appears that the reduced 
forms of characters number forty-eight, the ligatures and special sorts number 
thirty-two. Including numerals, punctuation and additional signs, the total fount 
of Bengali types comprised approximately 170 sorts. Thus Charles Wilkins 
succeeded, as one of his contemporaries related, in ‘casting a complete fount of 
Bengal characters so currently united as not to leave their junctions visible but 
on very minute examination; as you [John Nichols] may see in Halhed’s Bengal 
Grammar’.101
CW1 was also used in the separate publication, Preface to a Grammar o f the 
Bengal Language, to print in Bengali characters a Bengali ode ‘composed . . .  
by an inhabitant of Hoogly’102 which does not appear in the Grammar. Another 
item printed with this typeface was recently discovered amongst Halhed’s 
papers103 and is the earliest extant example of blank-form printing in the 
Bengali language at Calcutta.104 It is not known when this form, which is 
accompanied by a Hindustani version, was printed, except that it must have 
taken place prior to Halhed’s departure from India in 1785. The choice of 
types does not help to establish its date, but it is interesting to note the 
consistency of the forms ^  > 3  t 1 throughout the piece, which gives
the text a uniformity lacking in the Grammar. The item provides a better 
appreciation of the capabilities of Wilkins’s first typeface for text-setting than is 
demonstrated in A Grammar o f the Bengal Language}05
101. Letter from George Perry, Calcutta 1 Oct 1783: John Nichols, Literary Anecdotes o f the 
Eighteenth Century (London, 1812), 6, pt I, p. 638.
102. Nathaniel Brassey Halhed, Preface to a Grammar o f the Bengal Language (Hoogly, 1778), 
p. xxv; see also pi. 19.
103. BL MS Add. 5660F, and see pi. 20.
104. See Shaw, Halhed's Manuscripts, p. 3.
105. As the Grammar takes most o f its examples from Bengali translations o f  Sanskrit epic 
poetry.
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P . ?  5  f  4  5 5 .
rftsj.
o ^ T O T S o ?  
vsrffa. 5K$rttxit vgptpr ^Rrri gskspti ^  
^ S ta ?    : ! - *
tw I  W t m  TM ttm  *m  1 c^r
d l i t s . ^ 4  f t » V '. . :  ... . , . '—
W '  C SM ^fB ^  <3^pr 3TR>3 OfRPBl
<*fa- s t e r  *WfTa ^  w tr w
^ ^ r ; 1 ;  ; ; ;  ; ; ;  ■; >
^ s s t e f l
R S I ^ 3 i t e  
v^R^t K l-------------------------------------------- -
3f ^  GT^ JttHl ^ rftxrt Ttft V ’lW OFTft^ Tl
<m%\ 3t5T? RtR3 3 t o  G3l
STiR ^sbl^lRi l^l *
^ <fH*r fakl 0R  ^  R 5
vsrfafl (W l w r t o  ^  s^rtrrt
MsM'l^ l ^ 5 1 ^ 1  '
19. A Bengali Ode: CW1; N.B. Halhed, Preface to a Grammar o f  the Bengal 
Language (Hoogly, 1778)
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g e l ®
«9 I? iv fv fr  £9
20. BL MS Add. 5660F: Blank form printed with CW1
The structure of CW l’s characters does not accord with manuscript letterforms, 
for the strokes join in a manner contradicting the stroke sequence of penned 
Bengali forms.106 Despite the disposition of CW l’s strokes, its design achieves 
a calligraphic quality by the slight weight differential of the thin and thick 
strokes and the diagonal stress which adds movement to the typeface. 
Inconsistencies in design, and the crude fashioning of strokes or curves such as 
35 ,'^Jp , and f  do not seriously mar the typeface, but add to its calligraphic 
charm. Its elegance, however, is impaired by clumsy conjunctions resulting from 
the phala method of composition. The consistently open counters, which are 
well balanced by the intercharacter spacing, contribute to the harmony of the 
design, as does the regularity of the oblique downstrokes. The legibility of the 
typeface is assisted by its large type size which was probably intended to 
benefit the students of the Grammar, and perhaps reflects Wilkins’s 
inexperience in punchcutting.107 As a pioneer fount of Bengali types, Wilkins’s 
first fount represents a remarkable achievement.
The quality of the types used to print the Grammar was matched by the high 
standard of typography it exhibited.108 Typography has been defined ‘as the art 
of rightly disposing printing material in accordance with specific purpose; of so 
arranging the letters, distributing the space and controlling the type as to aid to 
the maximum the reader’s comprehension of the text’.109 It has been established 
that Halhed modelled his Grammar, and Wilkins its typography, on the Persian 
Grammar110 of William Jones.111 Wilkins’s skill in Bengali typography 
developed as he gained more experience in the art of printing. On 13 
November 1778 the Governor-General submitted to the Council an application
106. See below, chapter 3ii.
107. It is easier to cut at this size; type sizes are discussed below, see chapter 10.
108. For an early Indian imprint.
109. Stanley Morison, First Principles o f Typography, 2nd edn (Cambridge, 1967), p. 5.
110. In so far as the English content (in Latin types) is concerned.
111. Sir William Jones, A Grammar o f the Persian Language (London, 1771). For a detailed 
comparison, see Qayyum, Critical Study, chapter V.
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by Wilkins for the establishment of the East India Company’s own press112 for
printing documents. The request to draw up such a proposal came from Warren
Hastings, who perceived the advantage of having a press under the Company’s
control. In a letter to the Court of Directors, Hastings wrote:
Mr Wilkins having informed us that he had completed 
the construction of a set of Type of the Bengal 
language, and the printing of the Grammar of that 
language, and the Governor General having reported to 
us that much expense had been incurred in bringing this 
art to its present degree of perfection, that it might be 
applied to public use and preserved from being lost; we 
resolved as a further encouragement to the labours of Mr 
Wilkins, to establish a printing office under his direction 
for the purpose of printing such papers as are confined
to settled forms whether in the Persian, Bengal or
English character.113
The number of staff Wilkins considered necessary to operate the two presses 
advocated in his petition comprised two compositors in Bengali and Persian, 
one compositor in English, one pundit, one mun^f, one porter, eight pressmen, 
one hand pressman, four peons, one jamadar (sweeper), and one bookbinder.114 
Wilkins was appointed to the post of Superintendent of the Honourable 
Company’s Press in December 1778, in addition to his other duties as 
Superintendent of the Company’s factories. The Company's Press was situated 
at Malda, but was moved to Calcutta in 1781 when Wilkins was transferred 
there as Persian and Bengali Translator to the Revenue Committee. He 
remained Printer to the Company until 1784 when he was granted leave 
through ill-health; he never resumed office.115
112. IOR: H/207 Home Miscellaneous Series; Extract o f Bengal Revenue Consultations, 13 Nov
1778, pp. 463-74.
113. IOR: Bengal Letters Received , Feb 1779 to Mar 1780, pp. 39-40; the letter is dated 9 Feb
1779.
114. IOR: H/207 Home Miscellaneous; Extract o f Bengal Revenue Consultations, 13 Nov 1778, 
p. 468.
115. Francis Gladwin succeeded him to this post.
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One of the first items printed by the Honourable Company’s Press may have 
been the form recently discovered amongst Halhed’s papers at the British 
Library.116 This form, printed with CW1, displays a higher standard of 
typography than is to be found in the Grammar} 17 The Bengali text has been 
carefully justified118 and bears testimony to the skill of the typographer, who 
has succeeded in demonstrating the homogenous quality of the typeface.
A
The inclusion in the Grammar of an engraved reproduction of a Bengali 
petition accompanied by its translation into type affords an example of the 
distinction between calligraphy and typography.119 The copperplate engraving 
reproduces very accurately the cursive Bengali hand of the scribe who copied 
for Halhed’s reference120 the collection of documents described by Blumhardt as 
‘bonds, leases and other documents in use by landlords and tenants’.121 
Although numerous petitions are included in these documents, the one given in 
the Grammar is not extant. Existing material, however, suggests that Wilkins’s 
accomplished engraving is a true representation of the original; the manuscript 
hand differs mainly in the formation of the vowel signs. The version printed 
from type faithfully follows the layout given by the calligraphic hand of the 
engraving, including end-of-line rules to justify the text.122 The shapes of the 
characters, however, bear no similarity.
116. Mentioned above, see p. 60.
117. See pi. 20.
118. In accordance with the definition of ‘Justification5 as ‘the even and equal spacing of 
words or blocks to a given measure5; Linotype, Printing Terms, p. 23.
119. Halhed, Grammar, p. 209 and facing plate. These are noteworthy for other reasons, see 
below, pp. 17, 20-21, and pis. 21 and 22.
120. See Shaw, Printing Interest, p. 2.
121. Blumhardt, Bengali . . .  Manuscripts in . . .  the British Museum, p. 37: Add. 5660E, ff. 27- 
38. See pi. 23. The cursive hand is quite distinct from the more formal style of what may 
be termed the decorative hand o f the MSS discussed above. The cursive hand is 
characterized by the abandonment of the headline and, unlike its decorative counterpart, not 
all the limbs o f  the basic characters are fully formed; for some examples see H.M. 
Lambert, Introduction to the Devanagari Script (London, 1953), ‘Bengali Section5, pp. 177, 
186, 188, 192 and 194.
122. Except for interword spacing, as mentioned above.
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v r s r n r p r f l ^ g ^ ^ ^  
<575<rD J T e s ^ n r v ^
> nt^ '\JL n/<ii
c < ? f e 'f-W T o ^z  ^ r p fG T ^ - 'k — ‘V i  ( § R r r
i . t / t  '  -~
21. Engraving o f the Bengali cursive hand by Wilkins; Halhed, Grammar, plate facing 
p. 209
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B E N G A L  L A N G  U  A G  E.
‘i ^ T f r ------------
cU IiW  . — ------   '
.srftil"# t^erhzT ^t^ c t^er---------------- ^
ASlXt? Tt *Jtsr-------------Xtutu^ --------------- '
.C*rt t * sjtai TtulT^  riwr :m i*t pra, '
TC5TfT srfcsr sin vKTdv^  w  <?f<nrt ^
c^M 3?f<rc3t&i srtfft srtastsrtnss lrtr^1xc3---------
srhrt^ tf^ fbi >$cro3Trt<r cs x$us srtfsp?— '
»s c s tt ^  H^ ^ t o ' i _v5 cal'axwrna?------------
ts^r f^ nri «ftirl srt’tfln^  f^<nil w rtw  T^ovThrh-' 
ppr,^P$ me *rto Nrtf^i %)> ’itrn ' .
s p ts t^ i r  < m r-'
Bb Tranflation*
22. Second fount of Bengali types produced by Wilkins (CW2); Halhed, Grammar
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V .
^  t'~C^ ~  *—  , ' ^ r ^ Z r / ^ )  \^iJi*~~i
a ?-* , a  »--«>/ ■Ss~~
• )  -  /a
zetiU^ 4»>c**^ | C^«. X*.— — <^'‘**» / U ^ » j l r < « . / / ' 4 ^ A
C^Vkt V C<xt» •*>*'< • UfiAi. «^ W 6« .^ y
? W i t T r t ^ < w v p > f — ^ x r s t f —
23. Bengali manuscript (cursive hand): BL MS Add 5660E - ‘An Obligation’
The characters that appear on page 209 of the Grammar form a separate 
typeface, CW2, even though not every character of the syllabary has been 
represented. It is possible that some of the typeforms had a place in Wilkins’s 
first Bengali fount,123 but the majority of the sorts used to print the petition 
are unique to this page: the vowel signs, conjuncts, and numerals were all 
designed to appear only at this type size.124 This fount appears incomplete, but 
there is no pre-determined size of a fount of Bengali types.125 The range of 
characters is wholly dependent on the typesetting technique devised by the type 
designer, who must take into account the job for which his designs are 
intended. In this case, the sorts of CW2 were conceived as a second fount, 
compatible with the principal Bengali fount employed; both typefaces appear on 
page 209.126
CW2, whose appearance on page 209 is dominated by the strong headline 
extension, is a legible, but inelegant, typeface. The openness of the 
intercharacter spacing and internal counters assist its readability; but the 
unevenness in stroke weight, the different angles of the oblique strokes, and the 
inconsistent handling of common elements (compare^ , ^ , and"^  ) disturb its 
rhythm. Such defects appear indicative of the inexperience of the punchcutter, 
or type designer, at handling such complex character shapes at this small type
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123. See above, p. 59.
124. And were not simply reductions of the first fount
125. The phrase *a complete fount o f Bengali types’ gives no indication o f the number o f sorts
required; also see below, chapter 3iii.
126. It has been assumed here that CW2 was cut after CW1, since the latter was urgently 
required for the Grammar and its size was more appropriate. On the other hand, CW2 
could have comprised the experimental types referred to by Hastings (see above.). It is 
interesting to note that not all copies of the Grammar include the engraving, e.g. it is 
shown in the SOAS edition CWM D3/4, but not in EB 77.91 310093.
127. In comparison to John Lawson’s superior efforts 15 years later at the Serampore Mission
Press; see below, chapter 3i and pi. 47.
The design of Wilkins’s third Bengali fount (CW3), which was employed by 
the Company’s Press for printing translations, regulations, forms, and other 
sundry items including the first work ever printed in Sanskrit,128 is manifestly 
different A that of CW1 (and CW2')1.29 This typeface, whilst retaining a diagonal 
stress achieved by such characters as , and Tf , is characterized by its
heavy headline and the strong vertical strokes emphasized by the tight 
intercharacter spacing and the relatively narrow counters of characters like
"3* and ^  . The main characters of the syllabary have been reduced in height
as well as width, although when set with subscripts and superscripts the size of 
the typeface has remained much the same. This modification renders it more 
suitable for mixing with Latin types;130 it therefore also begins to approximate 
the height of the script in manuscript form.
The most striking change in the design of the types is the alteration in 
character to character relationships. Proportions have altered considerably. For 
instance, the character cvf , which in CW1 was of similar proportions t o ^  ,
has been so condensed in CW3 as to render it hardly comparable to its
precursor; it is very poorly designed. The sort^l also suffers from the 
excessive reduction of its internal counter, and the narrow typeform 7  , whilst 
kerning skilfully under the character it modifies, has become stiff and angular, 
losing the flow of its earlier design.131 Variations in the design of one sort, as 
in CW1, no longer appear: the medial has returned to its form "t , but 
discrepancies exist in the stroke weight of certain characters, which are not 
wholly attributable to unevenness in the printing.
128. K51idasa [gtusam hara]. The Seasons: a Descriptive Poem, by Calidas, in the Original 
Sanscrit, ed. Sir‘ William Jones (Calcutta, 1792). A Sanskrit work in Bengali characters.
The first regulation to be printed in Bengali characters by the Honourable Company’s Press 
was the Translation o f  the Regulations fo r  the Administration o f Justice in the Courts of 
the Dewanny Adawlut by Jonathan Duncan (Calcutta, 1784).
129. See pis. 24-26.
130. For which purpose it was often employed by the East India Company.
131. See Halhed, Grammar, p. 23.
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BENGAL TRANSLATIO N
ov
E X T R A C T S  F R O M  T H E  R E G U L A T I O N S ,
F O R  T H E  C O N D U C T  OF T H E
C O L L E C T O R S ,
I N  T H E
R E V E N U E  D E P A R T M E N T ,
P ajfed in  C o u n c i l ,  the 8th J u n e ,  1787.
C O N T A I N I N G ,
A llfu c h  parts as in any degree have relation to the Zemindars, Farmers, 
and other Natives, under the Authority o j the Revenue Colle&ors.
C A L  C U T  T  A ;
P R I N T E D  a t  t h e  H O N O R A B L E  C O M P A N Y ’« P R E S S ,
M , D C C , L X X X V I 1 .
24. Third fount of Bengali types produced by Wilkins (CW3); Bengal Translation o f  
Extracts From the Regulations For the Conduct o f the Collectors in the Revenue 
Department (Calcutta, 1787)
[ 3 r
23. How is the prefent tenfe of the fubjundlive mode formed, and in 
what does it differ From the indicative ?
24. ' W hat is the rule for forming the potential mode o f verbs ?
How is the optative mode formed ?
26. W hy are the verbs pffv35T or added to other verbs f And are
they conjugated with an infinitive mode, or with a prefent participle ?
27 . W hy is the verb \lt<R joined to the prefent participle ?
I
j 8. W hat enclitics are ofually affixed to verbs, and how are they ufed }- 
29. W hat is the difference between the ufe o f  the participles in p j and
go. Can the agent o f a Bengalee verb be in any cafe except the nom i­
native i  if  fo, in what cafe ? Give an example of that peculiar kind o f ' 
cor.firuclion. •
S E C O N D  E X E R C I S E .  
To be tranilated into Englifh.
3? It® (EOT Utltl 3 te  33 TOPtS l lU l  *iW l C3r! CJPl 
It3ft3 3 (1 (3 ^  Ufa 5;3fSi sflfcofa 3(5 sitW tl 
l a  If^J 1 Itll RSPSW 3^*13 Cltlltl Sltflnl 31 1 flft iffipTC ft5!
»i!5 *11 vn  sre? 1 it®  snft iii sitfiii f a i  *itn *rt i q 3*11 
c*7 Tim i i r  itn ti gftc'n sKtmt itstt? utfi
fan? SRI Itfifel 3t33 C*1t3 3I%3 *fitl llltlfltftl 3*fa 33 ffirR
ajifel fimi itftftvt 1 tin  it(3 ins 3Ki Tltppj 3? iWSra it®
s ^ r i  *Ft *lf^ rti i^ cirai 5tn c? utt^ i 3 tm  sifa  1 it®  
3flCT3 C3 3 an  3C1 Hl$*11 3iffi 3(3® SfapR ^33 3R3
33$J Rsl (1C$J3 33 t 3 l l  3tl31 3liC331f9 C33 $”<3 3 1 1
flft 3(tpi3 «3tf3 3 lt®3 fetfe! 3lt3 U3J sitPJ ® ll it lt l 3Rct 
JF I^ 3(1 1 ik n  3(3R3f3 l i f t  1ft T]f3S lt3l 11 1 »,Qlt 3ltppj (vJsir
25. CW3: College o f Fort William, Examination Paper (Calcutta, 1801)
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c jifs ra  m - t  acrraRj-
^ ■ “ ^ 7 7 7 ^ ; ' . ( a  •
I •;; *!tfi?i g - y q  
w i ^ r  • j t n d j f t i ^ p u  ■>.. .•• ■
•W ftj! A ^ t A  vSlffl?• <;,;. 
s’f t rIR
f W ^ , .  •
s a r  T ife?  r a t i j iT  
W f  t f W f t ,  ; ■ •. •• 
w f j  a r c ^ ^ r  " ,V j •• ■
A i n ; r ?  A t f i n i S  .
- •  V
■ ff lfa  j F i R W f ? ' 't . \  
H R * tc <i' a m  j r o r  ^  V i  c> s 
*tt*r ' t 5 ,. c A tt tw r  • * 5  j m ' 
n ° b  . n i # 5 h i
-  —  ■ • i______
NO TICE .fi  hereby given, that fu ib  of the Dowry file fault', the property of. ibt Ra­nt t  o f  Bur A wait at were advtrtifed fo r  fi le  
on the 23 d September I a f t ,  but baVt not been al 
n'ady difpftd of, •will be fold at this Office, on 
Monday tbt l i d  December, or 10ib o f Bo f t  
next, voitb art exception to the Village or V il­
lage/ in which the Rant Vs principal Dwelling 
lloufet art fttu.Vtd, which are to be ftparated 
together vntb the Jumma.annexed to. then from 
I be JJoodab in which they lit. C' • . •
j Further Information rtff tiling tb t Villages 
above allud'd tc» *Pay  be whined ctt application 
.at this Office, or at tbt Cutcbtrry o f tbt CJlcBor 
o f Burdwan, where every Particular regard­
ing the Lands orati ed for fa it may be liktwife 
afctrt aimed.
By Order o f the Board of Revenue,
G . D O W D E S W E L L , Sec.
a ^ cia  (it>3in r e i t r e : *  r e
* srV i?r 1% W -  a R I 1• • *
v o  a i t e  b ‘i ^ s  
t °  5 K s i< r e > 5 i t r s ^ ^ v b
T t? i= n  -a ^  A t
ttZ ft n i t  53°.313
<sj 1(1^1 ’5 5  sTf5!i ^n'T
Aft AAttCA V°
s i* f  T t N  .R R t  p f a r a i s
i f c f t  s t r c ?  !c*ratnbr 
? ts t s iA - w t  jt ia r  < ru ^ i 
arcraaji-re• 
m n  s t R ?  vtfti a t r e  ^ t t r e
i t R A A t  1 iA  • 
t F H  • S R fa R R 3
R<*t4 ^ 5 lR t \ i  a Aa !
m  A A R iR t A lR A & R  A lC l 
R re  A t J A - 't t R *  AA° ’A t  
'S R l'S tR R  S JfA A  
a tR A  A t  T it - ';5 F t5 tltR  
A t?  A ® re ‘ . pltltC A ' t R  t r  
M & 8  t °  a r e W ; t t r  n A R  
C ^ ijA iA n -  i < o V ^  —
C. BULLED,
Per. W Ben. Tr
26. CW3: Additional Supplement to the Calcutta Gazette (Calcutta, 1794) from the 
Berthold Wolpe Typographic Collection
Changes in design are not due to any alteration in the method of composition; 
conjuncts are still generated in the same manner. It would seem, however, that 
the designer was at pains to maintain a uniform baseline, at times to the 
detriment of combined letterforms, whose separate elements were further reduced 
to align with the rest of the character set, e.g.^J . The overall appearance of 
CW3 is one of greater uniformity, and perhaps sophistication, than is to be 
found in previous Bengali founts, but it is marred by the misalignment of the 
strong headline. The ‘choppy1 effect may be the result of poor casting, or 
simply that the condensed nature of the typeface sets more words to the line, 
thereby increasing the potential number of breaks to be observed. The fount can 
be criticized for possessing a somewhat static appearance and lacking the 
dynamism of CW1. The extent to which Wilkins, Shepherd, and Pancan ana 
participated in the design of this typeface is not known.
Although the fourth and last fount of Bengali types (CW4) reputedly designed 
by Charles Wilkins was produced outside India, it will be discussed here, since 
the previous fount (CW3) apparently formed its basis. Wilkins returned to 
England in 1786, where his typographical endeavours continued.132 But it was 
not until 1811 that his final Bengali typeface appeared in the first Bengali book 
printed in Europe in Bengali characters:133 Maharaja Krsnacandrarayasya 
Caritram by Rajivalocana Mukhopadhyaya, printed in 1811 at East India House 
under Wilkins’s supervision.134 One copy of this book held in the Library of 
the Indian Institute at Oxford has a note on the flyleaf, which mentions that 
‘The types were cut by the late Dr (after Sir Charles) Wilkins. Several of 
them, being large and uncouth, were thrown away, and others smaller and
132. By 1808 he had completed his Devanagari fount.
133. Presumably in response to the urgent need of text books for teaching oriental languages at 
the East India Company's Haileybury College. Only two Bengali imprints are known to 
have been printed at East India House (London).
134. This followed an Indian edition published in 1809.
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neater substituted in their place’. The note bears the signature of F[rancis] 
Johnson, professor at Haileybury College.
Johnson’s statement is borne out by the works printed in this typeface:135 
certain letterforms belonging to Charles Wilkins’s final Bengali fount do share 
the same design as those of CW3, whose punches, it is thought, accompanied 
him on his return to England. His note, however, understates the extent of the 
revisions carried out, and which therefore accords the fount the status of a new 
typeface.136 It is possible that Wilkins was now sufficiently experienced to cut 
the punches of the modified sorts without the aid of new drawings or a skilled 
punchcutter, but by engraving new designs or revisions onto new punches 
whilst using the old ones as models. The two designs, old and new, could be 
quickly compared by the customary and effective method of smoke-proofing.137 
He may, however, have been assisted138 by William Martin, ‘the ingenious 
mechanic’ who had cut the punches designed by Wilkins for Richardson’s A 
Dictionary, Persian, Arabic and English.139 Matrices struck from the punches of 
CW4 still exist, and are now housed in the India Office Library together with 
drawings of Modi characters, matrices, and assorted punches.140
The discovery of this collection at the India Office Library provided the unique 
opportunity of casting types from the matrices in order to print from them for
135. William Savage, A Dictionary o f  the Art o f  Printing (London, 1841), is the last work 
known to have employed this typeface: pp. 33-37.
136. See below, chapter 6 .
137. A ‘smoke proof has been defined as ‘an impression from a punch obtained by putting the 
punch into the flame o f a flaring gas-burner until its face is covered with soot, and after 
breathing repeatedly on a piece o f paper to moisten it, firmly pressing the punch on the 
paper’; Linotype, Printing Terms, p. 34.
138. Refer to Caslon’s comments above, pp. 47-48.
139. John Richardson, A Dictionary, Persian, Arabic and English, A new edition, with 
numerous additions and improvements, by Charles Wilkins (London, 1806-1810), I, p. xcv. 
Martin had his own foundry in Duke St.
140. See Lloyd, ‘Charles Wilkins’, p. 39, and Fiona Ross and Graham Shaw, A Specimen o f  
Bengali and M odi Types (Andoversford, 1987).
the purpose of this research.141 Galley proofs142 taken of these types reveal the 
typeface to correspond to the fourth fount of Bengali types ascribed to Charles 
Wilkins, CW4, which was used to print inter alia Graves Chamney Haughton’s 
Rudiments o f Bengali Grammar (London 1821). It was from this imprint that a 
text was chosen, followed by a fount synopsis,143 to produce a specimen of the 
newly-cast types.
No true facsimile of Haughton’s original text could be made, since any 
peculiarities due to each matrix were unknown before the types were cast at 
the Oxford University Press. Consequently, the reduced forms of certain 
characters were cast on the same body-size as the rest of the types, as were 
any subscripts and superscripts. Thus it was not possible to reproduce conjuncts 
made up of two reduced elements, nor correctly position ‘floating’ signs. In 
Wilkins’s system of composition a ‘floating’ vowel sign is cast on a separate 
piece of metal, normally a quarter or a third of the body height, and positioned 
over, or under, the character it affects; typeforms designed to kern with another 
character require painstaking and skilful filing in order to produce the desired 
results; and dots and connecting strokes are removed from some types to create 
other forms.
Furthermore, the India Office Library collection of matrices does not contain all 
the characters employed in Haughton’s text. The fount synopsis also shows 
some numerals to be missing. Nonetheless, the exercise of composing the 
specimen confirms the assumptions made with regard to Wilkins’s method of 
composition devised for the Grammar;144 a method he subsequently adhered to, 
and which was emulated by successors in this field. The type specimen 
unequivocally demonstrates the common origin of both CW4 and the newly-cast
141. The types were cast with great skill by Don Turner. The full results of which are being 
published separately.
142. See pi. 27.
143. Arranged according to the case lays, not ‘alphabetically,; see pi. 28.
144. See above, p. 50 ff.
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27. A galley proof of types cast from the Bengali matrices of the IOL Wilkins
collection
A S P E C IM E N  O F B E N G A L I A N D  M O D I TY PES 
cast by Mr D .T u rn e r a t th e  U niversity  Press, O x fo rd , from  m atrix e s  
-  a t th e  Ind ia  O ffice L ibrary , L ondon
n  a T r a  ^ p r  ?rai
c*it STrafra T n * *  *itnl tH'3 3^° nr err
2 3 f  353- w w  s t r i f e ^  ^ t f 'T t n f  $  GjlJTtrr
-*i 1 a?ii.\2 <*3^  c w r  f* k<t i*
7g  r  v S i T C F n  *  5 . T  »
sfh lU ^‘© *W ^(J*T^r3IJ^^YirJ^*^lT^Tiv *q’qTT^^*CTTrto# 
^cFT"*5rnwrOT-< u tv <3* ?it  t"’ jftF*rr^v
c r ^ r R ^ ^ r t r ^ x r q ' ^ ^ ^ f r s r ^  
Prin ted  a t th e  St Bride Prin ting  Library, L ondon , M arch  1981
28. Specimen of Bengali and Modi Types (London, 1981) cast from matrices of the
IOL Wilkins collection
types. It cannot be said that the matrices found in the India Office Library are 
those which produced the types for Haughton’s Rudiments o f Bengali Grammar, 
although the same punches must have created both founts of type;145 and some 
of these punches originated from Wilkins’s third Bengali fount.
In spite of sharing some punches with its precursor, CW4 is intrinsically 
different from any previous fount produced by Wilkins and his associates. The 
number of sorts has been extended in order to reduce the frequent occurrence 
of conjuncts made up from two types. This has resulted in the design of 
conjuncts as integral characters which do not suffer distortion from being 
created out of common components. The compound characters which benefit 
from this development are those that appear on page 4 of Haughton’s 
Rudiments o f Bengali Grammar,146 and those whose second element is the 
lettershape JL , usually termed raphala. In some cases, the second element may 
appear identical from one conjunct to another, but it is the skill of the designer 
that creates this optical illusion. In this manner, all characters possessing the 
stroke di now appear balanced and add to the homogeneity of the character 
set.147 The conjuncts thus designed are no longer larger than the basic 
characters of the syllabary and therefore do not obtrude and break up words in 
which they occur. This feature has also enabled the designer to reduce the 
height of the typeface, since large discrepancies in the depth of the letterforms 
do not persist and, unlike CW3, clumsy combinations are obviated.
CW4 distinguishes itself from its precusor in other ways: the alignment of 
characters has greatly improved; the vertical mainstroke of some lettershapes has 
at times been shortened; the shape of the vowel sign f* and letterform } have
145. With their original wrappers intact, the India Office Library matrices have the appearance 
of a reserve set; see pi. 29.
146. See pis. 30 and 31.
147. See pi. 32.
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29. The IOL W ilkins collection
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R U D I M E N T S
or
B E N G A L I  GRAMMAR.
O F  O R T H O G R A P H Y .
1. T h e  Bengali alphabet, like those o f  all languages o f  
the  H in d u  class, is read  from left to  right.
THE ALPHABET.
31 oy 3Tl d ; ? i , % i"; Stf, §u; ^  ri, ^ f t ; ^  //, §  l i ;
3  e , $  oi ; ^ o, $  o n ; 31° o u g , 3Ig oh.
1 G utturals G k o m klu, *1 g o g h o 3  ngo
2 Palaticks V  cho 55 chho JO ^  jh o 3* iiyo
3  Cerebrals & t t  (ho 3  do ¥  dho *t or °1
4 D entals 3  to 51 tho Tt do H dho 710
5 Labials *1 y *$yho H Lo ^  hho ^ nio
6 Semi-vowels 11 yo <1 ro ^  lo <r i>o, or wo
7 S ibilants a n d | 
th e  asp irate  J
*1 so ^ $ho *TsO K  ho
\
T he short vowel o is inherent in every consonant.
R ead
30. Fourth fount o f Bengali types produced by Wilkins (CW4); Graves Chamney 
Haughton, Rudiments o f Bengali Grammar, (London, 1821)
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4 R U D I M E N T S  O F
E xam ples.
J1 g r u IJU O  . "S^ich'chho c& nto ^  ntho i f  trio
^  tmo~ ?  ddo; *>«f dno ^  dmo H dro T  dwo
d ru y! d ru ndo n nno ^  711V o • S) pno
^  pw o ^  hho 5  mb ho mmo TTllo ■ ipo
* U 6 "S sch o ^  sivo smo wil m  ! 3* sru
f  shko ^  shto . Z shtho ^  shpo spo \  liwo
OF ANOMALOUS FORMS OF COMPOUND LETTERS.
4. B y  th e  practice  o f w riting quick, some com pounds of 
consonants and vowels have been contracted  into a  form p e ­
culiar to  them selves.
- E x a m p les .
m k r i v? A/o I? Aro ksho *5! Jcshme $  fj^Ao
3 g U '<*• g-r/Ao $ ^ j n o ^ j y o <P ii cho
2 (to ndii 3  £/oor fa ^  f t  ho tyo
3T *  d’dAo 3 nto 5  flfa •
% ntro ^  jidho Ado ”5  hhro bhru
^  7*k <5 ru fM *3 sAho ^  5^ 0 stu
stro ^  sMo ‘R Am Are ^  hno 35 hmo
5 . N o  vowel can follow the  le tte r  ^ ; it is a  silent 3  t, and  
is called ordho-to* half-to.-
31. CW4: ‘Compound Letters’, Haughton, Rudiments o f Bengali Grammar
B E N G A L I G R A M M A R. 103
Tpt 39 -Aimta n*rt 9f?nn arM re f'rt
s n a t s  ^n>3 3 ^ °  a ts r tw  9 5  r c  s f u
ngt95 a=p < tf< iiife ^ i s j i t j w  sftifauifi*  G 31W  * iW c a  g i^ t a  
n g 9  cc^r 9firm ftr* \ t n  3f*nrt atai w P i  9 ^  9ra=r
3TC 3 V  5 ? T K  >41 Wl<l “R f a  J T 9 9  ^[5t9 9 fO T l  f R 9 l  1
xrpt irg9 *ti art? C9H f9 s  sttsTf 3T51 srtfir <aimia»t
9 f t i n  f t R 'Q
D o  y o u , having bound my neck  with a ro p e, take m e personally  
into thut K in g *s  p resen ce , and say to him  ;  tl 2 he p erso n  about 
whose head you spoke, him  I  have brought unto you ;  in y o u r  
p resen ce  I  will cut off his head. O n h ea rin g  this, i f  the K i n g  
should approve o f  it, that instant cu t off my head f r o m  my 
body ;**— but i f  he, not having taken my head, should req u ire  any 
other thing w hatsoever, that having m ade ready , I  will give 
unto him.
279. W hen the verb is conjugated w ith th e  C onjunctive 
P ast P artic ip le , th e  com pound verb has very m uch th e  sam e 
force as an English  verb followed by the  words off, o r away ,* 
as, ITlv3 ca rry  o f ,  in th e  foregoing passage, and  in
f i Ul  in the  following one.
E x a m p le .
tjfst -ATtotre <rtat?r * ^ 1  f f f l  arwra 
*ifirerr \
B u t  do you , having carried m e away into the K in g *s  p resen ce , 
try my m edical skill.
280. T he
32. CW4: Bengali text; Haughton, Rudiments o f Bengali Grammar
been completely revised. The anomalous form of in the previous fount has 
been expanded, and the stroke weight in this typeface is more consistent, 
particularly with regard to the flared vertical strokes. The intercharacter spacing 
has been opened up, as have the counters of "3* , ^  , and similar sorts, 
thereby diminishing the condensed appearance of CW3. The thickness of the 
headline also appears to have been reduced, but this may be the result of 
lighter inking of the imprints inspected. Some of the inherent liveliness of 
Wilkins’s first Bengali fount has returned to CW4, which can be described as a 
legible and elegant typeface.
Wilkins’s ability as an engraver has been demonstrated in Halhed’s Grammar 
by the reproduction of a hand-written petition.148 Haughton’s Rudiments of 
Bengali Grammar also dispels any doubts of Wilkins’s putative skills as a 
letterer. Three of the four plates in the 1821 grammar were designed by 
Wilkins,149 whose skill and knowledge of Bengali letterforms had undoubtedly 
increased since his first attempts at Bengali typography. These plates engraved 
by J. Swaine bear, for the most part, the style of lettering that Wilkins strove 
to imitate in metal, rather than the cursive lettering penned in documents of the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
As already stated, the exact measure of Wilkins’s involvement in the production 
of any of the Bengali founts ascribed to him is unknown. Despite the numerous 
laudatory remarks regarding Wilkins’s typographic successes, scant information 
is available on the actual procedures he employed to manufacture the founts. It 
must be assumed that he was aided in his typographic activities, which by no
148. See above, pi. 23, see also pis. 33 and 34 o f Devanagari characters; yet Wilkins 
maintained they were ‘designed by a mere amateur in the art o f writing’; Wilkins,
Grammar o f the Sanskrita Language, p. xiv.
149. Presumably after Shepherd’s death (see pi. 36), although the characters designed by J.H. 
Patton shows greater skill (see pi. 35). These plates were reproduced by Stephen Austin in 
Duncan Forbes’s Grammar o f the Bengali Language (London, 1861).
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T h e  E l e m e n t s  
Op  t h e  D i v a ^ a g a m  C h a r a c t e r .
5 r ~  4  ^  ~->a < a
t  i  q i  » >  ^
3  < U - r
^TM EM CAL FIGURES
< — *  *
^ 2 M
1 6  1 *  V  - V 5 ;
<■ n . 'f c - x u .  r u / -.^ G  T h t daes J h tw  tfu  I 'e u in tn n j
33. Engraving o f ‘The Elements of the Devanagari Character’ drawn by Charles 
Wilkins; C. Wilkins, A Grammar o f  the Sanskrita Language (London, 1808)
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(.’ ■> v • o f >' .
Double  Letters
?l. *IL
\
r  c t •*. •4 % cf-t -:n y*
•’<*» a’v -ir -:i <w -•*■? < i
«•.""* • i'hv i-h r  H.hw < n t  . c . i  or /  /  -/ j  "  -/ >
•/, t /</ ; m ; i  / i t  / *n / v /. / • v J*!
.*.7v .• :r j *t ✓ ?v iw' V 5 f _
n si h \ 'tm c tv J 1W . .* 7 * *»
•.*?*: .• -t *t w//  //•
"• • f ri. h >T 't, 'I »«t rf yA ‘"I V -r ' "j
<■/ Y«J/i -/./ ;n ("* ■ *•/ jr im> ..j/:-n ~.t ra
niA  nn nA ;*A /*A r? \*A >, t‘«* „*** .>»
^  3  ^ f  ^  ^  ' g  I 3 q  ' S q
tv >
■t» AJ*.f jjnmt
> iV ‘An ;A»n *Ay .‘Aw .in ij 4
34. Engraving o f Devanagari ‘Compound Consonants’ drawn by Charles Wilkins; 
WUkins, Grammar o f the Sanskrita Language
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' i'j i>l K K. A' UAL I A.Ij i- .1 ;l A ;li >1 M1
Vow els Coni'onants
im t li l l i !  .V n t  li ' f i l l  f ‘! I
^  s x v  %  ^  ^ . 7)..
^  f / '  X ' ' 6 '"  T * V » 3 L /  < F / > - 3 ] 3 '
'• ^  - 1 ^ / / -  -3*•/ 3 '
rt r: ^ r( * J-f \ J  !' Vi ^  ,ih n
IT  IT  A :''’ *^''' ^ 1  /' 7 ^ /,»  ^  1 . vs3.'.< <M<
3 ;  ijt .-  C C  7 1 ,, <T~ ^ T ' <T-' 1
3 . .  c l Q  n ,  ^ . .  ^  a
r  M/<i*> i i  it t it.* t  'v>‘^/. fnM.rm.~t r.t . ■* .ft .i*a r,/.t .,4 Sti*-m ^ .-J.iV, ,*A #•/* ti»int*j «i . .V i */<«/< t/r« -/#*/#»/«#
<'/• «iuw/ St*/n . o‘. //twuru, »^.»ywr/»i'/ .*/*<•«•♦/
35. Engraving o f ‘The Bengali Alphabet’ drawn by Charles Wilkins; Haughton, 
Rudiments o f Bengali Grammar
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CoM PorN D C orrso^-^rv’T s  *
Double Letter* Continued.
•§■ -su JtJ "ET 5TI f^ T
m>i m*t wty 7nr ml rk iy Ik
fy It l/i fy U jell JcKh sin .'U
* 0  n  ? i  t i  ^  H - f  j  « £  « i
jrp j r  j 7 rw i'Jik sAlch she sAth
^  ^  s g  „ ^ i
shn shy shph shm. shy j Am’
55)'2sT ^T1'
^  s t  s-ch sn s/i S7i  st/
2T ^ 3J T £  II
jr  j-Z J’H' ss An Ay Ar Al
src
\
yjTTK TO
Or
I I
SJLPattcm. £ 7f Tscny f  Jkvmrd l¥ J. fwmku.
36. Engraving o f Bengali ‘Compound Consonants’ drawn by J.H. Patton; Haughton, 
Rudiments o f Bengali Grammar
means detracts from his achievements.150 Wilkins’s types, unlike Caxton’s, were 
not originally intended to supply the indigenous population with vernacular 
imprints. Halhed’s Grammar was * 1 ^  f " 3 l ° ,;151 Wilkins’s
brief being to design types for teaching foreigners to read Bengali - a language 
of which he had merely a rudimentary knowledge. Subsequent imprints in the 
Bengali script bear witness to the importance of A Grammar o f the Bengal 
Language in terms of Bengali typefounding history; the forms assumed by the 
Bengali phonemes in this imprint determined the shapes of successive fonts and 
created the basis for the evolution of the printed Bengali character.
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150. e.g. He was the first European to translate the Bhagavadglta; he was a pioneer in Indian 
epigraphy. In recognition of his literary achievements, he was elected FRS in 1788. He 
was also created DCL Oxon in 1805, awarded the 'princeps litteraturae Sanscritae’ medal 
by the Royal Society o f Literature in 1825, knighted in 1833, and he was also an 
associtate of the Institute o f France; Dictionary o f National Biography, LXI, ed. Sidney 
Lee (London, 1900), p. 260 [entry compiled by Cecil Bendall].
151. Meaning, ’for the benefit o f the foreigner’; Halhed, Grammar, title page.
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Chapter 2 
The Chronicle Press
In the context of Bengali typefounding history, the importance of the types 
initially designed for Halhed’s Grammar is incontrovertible. These Bengali 
letterforms successfully cast in metal for the first time even adumbrate the 
Bengali character shapes emerging from typefoundries a full century later. Due 
to a variety of factors, little recourse was made to current Bengali chirography 
in the production of Bengali typefaces subsequent to CW1: their mainly 
European designers preferred to imitate Wilkins’s fust fount with regard to its 
design as well as its composition. The imprints of the Chronicle Press in 
Calcutta were the first to demonstrate the legacy of Wilkins’s initial typographic 
venture in the Bengali script.
Prior to setting up the Chronicle Press (1786-1797) for the publication of the 
Calcutta Chronicle, Daniel Stuart and Joseph Cooper were employed for a short 
‘ time at the Honourable Company’s Press1 in printing the Calcutta Gazette.
Their departure resulted in the establishment of their own letterfoundry where 
they proceeded to cast types, including Bengali,2 for their own use as well as 
apparently supplying other printers.3 The earliest known extant imprint featuring 
their Bengali fount (to be termed CPI) was not published until 1793;4 several 
years after Stuart’s return to England,5 and about one year after Cooper had 
been forced to relinquish his share of the Calcutta Chronicle, the foundry, and 
types.6 Advertisements regarding its publication, however, had appeared in the
1. Until January 1786.
2. Calcutta Chronicle, 12 Apr 1787 (II, 64, 2).
3. See below, pp. 95 and 101.
4. Advertisements employing the Bengali types had appeared in the Calcutta Chronicle prior to 
this, e.g. 26 Apr 1787 (II, 61, 4), and 1 Jan 1789 (III, 154, 4).
5. In 1788/89 following the dissolution of their partnership in October 1788; Calcutta 
Chronicle, 27 Nov 1788 (III, 149, 3).
6 . The World, Saturday 7 July 1792. Here Cooper also advertised that he had established 
another foundry and had begun casting Bengali types o f a smaller size than CPI.
Calcutta Chronicle some five years earlier.7 The precise authorship of this 
imprint, IhgrajT o Bahgali Vokebilari,8 is unknown, but it may be attributable to 
Anthony de Souza in preference to Aaron Upjohn, the one time co-printer of 
the Calcutta Chronicle.9
The Bengali types with which the Vocabulary was set are remarkably similar to 
CW1, particularly in comparison to the contemporary Bengali cursive script. The 
letterforms of CPI appear to have been modelled on the earlier fount which 
possesses the same relative proportions of character height to character width 
and counter size. None of the character shapes have been altered radically, 
although there are indeed variations. The height of , for instance, has been 
reduced so as to align it with other characters bearing no headline.10 ^ has
generally been improved, for the angle of its lower counter is more in keeping 
with the diagonal stress of the typeface. >5 still collects a great deal of colour 
and has a less graceful finial, whilst does not gain at all from the opening 
out of its counter. On the other hand, a character with which the designer 
of CW1 evidently had difficulty,11 receives an altogether new approach: its 
terminal stroke behaves rather like an Arabic descender.12 The limitation of the 
vowel signs to merely one form in the case of C and 'i reveals either an 
oversight on the part of the Chronicle Press regarding the typesetting 
requirements for Bengali, or a desire to reduce the number of sorts in the 
fount.
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7. Calcutta Chronicle, 24 Apr 1788 (III, 118, 2), and 1 Jan 1789 (III, 154, 4). It was 
advertised as ^just published’ in the Calcutta Chronicle on 16 Apr 1793, (VIII, 378, 3).
8. IngrajT o Bangali Voke/bilari, An Extensive Vocabulary, Bengalese and English (Calcutta,
1793). See pis. 37 and 38.
9. See Shaw, Printing in Calcutta, pp. 158-9. There is also some doubt as to who was the
printer o f this work; see Shaw, ibid., p. 159.
10. Compare pis. 16 and 38.
11. See chapter 1.
12 . e.g. J -  .
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3
THIS letter has the found of in King.
<?1<[T3 • r°a^ meat
—  a fp it  
3c^C3 to omit, to forbear 
]<T —  power, fway
to ufe power
3 fl3 Q j SflCE it is in my power  C*s.
<Fl<[3 not *h my power
^ 1  <TC2 ) f 3 5 l  C5J ^  *nt0 my hands
&§i<S?]f§* a mutual cutting
^ I S T n f t  any thing cut in fmall pieces 
B.
37. Bengali types of the Chronicle Press (CPI); IhgrajT o Dangalt VokebilSri 
(Calcutta, 1793)
s
t0 kick down 
^ ( ? C S  to  re fu fc» t0  deny 
C ^ S t  a fo o t
( j S ^ I  a  f lick , flail'
C fr^ I ^ l l s 5 C 5 > t0  P*ck  a <lua rre l w ith  one 
C ^ C ^ l ^ F T i r f i C S  to  to u ch  one another 
f&<5? a fu m , i t ,  e x a ft, right
f6<3? FR C 5 to  fo m  up,
ad ju fl, to  fe ttle  an 
ail h ire lin g  [account 
f S J T R l f t C S  t0  rid icu le , to  m ock<r
be convinced 
to  bea t, to  knock  
^  ^ l a g i  § [ £ C 3  to  rebound
S T W F j a  a traitor
f r f l ^ C S  to  decpivc
Srri1(?n m c s  to betray> to accufc
f t r j C S  to  cheat
th e  rin g in g  o f  bells
38. CPI; IngraJT o Dangali Vokebilari
Deviations in the design of CPI from CW1 can be regarded neither as 
innovatory nor, on the whole, as beneficial. The most dramatic and pervasive 
deviation of CPI from its precursor is the alteration in weight distribution. The 
thick downstrokes, which characterize CW1 and lend it a calligraphic quality, 
have not been emulated by the Chronicle Press. The reasons underlying the 
adoption of a more monolinear approach to the script are not clear and may 
not have been strictly intentional. The punchcutter may simply have been less 
adept at the task, or had poor artwork13 upon which to model the typeforms. 
Nevertheless a comparison of plates 20 and 37 reveals that a shift in the 
distribution of weight necessarily alters the stress and colour of the typeface.
The question remains as to why the Chronicle Press and manufacturers of 
subsequent Bengali founts chose to imitate existing designs rather than initiate 
their own. Stuart and Cooper during their time at the Honourable Company’s 
Press would have become acquainted not only with the character shapes of 
CW1 but also with the method for its composition; the method that was 
fundamental to the successful employment of such a relatively small fount of 
types14 to generate all the requisite Bengali letterforms. Hence the founders of 
the Chronicle Press would have been aware of the main feature of Wilkins’s 
composing technique: that of using subscribed consonants, phalas, to create 
conjuncts. Furthermore, any complexities, such as the ‘floating’ of the subscript 
vowel signs, the repha, the raphala, and the candrabindu, in conjunction with 
the interlinear spacing15 this demanded, had already been resolved successfully 
by Wilkins.
Wilkins’s first Bengali fount could therefore be imitated in steel with greater 
facility than the running hand of the Bengali scrivener, which was not readily
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13. Which may have been proofs of CW1.
14. c. 170 sorts; see above, chapter 1.
15. i.e. leading; see below, chapter 8.
comprehensible to non-native speakers like Stuart and Cooper. Moreover, CW1 
had by this time gained acceptability both for composing grammars and printing 
documents, perhaps due to the lack of a suitable alternative.16 Since its design 
was credited to Charles Wilkins, who was fast becoming an eminent orientalist, 
it seems inevitable that CW1 should have become the prototype Bengali fount 
to be copied by other European typefounders in India.17 It has been suggested 
that Pancanana was employed in casting the types for the Chronicle Press.18 If 
this was the case, he too, presumably, would have advocated employing the 
same methods for casting and setting Bengali as he had known whilst working 
for Wilkins, which prescribed a similar character set to that cast for Halhed’s 
Grammar.
A typeface which has been described as an imitation of CW319 is that 
allegedly designed by John Miller for The Tutor10 and subsequently employed 
to print Forster’s Vocabulary11 at the press of Ferris and Co. of Calcutta. Close 
examination of this typeface reveals it to be identical to that produced by the 
Chronicle Press. Any apparent discrepancies in style from CPI are, in fact, 
peculiar to the imprints themselves, rather than to the actual fount, and are 
probably attributable to differences in the quality of printing, paper, or casting. 
There is no evidence that Cooper supplied other printers with this fount of 
Bengali types, or other foundries with the matrices, but it would not have been
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16. See Halhed, Grammar, p. xxiii.
17. The pattern o f imitation rather than innovation is repeated throughout the history o f Latin 
and non-Latin types; see below, chapters 6, 9 and 10.
18. By Khan {Priming in Bengali Characters, I, p. 365), but he gives no evidence to support 
his claim. Pancanana was unlikely to have influenced the design, see above, chapter 1 and 
below, chapter 3.
19. Khan, Ibid., p. 377.
20. John Miller, The Tutor, or a New English and Bengali Work, Well Adapted to Teach the 
Natives English (Calcutta, 1797); see pis. 39-41.
21. Henry Pitts Forster, A Vocabulary in Two Parts, English and Bungalee, and Vice Versa 
(Calcutta, Pt I 1799, Pt II 1802); see pis. 42 and 43.
THE
TUTO R,
O R  A
New Englifh &  Bengalee Work,
WELL ADAPTED TO TEACH
T H E  N A T IV E S  EN G LISH .
tX THRU TARTJ.
f T O l  ^
COHtllLD, TRAiiSLATLD, AS’D PRLSTLD,
By J O H N  M I L L E R .  
1797.
Bengali/English title page; John Miller, The Tutor, or a New English and 
Bengalee Work, Well Adapted to Teach the Natives English (Calcutta, 1797)
0*1151
A a A a
B b B b P t
C c C c rz* *
D d D d r s
E e E e f
F f F f ^ I e *
G g G Z ( V
H h H h
I i I i 3 T .t
J j 7 j C S
K k K k 0 $
L 1 L I
M m M m
N n N n •
O o 0 ‘ 0 3
P P P P Pi
4 * 9 ( $ 3
R r R r C3ET
S f  s S f * ^  .
T t r t Car 1 o
U u u u - & S
V V V V 3ft
w w I F VJ
X X X X 3 $ *
Y y r y 0 ? 1?
Z z z X ' nj~x*
 --------- r-T -%
3 8 S P I
a  ‘ D s i - f f ,
fi. • 3 G * 3 t£
fi 3 ^ 1 t
f t 3 * K Q f 5
fl , q t e - 3 S T
fi
f f 3 3 ^ - 3 %
f f 3 r i  ■
ft 3 ^ - r e
m 3 3 S T - 3 * T 5 r j f
ffi 3 < cr 3 )-£;5rt3. •
ffl
ik 3 * K $
f t 3 * f - f t
as' 41-f  «  O f
&c. O r iX R S
a si3 e f  i 3 l £
o v2 u f S  y O 's r t f
»
•9
• ( 3 R * f
• P i U s i s
>•
40. Bengali transcription of the English alphabet; Miller, The Tutor
p tx s  • < 3 ($ \
<7\\ (^3l<T s f l s p j j S l ^ l ^ i  G ptl£ < 3
(3TOcr|<r(^ ^ l l  F5C3 3T1T SFflSd
(3 1 1 3 l $ 1 ( 5 ^ C S ( 5 ;  3 U r i ( 3  J i1° r i 5  ^ f l t r t  3 ? 3 i
JiteRcs 1 ^ t s p i^ J  C5 3  csn\
(%m 7\ix%3 J131J m 1
3TW13 SR3l^<5n ^ R c3  4 jt(3 3 R
T O ,3 ( 3 1ftS.sriPl OTC5! OtKRlilO 3-fS3i 
CSBlWJ 13C50I5 31
R R35Ti^(tri 41SCgflWasilSi 551(5
JH.81 p]&H3(53ri;3 i 5 a 1
h g(*lH'° ^  8 (Fid (TO d ^ ^ T c 3Vb
^ J*>
3i(^ j? csws *fol
(5i(3i3iro^35lil3pU srlpflpufa 1^
(jm<sV I^STftlC^TOJ ^(3 (P W 3? PkX 
t ( 3  PP I^ TOJH
V \ P  8 1 ^ R l q ^ s ^ i r a l f ^  H  5Tl5rt K  1 
C S H fc d  ^ 3 O T 5  s r , R ^ | o  ^  o ( T 3 1<s- <^ .
3 f iJ ( ^ ( S l3 R 3 fe H ( 3  s m  *11 * ^ ( 3 ^ 5 *  3 iR0s
41. Bengali text from The Tutor
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V O ; C A  B u  L a  . r  y ,  
. €ngUs|) anb Bungalee*
. ' . ' a b a  A  B  i
A j  or A o , is fom etiroes cxprcfT ed ljy  A bafh , ( to )
e k , o n e , o r is im plied  in th e  w o rd  tro p a n it-4 . c r[R ^ 5 -< f  lojjjit-4.
itfc Jf th u s , ^ 1 ^ 3 ^  ek jon , o r  J r l j * n ,  I^jjaoo.
a pcrfon , e k , m ay e ith e r  precede o r -A b a te , ( to ) ' y.*a . gha/ano
follow  th e  n o u n , 2s above, o r 3 ^ 5 ^  -kom ano  ^ J 3 ^ I  ch h aro n  a fh ra
j/o£fc (fom e one) keh t/.(< jA 3 kea 'fhoolobbo*£. v .  n.
(prcjortior.)  fo m u c h  a .y e a r  ' ^ \ \ S  gh a ton 'kom on (a s  a  d iforder)
^ 3 -  protibotf£7r e to tooton oopofhom ^t,
^ 4 5  bdtfc'fc * to  ’^ 5 F l ^ V ' Q 3  botfcr H X ^ l S r S  b i f h ^ f h - A ^ f c f ^  h ra s -b . 
bcrfe: 6t*. . A b a te m e n t, g h a -i/  kom
Abaft,"V>f£5l p a c h h a . kom ee oopo(hom  [ ^ ( * 1 5  h ifheih
A bandon, >‘0 0  ^  aS"** 5 7 5 ^ 1  * 5 1 ^ ]  h raftu
tyd jxx  b^rjon raaouchon A b b rev ia tio n , fen g k h y e p .
5 J 3 n  Ch h a r r a  (d e jrr t)  P p n ^  ? o b -  "-A bhor, ( to )  ^  n itsn te
y e a  ' b n m w k h -^  m ondo baftw n ^ j l ^ ’3  o f n * T l  3 1 ^ 1
b iro t-A  kodach it bhalonabaflien  * il 'f |-< ^ g h r in a 4 .
^ b m d o o e d , ' (a s  a 'p la c e J  g ® g  ooj -  .  A b ility , T f l^ |h a d h y o  x J I ^ f l i c k t i ^ T J ^
J *  5 5 ^ 5  ^ £ r  ^T lC S fe^  acho / -khyom ota fham erthyo ^ i o 5 ”
fhoooyo  ^ 3 3  p ° tit  P^51  pcra  , - r - j ,  . /  a • TT V k ' V
* < = t^ 4= t^ - 3 t p ro b h ^ ta  JdcrTbel (c a p a c iy )  b ^ d -
(xn ca u s)  P f e J j | papec ^  V. /  ^  V
tutantfl papec. ’ • d h t ■ b .d h  ^  gee-au .
A bife, (to). n l l S - ^  k.hato?L * AbIc’ p a r o k . f t ^  nipoon P f i^
hr*&-4. b g b o e -^ . 3 ^ 2  P i t 3 ^  Vcto° 3 ^ 0  t<JtPo r'>cl 3 :i fhflkto
•dbeb  patoo.**- fh em srth  ( f i t )  oopojosklo"* *•. ' :■ , <s.
b
42. CPI: H.P. Forster, A Vocabulary in Two Parts, English and Bungalee 1 
(Calcutta, 1799) 6 ” "
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xym  >.jn .tro d .u ctio n :
« *
i^ snc i^ ojjuijjri ^.r}ins'S^tc^T ?.^
Jaga-iya. bichhale-she shekcb akhyan*. •* Onagoto tonoyarthe^hf i-ya trcstotnoti, ^
Kchib bholbok.bora'jonma-iya gee-an, * ' r -  V i  ' A .* * > ‘ "_»-i___ ^ r J* ; %_ JChoojeete Cahare,lok korib prcron,.*.. r. -_.
g f l $ ^ s j S j P O T f  *  .
Ekhoaojagoho toome ami mndra ja-i, *- -' - -•• > • .     '‘Sr
. _. . ' . • ".C Chohbshokole mha wtba she-ibon, - . . . *,
Shardool bakyete kobhoo .nabboolihci bha-i,- .. i t -* M j:
3  C 5 % # 3 0 Jtttf!& !£ : ■• ;
Ecck kohiyarikhyo mone bibechiy’aV.' T
’ T O  f  f s $ ;  A  :Shoshe*mira shobda bo-i onyo nahi dhyan,
Nidra geb brikhyo dale shonakho .bindbiya*.
W R  cpf srlftsl i ; Anilo bhoopal age koriya joton* 4
Posnoropi she-isthape shard oob ashiya,
1^51031(151' Dekhi raja h»He hsrslw bisha dito msn,'
Poorbo mote kohllek bichhale chahiya,
<H 3 3H5 jk W J  of^R i • , • Ghoshona.danete jana-ib. shoba kare,
Bhoopotl tonoyo taro bochone bhoolib,. .. . •Wrc^cs ctraioto t
CSjf^ C3 5*  (^ 03^ 30(3511^  Baiekeri jebabhais kcribare pare. •
Phelice bhollookke tbzla bolete mania.
-; Nana dhana wtne tare toahibahister,
Rikhyo naporils biddha chhils.nskh.ifalc,, ,. 03^ (13^ . 1
1 .  Jeparoho raj poire ashibe shstor, - • 
Shsshemira bell che/marilek gale. ' # 1  3 ^ 3 3  6 ( 0 ?  1- S>
i^ 3?f'^  E'Cpi!a1,3lC3C3’ I Ehanoo tiler blboronT"^
Kipte lulls nripanggsjo chepeZa ghatete, C*?f 3n f
Jani podo chyootochhodow roop-je-ijon, 
Naba-iya dale rikhye rejsnee'prsbbate. (t!553l(R3J 1
W ^ U C S W I ^ j m i  - y  • :
Kogoro mookhete khyopa balok cholilo: A . .
■ rjcri^l ^ I r r  ^ ( ^ i C S ^ K s i ^ X  : , ‘Shosemira shobdo matM bolite lagilo, Modhye joshyo nam.kuca boro roschikfc^ J -
t ... 5 5 3 C S C R i  iA, ' ^  t t , ■  ^ ■ i 4 -. i #1-Qnco choro shynyo stbane shooniya nnpoti. ’ Moto bhedc- koheloke'taw: tiam-e-u * .•
43. Forster, Vocabulary, first entry.
unusual for a typefounder to do so, particularly for one such as Cooper who 
was experiencing financial difficulties.
The activities of the Chronicle Press contributed to the establishment of CW1 
as the blueprint for future Bengali typefounding enterprises, which continued to 
remain in the hands of Europeans for a considerable period of time.22 Through 
its imprints, CW1 was confirmed as the prototype Bengali fount, creating a 
precedent to be emulated, remodelled, rescaled, and otherwise improved upon 
without the cumbersome necessity of deciphering indigenous manuscripts. The 
standard of typography set by Wilkins, which in effect found European 
solutions to the typographic problems posed by Indian writing systems 23 
became the norm and remained essentially unchallenged until the twentieth 
century.
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22. See below, chapter 7.
23. This is discussed in greater detail in chapters 7 and 8.
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Chapter 3 
Missionaries in Bengal 
3.i. The Serampore Mission Press.
The largest contribution to the development of Bengali vernacular typography
during the nineteenth century was made, albeit unintentionally, by the
missionary bodies who were active in India during this period. In biographies
and histories relating their typographic achievements, William Carey has
consistently received undue prominence. Paradoxically, however, there is some
justification for Carey to appropriate Charles Wilkins’s epithet of ‘India’s
Caxton’ ,1 for the following statement concerning William Caxton is equally
descriptive of the missionary:
But with him printing was not the sole aim; and this 
explains in part why his printing was not so remarkable 
as his reputation might lead us to expect. He was a 
great Englishman, and among his many activities, was a 
printer. But he was not, from a technical point of view, 
a great printer.2
According to Steinberg, ‘Caxton’s real importance lies in the fact that among 
the 90-odd books printed by him, 74 were books in English.3 Some 20 of them 
were in the publisher’s own translations which, together with the prologues and 
epilogues which he contributed to his other publications, secure Caxton a lasting 
place in the history of English prose writing’ .4 Similarly, William Carey’s 
persistent efforts5 to see the Scriptures, religious tracts, and other prose works 
composed in the Indian vernacular languages and printed in their own characters
1. See above, chapter 1, p. 31.
2. Daniel Berkeley Updike, Printing Types, Their History Forms and Use, 2nd edn (London, 
1937), I, p. 113.
3. Rather than Latin.
4. S.H. Steinberg, Five Hundred Years o f Printing, new edn (London, 1959), p. 74.
5. Supported by equally zealous colleagues and assistants.
for the ultimate purpose of ‘the Conversion of the Heathen’6 to Christianity, 
form a significant landmark in the history of Indian printing and literature. 
Numerous Indian languages and scripts previously neglected by the Honourable 
Company’s Press and other presses attained printed form for the first time at 
the hands of the missionaries. During the years 1800 to 1838 the Serampore 
Mission Press unwittingly determined the standard of typography for many 
Indian scripts which was to last for a considerable period of time.7
Under the auspices of the Particular Baptist Society for Propagating the Gospel 
Among the Heathen, William Carey (1761-1834), cobbler, schoolteacher, 
preacher, and author of the now-called ‘Charter of Modem Missions’ ,8 sailed 
for India on 12 June 1793 in the company of John Thomas (1757-1801)9 and 
their respective families. It was during the voyage of some five months that 
Carey began to learn Bengali from Thomas who by his own account could 
‘converse freely’ 10 in that language. Thomas’s work of rendering ‘Matthew,
Mark, James, some part of Genesis, and the Psalms, with different parts of the 
prophecies, in Bengali manuscript’ 11 inspired Carey to continue with the 
translation of the Bible into Bengali and other languages of the Indian 
subcontinent. The first Memoir Relative to the Translations o f the Sacred 
Scriptures records:
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6 . William Carey, An Enquiry into the Obligations o f Christians, to Use Means fo r  the 
Conversion o f the Heathens in which the Religious State o f the Different Nations o f the 
World, the Success o f Former Undertakings, and the Practicability o f Further 
Undertakings, are Considered (Leicester, 1792), p. 14.
7. Until the advent of mechanical typesetting in the mid-twentieth century.
8. Properly entitled as n. 6 .
9. An ex-East India Company surgeon; see C.B. Lewis, The Life of John Thomas (London, 
1873).
10. Periodical Accounts Relative to the Baptist Missionary Society (Clipstone, 1800 [1792]), I, 
no. I, p. 31.
11. Ibid., p. 21. Later re-worked by Carey, although imperfectly.
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Justice to the memory of our deceased brother, Mr John 
Thomas, requires us to mention, that the idea originated 
with him; and that, though more particularly calculated 
for other parts of Missionary labours, he had actually 
translated Matthew and James before Mr Carey’s 
arrival.12
Since the prime objective of the Baptist Missionaries amounted to the 
Christianization of India, the means of realizing this vocation necessarily 
comprised the learning of the vernacular languages and the printing of the 
Scriptures in their characters. To this end, Carey employed Rama Rama Vasu 
as his tutor upon arrival in India:13 the munsi who had worked with Thomas 
on the translations and had composed the Bengal hymn sent to the Baptist 
Missionary Society by Thomas in 1793.14 Rama Rama Vasu worked with 
William Carey until 1796, when he was discharged for adultery.15 He was later 
re-employed at the College of Fort William by Carey, but he left shortly after 
this appointment.
The hostile attitude of the East India Company towards missionaries, and the 
necessity for discovering a means of self-support along the lines of the 
Moravian missionaries,16 prevented the two families from remaining in Calcutta. 
Eventually, in 1794, Thomas and Carey accepted posts offered to them by 
George Udny of superintending indigo factories in the Malda district. The 
seasonal nature of indigo farming allowed the Brothers time for their missionary 
activit^s and studies. Alongside preaching, work continued on the translation of 
the Scriptures into Bengali, and investigations were made into the practicalities
12. Memoir Relative to the Translations o f the Sacred Scriptures (Dunstable, 1808), p. 5, n. 1.
13. ‘Brother Carey pays Moonshi twenty rupees per month, which takes almost half his 
income’; Periodical Accounts, I, no. I, p. 79.
14. Periodical Accounts, ibid., pp. 82-83.
15. Carey to Pearce, Madnabati, 19 Nov 1796; Periodical Accounts, IV, no. I, p. 325, and 
Carey to Mr N —, London, Madnabati, 16 December 1796; Periodical Accounts, ibid.,
p. 342. According to Potts, he was dismissed for procuring an abortion; E. Daniel Potts, 
British Baptist Missionaries in India, 1793-1837  (Cambridge, 1967), p. 82, n. 1 .
16. Which gave rise to dissent from the London Baptist Society.
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of reproducing the work in print. In 1793 Thomas had written: ‘I should be
very happy to see a Bengal bible in any degree of forewardness before I die,
and have been talking with a printer to-day (in whose hands are the Bengal
types which are used here) on the expence [sic] of such a work’.17 The cost of
printing with existing types was later estimated as some ten times greater than
what it would have been in England.18 In 1795, however, Carey felt that the
cost was justified:
This will, however, be much more than compensated by 
the reflection, that we have put into the hands of many 
heathens a treasure greater than that of diamonds, and, 
by multiplying copies, made a probability of those 
scriptures being preserved in the Bengal tongue.19
A letter from William Carey to Andrew Fuller,20 dated 16 November 1796,
shows a reversal of this decision in -favour of- having the punches cut and
the types cast in England by Caslon at a total cost of £500.21 Carey felt that
600 characters would be required:
Mr T. has had letters written near two years for types, 
by a native, a very good writer; but they require 
examining, which are proper for types to be cast to. He 
has not done that in all this time, and is so backward, I 
fear he never will. He talks of making all the letters 
himself, but I fear it will never be done. I will try to 
get those written by the native, and send them, if he 
will part with them.22
Another entry in Carey’s journal indicates his appreciation of the skill and 
difficulty involved in preparing specimen letters for typefounding,23 realizing 
that ‘It is a considerable work, and requires much care and attention’.24
17. Periodical Accounts, I, no. I, p. 79.
18. Carey to the Society for Spreading the Gospel Among the Heathen, Madnabati, 13 Aug 
1795; Eustace Carey, Memoir o f William Carey, D.D. (London, 1836), p. 239. Graham 
Shaw considers this rather excessive; Printing in Calcutta to 1800, p. 24.
19. Carey to the Society, Madnabati 13 Aug 1795; E. Carey, M emoir o f  William Carey,
p. 239.
20. Secretary to the BMS.
21. Carey to Fuller, Madnabati 16 Nov 1796; E. Carey, Memoir o f William Carey, p. 277.
22. E. Carey, ibid.
23. See above, chapter 1 regarding the process o f typefounding.
24. E. Carey, M emoir o f William Carey, p. 227.
The establishment of a letterfoundry in Calcutta at the beginning of 179825 
appeared to dispense with the need of sending to England for types. It has 
been suggested26 that the foundry must have been that set up by Charles 
Wilkins, at which Pancanana Karmakara worked as typefounder27 However, 
Wilkins left India in 1786, whereas the letterfoundry mentioned by Carey was 
clearly established more than one decade later, besides, there is no doubt that 
the first Bengali fount employed by the Baptist Missionaries was cast by 
Pancanana who had worked for the Honourable Company’s Press. In April 1799 
Carey wrote to Ryland:28
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I have succeeded in procuring a sum of money sufficient 
to get types cast. I have found out a man who can cast 
them, the person who casts for the Company’s press; 
and I have engaged a printer at Calcutta to superintend 
the casting. The work is now begun, and I hope may be 
compleated [sic] in less than six months, by which time 
the copy will be in forwardness to begin upon.29
That same year George Udny felt compelled to close his indigo works owing 
to the heavy floods which prohibited the already unprofitable indigo factories 
from recouping any losses. Thomas had left Udny’s employ and ‘his relation 
even to the Mission became vague’. 30 Rama Rama Vasu had previously been 
dismissed, taking the schoolteacher ‘Mohun Chund’ with him, thus leaving 
William Carey and John Fountain to continue with the translation work.31 
Despite Fountain’s complete unpreparedness for life in Madnabati upon his
25. Carey to Fuller, Madnabati, 1 Jan 1798; E. Carey, Memoir o f  William Carey, pp. 318 and 
327.
26. By M. Siddiq Khan, ‘William Carey and the Serampore Books, (1800-1834)’, Libri (1961) 
II, no 3, p. 216; and by Dinesh Chandra Sen, History o f Bengali Language and Literature 
(Calcutta, 1911), p. 851.
27. See above, chapter 1; see also Shaw, Printing in Calcutta, p. 33.
28. Dr John Ryland, President of the Bristol Academy and founder member o f the Baptist 
Missionary Society.
29. Carey to Ryland, 1 Apr 1799, Periodical Accounts, II, no. VII (Clipstone, 1801), p. 24.
30. Pearce Carey, William Carey, p. 180.
31. Carey to Sutcliffe, Madnabati 22 Nov 1796; E. Carey, Memoir o f William Carey,
pp. 282-3. Carey obtained further native assistance which increased; E. Carey, ibid., p. 308.
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arrival in November 1796, his capacity for quickly picking up the Bengali 
language enabled them to prepare the Bengali New Testament for printing.
George Udny also proved to be an invaluable friend who strongly supported the 
idea of setting up a printing press at Madnabati. In 1795 Carey had requested 
the Society to send out a press; however, in 1797 he informed Fuller of their
intention to construct their own press: ‘Mr Powell . . .  is now going to
undertake the making of our printing-press’.32 Powell began work on the 
press,33 but apparently did not complete it because Carey acquired a wooden 
printing press for the sum of 400 rupees through a newspaper advertisement.34 
Udny made a gift of it to the Mission. The press arrived by boat at Madnabati 
in September 1798, but it never saw professional use, since the Missionaries 
still lacked Bengali types and an experienced printer.
The closure of the Madnabati indigo works forced the Brothers to move with
their printing press to the Khidipur indigo station purchased by Carey. Their 
stay there was brief, for in January 1800 the pair moved again; this time to 
the Danish territory of Serampore to join the eagerly awaited new missionaries 
who had been refused residence in Malda by the East India Company. Among 
their number were John Marshman and William Ward;35 the latter being ‘the 
serious printer’ whom Carey had requested Fuller to send36 A month later 
Carey was to reflect, ‘the setting up the press would have been useless at 
Mudnabatty [sic], without Bro. Ward, and perhaps might have been ruined, if it 
had been attempted’ .37
32. BMS Records (IN/13): Carey to Fuller, Madnabati 22 June 1797 (entry of 9 Jan 1798).
33. BMS Records (IN/13): Carey to John Sutcliffe, 16 Jan 1798.
34. BMS Records (IN/13): Carey to Baptist Society, Hoogly River, 10 Jan 1799.
35. Also Brunsdon and Grant who, like Fountain, died a few years later, leaving the Trio.
36. Carey to Fuller, Madnabati 16 Nov 1796; E. Carey, Memoir o f William Carey, p. 277.
37. BMS Records (IN/13): Carey to Fuller, Serampore 5 Feb 1800.
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Shortly after Carey’s arrival with the wooden printing press38 a printing office 
was established under William Ward’s superintendence and with the assistance 
of Daniel Brunsdon and Felix Carey.39 An entry in Ward’s MSS Journal on 5 
March 1800 related, ‘This day I have been composing in the office; our first 
job was a card for ourselves & the next a bill of Mr Dexters’. Ward recorded 
that Carey took an impression of the first page of Matthew in Bengali types 
(Matiu^fa Racita) on 18 March, and that on 16 May 1800 they were in the 
process of printing 500 copies of ‘Matthew to give away immediately’ .40 The 
printing of the whole of the New Testament, the Dharma Pustaka; Mangala 
Samacara, was finished on 7 February 1801 and bound five days later.41
It has not been possible to view the Mangala Samacara; Matiuffra Racita, but 
it can be inferred from Ward’s Journal and the chronology of events at 
Serampore that the same fount of types was used to compose42 the first Gospel 
of the New Testament as the whole of this work43 This fount comprised the 
Bengali types cast in Calcutta for William Carey by Pancanana Karmakara44
template
Copies of the first edition of ths Mangala Samacara, published in 1801 by the 
Serampore Mission, are held at SOAS and the British Library, thereby enabling 
an assessment of the typeface to be made.
38. The Mission later acquired four more modem English-made printing presses.
39. The latter being William Carey’s eldest son.
40. BMS Records (IN/18): ‘William Ward. His own copies of his journal sent to Fuller, 
26.1.1800 - 10.8.1800’: 18 Mar 1800 and 16 May 1800. Additional copies o f Matthew 
bound with some Old Testament prophecies were printed in August that year.
41. BMS Records (IN/16): Ward to Fuller, 2 Apr 1801.
42. And that native Bengali compositors assisted Ward in its composition.
43. And a number of other works, e.g. Rama Rama Vasu’s Raja Pratapaditya Caritra 
(Serampore, 1801), the ‘first prose book* (Siddiq Khan, William Carey, p. 234); see 
pi. 44. I
44. Supplemented by a few ‘Pholas’ cast at Serampore; Leighton and Momay William, eds., 
Serampore Letters . . .  1800-1816 (New York; London, 1892), p. 46.
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44. First Serampore Bengali fount (SB 1): Dharma Pustaka; Mangala SamScdra 
(Serampore, 1801)
It is disappointing to find that in comparison to the earlier founts of Wilkins 
and the Chronicle Press, the fount of Bengali types first used by the Baptist 
Missionaries has to be deemed the inferior, both with regard to the design of 
its letterforms and to its poor alignment.45 It is predictable that the method of 
composition differs little from that employed in the production of Halhed’s 
Grammar o f the Bengal Language; a book with which Carey was well 
conversant,46 and for which Pancanana Karmakara had cast the Bengali types. 
The range of characters in the first Serampore fount (to be termed SB1) thus 
corresponds quite closely to Wilkins’s first fount of Bengali types: the fount 
comprising the main characters of the syllabary, vowel signs, selected conjuncts, 
a number of reduced consonants, modifiers, numerals, and punctuation.
Although Wilkins’s typesetting technique, as used in Halhed’s Grammar, may 
have been adopted by the Missionaries, SB1 cannot be said to be modelled on 
any of Wilkins’s founts. The typeface bears the closest resemblance to its 
contemporary, CW3;47 but the persistence in preserving the contrast in stroke 
weight, so adroitly employed in all founts attributed to Wilkins, is detrimental 
to the overall homogeneity of the first Serampore typeface. This is partly48 due 
to the reduced type size of the main characters of the syllabary, the principal 
aksaras, which renders the stroke contrast only perceptible as unevenness in 
print quality, and any affinity to pen strokes is lost. These aksaras constitute 
the most important sorts of the fount, since it is from them that the typeface 
takes its style owing to their frequency of occurrence. With regard to these, it 
is evident that the concept of a baseline for Bengali letterforms, which perhaps
45. Presumably not the fault o f the experienced printer, but due to deficiencies in matrix 
making or type casting.
46. As evinced by Carey’s A Grammar o f the Bengalee Language (Serampore, 1801), which
strove to emulate the earlier work. See Qjfayyum, Critical Study, chapter IX.
47. See chapter 1, pi. 25.
48. For it is achieved by the Serampore Missionaries at a later date; see below, pp. 63-64 and
pi. 47.
first emerged in CW3, has not been adhered to in SB1. In the latter fount, the 
discrepancy in the finial stroke length of the characters and 49 exemplifies
this point; as do the vowel signs which are shorter in depth than the main 
characters of the syllabary. Neither are the proportions of the counters 
homologous to those of CW3, although some of the problems found in the first 
fount of Wilkins, viz. the oversized counters of ^  and and the opacity of 
, reappear in this fount completed at Serampore.
It is curious to find in SB1 inconsistencies in the design of letterforms which 
have the same basis. In the case of and , the inexplicably smaller counter 
of the latter indicates that these characters originate from two quite different 
sorts where one matrix for both forms would have been expected. Similarly, 
when "5  ^ and ^  are set next to each other, the flow of the script is broken; for 
not only is the latter much shorter in depth, but its finial stroke is at quite a 
different angle to the former. Other instances can be cited which demonstrate 
that uniformity in design, i.e. consistency in counter size, stroke length, and so 
forth, was not an important criterion in the cutting of this typeface.
With regard to the vowel signs, SB1 also avails itself of initial, medial, and 
final forms where required. The sign for3J^ has three forms in this fount:
'I for final position,'■f and t  f°r medial positions.50 Both medial forms are 
used from the first and in the same context, thus offering no apparent reason 
for the existence of two sorts. But in the later publications employing SB1, the 
medial form 't is used virtually to the exclusion of ; which may indicate 
that the former was a later design . The vowel sign C has two forms: C for 
initial position, and £ for medial position; the latter being surprisingly short.
There appears to be only one sort for £ , the flourish of which prints quite 
darkly but whose design is nevertheless superior to that o f^_  . However, the
49. See pis. 44 and 45.
50. As in CW1.
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45. SB1: Dharma Pustaka; Mangala Samacdra, 2nd edn (Serampore, 1803 [1806])
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flourish o f t  is barely discernible and at times renders this vowel sign 
indistinguishable from "t .
At first sight, the vowel sign f* gives the impression of possessing two 
alternative designs, one bearing a higher and shorter curve than the other, 
presumably in order to prevent clashes with succeeding ascending characters.
But this letterform has been designed with a good kern, and slight discrepancies 
in shape might be due to hand-finishing of the projecting type, or simply 
normal wear and tear on such kerning types. In this fount, the vowel sign ^  , 
which hardly kerns at all, tends to give two impressions, v iz .^  , a n d ^  , but 
since the bottom of the loop is such a hairline, they may be derived from the 
same matrix.
The design of the subscript vowel signs ^  and ^  are unsatisfactory. They are 
far removed from the character they affect, as is the raphala J i  , and therefore 
necessitate copious leading. Yet the candrabindu fits very neatly over the 
character it modifies. The form ° \ is also found in this fount, rather than 
° employed by the Honourable Company’s Press.51
It is evident from Carey’s Grammar o f the Bengalee Language, that the 
missionary adopted wholesale Halhed’s list of ‘the most common contractions of 
letters’ ,52 and subscribed to the latter’s concept of the term phalaP  This is
borne out by the method of composing conjuncts with this fount. A prescribed
number of combined consonants exist in their own right as individual sorts. The 
remainder are generated in the same manner as all previous Bengali founts; 
only, in SB1 the breaks are quite visible.
51. Both sorts are current in MS form since the twelth century.
52. Halhed, Grammar, pp. 33-34.
53. See also Carey’s MS version, ‘Grammar o f the Bengalee Language by William Carey,
D.D .’, pp. 34-39, preserved at the BMS.
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As mentioned above, some confusion exists over the typefoundry from which
this fount originated, yet there is even greater confusion over the means by
which Carey succeeded in employing Pancanana Karmakara to establish a
typefoundry at the Mission itself.54 For the purpose of this thesis, it is
sufficient to know that Pancanana founded the first fount of Bengali movable
metal types used by the Serampore Mission Press. The Mission’s first Memoir
Relative to the Translations of the Sacred Scriptures stated:
Soon after our settling at Serampore, the providence of 
God brought to us the very artist who had wrought with 
Wilkins in that work, and in a great measure imbibed 
his ideas. By his assistance we erected a letter foundery; 
and although he is now dead, he had so fully 
communicated his art to a number of others that they 
carry forward the work of type-casting, and even of 
cutting the matrices, with a degree of accuracy which 
would not disgrace European artists.55
The first major work undertaken by Pancanana at the Serampore Mission was a 
fount of Devanagari types required primarily for printing the Sanskrit grammar 
then in preparation by William Carey: ‘The fount required seven hundred 
separate punches of which half had been completed at the beginning of the 
present year [1803] \56 To assist him in this enterprise Pancanana took on an 
apprentice of the same caste and trade, Manohara, who was to become his son- 
in-law and eventually his successor as the master typefounder at the Mission.57
Whilst cutting the Devanagari punches, Pancanana is said58 to have completed 
another fount of Bengali types of reduced size and greater elegance than that 
used for the first edition of the Mahgala Samacara (New Testament in
54. See M.S. Khan, William Carey, p. 249; and S.C. Sanial, ‘Extract from Sambhu Chandra 
Mukherjee’s Note Books in the Secretary’s Notes’, Bengal Past and Present, XIII (July- 
Dee 1916), p. 140.
55. Memoir Relative to the Translations (1808), pp. 18-19.
56. Marshman, Carey, Marshman, and Ward, I, p. 178.
57. Manohara was to work at the typefoundry for over 40 years.
58. Marshman, Carey, Marshman and Ward, I, p. 178.
Bengali). Apparently this new fount was employed for printing the second 
edition of this work.59 There is no doubt that upon completion of the*S-r
Devanagari fount, the typefoundry at Serampore prepared a new fount of 
Bengali types whose smaller type size would enable the Mission Press to 
produce Bengali translations of the Scriptures at a quarter of their original size 
without impairing legibility.60 A study of the second edition of the Dharma 
Pustaka, Mahgala Samdcdra (1803 [1806]) however, does not reveal the 
introduction of such a fount but the continuing use of SB1. This edition, whose 
publication pre-dates the Memoir recording the work on a smaller type size, 
certainly differs from the original version produced at Serampore, but this is 
largely due to the reduction in the size of the paper and improvements in 
translation and orthography. Furthermore, the entire work has clearly been reset, 
since the interword spacing has been altered. Some conjunct forms have been 
changed, notably and , but this does not constitute a new design.
A ‘new fount of Bengali types’ is said to have been cut by Manohara 
Karmakara in 1810. According to M.H. Khan, this typeface was used to print 
five poetical tracts by John Chamberlain allegedly held at the Baptist 
Missionary Society in London. Khan lists these works as: ‘Cautrisa’, ‘Mangala 
samacara [A poetical work on Christianity .. .]’, ‘Dharmapustakera namera 
Uttara Pratyuttara’, ‘Manera Cetana’, and ‘Uttara pratyuttara Valakera karana’ .61 
Repeated searches of the BMS archives have failed to trace these imprints. 
Moreover, from Khan’s information alone, it seems very doubtful that this fount 
was produced by the Serampore typefoundry. The design of the letterforms 
illustrated by Khan62 displays little affinity to the Mission’s founts of that 
period, but shows a closer relationship to the products of the indigenous
59. Khan, Printing in Bengali Charaters, I, p. 379.
60. Memoir Relative to the Translations (1808), p. 19.
61. Khan, Printing in Bengali Characters, I, pp. 379-380 and II, pp. 466 and 467.
62. Khan, ibid., II, p. 818.
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typefoundries.63 Furthermore, these imprints do not bear the hallmarks of the 
Serampore Mission Press: (according to Khan) not one has a title page; three 
lack the name of the printer, and the place and date of the printing; and two 
make use of a colophon64 - a device favoured by native printers but 
uncharacteristic of Serampore imprints.
The reliance of the Missionaries on local assistants in translating, composing, 
casting, and printing in order to fulfil their intention ‘to evangelize the poor, 
dark, idolotrous Heathen’65 is undisputed. Carey from the first made use of 
local pundits;66 and the Serampore Trio continued this practice whenever 
feasible, even for their proselytizing activities. Daniel Potts writes, ‘It has been 
sufficiently verified that most if not all of Serampore’s translations, and these 
made up the proponderance of early translations, were intially made by Indians 
and then corrected by one or the other of the Trio acting in conjunction or 
separately’ .67 The publications themselves give little credit to Indian translators, 
but this did not concern William Carey who received most of the credit 
himself:
We do not want the vain name of the Men who have 
translated the Scriptures into this or that language, - but 
we do want the thing to be done.68
Carey’s statement epitomizes the prevailing attitude of the Serampore Baptists 
towards their work in India. Their one objective, ‘the spread of true religion 
throughout the East’69 prompted all their activities. Even the appointment of 
William Carey as teacher of Bengali70 at Fort William College, in May 1801,
was viewed by the Missionaries as a means of funding their missionary
63. See below, chapter 7.
64. But it is not stated if the colophons give any information apart from the title o f the work.
65. W. Carey, An Enquiry, p. 2.
66 . See Quayyum, Critical Study, chapter VIII.
67. Potts, British Baptist Missionaries, p. 83.
68. BMS Records (IN/13): Carey to Sutcliffe, 4 May 1808.
69. A Memoir o f  Serampore Translations fo r  1813 (Kettering, 1813), p. 23.
70. He was later to become Professor of Sanskrit and Marathi.
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enterprises. In his position at the College,71 Carey keenly felt the paucity of
teaching aids, for any grammars and vocabularies which had been published had
become hard to obtain.72 Carey’s response was to intitiate a programme of
composing text books, and compiling grammars and dictionaries. His action
made a significant contribution to the development of Bengali literature - a fact
of secondary importance to the missionary:
I have been obliged to publish several things and can 
say that nothing but necessity could have induced me to 
do it.73
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These text books were printed at the Serampore Mission Press, as were a 
number of works for the Calcutta School Book Society74 and the British and 
Foreign Bible Society75 (of which Carey was a founder member). The College 
of Fort William subsidized their publications by buying a hundred copies of 
each title at the published price.
Carey was aware of the providential circumstances in which the Missionaries at 
Serampore found themselves. In a letter to Sutcliffe, dated 4 November 1813, 
Carey wrote:
Indeed had I not been in a more favourable situation 
than any other person in the world for commanding the 
help of learned men who speak these different languages, 
and are natives of the countries where they are spoken,
I could not possibly have succeeded to the extent I have 
already done.76
It was this situation which enabled the Missionaries to embark upon their 
ambitious programme of translating and publishing the Scriptures in over forty
71. And in relation to Serampore College itself, founded in 1818.
72. BMS Records (IN/13): Carey to Sutcliffe, 8 April 1801, entry o f 13 Apr 1801.
73. CSBC MS letter: no. 12, 17 March 1802; quoted in Qayyum, Critical Study, p. 165.
74. Founded in 1817.
75. Established in 1804.
76. Periodical Accounts, V, no. XXVII (Kettering, 1813), p. 353.
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different languages for the sole reason of promulgating their faith.77 Most of
the work naturally fell to the printing office under William Ward’s
superintendence. In December 1811 Ward described the printing office in a
letter to his cousin:
As you enter the office, you see your cousin, in a small 
room . . .  looking over the whole office, which is 174 
feet long. The next persons you see, are learned natives 
translating the Scriptures into different languages, or 
correcting the proof-sheets. You walk through the office, 
and see laid out in cases types in Arabic, Persian,
Nagaree, Talinga, Sikh, Bengalee, Mahratta, Chinese,
Orissa, Burman, Camata, Keshemena, Greek, Hebrew, 
and English. Hindoos, Musselmans, and converted 
Natives are all busy: Some composing, others 
distributing, others correcting. You next come to the 
presses, and see four persons throwing off the sheets of 
the Bible in different languages; and on the left are half 
a dozen Musselmans employed in binding the scriptures 
for distribution . . . .  [The] . . .  Storeroom . . .  is 142 feet 
long . . . .  [In] . . .  a Room adjoining to the office, are 
the Type-casters, busy in preparing the types in the 
different Languages.7
On 11 March the following year it seemed as if the Mission’s great plans were 
to be thwarted: the printing office caught fire destroying all but five79 of the 
presses, founts of type in fourteen scripts, as well as English founts, cases, 
chases, and more. The great losses incurred were well recorded by the 
Missionaries, who also inferred in their writings that the cause of the fire was 
not above suspicion.80 Despite the excessive damage, estimated to be at a cost 
of between nine and ten thousand pounds sterling, a remarkable recovery was 
achieved. Amongst the remains were the presses and the steel punches for the 
Indian scripts.81 The matrices of all the founts were also saved, for they had 
been stored in a different area; thus type casting could begin the next day from
77. Marshman, Carey, Marshman, and Ward, I, pp. 192 and. 193.
78. Ward to Revd W, Fletcher, Serampore 5 Dec 1811; Baptist Magazine fo r  1812, IV, 
pp. 413-4.
79. Six, according to some sources.
80. The Baptist Magazine fo r  1812, IV, pp. 414-6 and 492,
81. According to Ward, 40000 punches of Indian languages had been spared, which he valued 
as being equivalent to ten years work; Periodical Accounts, V, no. XXIV, pp. 501-2.
the three and a half tons of molten metal that had been collected.82
Furthermore, the recent expiry of a lease on an adjacent warehouse let by the
Mission provided suitable premises for establishing a new and larger printing
office. The publicity given to the fire at Serampore generated a tremendous
response, particularly from Britain, in the form of donations and subscriptions to
the extent that the loss was made up in ‘two months'.83 The Brethren reckoned
on casting a fount or so every fortnight in order that the printing of the
scriptures would ‘not suffer a month’s interruption’.84 Indeed, a year later Carey
was able to write to Fuller,
The Mission notwithstanding its heavy losses, has been 
supported, and we have been enabled, within one year 
from a very desolating calamity, to carry on printing to 
a greater extent than before the calamity took place? 5
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In Bengali publications subsequent to this event, minor alterations in SB1 can
be observed: the conjunct 9  has been improved. I ]  also joins the vertical stem
in a different manner. The most striking change is the introduction of the dot
in the character ^  . In the preface to his Dictionary o f the Bengalee Language,
which employs this fount (SB1R), Carey wrote:
The Bengalee alphabet being defective in one or two
instances, such as the want of distinct characters to
express b, v, and w,_a dot has been inserted in the 
middle of the letter 4 . when it either has or should have 
the sound v or w.86
Conjuncts formed with this phoneme were also ‘dotted’ .87 This innovation did 
not last long, but the practice was continued in the next fount of Bengali types 
which was to emerge from the Serampore type foundry.
82. Periodical Accounts, V, no. XXIII, p. 465. Reports vary as to what was saved: see Baptist
Magazine fo r  1812, p. 526; Marshman, Carey, Marshman and Ward, I, p. 469; and Diehl,
Indian Imprints, pp. 48-59.
83. Pearce Carey, William Carey, p. 291.
84. Periodical Accounts, V, no. XXIII, p. 467.
85. BMS Records (IN/13): Carey to Fuller, 25 March 1813.
86. William Carey, A Dictionary o f the Bengalee Language (Serampore, 1815), I, p. x.
87. See pi. 46.
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46. SB1R: Rajavali (Serampore, 1814)
The manufacture of the second Serampore Bengali typeface (SB2) was, in terms 
of the development of Bengali typography, perhaps the most important product 
to emerge from the Mission’s typefoundry. The plan of reducing the type size 
of all the existing non-Latin Serampore founts, whilst maintaining clarity of 
imprint, had been in the minds of the Trio for some time88 but could only be 
executed by John Lawson who proved to be an extremely dextrous 
punchcutter:89
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It seems an important question, how the greatest number 
of clear and legible copies can be furnished at the least 
expense . . . .  A great occasion of expense has hitherto 
been, the largeness of the oriental types, which is such, 
that although the low price of labour in Bengal enables 
us to print the same quantity of letterpress in the Sacred 
Scriptures cheaper than can be done in any other part of 
the world, . . .  the expense of a whole New Testament 
amounts to a large sum . . . .  The reducing of the types 
in size, therefore, so as fully to preserve their legibility, 
is now under consideration . . .  the types thus improved, 
will greatly exceed in beauty the large types of die first 
fabrication: and the reduction in respect of quantity will 
enable us to print on better paper than formerly . . . .
For the attainment of this object we are endeavouring to 
avail ourselves of every means with which the Lord has 
been pleased to furnish us; and we find the skill of our 
highly-esteemed Brother Lawson in cutting the types, of 
peculiar value in this work . . . .  90
SB2, a fount begun by Lawson, but completed by native artists,91 which was 
used to print the fourth edition of Carey’s Grammar o f the Bengalee Language 
(1818) is remarkable for its legibility despite the smallness of its size.92 
Contrast in stroke weight is still maintained and the weight distribution has 
been far more successfully handled than in previous Serampore Bengali founts. 
The typeface displays greater harmony in the design of its letterforms:
88. F.A. Cox, History o f the Baptist Missionary Society from  1792 to 1842 (London, 1842), I, 
p. 243.
89. Lawson cut the punches for the first fount o f movable metal Chinese types.
90. A Memoir o f  the Serampore Translations fo r  1813, pp. 20-22.
91. Periodical Accounts, VI, no. XXXIII, p. 322.
92. See pi. 47. It is considerably smaller than CW2.
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all the vertical strokes are flared, perhaps too much in the case of and the 
uniformity in the depth of the characters lends a neat appearance to the script. 
Such alterations signify that SB2. is not merely a reduction of SB1R.
Furthermore, the relative proportions of all the sorts have not been retained, for 
instance”^  is now comparable in design to ^  , and its finial has been 
lengthened.
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The method of composition has not been altered, the raphald is still set 
separately and some contracted consonants continue to be formed by two sorts. 
Complex conjunct characters have not suffered from the restricted type size and 
reproduce exceptionally well in print. On the other hand, the subscript vowel 
signs appear awkward, being too large in comparison to the rest of the 
character set. The result is the production of a carefully designed and legible, 
albeit unexciting, typeface. The cutting of this fount was of great import, 
revealing possibilites of variation and experimentation in the design of Bengali 
letterforms previously reserved for Latin types.
The significance of Lawson’s accomplishment was recognized by Ward,93
although the Missionaries did perceive that the type size was in reality too
small to function satisfactorily as a text typeface:
While these reduced types bring both the Old and the 
New Testament into a volume so portable and so well 
suited to the young among the population of Bengal, . . .  
there are many among those of middle age, as well as 
those older, who cannot read this small type with
pleasure For the sake of these, a larger type has
been prepared, which, while it presents to the eye a 
character much larger, will, by reducing the body of the 
type and economizing the space, increase the number of 
pages only about a fourth; so that the New Testament in 
octavo will not exceed four hundred pages, even in this 
large type.94
93. Ward to Sutcliffe, 9 Oct 1813; Periodical Accounts, V, no. XXVI, pp. 287-8.
94. Tenth Memoir Respecting the Translations o f the Sacred Scriptures into Oriental 
Languages (Edinburgh, 1834), pp. 13-14.
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The Missionaries thus continued their practice of producing new type designs 
which effectively improved the standards of Bengali typography. Their 
reluctance to be satisfied with only one fount for each non-Latin script is to 
their credit, for it set a precedent to be followed by the increasing number of 
typefoundries established in the Indian subcontinent.
After 1820 the Serampore Mission produced two additional Bengali text faces 
worthy of mention.95 These founts demonstrate the experience their punchcutters 
had acquired in a period of twenty years. The earlier typeface (SB3), to be 
found in the 1829 edition of the Dharma Pustaka (Holy Bible in Bengali),96 
can be regarded as a step towards designing a fount possessing a suitable type 
size, both for the sake of economy and legibility, combined with a greater 
consistency in stroke weight. The face exhibits an attractive diagonal stress 
which creates a lively effect. The treatment of the ‘blob’ (or rounding) also 
adds nice points of colour to such characters as ^  ^  , \5  ^  and ^  •
Experimentation in design was clearly encouraged, for a modified version of 
this fount (SB3R) was also used to print works during this period, namely the 
Bengali Dharmapustakera Antabhaga (New Testament) of 1832.97 The 
modifications which radically alter the impression of the face are the new form 
of t  and the improved positioning of the raphala and the subscript vowel 
signs. Other characters have also been refined, e.g. -p and^- , which result in 
a considerably more even colour than the first version. The neater appearance, 
however, is not entirely commendable, for it shows a digression from Bengali 
calligraphy and the products of indigenous Bengali punchcutters,98 thereby 
conforming rather to European perceptions of good typographic design.
95. The imprints o f the Serampore Mission Press show the foundry to have produced about 
nine Bengali founts.
96. See pi. 48.
97. See pi. 49.
98. See below, chapters 3ii and 7.
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48. SB3: Dharma Pustaka (Serampore, 1829)
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49. SB3R: Dharma Pustaka; Antabhaga (Serampore, 1832)
The fount employed to print the 1832 Dharma Pustaka (Holy Bible in Bengali) 
(SB4)99 which reverts to the form f  for medial vSfi , reflects the large 
improvement in typography that the Mission Press had achieved in three 
decades. This face is smaller than SB3, and has lost its diagonal stress. The 
design is dominated by the relatively thick headline strokes and the evenness of 
the baseline,100 but the thick downstrokes of such characters as<J* and 
^  relieve this effect. The result is a clean, crisp typeface.101
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Other notable products of the Serampore typefoundry were the metal heading
types. From the title page of the 1830 edition of the Ramayana,102 it can be
observed that the Missionaries had abandoned the rather crude titling fount,
used in such imprints as the 1801 edition of the Mahabhdrata, in favour of a
more elegant, smaller heading type. This face displays closer affinity to penned
Bengali letterforms; and the use of woodcuts for titles in the later imprints
reveals a recognition of the distinction between the current written hand and the
printed characters created by punchcutters. This distinction was not recognized
in The First Report o f the Institution for the Encouragement o f the Native
Schools in India produced by the Serampore Mission in 1818:
On Penmanship as a distinct article, there is perhaps less
to be said in Bengalee than in most other languages.
The printed alphabet has been so recently formed from 
the written character, that the variations are far less than 
in those countries where the two characters have been 
separated for any length of time. The written alphabet 
indeed had not yet assumed a difference of position; 
when formed correctly, it is as fully rectangular as the 
printed character. The indistinctness observable in writing,
therefore, arises much more from the carelessness and
inaccuracy of the writer, and the corrupt forms of letters 
introduced, than from any real discrepancy between the 
printed and the current character: which indistinctness is
99. See pi. 50.
100. Which now accomodates the raphala *JL .
101. The design of this typeface may have been influenced by Vincent Figgins; see below, 
chapter 5,
102. See pi. 51.
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50. SB4: Dharma Pustaka (Serampore, 1832)
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51. Small Bengali heading type: Ramayana (Serampore, 1830)
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increased by the omission of the few diacritic points the 
alphabet possesses, and not seldom by many words being 
idly written in continous succession with scarcely any 
space between them, as well as by an orthography in 
which scarcely two natives agree.
The Missionaries’ transition from this stance was probably assisted by their 
association with Kalikumara Raya, the writing-master104 of the College of Fort 
William. Raya was commissioned to design ‘a large and beautiful Exemplar of 
the Bengalee Alphabet in the Writing character’ which was ‘cut by the artists 
at Serampore in large models formed of that preparation of metal105 used in 
casting types; the native type-casters not having yet arrived at that skill in the 
art which would enable them to cast types of so large a size’ .106 Neither a 
copy of the writing exemplar nor a copy of the three spelling tables, printed in 
supposedly another ‘fair and large type’ ,107 is extant. But there is good reason 
to deduce a posteriori that a fount of heading types employed by the Baptist 
Mission Press, and displayed in their 1826 type specimen book,108 was that 
designed by Kalikumara Raya. It is known that the Calcutta Baptists acquired 
types from Serampore109 and that this fount (BM I) was used in their School 
Book imprints (varnamalas) for teaching the basic syllabary of the Bengali 
script - for which purpose Raya’s face was intended. BM I, with its strong 
characteristic of the reed pen, was particularly suited for use as a titling fount;
103. (Reprinted and published in London, 1818), pp. 21-22.
104. Second Report o f  the Calcutta School Book Society (Calcutta, 1819), p. 7; [spelt Calee 
Coo mar Ray].
105. The Second Report o f the Institution fo r  the Support and Encouragement o f  Native Schools 
(Serampore, 1818), p. 17. Khan (Printing in Bengali Characters, I, p. 383), erroneously 
states that they were made o f wood, confusing these types with those ‘cut in wood, about 
four times as large as our largest types, that the letters may be seen at a distance’; First 
Report . . .  Native Schools, p. 22.
106. Second Report . . .  Native Schools, p. 17.
107. Hints Relative to Native Schools, Together with the Outline o f an Institution fo r  their 
Extension and Management (Serampore, 1816, London rpt, 1817), p. 33. See below, 
chapter 3ii regarding this typeface.
108. See below, pi. 52.
109. See below, chapter 3ii.
it is to be found in numerous publications of the Baptist Mission Press and 
clearly influenced the design of later display types such as BM I.110
Progress in type design was naturally enhanced by improvements in the quality 
of printing and paper. In 1823 Ward died suddenly of cholera and the post of 
the printing-office superintendent fell to John Clark Marshman. The publications 
subsequent to Ward’s death indicate Marshman’s suitability for this task which 
he had, in fact, performed during Ward’s two and a half year absence abroad.
Between 1801 and 1832 the Serampore Mission Press is known to have 
published ‘over two hundred and twelve thousand volumes in forty 
languages’.111 This vast figure reveals the continual emphasis placed by the 
Missionaries on the volume of matter they wished to disseminate in great 
quantity amongst the indigenous population. Their translations have been subject 
to much criticism since their first publication, although the quality of their 
typography has never been seriously questioned. The Missionaries realized their 
objective of producing readable imprints at the least expense with great speed, 
but they were not unduly concerned with the refinements of type design. It has 
been seen that improvements were always contemplated from the point of view 
of increased legibility112 and, or, greater economy. Advances in the design of 
their text faces were minimal considering the time span in which they occurred 
and the high repute of the Serampore type foundry. The overall impression 
gained from a critical analysis of their Bengali imprints is one of mediocrity in 
design, reflecting the fact that the Brethren’s concern with typography arose 
from necessity. This does not, however, detract from their considerable 
achievements in the field of printing.
110. There is also the possibility that Raya was the designer of the heading typeface mentioned 
above; see p. 127.
111. G.A. Grierson, ‘The Early Publications o f the Serampore Missionaries: a Contribution to 
Bibliography’, Indian Antiquary, XXXII (June, 1903), p. 241.
112. Rather than readability.
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The genesis of Bengali literature, concomitant with the creation of a prose 
genre in this vernacular, cannot be attributed to the Serampore Missionaries.113 
Yet the first publication of Bengali prose literature printed in indigenous 
characters and the resulting impetus given to the production of Bengali 
compositions is due to their exertions. Moreover, the Missionaries were 
responsible for the publication of the first Indian language journal, the 
Digdarsana, and the prototype Bengali newspaper, the Samacara Darpana,114 
which in turn stimulated the rapid growth of a native press.
In addition to other accomplishments,115 William Carey is reputed to have
translated and supervised the printing of the following Scriptures:
Bengali, Oriya, Hindi, Marathi, Sanskrit and Assamese- 
whole Bibles.
Panjabi New Testament and Old Testament up to Ezek. 
xx vi.
Pashto and Kashmiri New Testaments, and Old 
Testaments up to 2 Kings.
Telugu and Konkani New Testaments, and Pentateuchs. 
Eighteen other New Testaments, and Five one-or-more 
Gospels.116
Such statements, prevalent in biographies of this missionary, merit little
credence, for it has been established that Carey freely availed himself of any
assistance at hand. In 1828 the ‘ Missionaries’ felt bound to comment:
The credit which accrued to the three Senior 
Missionaries for attempting such achievements, and the 
unbounded confidence reposed in them by the managers 
of the Institution at home, gave rise to some painful 
consequences abroad. Their praises were so loud, and so 
often iterated, that the labours of others equally 
indefatigable . . .  were yet deemed worthy of little notice, 
and their names never pronounced . , .  except in tones 
very subdued. The three Seniors were hardly conceived 
to be fallib le 117
113. See Potts, British Baptist Missionaries, pp. 97 and 99.
114. First issue 23 May 1818 - there is some dispute as to whether this was the first Indian
language, or at least Bengali, newpaper; Potts, ibid., p. 102.
115. e.g. he was founder o f the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of Bengal.
116. Pearce Carey, William Carey, p. 410.
117. Eustace Carey and William Yates, Vindication o f the Calcutta Baptist Missionaries 
(London, 1828), pp. 39-40. Carey was the only Senior Missionary still respected by the 
Junior Missionaries; Carey and Yates, ibid., p. 40.
Native pundits worked on the translations. Native compositors, printers, and 
proof-readers staffed the printing office which Ward, succeeded by Marshman,
r
superintended. The' type-casting and punchcutting based on the designs of 
anonymous local scribes, whilst benefitting from Lawson’s expertise, were the 
responsibility of the Karmakara family. But the journals and correspondence of 
the Serampore Brethren indicate that Carey was indeed the pioneering spirit 
behind their typographical enterprises. Just as England was indebted to William 
Caxton for initiating the production of English prose in printed form, so must 
William Carey, rather than Charles Wilkins, be credited with laying the 
foundation of printed vernacular prose literature in India. It can be said that the 
programme devised by Carey, and executed by others, for promulgating his 
faith in Bengal inadvertently established the course of Bengali typography118 for 
the whole of the nineteenth century.
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118. Typography, as distinct from type design.
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3.ii The Baptist Mission Press.
The moulding of the printed Bengali character during the nineteenth century did 
not reside solely within the province of the Serampore Mission Press.119 Other 
missionary bodies active in Bengal during this period were also influential in 
determining the shaping of Bengali letterforms in metal, both by their 
typefounding activities and their choice and use of typestyles. The modest 
beginnings of the Baptist Mission Press, which belie its significant role in the 
development of Bengali vernacular typography, are perhaps the cause for the 
scant recognition it has received in this area. In histories of the Calcutta 
Brethren, attention has mainly focused on the ‘Serampore Controversy’ which 
culminated in the establishment of the Calcutta Baptist Missionary Society. The 
dispute has been well documented, both by the protagonists and their 
biographers,120 and is not of concern here.
The Calcutta Baptist Missionary Society, founded in 1817 by ‘the Junior
Missionaries’, William Yates, Eustace Carey, and John Lawson,121 was reluctant
to rely on the Serampore Mission Press for its printing, and established its own
press in 1818:
It was designed to extend the usefulness of the mission 
by furnishing facilities for the printing and publication of 
the Scriptures, religious books, school books, and tracts....
Its commencement was very humble: one wooden press 
alone, with two founts of type, being first purchased.122
119. Contrary to the impression given by many historians, e.g. Anant Kakba Priolkar, The 
Printing Press in India (Bombay, 1958), pp. 55-70.
120. See Carey and Yates, Vindication, and Pearce Carey, William Carey, pp. 339-51.
121. Carey and Yates, Vindication, p. 8. They were joined by William Hopkins Pearce, another 
‘Serampore deserter’ in June 1818, who had been trained as a printer at the Oxford 
Clarendon Press.
122. James Hoby, Memoir o f  William Yates; With an Abridgement o f His Life o f  WM. Pearce 
(London, 1847), p. 399.
Despite initial opposition from the Serampore Brethren, William Pearce set up 
the printing office using Bengali types that originated from Serampore.123 
During its existence, the Baptist Mission Press acquired types and other 
materials from various sources to cope with the demand for printing by such 
bodies as the Calcutta Bible Society and the Calcutta School Book Society.124 
References to articles obtained from Figgins and other typefoundries are to be 
found in the archives held at the Baptist Missionary Society in London,125 But 
soon after the Press’s establishment ‘a typefoundry was found necessary to its 
usefulness’ .126 After some hesitation,127 for fear of incensing the Serampore 
Trio, Lawson reapplied his punchcutting skills and supervised the production of 
founts at the Baptist Mission’s typefoundry. In 1826 the Calcutta brethren 
published a Specimen of Printing Types in use at the Calcutta Baptist Mission 
Press containing seven founts of Bengali type, the majority being of their own 
manufacture.128
The founts possess quite individual designs; the differences they display are not 
merely those modifications customary to alterations in type size.129 Of the 
Bengali types acquired or created by the Calcutta Baptists, specimen nos. I, II, 
III, and IV130 illustrate a desire to bridge the gap, initially overlooked by their 
Serampore colleagues,131 between Bengali chirography and typography. The 
formation of the letterforms contained in these founts follow the usual stroke 
sequence of penned forms, in contrast to such faces as SB1, SB2, and SB3, as
123. Hoby, ibid., p. 398.
124. In 1822 Pearce was elected printer to the latter; Calcutta School Book Society, Fifth 
Report (Calcutta, 1823), p. 2.
125. See, for example, BMS Records (IN/43):letter of C.B. Lewis to Trestrail, Calcutta 21 
September 1859.
126. Hoby, William Yates, p. 399.
127. See Carey and Yates, Vindication, pp. 64-65.
128. See the preface to this work and pis. 52-58, see also below, pp. 176-9.
129. See below, chapter 6, regarding criteria that characterize original designs.
130. Henceforth to be identified by the prefix BM.
131. See above, pp. 127-30.
BENGALEE, No. I.
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f  ^  n  ^
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SPECIMEN OF PRINTING TYPES.
52. ‘Bengalee No. I’ (BM I); Specimen o f  Printing Types in Use at the Calcutta 
Baptist Mission Press (Calcutta, 182 )
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SIM'CIMLN OF PRINTING TYPES.
BENGALEE TYPE. No. II.
1 . B E N G A L E E  U N C r .M iK .
4*^5 *rainnrYrai *6
^ T 3 i  5 ' ^ ct, ^ 5  ^T r^rPf f ^ r .  ^
? T $ tr 5  ^ f a 3 1  3 fa T 3  f^nn w i  c*rt-
( W i (  ^  ?f^ I; ^  (*17*1
< * r m ^  c^pr
snfrrrs wif*rsi. 3 ,*r  c^ f o?*i
* r c r  ^ f ^ r  ' s ^ ^ n r  * r f ^ s  n f r s  
^ g, ^  ^ n m n r  Tp*rf«fa^re ^n.
^  » p  <^r^x3i ifSR
S s t f  <^^1 ?• sTl
2. srxscniT i.aroi'ace.
fr n p i/w jn p u  f  *np*nr f w n  ?*?, 
s s  5 *iir*nr w’rtf, *r%*
sPFffa f 1 w n r frsr-
• n ^ *  *r%* ?^tfsr 
w r  *ppfir s*\ x  *TT W « k  <p^yi 
n nnjji^ifo u g«n 
^ IH R  fW ft^  W r  fofsjfa fa s fj fs1 
< K &  FsKcR lf a  ’ ifo s  5 R J  ! i ^ 5 1 !
53. ‘Bengalee Type, No. IT: (BM II)
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BENGALEE TYPE, No. III.
Dtriqncd to tent at Italic.
1. BBNOALX* LANOVAOB.
^  s ^  a r w i ?  T O iO T f r w 5 ^sf^r,
c? *r<$ srtif. st^nr frsj^  "S '''N
^ r ,  qrt^t? fa?na *ra>
i&m ^  ■w?
s t w  f ^ r ,  Pw n
^ o p r  sn^; 'sfstfsrss ^ 5* 1$
W  <53Tfa =n; araitf
c*r$ n a t^ fn  f t ^ i  c ? w  f?°-\  ■*
•tfe *^1 ^  ^ 1  f^apn ^flRii *r«*rtm s?«l
c n w t f t  ^f??n arc?^ ^ ’, i 5 ? § ? ^ r .  s m  ^yt^tsn•*S'A fcv
? fa sr, f w  * w  ^  3tytirf?*CT
C*T ^  3(fty, *W
n t$ ? i , s i f s n t s  i*&, c?  *m  ^f?csT W til 'ss*b
SPECIMEN OF PRINTING TYPES.
2. BUffSCRIT LANGUAGE.
sr#t
b 'm  i
^ • f ^ T S J  W  C*h W flW 5 * /|t 
*H35 TO? ?fc ^ Cfft^ s n
54. ‘Bengalee Type, No. nr*. (BM III)
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BENGALEE TYPE, No. IV.
1. B e n g a l e e  l a n g u a g e .
W T O
5 p f^ , ' s r w r a ^ t m i  n n  *R R tt* .
'srr?/f&  f3Rttn *nr,
C^3Rt T ^ 5'  C’FR  T t ^  ^
1 ^ ,  W n r c r a  f< f$ i ^  f ^ i» t ‘i ^ fw i  
^rt^; ^ s fa fa r s  ’ R T ts c«ra * t< r e
*t^S ’T-firal *RH *f?I*T, *n ;
■SF3JR C ^  ^  *T5t^i1 c*W *i ^% *T, 
f 1^  P r * tf3  M‘i jp«! ’p fsra , fo g q i 
5ffirai •*r°’rtrsiT «**( c * tm tf?  ^f?ral 
^ t s  ^ r .  ^ « r  ^st^tin ^far*t, cn
f*F5l TT’tN s^«n ^ t i T f T ^  ^ f n r f ^ R ,  
R  J W .’TCS SR « r t^ , ’ R ’T *it?T!,
"s rfs^ ts  *$ . cq n *  *rt«
c^ r r i  * jrs - ( c i t ^ t f s .H *1
'2. Si’N srn ir language.
^ c?/tf*t^ ° *r*JT*<
m ^ T  C?Sfaf5 ^ f f f  •
3k p  c ^ ^ m R r g ; ^
HC« <ft"S JT fR^iXf'S R 'fa  C’ft’fJ U
SPECIMEN OF PRINTINIJ TYPES.
55. ‘Bengalee Type, No. IV’: (BM IV)
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B E N G A L E E  T Y P E , No. V.
1 . B E N G A L E E  LANOI'AGK.
s r
*1?C3 ^THt^Tfnr C lR ^^t3
<*t*rs * ti  ^ 1  *rttt *rf^r. vn *
^ rrf?1 ♦n tm  fa y tsw h r  j r n  * fro r , Vsfk 
cW «ftrt?i ^  yun **r?r TTtf^^n *prnr vf^ T R ; 3tr;i- 
fTFl^RIR'? ’PBT-tf «Tt^ iT, <3 f3y|?<ft41 N ^ 1-
c*  catYTjr? n rtr*  ’rsi^ i *r} ^ f^ n R , or
srt^nr^n? <j ^rfir* r ^ ,  or s r  ^x i 
orrtyrrs: ^ t ?  ^tttt u t^ rr.
m t ^fiR^srPnjTj* »ii^
T to h r  nr ^rtfsr xrt^ ri *tft?if5:*ii*r nr *nj5*r 
w t*R t? ^ T r  ??f?nrtfe, *rmr?r ^tnr
nr *t*nr nrtT * w i  fayfa- 
n r t ^M“9r <srRt^ri *j*rfr? nrrr^ ^f?r?i
nrfV nR , nr ^srt? sr fra  *c? n  3-4R 
y fr o R , cxr 4 t  c t^^ r t*T sj*rj <j c$i*n? 
r r r i  l"YtT5 «ri? =n; ryrsrt? *«f *ryi ^srt 
tftfa R , «  s r t s - 
*f?rgc* ^f$;c*R, -ot ch i^ T  t*T ^1 R isrfa t 
^t^r. ^ r  t o :  * r r
2 .  S tJN S C R IT  LANGUAGE.
cn Tt^^i toi <Tt^ rr* ^ r ? fe  crt??f% *]jcyi 
91 ’Tt^rfTtHtT ST1 ^ F 5  I SRTTCWI* JRTTC?T<f
^ o  ^ f r ^ l  j r t o t t  aprftss ’riw- 
i^ i  c f t  f t  te s  > *rfaR ^  *ry*
f^npr* ^  cr* c^r-f s w ty t? -  *[?• *Rt*
?iiy7r5 irfwr ns 'S^yTi ^ti rsfW ^ 9
v ty fiiW f^ i <^iYt?firwi (R ra?rt^i^fy^if^^rryi3r 
T ^ m r^ jfy r^ f^  II
SPECIMEN OF PRJNTTNO TYPES.
56. ‘Bengalee Type, No. V’: (BM V)
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B E N G A L E E  T Y P E . No. VI.
1. B e NOAJ.EK LANGUAGE.
CR«t Tff=T fas fasdC3
<*T T6?t C5 ITfSCiPP ?pT fal
5^ « >*fvt3T<r ^*1 y*r. gHfas ^q <S9/Tfa wts sf?c«*, t^Tb 
sir, fas fa r^t? » «?1 £ffoffR
sfa 3^ 1. *Jtan r^t9 fawtH '«Wg, C<PR S?T3
*=rl. ^3° firiri ^sfag /^fxr faro?? r^tc^ t TrfasfR <pcg « 
f^?«it5T ipqnr; ‘P1^
5^tVtC3 fy^jl Cff=T. faw/1 5T3ft * ^rggsf.
c ^ r  'sw tw  *fa <r*ftrsl ofts, sti^f smra/? ?rzq 
fas/T? cw/tfa ; srT?*t * r /  sto ^TfaTd
sr|T5] C3T ifH fasTfq y? ^1, CT  ^ «5*f JW* WC^T? ^tcs fawl 
f*ff^ sc«r srpmt^ig ^r t^t, 4*° or f^ rl ^gni 
3trt? « *pfa 3tt i=n.
SPECIMEN OF PRINT]NO TYPES.
2. SuNSCRIT LANGUAGE.
VTTpP® *I?CT1 <p<?3 I fa*!*®*. , 
sranff^ t y *r» fafa*- ststfavwr fa f^as® fafaps0 i
faf3ff8l 3Tt^ C31 Tnrt^^rW STfafafa 3T1
STBfa0 P^SttT/f^ ^0 fpsf^wt faVu «Tfa^ tPSl SZ-
*rmr fasfa *np * srfsfa I fas sffa
famratfas0 si^>t vrei tut*'* ^?^scw ;fw  | n<rs
cw/V wr^Tto® sfptRj \ csr;V Tfsc^E^fa/fap-
3 d ^  sjfafa I fi*si ’d^l <*??*$ ssfa
«5f?Rl sfl^S qt«*T ^  > C^ SSTfa^  nrC^ 1^ lF3S
jr* stfa y 5 ^ *1  ^  i n?s
(tiM^^fa^cprfa w r  car*rt* n
57. ‘Bengalee Type, No. VI’: (VF1)
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B E N G A L E E  T Y P E , No. VII.
1. B e n g a l e e  l a n g u a g e .
S3 art r^,
'H3*tr mrt? srtra fmr^ nrtmr.
or mi ^ firirn ^  t?»  c?rt fsv  aer vtvtrs  3m-
frs ru TiTi? STTtT?H.
^  Ttftsr Ttm  TrtTtrtt^ HN turn*. *ranr.*t a'*
TarT'rfir ^  arfii’n ; e*r orfrrsf mr, -3 ^ tlcaqr ajmm*.
s'tfnr? -aiiXT; Pftt ^trior tprT? OFtn x*ttrr m "tttsr mrtim
*Fft«i. fR cstart?- ptT ptetar s^tf%»tg artstrrtTts o ^jmHa ffepTT,
tffrtm ^  TSFctrs Mig frcs 'ttfircrT. mri
*tnr Tfasi, vftrt^ ri t^ tf? MMTtcs firm utm ^ rt(5rrs
’’TtffrCCT ; TttRrtffrt *[5ttT5fF ST* na TtFl V^S[ spg f%1, mfmrtmr
*Wt^  t^rtTTJP stfm TfflM.<.
Cff J»t, CTTKt ^F trfj 5RttTtlf' Trf5:f?RP SIHJ Ctr_ *5^  TT7 Tl,
stsjt ws F tT tj m=f mfcrmr Trt? Ttcs, a r t  ^crft, Tim gi 
TFApi r^mfms -ra m; f^T Ttsrc^ irPtttfT- srsfst ckJtmr nrtu pom 
j  M^*-^ +T5 utTr arte T9, c^ rt profit, mrics tstt»Ij tGf
T?r.
2 .  S u N H C IllT  LANGUAGE.
Jtm wM? ^ srtrfK mr tjtsi c^<51 r^dtnr f*W*t t^f?-
TsTttfrft^  i mre t^TiH^ +ra 3rst stm Tim-
1 asg s TfHtm"' ■srrtT^ t^ i*' fTTPG'1- srrte qjta'tTTtira t 
vsn'^ gm- c^ m"> rerhTi0- ster ^rprcm rsm m^ Msi-n^ te^ cr 
■giUTrps-srr 1 m csli p£tra-tam: ^fo- urn ^  R^Uls 
RteTf I 3tr> Tr^ ram fTTtt0- Wlf^ *jnrtf%pfteistftlf^ f3 1 ukjUjhI 
jjsirte^  tjtm frj’jrtm- srmtprttps 1 1  nui
'tr^: il*. Tf^ v'ttRT rr: r^arA^ ftTTT t •
?! ttPc Trrtv^ytm cm stpmpf it
SPECIMEN OF PRINTING TYPES.
58. ‘Bengalee Type, No. VEI*: (BM VIII)
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well as BM V, and BM VII132 which require the pen to be lifted prior to the 
formation of the upright stroke.133 These two styles are illustrated below, where 
A can be described as a ‘constructed’ letterform, and B and C are written 
letterforms in that they do not contravene the customary stroke sequence of the 
penned hand.
Fig 1
Whilst it has been stated above that BM I’s design may be attributable to 
Kalikumara Raya,134 and it is reasonable to suppose that BM II was the ‘fair 
and large fount’ designed to print spelling tables of ‘nearly a thousand 
words’ 135 for the Calcutta School Book Society,136 there is no evidence to 
suggest that they possessed common authorship. It is more pertinent to note 
from the records available that the ‘Khooshnuveesh of the College of Fort 
William’ 137 initiated the style of type design whose salient feature was to 
capture in metal the principles of Bengali calligraphy, and which was emulated 
in such founts as BM IV and by other type foundries.
132. And specimen no. VI designed by Vincent Figgins (see below, chapter 5), henceforth 
designated as VF1; see pi. 57.
133. In fact, the vertical strokes in these founts appear to be downstrokes.
134. See above, p. 130.
135. Hints Relative to Native Schools, p. 33.
136. Khan states that it was used lo print J.D. Pearson’s spelling book held at the India Office 
Library, o f which he gives an illustration, unfortunately this copy cannot be located; Khan, 
Printing in Bengali Characters, I, p. 384 and II, p. 486.
137. Second Report . . .  Native Schools, p. 17.
*  *ffl<mtr«f 'S *tfal cifnttt f tT O  * i i j« iw f f  
«W?f?csrc j
flrctfs ^  f a t 7* ^  $4$ ^  ? w  ^t«H-
S W 'W  W 3S  < ^ 1 * ^  f& W lfT  *p* V$05 *tf-*N
o r  *$r$ysftfi s^ s r s j ^ T f^  W  s tttfr s  c?*r f r -  
<st*f ffa iM to F c W  s^ s fo ?  f^sr sjSftt* ^<s- 
f lrtta ffl «ra f * w  'S * w s t? w  *  n r * t^ t$*s K
®t?sj ^jtn 4?* s 'l i i t  «n^ft ^?m  wi% 3T
^ t  « trstn t^ * t spfa
<*j»r i
4?o ^ s rv f t t?  n f i j s  « r^ ^ 3  j f j «  «fs^s«  
<351%rj ff?» « l <*i « 3 5 f ? »  * j w  ^ ‘Ihj*rtr$ Sts+irtv^ ®S vO *s ^
•n? f i w t f t w  ^ r w  <tt? 3 t$ ®  t ‘*r*
<jft c^rtr?-?) ”f r s  «i5t? ?-far«r «  ^ r -°N wft
(VtftSHtl 3<vn’f2;33 ^ ? tf
?f$s«£  ^ m ra r  n « t  ^teit^TN
59. Specimen of Bengali curvilinear fount; (BM III)
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Certainly the most striking and innovative of the Bengali typefaces produced by
the Baptist Mission typefoundry is BM IE ,138 which dispenses with the
horizontal headline that had become the norm for Bengali printed characters.
This is replaced by a curved stroke, akin to that of the written hand, which
produces a dynamic effect and is enhanced by a simultaneous alteration in
stroke direction as described in fig. 1. Although BM HI was designed in
recognition of the fact that ‘printing confessedly cannot rival good Bungla
writing, or form a good model for the imitation of scholars*,139 the original
reason behind its conception was expressed by E.S. Montagu:
To students in Bengalee it is well known, there are no 
artificial helps in the characters of the language by 
which proper names, quotations, or peculiarities of 
expression or thought can be marked so as readily to 
catch the eye . . . .  The nature also of the Bengalee type 
does not readily admit of Capitals, though this is by no 
means impracticable.
From frequent communications on the subject with Mr 
PEARCE, the Superintendent of the Baptist Mission 
Press, . . .  it appeared to the Secretaries, that the easy 
curvilinear method of writing in use among the natives 
was imitable to a sufficiently useful extent to answer the 
purpose required; and Mr PEARCE is ably 
superintending their execution . . . .  By the varied use of 
the curvilinear and rectilinear type together, it is obvious 
the whole effect produced by Roman and Italic in the
English character, may be attained in the Bengalee, the
contrast between the two kinds of matro or running line 
at the head of the letters as readily catching the eye.140
The design of the majority of the conjuncts as one sort, possessing 
approximately the same depth as the other characters, contributes to a well- 
balanced face. Despite the careful construction and uniqueness' of this curvilinear 
fount, it does not appear to have enjoyed popular usage. This is possibly due 
to the variation in colour, produced either by loose printing or poor justification 
in casting, which creates a more uneven impression on paper than the typeface
138. See pis. 54 and 59.
139. Report o f the Provisional Committee o f the Calcutta School Book Society (Calcutta, 1817), 
Appendix, p. 3.
140. Ibid., p. 50,
deserves. The bad positioning of the subscript vowel signs also detracts from 
the merits of this typeface, necessitating generous leading and thereby rendering 
the fount unsuitable for use as a regular text face. This last feature is also an 
indication of the Calcutta Brethren’s acceptance of existing composing 
techniques.141
Whilst no further innovations were to emerge from the Calcutta Baptists in 
terms of Bengali type design or composition, during the nineteenth century they 
continued to extend and refine their range of Bengali typefaces. In order to 
achieve optimum results the number of sorts was increased. In founts such as 
VF1,142 the range of characters was extended to include manuscript style 
ligatures143 that served to eliminate the frequent and clumsy combinations of 
simple consonants with subscribed vowel signs. Additional conjuncts containing 
^  as the second element were also designed: and '5T , although some like
remained. This feature does not appear entirely successful, for in some 
cases the upward swing of the J is too pronounced and renders these 
conjuncts obtrusive.
The imprints of the Baptist Mission Press, notably the 1868 edition of the 
Hitopadesa, the Nutana Dharmaniyama (New Testament in Bengali) of 1865, 
and the Safika Susamacara Catiistaya (Four Gospels) published in 1872,144 
reveal a higher standard of typography than that normally exhibited by 
Serampore publications. The type designs of the Calcutta Missionaries, their 
choice of founts from other foundries, and their arrangement of type-matter on 
the page all indicate a move towards a typography closer to Bengali
141. See below (chapter 8) for a discussion on the Akhand . and Degree systems o f  
composition.
142. i.e. specimen no. VI; pi. 57.
143. Unless otherwise specified, in this study the term ‘ligature’ denotes the combination o f a 
consonant with a vowel, whereby another character shape (i.e. sort) is produced.
144. See pis. 60-64, and also Bibliography of Bengali publications.
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1 TtTpr Sfarfa ^  4 ^  f a c s W B t
*  St "Si 9  falB,
9 ^ 9  ^faT Sf Rt^CT,
« >4T ^ f e t  ^*tP?*f 
9  Sf^ 9  ^faFfS 9  5ft r^ Wt^CS,
8 4 ? <> isifag (clt^CT TS^st 
9  5?  Cetfat* Safa 9  ^tfasfaitfafal f t c *  CTfar t 
« t^TCS JTCTTCSfa f^^'W C?tWS ’ Ufa'Sf s f a  o ifa fa , 
^ ^ fafa  C«1fa Sfah’Sl 5TT» I
» 9 -Sfafa ^
9  <ifg^itc«ia s ta r  9  !5t^tW3 ^  ^«n ^farrs ^ tfsta  i 
i  ^?C T ^g f a a s ^  (jf « if, ^  g a tfas  's its?  ;
fa ?  ?5atfail1 StSa1 9  <^TC?*t f  ^ fa fa  ^ ts  I 
'■ a  sjtJTtit %£l, fa s t faBTS m ,
9 fast sfBtS STT351 'SfitfaT ^fa9 ?11 
j- =sts  ^ c? a fa r  re frta  ’Tfafaa fatcstfss 
9 ??CTC»t  ^Ffi>?Sfa 1 
»* C5 -sums % 3 ,  *ttfafa<l BT’TtC^  f ’tW ?9?tfC ?
"ifa ’TJB ^ 3  ?11 
> > 4?* 3 t5 t5 l ? fa  35C ,^ sjfa tC n t ? f a 5
c .  A. 0. 8.J B 1
60. Bengali titling fount; Hitopadesa (Baptist Mission Press: Calcutta, 1868)
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61. Bengali text; Hitopadesa
^ « i t i  [a f i
? i ta  '!^  Ttftr a f r s  H i ^ n  csto  <£p? ; *?•
Tt^ Tf «T?f? ?tf? i^  ft's  V«? a fr a  <£ p ? ; <«?• ?t- 
ft's  ?<3? 'mrf? it&  * tfrs CSK < 3 ^  i 
f t s  s t i i x  s r t  ^  ?x*t i ^ T ?  *rfsi *rftm
T^CTvT 2tf5 ?t*T3l ?tt*I !5T?1E?3 HW ?«C?3 ^  C? 
af?ar «ri^rW3il ?^«t i ^ t c s  -ii^t? ? t f t  *j^ «i»
?tf?f? 'St?t? 2l<?l*l ?f?C5 i^ -^?n
'5t?tC? CflftCT 'STt* 3Ff3T3 5R^ ?f?S! I £? AH’S  'S'tf?- 
Csftst, f^'S’IW njW'-iC?? f S  ? ,JtE?tt? 'St^ tt’P ?*f?
f*rm c? Fi^ cnT ’rst? ,s??». m*R artsffsw? 
af^i ?t?cs «? ^fn'9 sji, c???i 'st?t? ‘^ itmaf ^urt- 
i $ b s  i c? st? ?  *f?c?, a t  S^t^ tar ? t?  
ft 's  (3 t« l^ 1 ) 5tf»l?1; m a4! fs f?  ■srt'^ R c sr t^ f? ^  
'st?tt?? at*i??cs 3rt*i *?fsE?? i <«$ ?i*t ?««rtrs 'sff- 
aiW W al ? ff5  asTCT’SCS? <«t ?T?^  ??^ T ??1 CtfST, 
si«ii, “ of»r, a *  w i  f€ ^ 5 t ^  st? ?  ^ fa t? ,«
" 'it? t?  ? t?  ^ ft* . ‘ «n»nt?a ?f?'5 ^ ts*
“  ??t? i” *tt? 3??» fjrat?^cs ^t5m ^cs*
m a it^ lc* m a? ate? ?f?5T; c? ^tfrg c? 
ZC *H V tS  ^  2t?? Sfl ?*f?*T, 'St?*. 3??l 'States 
?$®i *n; *tc? *tw ? *rt*r f r s  a t f w  i
* w n r  i
!*wgs c?arur start? **fit?f ???ra fs^fl orc*t? fc?*t®i- 
? ?  m f ts  f r s ?  spsf a s ts j  a ? ,  * a *  s r s  c s rr tfsc fa i « $ -  
fr*t$cs fsspstm  s*tcs m fssi 5rfs*t, fsfftsuf? c? 
?Tsrt arfastts?, fsf? c?t?1?? !5rprsl *rtfmtl
'*t?t? ,st?i ffHtnf?, :sr5'4? a«it? ^fsrs m t- 
*rt*r i a sf??i c tz t t  atsn « ;st?t? ?f?s tw'ttmc. 
?f?^ ??5i c^t? c? 'st?*. a?t? ?t?f?5«
<$n?c?? :=r?rta?f-ic? * m  fst«l?1 ?f?5i, i t i
Dharmapustakera Antabhaga; Nutana Dharmanyama (Calcutta, 1865)
w f s a ?
w r f 5 ' r a t > ' x 5 < D v i
^  <A
TH E
FOUR GOSPELS
ANNOTATED
IN BENGALI.
CALCUTTA:
P R IN T E D  AT T I I E  DATTIST MISSION PR E S S,  F O R  T H E  
M U L E  TRANSLATION SOCIETY.
1872.
63. Bengali title page; Saffka Susumacara Catustaya (Calcutta, 1872)
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sfsrs vrfrrirrf^ i re5Rt <®nre ?r«r <pf?in 
reprrfif*tr* or w sr '• i^t^T’T « ®Wt 5® srj
^r«. 3 W  *1 3TK51 fa
*» Ji? fa*5? c^ rf^ f ^ tre  5?11 ^ 4* *re res «n^
^rtwr? *ir® 'ret5! 4* <*rmi rept $r<t, * retofftfre 
rer^  ?s«t fa*pl cinr, rer ^tf^trsrs air® p^ia^ ar afain 
fa«tjT5 ; faw re tts i rr?  * ^ * r  
f*W  ore, rer ^tfsrrrsnr air® ar t^^  afain fa*irt3 s tr e  i 
*• re5^  ^rtfsr reretfrtfre sfarsfa, **rt^ T®T*ra a? *pftf*r 
rererre ^ w i  reprmre «rtftpF5i <sfFg: n^ v r£«t ret* 
ar?i rera ar^ 5 ^?f<rrr^ -sfre^ *rrt^i ®»l i 
** <arnr * 1^ fre 5^^«ri afae *r\ ; ^rt^ re 5i<r^ «n *re, 
fJT fasTj^tre w^ret® ;* re <e«rt ^t&pTfa
* * ; 4* 1*3 4-i'0-4^1
K a^fc. f* **l J *% I *1» *, j ,, |
« f¥4*i»*tap4iUi
* 0(1 4* j *, «,
* fitfifr, *1 *• } 4'0 •
• j a r  a n * ; ^ a la a *  -atatfa ms * n * ,  n*fK  
*t$ctra a la ,  -tcatacaa p fp r  am nr. * ca ta , a t ,  
R a t* ,  * r $ t r ,  arfacaa. * a l ,  a f t fm r «  * v  
H iafaa ^ *  ar* i trrftcaa r f la ir a a f f  a*<ft*
4TS13TCV5 He* al * * * | *m*®> f^caa
a faa l f??r«r ca ttn ? l S w a  a f t*  a rr  fr-aYir «* . 
qtas al atfaal * *  ^ * t*  c»r*ftcr a ifaatc*  i 
ajani« nfaajrajsr* « ate«i*n, f§* rtctfa 
4 *  fs a f t  *t* ’BnWCtf* -fl^ t * tca  { * 8 ; 8 8)
•ft'Cial * ta  i n ia jla j *tC* a t**J tsca ill* f%=T 
^ iw a  ^ca j cat^»r -aatft f%tf
i -a* -^nr “ Tja^l « 'sfaaif ^ a a c ,( jj*  
*?t(r* a ^ ^ K a t?  ,strf*^ta ^ y n i i - o f  aVi? 
tstrl *f?cts asjtftnitc^a r “ »j;«f * a i” 
-a* Hcaiai^sT cast? «ca tir * a  i atasr \  ^m i rv ia  
1afaa a««ra ^  a l catta « ^3 jica r »iV5i
a tj^ , ^ ai f -r^ t?  a fa ia ta  at?«i-
^asjef f - r ^ i  ca-asr ^arja i a)^s ■*,ff?1a 
^ m i  ♦fnr’T atfacasa, mav ^ a ? ta  af^sgi 
5t^ai ’yfacai^i ac^, t5*nfn cata aa >fl* ^cai 1%f  ^
^ « f  f« tv i fa^aata l a ia^tca i «£f a1?c^y aiV)- 
atra tffa c ^w a  i « ra  caaaj calfaat f * m  
a l, aaas fanil «  ’«i?a*iatat’« f - i^ i f^caa j 
ca *j<^8TS a»ii a *c a ra  arata ac * j fac-la^* * a i 
ca alsra f-f+ i^a rrs r c^a a  a ta i fa»ar- 
t ts l tstal aa, a a *  a ii^faat '*taarai« ag;caja 
catatcaia P a fn «  aa i 
4W i «  a t a i '’ *  «  •* oi*. ^ *  H a rta l
* a . f a n  am i** ^Jtaratc^ “ *a i[ ”  « * 1• a  f$ 
■g^r f? a i»  < *  - ra  area i * a \  atata a<atat? 
acaj «  *a t[ ”  a tfrtcn^l a ^ a ,  * n \ A 
Tj^sr ca^ ta  ”  a ia ta l  cscaa f+ rr
* w  ataia a p t  « c a t*  ^ i c r  j *aa1a  Pratfa 
acvj ca a \ H  (®tar« aa^» u  4 a \  a ^ -
s’a t ila  i 
08
in* a c a  a*&T^cata ajtf^tstcaa «cat*fjai Rn-! 
iraf ca a m  c^a tstal aifs j^r®‘ « i : 
am aiatat ^tara mo^: a m  ^sno  *zz, a*f;tj 
a^tX^sc^a aitf^at^r * a a a < t1 a  aa ifla® atsti a v  
atai aca, tstatsi Jicaatca aa  ^51 ®ia aa 
c\5t ifaajat caa aca »1 ? ajaaM ^ c a t* f j  « aa*; 
w jfta , -a* aFiaei *tic*ta aQ « *t * < ;  a tis  rf'.®cr j 
^ ia ta  a tsa t a a j af?ca a * a  i a tcna  ao faaaa j 
*a rs ta  «1t3351 a)H^5 a a a  **a tc *»  >«* a w j j 
faa ifa  ca tv Hrcna ao ^ita H t*ca  a i i f% i 
,«ia]tr«t aTa>srit?i a ^ a j ta ^ c a ja  'a ta  «  a tn  
R a av  caaai aa i 
^.. t (satjtr^a fa ^ l*  c^ itatcaa arai -n* «raw 
«Bfara fra , ca nacaaa at^ craa £* aa aj^- 
cara ^ ta  n tta  a^ajcat ac*sf >ata a1 n a ,  ^ca 
^ a H j -flr na  H t*ia jr*facat «  * *  n a  ^ f a  
catocar acatalts nfta l ac<a ^fa^ta"^ afacaa i 
f%« a^attttaca 'flaa £ fH \a w  • tw  a*c3j« ait- 
atat "nfisa^ «^f»m  at, ^av ^tpia 
a ja a m is  aac»i a?9i f*H a l i -«* a r a  « tg  tsm - 
c?? f*r%ta acaj PTta fiaa ^cwtr a-lant 'stma 
^  c?ata i ca* atf^ faaa, > a?at57l,  ^ ajfa- 
pta, 'a t*aj, s.taa^tfntsa ^«fi«. -atsf^an  
% 4 i « * ^ a t a ) a  catartflt *' t ^ r l  “ • f t m a t a  
catnca? t^atc^ ^? jt T«n,”  if l*  niflat H ra  «j?pa- 
a?vfataf«r pfaa f»ratl g;ara t atata an j aai 
aiacsj j *  nrnia at* antn. T?Ha<(r aja>aia aea 
-a a ^ a ja f t^ te  ^ ta t (SfHa rr» t i a ja * ra  '*i, i* 
Stria waat ssa awr f r a i " ' j f *  
a?ari1 ria« at,”  ^ *  asa r*t' 'atata ac»ij oirSt 
i ** ca aaaail atca ca Rpis^tca aocatnj 
a*ca,>» -a* apa a ^ a jr fH r  S tr i, ana -a* Stn 
a^f aa J faj'ftana *na aacs aata'jcaa 
antjr «wta •« fapta’tta ”  fra , ft. fa, 4<i j iv  i 
c r*   ^aca rtata c«*h na> «*a a aca craa a tr
84
64. Bengali text; Safika Susamacara Catustaya
chirography. This tendency, which recognized the limitations of the current 
typefounding and printing technology, was influential in shaping the developing 
Bengali printed character: Bengali vernacular printing came under the 
domination of their press after 1838.145
152
145. Subsequent to their reunion with the Serampore Mission in 1837 and the death of Joshua 
Marshman in 1838, the last surviving member o f the Trio.
153
3.iii T h e  B ishop ’s College P ress
Another press and typefoundry attached to a missionary establishment was that
set up by the Bishop’s College; an institution founded by Bishop Thomas
Fanshawe Middleton at Sibpur in 1820 and superintended by the Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel.146 The first printer to the College, Henry
Townsy/end, had left England in 1823147 equipped with a printing press, types,
and miscellaneous printing materials requisite to setting up a printing house for
the College. On 26 July 1824 he remarked in a letter to Revd A. Hamilton:
The Bengali types, ordered by me in your name, were
not among those types brought by me, in consequence
of not being finished when I left England. But as they 
are procurable [and] here better suited to the exact work 
they are required for than perhaps would be if procured 
from England, I accordingly ordered, by the direction of 
the Rev. Principal, a fount of Bengali type of 2401bs 
from a printer who has the apparatus ready for 
casting.
Townsend’s letters, his work, and the reception given to his efforts by 
contempories are evidence of his commitment to the production of high qualityA
vernacular imprints, irrespective of their contents or purpose. This characteristic, 
not shared by his peers at the other mission presses, who saw their printing 
activities solely as a vehicle for conveying their faith to the ‘Heathen’, was 
inherited by his successors149 and became the hallmark of the Bishop’s College 
Press. William Morton’s Dvibhdsarthakabhidhana, or A Dictionary of the 
Bengali Language,150 printed by Townsend in 1828, bears testimony to this, for 
here the printer’s use of VF1151 surpasses that of the Baptist Mission Press in 
its 1826 type specimen book. Particularly laudable is the careful handling of the 
awkward subscripts. The dictionary, necessarily comprising Bengali types mixed
146. Julius Richter, A History o f  Missions in India, trans. Sidney H. Moore (Edinburgh, 
[1908]), p. 156.
147. On 9 September.
148. SPG Records C. Ind. I (6)-37B.
149. He died in 1828 and was succeeded by James Sykes, W. Risdale, H.A. Haycock and T. 
M ’Arthur respectively.
150. See pi. 65.
151. See above, chapter 3ii and below, chapter 5.
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65. William Morton, Dvibhasarthakabhidhana, or A Dictionary o f  the Bengali Language 
(Calcutta, 1828)
with Latin, is a neat and legible work, revealing Townsend’s potential skills as 
a master printer of vernacular texts. His early death cut short a promising 
career at the Bishop’s College Press.
Henry Townsend was also responsible for the establishment of the College 
Press’s own typefoundry in 1826. He had discovered that the fount of Arabic 
types he had brought from England lacked certain required letterforms, and he 
further realized that time prohibited ordering the missing characters from 
London.152 Townsend noted that all the printing establishments he encountered 
in India possessed a foundry ‘for casting all Eastern types which may be 
deficient’. Whilst preparing for William Morton’s Bengali dictionary, Townsend 
surmised that unless a vast range of characters was cast, the number of sorts, 
‘however well they may be calculated, can never be made to answer for every 
species of work’.153
The importance of Townsend’s observation cannot be over-emphasized and is of 
greater consequence than the College’s small undertakings in Bengali 
typefounding.154 The requirement, peculiar to non-Latin fonts, for having the 
facility of generating new letterforms to cope with deficiencies in the range of 
sorts is equally pertinent today. This need necessarily grew with the expansion 
of trade and communication with other nations. The development of a native 
vernacular press in Bengal that commented on international affairs, coupled with 
the increasing trend towards transliteration of foreign words and names, verified
155
152. SPG Records: letter to A. Hamilton, 26 July 1824.
153. Letter to A. Hamilton, ibid.
154. By 30 June 1826 it had ‘completed a large fount o f Bengali type’; C. Ind. I (6) 40: 
Report o f  the Printing Department at Bishop’s  College (from 1st July 1825 to the 30 June 
1826). However, the only fount o f interest produced by the foundry is a heading face 
(termed here BC1) which appears to be a less graceful interpretation o f BM I; see pi. 66.
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66. Bengali imprint o f the Bishop’s College Press: title page (BC1) and text; Gita 
Samhita (Calcutta, 1858)
Townsend’s recognition of the difficulties in defining a finite list of sorts for 
composing Bengali.155
To some extent, this problem, first expressed by Townsend, had been overcome 
by Charles Wilkins with the use of phalas to supplement fonts with conjuncts 
that were lacking. The large character size of CW1 enabled Wilkins to achieve 
this, although it resulted in distorted forms and clumsy combinations.156 With 
the increasing desire for a reduction in type size, particularly for the purpose of 
Bible translation, it became harder for the phala system to be implemented. 
Wilkins himself increased the number of ‘contractions’ for CW4, as the phalas 
became too small to handle satisfactorily, and when used looked extraneous to 
the typeface. Moreover, presses like the Bishop’s College Press, which prided 
itself on high-quality typography, elected to employ founts containing a large 
number of conjuncts and such manuscript ligatures as ^  and in preference 
to building up letterforms from more than one element. This predilection for 
large founts close to calligraphic tradition prevailed until the introduction of 
mechanical typecasting.
It is curious to note that the converse is true when considering the evolution of 
Devanagari typeforms.157 The first fount of Devanagari types from Serampore 
necessitated 700 punches in its founding, and claims have been made that it 
possessed almost a thousand combinations.158 In Carey’s Sanskrit Grammar, the 
missionary’s list of combined characters159 far exceeds those listed in his 
Bengalee Grammar, even though equivalents did exist in the Bengali script. An 
Indian named Thomas Graham, of the American Baptist Missionaries, introduced
155. Not only due to the introduction of new conjuncts for transliteration purposes, but forms 
of characters vary according to the style of the typeface, the nature of the work, current 
fashion, and the method of composition, e.g. or'5 > •156. See above, chapter 1 . ^
157. Which falls outside the scope of this thesis and merits a separate study.
158. Marshman, Carey, Marshman, and Ward, I, p. 179 and Memoir Relative to the 
Translations (1808), p. 19.
159. William Carey, A Grammar o f  the Sungskrit Language (Serampore, 1804).
157
the notion of phalds (later known as degrees or half-forms) for the Devanagari 
script.160 The combined letterforms of the inherently less cursive Devanagari 
script were more suited to division into separate components than their Bengali 
counterparts, since many were still intelligible when composed laterally as well 
as vertically.161 The American Baptist Mission in Assam also had a typefoundry 
which cast Assamese types, but in contrast to its Devanagari founts founded in 
Bombay, these types cannot be deemed to have had a significant impact on 
vernacular typography in terms of type design.
Economic difficulties curtailed the typefounding and printing activities of the 
Bishop’s College Press owing to the increasing number of commercial presses 
able to supply imprints at more competitive prices. The precise number of its 
Bengali imprints is unknown, but is thought to exceed seventy.162 Despite its 
relatively short life (1824-1870), the Bishop’s College Press succeeded in 
introducing the art of fine printing in the Bengali script to the reading public.
Gita Samhita, The Book of Psalms in Bengali and English,163 printed by T.
M’Arthur in 1858, still ranks as one of the best exhibits of fine Bengali 
typography.
158
160. This fount appeared in 1836.
161. For further information regarding this method o f composition, see below, chapters 7 and 8.
162. Khan, Printing in Bengali Characters, I, p. 337.
163. See pis. 66 (showing BC1) and 67 (showing BM IV).
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Chapter 4 
William Bolts and Joseph Jackson
The earliest recorded serious attempt to manufacture a fount of movable Bengali 
types for hand composition merits attention, notwithstanding the vociferous 
condemnation it received from Nathaniel Brassey Halhed in the preface to his A 
Grammar of the Bengal Language.1 The proposed fount cut by the renowned 
punchcutter Joseph Jackson2 (1733-1792) at the behest of William Bolts 
(1735-1808) affords printing historians additional insight into the difficulties 
encountered by pioneers in vernacular typefounding.
Harry Verelst,3 a principal adversary of William Bolts, portrays the so-called 
Dutch adventurer4 as follows:
Mr Bolts arrived in India in the year 1760, and we soon 
find him a principal figure amongst the groups of 
traders. The extent to which this gentleman engaged, and 
the moderation with which he conducted himself, will be 
best known from his fortune of ninety thousand pounds, 
gained within six years, together with the extreme 
eagerness with which he endeavoured, upon all 
occasions, to degrade the authority of the government, 
and prevent any effectual protection being given to the 
natives.5
The difficult relations of William Bolts with the East India Company in Bengal 
have been much publicized, not least by himself,6 and must have constituted an 
obstacle to his typographic ambitions.7 Nevertheless, the Appendix to Part II of 
Considerations on India Affairs contains a letter from Bolts addressed to one of
1. Halhed, Grammar, p. xiii.
2. PI. 68 shows Jackson (2nd on left) working at William Caslon I’s foundry.
3. Governor o f Bengal 1767-1769.
4. N.L. Hallward, William Bolts A Dutch Adventurer under John Company (Cambridge, 1920).
5. Harry Verelst, A View o f the Rise, Progress, and Present State o f the English Government
in Bengal (London, 1772), p. 38.
6 . See William Bolts, Considerations on India Affairs; particularly respecting the present state
o f Bengal and its dependencies, (London, 1772); and Part II, Containing a Complete 
Vindication o f  the Author, from  Malicious Groundless Charges o f  M r Verelst, Vols. I and 
n  (London, 1775).
7. Bolts’s advertisement for the establishment o f a printing press was used against him by the
Company as ‘proof o f . . .  his attempts to sow seeds o f discontent’. Bengal Letters
Received, 26 August 1767 to April 1769 IOR E/4/28.
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68. Engraving showing Joseph Jackson working at Caslon’s foundry in 1750; T B  
Reed, History o f  O ld English Letter Foundries (London, 1887)
the Company’s Directors soliciting financial assistance in order to complete a 
fount of Bengali types. The letter, which is accompanied by the only known 
extant specimen of the typeface, is dated 23 September 1773; five years after 
his forcible deportation to England8 and about five years before Halhed and 
Wilkins undertook a similar venture under ‘the patronage of Governor 
Hastings’ .9 No such patronage, however, was accorded to Bolts, whose project 
was further jeopardized by the fact that he ‘spent so much money in his 
litigation with the Company and its servants, and over the publication of his 
two volumes of “Considerations,” that . . .  he became bankrupt’10 in October 
1773.
Some time after his deportation to England,11 Bolts commissioned Joseph 
Jackson to produce a fount of Bengali types. A specimen sheet issued by 
Jackson in 1773 is said to have included these types cut ‘for Mr Will. Bolts 
Judge of the Mayors’s Court of Calcutta, for a work in which he was engaged 
at the time of his sudden departure from England about the y. 1774’.12 By this 
time Joseph Jackson had established himself as a typefounder of some repute, 
having earned the title ‘first mechanick in the kingdom’ .13 He had leamt the art 
of punchcutting during his apprenticeship to William Caslon I by spying 
through a hole in the wainscot. Ample evidence exists of his typefounding 
skills which culminated in a successful facsimile of the Doomesday Book; a 
project that took ten years to print and for which he became renowned.14 A 
Devanagari fount, cut for William Kirkpatrick of the East India service,15 
exhibits Jackson’s ability to capture in metal the fine calligraphic strokes of the
non-Latin character shapes supplied to him. Proofs of these Devanagari types
8. Even in 1770, after his deportation, Bolts applied to the EIC for financial assistance;
Hallward, William Bolts, p. 115. n .l.
9. East Indian Chronologist, p. 68b.
10. Hallward, William Bolts, p. 131.
11. He was deported in September 1768.
12. E. Rowe Mores, Dissertation upon English Typographical Founders and Founderies
([London] 1778), p. 83.
13. John Nichols, Literary Anecdotes o f the Eighteenth Century (London, 1812), n , p. 360.
14. Talbot Baines Reed A History o f the Old English Letter Foundries (London, 1887), pp. 315 
and 320-1.
15. Persian Secretary to the Commander in Chief for India. The fount was cut circa 1785.
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are still extant in the form of type specimen sheets and in Kirkpatrick’s 
Persian, Arabic and English Vocabulary} 6 The letterforms, which have the 
appearance of copperplate script, possess an elegance and delicacy of stroke 
rarely found in nineteenth-century vernacular imprints. Paradoxically, the main 
criticism that may be levelled at Jackson’s Devanagari typeface is its close 
adherence to the original scrivener’s hand. For no obvious aesthetic or historic 
reason, variations occur in the design of the basic aksaras when forming 
ligatures, which distract the eye and impede readability. It can be speculated 
that such design variations existed in the original models from which Jackson 
cut the punches, and are unlikely to represent his own interpretation of the 
script. Charles Wilkins must have found Jackson’s Devanagari fount 
unsatisfactory: in 1787 he mentions ‘a want of Sanskreet types’ ,17 and for the 
Grammar o f the Sanskrita Language}* he cast his own.
Halhed’s testimony suggests that the fount of Bengali types proposed by Bolts 
was never completed. The underlying cause of the Dutchman’s failure to 
produce a good working fount of Bengali types was not solely due to his 
acrimonious relationship with the East India Company19 and the consequent 
financial difficulties. Neither was the fount flawed by any incompetence with 
regard to punchcutting or typefounding; a which had threatened
A
Wilkins’s early ventures in typography.
The ability to perceive the unsuitablity of certain designs for type manufacture 
is essential to the successful creation of a typeface. It was this facility which, 
whilst not expected of Joseph Jackson with regard to Indian scripts, was
16. See pis. 69 and 70; see also Bibliography for full titles.
17. Charles Wilkins, [trans.] The Heetopadesha o f Veeshnoo-Sarma (Bath, 1787), Preface 
p. xvii.
18. Wilkins, A Grammar o f  the Sanskrita Language, p. xii.
19. Who, at one point [1771], reinstated him as Alderman to the Mayors Court in Calcutta; see
Bolts, Considerations, Pt n , vol. II, pp. 626-7.
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70. Specimen sheet showing Devanagari types attributable to Joseph Jackson
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conspicuously absent in William Bolts and undermined the latter’s only known
typographic exercise. Talbot Baines Reed noted:
It appears, however, that although Mr Bolts was 
supposed to be in every way competent for the 
fabrication of this intricate character, his models as 
copied by Jackson, failed to give satisfaction, and the 
work was for the time abandoned___
Mr Bolts’s failure in this particular reflects no discredit 
on Jackson, who faithfully reproduced the models given 
him . . .  ,20
Bolts is known to have ‘wholly applied himself to the acquisition of the Bengal 
dialect’ .21 But such an application would not necessarily have provided Bolts 
with an appreciation of Bengali calligraphy, nor with an insight into the 
intricacies of Bengali type-cutting. His ignorance is reflected in the typeface
sample he submitted to the Court of Directors. An examination of this
specimen,22 which is unaccompanied by a commentary, reveals Bolts’s poor 
understanding of the basic Bengali syllabary and an inability to differentiate 
between cursive and decorative styles of Bengali manuscript. Within this one 
sample three kinds of the aksara ja are represented, of which one is the figure 
4; two forms of ^  ; and two of . Bolts’s intention may have been to
provide alternative forms of the one character, but there is no evidence of this. 
Furthermore, the choice of the cursive style for typographic purposes should 
have been recognized as inappropriate.
The cursive Bengali hand23 contravenes two basic criteria required of good 
typography, namely that it should possess a high degree of legibility and be 
aesthetically acceptable, if not actually pleasing, to the reader. The cursive 
writing style of Bengali is by nature informal, retaining the personal
20. Reed, Old English Letter Foundries, pp. 318-9.
21. Bolts, Considerations, Pt II, vol. II, p. 9.
22. See pi. 71.
23. As distinct from the formal decorative hand; see above, chapter 1.
N um. LVIII.
COPT of a Letter from William Bolts to William James, Efq\ one of the 
Ealt lnd\z\DireBori^ containing o'iPropofal'for ibi?Jntrodu8ion of Printing 
in Behgal,1 jgnd a Specimen vf.ibe .Bengal 'Alphabet •; in new*inventld Types* 
Dated the, l$d Of September *773.
T 9 William James, Efq;
S I R,
AX-my- leifure.hours, I  have fometimes .employed jnyfelf in.contriving a fet of types for printing the Bengal language, which the prcfent ftate of my finances will not admit of my finiming, on my own account. Inclofcd 
you have a fpecimen of the letters of the alphabet, which are finilhcd j but 
befides which, many compound and conjunctive characters are yet wanting.
As'the introduction o f printing withUhefc types would berof eminerjr.fer- 
vice in the Company’s territorial dominions.of Bengal and the adjacent provinces, 
particularly in your revenue-department, I Ihould have no doubt but the 
Court of Directors would very-readily contribute towards the completion of 
this defirable objeCt, if the propofal did not come from me. But that the 
time which’J have.'employed in thii bufinds imayr -hot; .therefore,'lbert r^p[w/l 
away,: if  l  ean1 help it, * J tak'ethishmethod to ;knowithe;determination of t£c 
Court," -and'frqueft the favour of youi\propofing it to them, 'to take the'types, 
on their own account, upon reafonable .terras'* and I'will.engage to compleat 
all the compound and other characters in a ’manner fit for printing with the 
creatcfVeafe. I am, with fefpcCt,?
S D R ,
• Your moil obedient,
London*. f  * ’ " humble fervant,
the z^d Sep(> f Signed) W 1 L.T .T AM BOLTS,
Specimen of she Bengali ^ Alphabet.
2 ¥ ^  fl-PJ 51 .g IS IS t  J  eft ^  ti 6 3  G
&  £ 3 'nsi 4  cT ^  4
L etter
71. William Bolts’s specimen of Bengali types (September, 1773)
characteristics of the writer, and thereby generating almost infinite varieties with 
no accepted standard. It is thus exceptionally difficult to transform into type, 
not solely because of its complex and cursive nature, but because the forms 
employed are often identifiable only in context and not in isolation. The 
separation of character elements into usable metal components would have 
created problems for the type designer or founder as well as the compositor.
The number of sorts and ligatures would have been extensive, as the character 
shapes would vary according to their combinations,24 rendering it difficult for 
the designer to achieve uniformity and harmony in design. In short, the 
resulting cursive typeface would have required complicated setting, printed 
poorly, and remained legible only to a minority.
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In the light of the sample supplied by William Bolts, containing the decorative
manuscript style interspersed with cursive styles, Halhed’s assessment of this
fount can be considered justifiable:
Mr Bolts (who is supposed to be well versed in this 
language) attempted to fabricate a set of types . . .  with 
the assistance of the ablest artists of London. But as he 
has egregriously failed in executing even the easiest part, 
or a primary alphabet, of which he has published a 
specimen, there is no reason to suppose that his project 
when compleated [sic], would have advanced beyond the 
usual state of imperfection to which new inventions are 
constantly exposed.25
Moreover, had Bolts received the financial and moral backing of the East India 
Company, which he felt was personally denied to him 26 his chances of 
producing a viable fount of Bengali types would not have improved 
significantly. The technical skills of one of the ablest punchcutters were
24. Judging by Jackson’s Devanagari fount, this may have been the intention - but Wilkins’s 
Devanagari fount was also large.
25. Halhed, Grammar, p. xxiii.
26. ‘I should have no doubt but the Court o f Directors would very readily contribute . . .  if  the 
proposal did not com e from m e’; Bolts Considerations, Pt n , vol. II, Appendix,
p. 285.
insufficient to overcome Bolts’s inadequate knowledge27 of the Bengali writing 
system. In turn, the relative success of the Bengali types which Halhed 
employed for his Grammar was not merely due to the patronage of the East 
India Company and Wilkins’s dubious typefounding skills, but rather to the 
judicious choice of the stylized decorative hand from which to derive the 
typeface.28 A comparison of the early non-Latin founts indicates that technical 
knowledge and skill in typefounding rarely compensate for deficiencies in the 
comprehension of the script concerned - as the Bengali types of William Bolts 
confirm. Conversely, poor designs and poor workmanship have not deterred 
printers from employing vernacular fonts of inferior quality when no alternative 
is available, provided the letterforms remain intelligible to the reader.
William Bolts’s pioneering attempt to manufacture a typeface for the vernacular 
of Bengal was destined to fail. He was at odds with its rulers, and possessed 
neither a true appreciation of the writing system nor was conversant with type 
design. Yet his ill-considered venture was not futile, for it benefited his 
successors,29 since it recognized the need for vernacular types, and illustrated 
the perennial difficulties encountered by non-native typefounders. His example 
has, however, not prevented the continued repetition of such errors,30
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27. Which indicates inadequate research.
28. Apart from any incidental inscriptional influence; see chapter 7.
29. Halhed evidently took note of it.
30. See below, chapter 6 .
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Chapter 5 
Vincent Figgins and Richard Watts.
Joseph Jackson’s well-publicized failure to produce a satisfactory fount of 
Bengali types was not emulated by his one-time apprentice Vincent Figgins 
(1766-1844). The Bengali fount cut by Figgins, perhaps the first to be cut on a 
commercial basis, was employed by eminent printers from the first quarter of 
the nineteenth century. It replaced Charles Wilkins’s fourth fount as the 
standard for Bengali composition,1' and its use continued until the advent of 
mechanical composition for the Bengali script.
Vincent Figgins became apprenticed to Joseph Jackson at the age of sixteen and 
continued in his service for ten years, rising to the position of manager. Upon 
Jackson’s death in 1792, Figgins was unable to purchase his master’s foundry 
which he considered to be over-priced; the foundry was purchased by William 
Caslon m .2 Encouraged by John Nichols, a close friend of Jackson’s, and with 
‘a large order (two founts, great primer and pica, of each 2,0001b . . . ) ’,3 
Figgins set up his own foundry at the Swan Yard, Holbom.4 He soon displayed 
his skills by the completion of an order, originally begun at Jackson’s foundry, 
which required him to copy Jackson’s fount of 2-line English Roman cut for 
Macklin’s Bible - the original matrices having become the property of Caslon 
m . The replica fount which was displayed in an undated type specimen sheet 
issued in 1792 established ‘his reputation as an excellent artist’ .5 Hansard
1. tVw'cvp&Wi v*
2. Who removed It to Finsbury Sq. for a few years and then transferred it back to its old 
premises in Dorset St.; Reed, Letter Foundries, p. 325.
3. T.C. Hansard, Typographia (London, 1825), p. 360.
4. The foundry moved to West St., West Smithfield in 1801, and from there to Ray St., 
Farringdon Rd. in 1865; Reed, Letter Foundries, pp. 341 and 343.
5. Reed, Letter Foundries, pp. 336-7. The only known extant copy of the type specimen sheet 
is owned by Berthold Wolpe and reproduced in his facsimile reprint: Vincent Figgins Type 
Specimens 1801 and 1815 (London, 1967), p. 14.
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recorded, ‘the fount . . .  was put into use to begin ’Deuteronomy about the year 
1793’.6
Similar projects initiated at Jackson’s foundry devolved upon Figgins in
preference to Caslon; one such project was a fount of Double Pica Greek
purchased by the Oxford University Press. Original founts produced by Figgins
also included non-Latin designs. According to Reed, his fount of Penman/
Nastalfq types was completed under the supervision of Sir William Ouseley.7
There is some uncertainty, however, as to whether it is the fount illustrated at
the beginning of the first volume of Oriental Collections by Ouseley in an
advertisement which reads:
I have employed a few leisure hours in superintending 
the execution of a new Persian Type, which will . . .  
exhibit as faithfull a representation of the true Taleek 
character, as can be effected by any imitative powers of 
the typographick art. But so very difficult, tedious, and, 
to an individual, so expensive is the performance of this 
undertaking . . .  that the following line is the only 
specimen of the new letters, combined, which I am
enabled to give in the present Number. 8
The types illustrated are, however, not to be found in the second volume of 
Oriental Collections published in 1798, nor do they correspond to the skilfully 
executed Persian types (on Paragon body), shown in Figgins’s type specimen 
books,9 which possess a smaller ascender height.10
At the beginning of the nineteenth century Figgins was commissioned to cut a 
‘fount of English Telegu from a MS., for the East India Company’ ,11 for 
printing regulations by its Madras administration. In 1802 Figgins issued a
6 . See Hansard, Typographia, p. 359, When it also appeared in his first type specimen book.
7. Reed, Letter Foundries, pp. 338-339.
8. W. Ouseley, ed., Oriental Collections, I (London, 1797). It is to be found at the beginning 
of the copy (held at the St Bride Printing Library) which was formerly the property o f  
T.B. Reed. But Reed, (Letter Foundries, p. 339, n. 1) refers to the advertisement as being 
at the ‘close o f the 1st volume*.
9. The earliest known type specimen o f Figgins*s Persian fount appeared in 1833; see pi. 72.
10. Compare the height o f the alefs.
1 1 . Reed, Letter Foundries, p. 339; this information was probably taken from Hansard, 
Typographia, p. 403.
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72. Bengali and Persian types; Specimen o f Printing Types by Vincent Figgins 
(London, 1833)
Specimen o f a Fount o f Telegu Types12 showing a commendable translation of 
complex manuscript letterforms into elegant types. The Specimen not only 
illustrates Figgins’s typefounding abilities, but with its various tables of ‘radical 
consonants’, ‘combined consonants’ etc., it also displays an understanding of the 
complexities of the Telugu writing system and signifies that Figgins’s 
appreciation of its nature was fundamental to his system of composition.
Although the Telugu manuscript used as his model has not been identified, the 
specimen suggests that Figgins entertained few compromises, but combined his 
technical knowledge, professional skills, and the linguistic information13 imparted 
to him for the cutting of the fount. The sample of Telugu writing14 bears 
testimony to this and it must have been encouraging to the East India 
Company, who commissioned the fount, that Vincent Figgins, a man palpably 
skilled in Latin typefounding, should have devoted so much effort to the 
interpretation of foreign letterforms in metal for what must have been a very 
limited reading public.
Figgins’s professional skills and his familiarity with Oriental founts owe much 
to the training he received at Jackson’s foundry which he was keen to 
acknowledge. In his first (undated) type specimen book published in 1793,
Figgins described himself as ‘having had the advantage of ten years instruction 
and servitude under the late ingenious Mr JOSEPH JACKSON (a great part of 
which time he had the management o f his Foundry) . . .  \15 His benefactor, 
Nichols, also remarked:
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12. Specimen o f  a Fount o f  Telegu Types Cast by Vincent Figgins (London, 1802), see pi. 73.
13. Which he could not have deduced from mere observation of one manuscript. It is likely 
that he was assisted by Charles Wilkins in this respect, whose duties around this time 
included ‘seeing through the press publications commissioned or supported by the 
Company’; Lloyd, ‘Charles Wilkins’, p. 36.
14. See pi. 73.
15. V. Figgins, Specimen o f Printing Types (London, [1793]), [prefatory note].
T E L E G U  W R I T I N G .
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73. ‘Telegu Writing’; Specimen o f a Fount o f Telegu Cast by Vincent Figgins
(London, 1802)
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With an ample portion of his kind instructor’s reputation, 
he inherits a considerable share of his talents and 
industry; and has distinguished himself by the many 
beautiful specimens he has produced, and particularly of 
Oriental types.16
Vincent Figgins was also receptive to new ideas as is evidenced by his 
production of founts designed specifically for newspaper composition.17 His 
foundry has been described as ‘one from which some of the most inventive 
designs originated, many of which still provide a basic vocabulary for the user 
of letters’ .18 Figgins’s Bengali fount (VF1) alone shows a significant progression 
from his former master’s efforts.
Contrary to the belief that VF1 only appeared as a specimen in England in 
1833, and that it was first employed after his death by Stephen Austin in 
1861,19 a sample was published in India in 1826 and the fount saw use during 
Figgins’s lifetime. As indicated above, VF1 appears under the designation 
‘Bengalee, No. VI’ in Specimen o f Printing Types in Use at the Calcutta 
Baptist Mission Press;20 but it is not shown to best advantage owing to the 
poor quality of printing. A better example is afforded in Lukalikhita Susamacara 
(The Gospel by Luke) published in 1831 by the Baptist Mission Press.21 In 
neither imprint has this fount been attributed to Vincent Figgins,22 yet it is the 
same fount as the ‘Pica Bengalee’ given in the 1833 Specimen o f Printing 
Types by Vincent Figgins,23 and there is no doubt of Figgins’s authorship. The 
Calcutta Baptists are known to have acquired material from the Figgins 
foundry,24 and the ‘Advertisement’, written by W. H. Pearce, at the beginning 
of the 1826 Calcutta Specimen stated:
16. Nichols, Literary Anecdotes, II, p. 361.
17. See Reed, Letter Foundries, p. 340, and James Mosley, ‘The Typefoundry o f Vincent 
Figgins 1792-1836’, M otif No. 1, Nov 1958, pp. 29-36 for further information.
18. Mosley, ibid., p. 29.
19. See Khan, Printing in Bengali Characters, I, pp. 51 and 392.
20. See pi. 74.
21. See pi. 75.
22. And, to my knowledge, has so far escaped identification.
23. See pi. 72.
24. See above, chapter 3ii.
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74. Vincent Figgins’s Bengali fount (VF1); Specimen of Printing Types in Use at the 
Calcutta Baptist Mission Press (Calcutta, 1821)
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75. VF1: Bengali text; Lukalikhita Susamacara (Calcutta, 1831)
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Of the different specimens of type in the following 
pages, all those of the Oriental languages, with one or 
two exceptions, have been cast at the Type-Foundery 
attached to the Baptist Mission Press, as well as printed 
at its office.
One of the ‘exceptions’ was ‘Bengalee No. VT which exhibits the degree of 
professionalism usually associated with Vincent Figgins.
The exact source of the artwork for VF1 is not known, but the types indicate 
that Figgins, unlike Jackson, was in possession of good models, probably 
furnished by the missionaries. The style, which does not emulate the type 
designs of Charles Wilkins, bears strong affinity to the types of the Baptist 
Missionaries, in particular BM V.25 Apart from the type size, there are many 
similarities: the relative proportions of the characters; the junctions of the 
principal elements of such letterforms as ^  and «T to their stems; and the 
shaping and colouring of \5 and . Despite significant differences between 
VF1 and SB4 (the Serampore typeface used to print the 1832 Dharma 
Pustaka),26 notably the stroke contrast and the depth of some of the conjuncts, 
the degree of correspondence that exists between many of the sorts of both 
typefaces cannot be merely coincidental. It is highly probable that the 
Serampore face was influenced by the Figgins fount which, current evidence 
suggests, pre-dates the missionaries fount by a number of years.
In order to retain clarity at this small type size, Figgins has dispensed with any 
calligraphic emphasis, still adhered to in SB4. In so doing, he has succeeded in 
producing even the most complex conjuncts at this size without distorting their 
proportions or impairing their legibility. The repetition of the diagonal slant, to 
be found in such characters as ^  ^  <3 > and the introduction
of colour by the well-emphasized roundings of the frequent characters '•T andT^
25. See above, chapter 3ii and pi. 56.
26. See pi. 76.
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76. SB4: Bengali text; Dharma Pustaka (Serampore, 1832)
enliven the otherwise prosaic design. The subscripts do not merge successfully 
with the base characters, but their occurrence is restricted by the comprehensive 
number of ligatures and conjuncts available. The result is a polished, readable 
typeface suitable for book-work.
It is curious that Figgins’s 1833 specimen of this fount does not make use of 
all the sorts available at the time of its publication; for instance, the raphala 
ui is set separately to 5^ * , whereas in The Gospel by Luke the conjunct 
2 j appears as one individual sort. The form of ^  that Figgins employs has the 
appearance of a wrong sort and has the same structure as that found in BM V. 
An improved form is used in the 1826 ‘Bengalee No. VI’ sample. Perhaps the 
1833 specimen was composed by someone not proficient in the Bengali 
language or composition - note the inverted \3 in line 6. Another, perhaps more 
likely, explanation is that this text may have been composed much earlier than 
1833, before the fount had reached its final stage. Figgins, no doubt, took 
numerous proofs whilst cutting the fount. Typeface samples given in specimen 
books usually comprise a selection of samples printed at different times and 
collated into one volume. They are therefore extremely difficult to date and can 
be notoriously misleading; they should be regarded simply as ‘ephemeral 
printing trade catalogues’,27 and not as reliable sources for establishing typeface 
chronologies.
In 1836 Vincent Figgins relinquished his business to his sons,28 Vincent and 
James, who published their first type specimen book in 1838.29 This does not 
include VF1, but the fount does appear in the Epitome o f Specimens (1847) 
with both the length of the text and the measure reduced.30 This specimen was
181
27. Wolpe, Figgins Type Specimen, p. 17; the same is true of typeface catalogues produced 
today.
28. Reed, Letter Foundries, p. 343.
29. V. & J. Figgins, Specimen o f Book and Newspaper Types (London, 1838).
30. See pi. 77; also errors were introduced, eg. instead o f •
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77. VF1: type specimen; Vincent and James Figgins, Epitome o f Specimens 
(London, 1847)
reproduced again in the publication Epitome of Specimens (c. 1870).31 The
Bengali typeface is also shown in New Specimens; Oriental Types produced by
V. & J. Figgins,32 a copy of which was sent to Messrs Reed and Son by
Janies Figgins in December 18 84.33 This new specimen of Bengali types has
been identified as a revised fount on a different body 34 Yet its designation
‘Bengali on Pica Body5 clearly indicates that the body-size has not been
altered.35 The typeface is, in fact, the same as the 1833 specimen with
additional ligatures (particularly those with ^  , like ^  and ^  ) and
combinations with raphala, all of which appear in the earlier Calcutta imprints
and assist in the reduction of the leading. The shorter 4 repha and the
improved version of the character^ have been employed. It may seem as if
some of the ascenders have been curtailed, e.g. the flourish on"^ , in order to
reduce interlinear spacing. However, this is probably due to the lighter inking
JL
of 1884 specimen, or simply wear and tear on the types, for still has a very 
high ascender.36 As the title of the imprint suggests,37 it is indeed a new 
specimen, but not a new typeface.
The variations in the interlinear spacing of the Bengali fount - viz. that used in 
the Figgins specimen books 1833, 1847, and 1870, in comparison to that 
employed in the New Specimens and Calcutta imprints - dramatically affect the 
texture of this typeface. The tighter setting reveals the inherent cohesion of the 
typeforms designed by Vincent Figgins. The result is very effective, providing 
more even colour to the printed page and thus rendering it more conducive to
31. See pi. 78.
32. Although Vincent II had died in 1860.
33. This is now housed at the St Bride Printing Library and contains a letter dated 
5 Dec 1884 from James Figgins.
34. Khan, Printing in Bengali Characters, I, pp. 50 and 51.
35. See pi. 80.
36. See pi. 81 showing enlargements of the 1833 and 1884 specimens.
37. See pi. 79.
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78. VF1: type specimen; V. & J. Figgins, Epitome of Specimens (London, c. 1870)
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79. Title page; V. & J. Figgins, New Specimens; Oriental Types (London, 1884)
SA N SK  R IT  (IV vaiiiitftm ) ON PARAHON (Tw*<>.|,iiic Long P rim er) ItODY.
g * r: ^ T fa TT^ n rn ra r fa f% r? r: i
rT rr: q ^ T^ TV P fT  P J R  T P r^X T  ^  Tff% -gT fa -
^ T h n T R :  m T  g ^ n ro T ^ r :  i <t ?t t
s T t  s ^ ^ r r f V r T :  i ^ ^ r ^ n v m  y r :  fa f% s rr
v f r e r :  i i S  i ^ r ^ * r r  -34* 1^ 1 ^ i < t
S ^ ^ T f T T ^ I ^ T T lf r f ^ H T ^ I f ^ J J J  TT% I
^ ^ ^ T f % r f r s ^  W fT T  « r< n iu i» i: 11 <73 u> fs T rr: h
Thin eery perfect Fount contains 770 Character*.
H IN D I ON PAHAOON (T m-»-U iic U .uy  IV iuu r; HoOV.
^  j p w  v x  * g i ^ t t  ^  ^ rn fr %  i 4-Tsr S t t
• tth  r f r  y s n n :  % i ^  ^ t  3 t £ t t  t o t s t t  ^ t  ii ^  w r  1 
t *  s r r  7^3 5r ^  ^ tp tt i £  sT rq  s f r  7513
i f  ^ t t  37: w h^ t i f  ^ r  TT^r t i  I  ^  ^
^ T T  31T ^  %7J 3  T T f T T  r f t  73: w  T T  R 3TT m  I f ^ T  f3 *7 T-
f w r  S r * t  -sr^ TfTT 1 %  ^ w r jv  ^ r t  s T t
A Fount n f  H indi fo r  L itera ture , conta in ing  the Compounds ord inarily  met w ith , can he supp lied .
consisting  o f  only 29U Characters.
A Fount o f  7S selectcd Characters ran be supplirtl, fo r  Commercial pur/tosr*, Hailiray XotiiTs. Ac.
M A H RATIO ON PAItAOON (Tw o-Line I-oiig !*rimcr) IIODY.
V lf lR T y  ^  T N  3 3 T 3 T  g R ’TTT T T r f T  | rZTT^ ft
f r^ T t T  ’S T 'O fc X *  g a  V T T lf T  ^ ¥ r f t  r?T fTT^ TT ^ 3  373*3c \  • VJ
33 w p ^ w t w t  i ^ T rrr^ T f^^rnc 3  jr ra T  r f t  tu t t t  
33 T"3\ W TTT^ ft i r f r  ^ t t t  * n f  t t t  ^ t r r  
TH if%  I ^  3 T 3 T3  T T r T  3| fa *ft'< K  ^ T ^ T T  W TW
*TT7T*TT I *73  7f t  ^  3 3  T * ^  3 T T W t  c p ft 372R3 T  %'c\ \l '
1IKNOAU ON PICA UODY.
w z ?  ^T«n 3 ^ ?  3°vTp r <sijjijs 3T^_nr 7rf^“5 7rp*rn« *f? T3
c^=r, v fin rv  v t t  z fT n n  ?fr? r i tst^ht ?n«n Tf^er, cr ^ rrs i, 
irfi» lc*^   ^if<r,C'5H> >4^ 4 ■^rprni as( dT<i\5 «ti i Hr- -S Aj^ rsKj si iT*i "Brrf^, 
■STT^^ T T T F  err f r j  ^ rrr*f51 !:«•», 3TT1 ^ v ?  ■®r[<>HrC^ fRCTW I Ul"!3
64U, c ^ (*1 (4 *3 (3 ^I2c< I 57V1 3TT1W  t- f , ("IflfifC*1 <5( •* I * (7T
, 315 1 Wifn I 3 TTH T  ^r? cn**, ify  "SfViHi 'C "Btj^ * I (TI ( T 5
■^rrrrrrs F t tp t  t t? , c^ t Trfrrrsr-c w tf^ s r^ r^ r; j it * ' cn e r r  w t f r s  s ? i j i
* i l* i lc3 f <N1 j i  <^TC^ 1 r^<ic< j o j^ frv r^ T ?<i r
♦TTal I J9^ “ WYTT3 TTRTO  "®nT5t<n ^ T 5  ^TT, ^ 7 ^  (Ttf- T T S  ift^ ,
jasr^  frvpr vhrrsfV i f n  7f?nn c* trr^yi ^stt^r '»f?r5!t «r<u;yc<F
' imm-^ 9 m*
V. A  J .  F I G G I N S .  L O N D O N
80. VF1; ‘Bengali on Pica Body; New Specimens
PICA BENGALEE.
• ^ r n r ^ r f ^ i  i *
* r r t T t z :* r  w r z r ^  ^
^ r r  ^ r n ^ d w i  * t * i
< .
B K N O A L J  O N  l ’ R ’ A  B O D Y .
Sph9 ^5tsTO ? ^f^TcfST 
o r  T O
81. Enlargements of VF1
continuous reading. It is perhaps less readable to the learner of Bengali (for 
whom most of the founts produced in England were intended),38 but it 
demonstrates that the Figgins fount could be used as a text face for native 
consumption. Its precision, however, betrays its European origins. The previous 
failure to identify Bengalee No. VI, ‘Pica Bengalee’, and ‘Bengali on Pica 
Body’ as the same fount illustrates the different effects created by the manner 
in which type is used. It underlines the importance of the art of typography in 
deriving the maximum benefit from a fount of type.39
An undated broadsheet entitled Pica Bengali; V & J Figgins was issued 
separately40 and gives the synopsis of the Figgins fount. 370 sorts are listed; 
considerably fewer than the customary 500 sorts of idigenous Bengali 
typefoundries,41 hence the inclusion of subscripts and superscripts for use in 
less frequent combinations. A number of sorts marked k appear to be 
duplicates. These are sorts cast specifically to kern with others, as in the case 
of vowel signs with base characters. The repertoire of conjuncts, including those 
with raphala, is impressive; it is also interesting to observe the range of 
ligatures (consonants with vowels) that have been designed in their more 
orthodox forms, thereby limiting the occurrence of the more unwieldy 
subscripts. Types cast of this fount by the Oxford University Press which still 
survive42 show the sorts cast at different body-sizes to accomodate superscripts 
and subscripts, as the proofs of the packets of spare types confirm.43
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38. See below, pp. 196-7.
39. As defined by Stanley Morison, see above, p. 63.
40. See pi. 82.
41. See below, chapter 7.
42. Some o f which can be seen in pis. 83 and 84. These were obviously cast at a later date. 
OUP in its switch to photocomposition is disposing of the majority o f the metal types; 
some non-Latin types have been preserved, and the larger part of the surviving founts are 
being transferred to the St Bride Printing Library.
43. See pis. 83 and 84.
IE 3 1  C  -A .
V . &  J . F I G G I N S ,  L O N D O N .
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1 ■sr 53 * 100 5 146 I 193 V 242 S’ 290 s 339
o T 54 IF 101 5 194 ¥ 243 V 291 7 340 x
3 1 55 V 102 I 147 T> 195 244 s 292 7T 341 TV
4 56 s 103 ¥ 148 cr 196 ¥ 245 T? 293 S 342 X
5 f» 57 ¥ 104 197 #r 246 X 294 *n 343 X
(5 58 105 149 247 295 344 T
7 59 106 3 150 198 ST 248 7 296 345 V
8 60 ¥ 151 vs 199 ? 249 7T 346 -"<T
9 61 w 107 7 152 -q 200 VI 250 4 347
10 % 108 7 t 153 9 201 ¥ 297 s 348 VP
11 i . 62 «f 109 I 154 a 202 7 251 ■5 298 s 349 vr
12 •SH 63 «( 110 ¥C 155 203 9 252 "5 299 VI 350 X
13 5. 64 fir
156 * 204 ? 253 S 300 s
14 V 111 If 157 •s 205 ¥ 254 S 301 a 351 7
15 c4 112 s r 158 «t> 206 255 31 302 V=P 352 r i
16 a 65 113 SJ 207 ¥ 256 3T 303 5fi 353 71
17 66 114 X 159 s 208 X 257 T 304 s 354 ■sr
18 67 VI 115 X 160 ■5 209 3 258 7 305 355 7
19 ( 68 X 116 X 161 S5 210 3 259 V 306 X 356 X
20 z 69 9 117 X 162 3 211 T 260 ¥ 307 V 357 X
21 4 70 ff 118 55 163 3T 212 S 261 1 308 *5 358 X
22 71 «T 119 73 164 7 213 S 262 IT 309 •*7 359 w
23 £ 72 120 *ST 165 I 214 s 310 s 360 TET
24 73 ■sf 166 T 215 W 263 V 311 ■■•jr
25 • 74 AT 121 3T 167 7 216 V 264 ST 312 X 361 ’SJS
26 122 V 168 x 217 3 265 362
27 iy 75 ¥ 169 •V 218 H 266 3 313 9 363
28 t 76 *r 123 -33 170 7 267 T 314 9 364 s
29 - 7 < <37 124 3 171 X 219 *r 268 7 315 W
30 78 125 220 s 269 S 316 ¥ 365 /
31 79 126 f 172 Sf 221 v i 270 ¥ 317 7 366
32 *_ 80 ¥ 127 SI 173 V 222 x 271 s 318 367 u
33 \ 81 128 <8 223 x 272 319 T 368 St
34 \ 82 sr 174 ff 224 273 320 w. 369
35 1 129 T> 175 225 274 321 i 370 V
36 1 83 3 130 176 w 226 275 322 fk
37 / 84 IT 131 * 177 7 227 276 ¥ 323 &
38 S 85 ■sar 132 ft 178 3 228 « 277 'J 324 2
39 86 ■5? 133 179 35 229 <* 325 m
40 * 87 "36T 134 §*r 180 ST 230 <7 278 9 326 9
41 O 88 ■33T 135 181 ¥ 231 sr 279 9 327
42 8 89 136 £7 182 7 232 *JT 280 ? 328
43 a 90 s 137 V 183 7‘ 281 V
44 5* 91 y 138 184 T 233 TjT 282 T 329 IT
45 <1 92 185 V 234 5a 330 yr
46 V- 93 5T 139 2 186 % 283 ? 331 VI
47 * 94 -5»r 140 t 187 235 3 284 3 332 v
48 • 95 141 fr 188 236 3 285 1? 333 V
96 ’ST 142 * 189 ■5 237 U 286 ?T 334 X 82. VF1:
49 7 97 W 190 FT 238 3 335 X (reduced by 20%)
50 98 " * 7 143 S  , 239 T 287 3 336 ■?
51 99 •5^ 144 ¥ 191 sr 240 ¥ 288 337
52 1 15 ’S 192 ST 241 7 289 ^ r 338
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U L L U U U U L U L U U U lZ a iU U U L U C lZl l ZLZllLULLULLLLUU  
tU U U U U U U U U U L U U U U U U L U Z Z L Z C U U U U L L U L U U U  
U U U U U U L l U U U U U i  3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  
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3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  3 3 7 T 3 3 ' 5 T 7 7 3 3 ' 5 3 3 3 1 > 3 3 3 3 3  3 7 7 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  3
3 3 3 3 7 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  3 3 3 3 3  
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
*MT*T*Tfm*T*T5m*l*T*t*TST*TVT*T*T*fVt*m*m*m?T*f*t*tST*T*m*m
0  0 0  0 0  0 0  0 0  0 0 0 0  W O 0 0 0 0
'irininr^Bnrirv'irvTsr^vTSTTg^T^rv a rw v v en srw v  ^  
^ w v v ' v w i r w T n s r s n s r T g ' e r w w
"VV ^ TW irirW Br^^r^ er’eTTTTST'^ T'ZT'Tr'BT"BTlfeTW
w w m m m m m w m m m m w  
w m m m M m m m m m w m m w M
T t n r r r r r r r r r r T r t r n i u r r m m n n r r r r r r r  
TTTTrnT mT r r r TT T m r f f t i i f f i i i r r r r r r f rTf f r t r n f t f i i n i m i i i i i i i i u f f f r r r n  
m r m T m i r r n i r m H t i n i m r r r r r r r i r m i r n r r m r r r m r f m n n t m r r n T T 
TTrr r r r i i i i f f n m f r r r r n f tTm r T r r r r r f r f r f f r f K i u i i n n n r n T i f r r r r r r r r n T T  
n m rn i t r n n m n m i i i i i i i i i n f f r f [ i H i t n m i ; i i i i i t H m i i i [ i i r r T rrTTrTT 
TrrmmiiinmmmmrnrmmiiiiiiiniimiiiinnmimmnnTrm t 
TTr r r f f i H n m r n m r m t n r r r m n m r r m i i n i n n i n i i i i i m i i i i i i i m m  
r r T f f i n i i i i i i i r f r i i t f r r f r r t i n i m i i n i i i i n n n i i TTrt i u i n i i i i i i i i m rrfTT 
m m m i i i i n r m n rTn m n i m r i n T r r r r m i m i u i i n i m u i i i i r r r
83. VF1: proof of OUP types (1)
555Z555555555555555555555555$5
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w t ilf il W J4J W W W  W w  W W W W  W iti -ftJ f lj w  «u ftj HJ «J 
oV ^ flA^QVo^o^o^o^oVo’VoVoVoVvVoV
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / S / / / / / / / / S / / / / / /  
TTTTTTTTOTTTTTTTnnrrJTT ?VyVV???
<sq««cno««^« !£)«««
qmmqqqqg
*qiiiiiiMqyqq*irewiw*wqq*4MqMMqqq*wyw*rag
n ^ W M w w ^ w i w t w w w « H w
W W W 9f W W W W W » t W I W t W , f
^ W W W » t W W W W f( W W W W W
W W W W W W W W W W » t » l » t W
• m * m « w r * m
iliJtliitJiiiltJiJiJi)viJvi)iJt)tJ(JiJtJi)iJV LltJi!i)tJiitJi)tJi)dtJtJ*J  
W^^W^^WWWWW^WW^WWWWWWWWW^W cv^iy* 
WWWWWidWWWWWWWW
v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v  
■ (ccaacccccccacaccccccccacccccc v v v v v v v v
ZtLZZ Z lL L U U U U L L U L U L U U L llllU U L Z Z U L U U L U U U U U L l
Z Z Z Z IU U L U U U U U L U U U U U U U U U U U U L U U L U U U C Z Z
z z u u u l u u u  ' ^ r ^ w ^ r w ^ n r ^ r ^ r w ^ r ^ r ^ j 'w ^ r ^  
v i r s r w ^ r w i r i r i n r w i r s n w w w w s n r  ■
V W W VW PT'W
'vwvv'arvw^niraf
44444444M444«H*M«H«H«H«M*H«H<H-H«M
lt»'«'$) «vi}'0'4) '5j'4)^ NS't»'»'S)'»Na'«'4>N5t^ «'O'0'O'<J'5J'»'«'4J'Ov»'O'4>'4>'®s® 
i<>'O'a'?J'4)'O'4)\t)'>S)'©'O'<J'S>'5)'Cj'»Nb'4>'4}'S)'iJ'5?N0'!>'8'?J'O'4>'4)'O'O'W'®'® '5'®
'fe't>'O'O'O'e'«>©'®'©'5»'«»'®'«'<»'<> *4)'©'©'O'®'*)'®
84. VF1: proof of OUP types (2)
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There can be no certainty that Figgins cut the punches of VF1 himself. Vincent 
Figgins n ’s description of the difficulties in completing the Greek fount for the 
Oxford University Press indicates his father’s dependence on others for 
punchcutting:
The then Delegates of that Press . . .  suggested that Mr
Figgins should finish the fount himself But when he
had undertaken this work, the difficulty presented itself 
that he did not know where to find the punch-cutter. No 
one knew his address; but he was supposed to be a tall 
man, who came in a mysterious way occasionally, whose 
name no one knew, but he went by the sobriquet of 
*The Black Man . This old gentleman, a very clever 
mechanic, lived to be a pensioner on my father’s bounty,
- gratitude is, perhaps, a better word.44
The prolificity of his work suggests that Figgins employed more than one
punchcutter. His contemporary, Thomas C. Hansard wrote:
The number of punches necessary to complete a fount, 
or every sort used is very great . . . .  An artist of the 
greatest industry could not cut more than two in a day.
After they are completed for the ordinary number . . .  it 
will take a founder six months in matrix-making, 
justifying, mould making, casting, dressing, &c before he 
could deliver anything complete for printing; but it 
should be remarked, that these materials being once 
perfected, are of everlasting duration.45
Moreover, a copy of the 1815 type specimen book issued by Vincent Figgins 
reveals the names of several punchcutters employed by Figgins: pencilled notes 
appear to be contemporary with its publication; and the provenance of the copy 
is most probably the Figgins foundry. But neither the identity of the ‘Black 
Man’, nor that of V Fl’s punchcutter has been established.46 Nevertheless 
Vincent Figgins appears to have been responsible for the original designs which 
emerged from his type foundry. As Wolpe says, ‘Even if Vincent Figgins
44. William Caxton, The Game o f the Chesse, facsimile rpt, (London, 1855), ‘Remarks’ by 
Vincent Figgins II, p. 2, n. [1]. Jackson had to learn the art by spying through a hole in 
the wainscot; see above, chapter 4.
45. Royal Society o f Arts, Report o f the Committee of the Society &c. Relative to the Mode o f  
Preventing the Forgery o f Banknotes (London, 1819), pp. 28-29. Hansard was referring to 
the cutting o f Diamond type (c. 3 point, see chapter 10), but the same holds true for most 
founts, and renders Charles Wilkins’s claims all the more incredible (see chapter 1).
46. Wolpe, Figgins Type Specimen p. 30.
employed or commissioned other punchcutters to produce the types, his was the 
controlling spirit’ .47
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There is no evidence that the VF1 was cut for a particular purpose. Its earliest
known use in England did not take place until seventeen years after Figgins’s
death.48 In 1861 Stephen Austin HI,49 in his capacity as printer to the
Company at Haileybury College,50 employed this fount to print A Grammar of
the Bengali Language by Duncan Forbes. In this imprint Austin has used
generous leading - as is suitable for students of the Bengali language51 - and
has taken advantage of the quite extensive range of conjuncts and ligatures 
a
availble to him. An interesting typographical note is given in the preface to the 
Grammar by Forbes:
The mark rephaa -  or top r, is very liable to break off 
in the working of the press; and the same remark 
applies to the slender top of the long z ^  , which then 
becomes long a T . The reader will, I trust, have the 
charity to hold the author blameless in such cases.52
Stephen Austin continued to use this fount for subsequent editions of Forbes’s 
Bengali grammar. It was also employed for Forbes’s The Bengali Reader (1862) 
which contains selections originally compiled by Haughton.53 These selections 
which also employ the wider leading show up deficiencies in the Figgins fount 
that the tighter setting and shorter length type specimens fail to reveal. They 
primarily concern the weight distribution, the unevenness of which is well 
illustrated by the adjacent w o r d s a n d  on page 36.54
47. Wolpe, ibid.
48. Vincent Figgins died in 1844.
49. Stephen Austin II died in 1845.
50. Formerly called East-India College.
51. Hence Khan’s assumption that it was an earlier version; see pi. 85.
52. Duncan Forbes, A Grammar o f  the Bengali Language (London, 1861), page headed ‘Errata’.
53. It being a new and revised edition of Haughton’s Bengali Selections (London, 1822).
54. See pi. 86.
them, or a Brahman touch’ f <$f<}£<4 srf^—
ing a Sliudra,—because, $  t^^ TCTF? tfWif STT^ -
that person may take of the 
same dish after them.
The Hindus do not eat any ^ 1  «tfrr f e l  f^|r <tnr
thing with their shoes on. *r|.
I f  boiled-rice or curry, etc. **rfw
fall on their clothes, they *nrs $
must change the clothes, «JT?f qfflr s  ^  w&r
and wash with water. -^tr.
Persons dining together must <ii^ 2r T^f^ T
commence and get up all at 'STiTtf ^  1^r«T
once, i.e. no one begins to ^srK ($% 3Tq,U?1
eat and gets up before the ^ ttf *n ^
others, but must wait for ^1z*r 'Szfr srj; f%ir 0$X
the others, though he may ^T=r '<TCfc?1
be very hungry; and though «TN2in ^  w  ^
he may have done first of all. s^rrarir
Is there any rule as to the ^Tf^tfhr
taking the eatables one after *fbsw? 
the other ? «rt ?
Certainly there is—The things ^(7^,—foa*
somewhat bitter in taste 
are taken first, then the yfcr <^ r, 
pungent, then the acid, and
then at last the sweet: and ^t0-*t srfa?.
after washing the hands and
mouth, betels are chewed,
and tobacco smoked by
most. 7 AH 61
STBPHEK ACSTIff, PEIKtEB, UERTPOED.
85. V F1 printed by Stephen Austin; Duncan Forbes, A Grammar o f  the Bengali 
Language (London, 1861)
TOt? W  C* 7^rt? fw r? fWri> ?&7:w TO1 ?TT (TOH 3f?cw, 
or TOfa C3TTO w tz ^  otto; Ftf^ ;. ^  w  f a r o  ft-  
tot> 7froT 7; w r ?  fw i'o TOTO :s^ 3 Tv?H) t o w  TOfw to i
TO? TOR3 ? trw  TOW W tj WW trow. TO??T£W TO?
fTT W l TWl TOW 4f&lC3 Hl'^ l , ^  3W  ?tfTOW.
f w r  t o :  w r ?  f r o  w fo ?  t o ?  w tro r o  t o w  <rfci7g TOfwr? 
fafror t t t o  TOtT^rw t o  ?tW? w^r ^  wtTO TO^tl, 
• w ffc  ^?° TOW TTTOfif ^  TOT oTrD, TOWtTO?
^TTO f^TOTTr. ? W  (7T (WTO TOWT? fW& 3 W  J t ~
cw  'TOT? 3 ^ ,  or TOfa ^  cwTO f w £  7 ?rt TOirtf^TO', 
^  w i  t o t o f  f r r o  t o ,  t o  TOfa ^tttot t t ?  TO TO; 
TOr w i  TOrftz? f w r  TOirTO, t o  w  t o t o  t t ?  TO <ro?1
TOi fro w i TOm, to w  tow cx TOrwrv t o t o  
TOirtj TOW ^f?rw , w °  or ORTO TO' ?TfTOW.
TOW  w t r o  or totoi *f3ws; ?T?hrl, TOW to rtw  to t?  fTO c?- 
fWI, <s? 'st'S  ^ j or '3wc=r <?R t <t<?, tii -^ 4 i <9 1^? coiic  ^
TOW t o r f ^  ^  TOTO^; t o  w  w T O  ar toTO
TOW TOT? TtW i oTO. oTO fr?f 3fwl, TOT4! TOW f w uegW
TOn, or w r o  ^« i?  TO& ^fTOw. to? w t  toTO
?tTO ^ « cw To t  otfwi, toTO (W to?  t o w  T O n , t o w
TtfW 'S v^ l'&fiCe1? *J'3J«? f r ?  C?fW"l, W^'^3 J or <il f^ F TOTO^
W TO ?; T O T O  ?r^ -5T (?  T O fW  <3TO3 W l  ? 7 W  TOTOf? ^ t ? -
3 6  11 (3 t3'^f3$T T T  11 0 5 )
86. VF1: Bengali text; Duncan Forbes, ed., The Bengali Reader (London, 1862)
It is interesting to observe that Stephen Austin did not make use of the Bengali 
types prepared by Richard Watts, his predecessor as printer to the Company.
The reasons can only be speculative. Vincent Figgins I and Richard Watts were 
contemporaries,55 so it would appear that both founts were available to Stephen 
Austin in 1861. Perhaps Austin considered Watts’s Bengali fount ill-suited for 
his purpose. As a printer he was selective about his choice of founts: in 1847 
he elected to use Figgins’s Paragon Sanskrit types for printing his first Oriental 
book, the Hitopadesa,56 yet Watts’s Devanagari types were employed for The 
Baital-Pachisi,57 in the preface of which Forbes declared:
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The work is printed in Mr Watts’s large type, 
unquestionably the finest and most Oriental specimen of 
Devanagari yet cast in Europe.58
Austin’s disinclination to use Watts’s Bengali types may be indicative of his 
professionalism as a printer; a professionalism which gained him the first-class 
medal prize for ‘Impressions Typographiques’ in 1855 at the Paris exhibition, 
and ‘the presentation . . .  of gold medals by her Majesty the Queen and the 
Empress of the French’ .59 There is no evidence that Watts’s Bengali fount was 
used for any Haileybury College imprint. From 1811 Charles Wilkins’s fourth 
Bengali fount (CW4) had become the customary fount for printing Bengali in 
England until it was superseded by VF1 in 1861,60 when Duncan Forbes noted:
Forty years ago, a Bengali Professorship was established 
at Haileybury College for the benefit of young Civilians 
destined for the Bengal Presidency. Some fifteen years
55. They died the same year: 1844.
56. Francis Johnson, [ed.], Hitopadesa. The Sanskrit Text . . .  (London, 1847).
57. Duncan Forbes, [ed.] The Baital-Pachisi (London, 1857).
58. Forbes, ibid., p. viii.
59. Frederick Danvers, et al, M emorials o f Old Haileybury College (London, 1894), p. 226 
(quoting from the Hertfordshire Mercury 28 May 1892). These medals are shown in 
Stephen Austin & Sons [Specimens o f Oriental and Other Types] (Hertford, [1885]).
60. N o evidence o f V F l’s use in England prior to this has emerged.
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later, Professor WILSON, the Oriental Examiner, 
substituted Sanskrit for the Bengali - a measure, the 
wisdom of which I never could perceive: hence, for the 
last quarter of a century, seldom, if ever, has a single 
Bengali book been written, printed, or read in any part 
of Europe.61
VF1 was adopted by the Oxford University Press62 until, due to the 
mechanization of typefounding and composition, it was replaced by the 
Monotype Series 470. 63 The Oxford University Press also acquired a number 
of founts produced by Watts64 who has been described as ‘one of the most 
important founders of exotic types, being responsible for Syriac, Irish and a 
number of Orientals’ .65 It is, however, difficult to establish which founts 
Richard Watts cut or designed himself.
Watts was appointed printer to the University of Cambridge in 1802. In 
conjunction with a London printer named Andrew Wilson, he was instrumental 
in implementing the stereotyping process, developed by Lord Stanhope, for the 
duplication of Bibles and prayer books at the University,66 In 1808 charges 
were set out in a pamphlet entitled, Facts and Observations Relative to the 
State o f the University Press, alleging that Watts as University printer had 
shown no profit for the previous five years in comparison to an average annual 
profit of fifteen hundred pounds several years prior to his appointment.
Watts published a Reply but he resigned68 at the setting up of an enquiry 
into the affair. It has been said that at Cambridge ‘no books of great 
importance seem to have been printed by Watts’ .69
61. Forbes, Grammar o f the Bengali Language, p. vi.
62. e.g. for printing John Beames’s Grammar o f the Bengali Language (Oxford, 1891). See 
case lays: pi. 87.
63. See below, chapter 9,
64. See List o f Ancient and Modern Greek and Oriental Founts at the University Press, Oxford 
(Oxford, 1959).
65. Moran, Stephen Austin, p. 26.
66. S.C. Roberts, A History o f the Cambridge University Press 1521-1921 (Cambridge, 1921), 
pp. 122-3.
67. Richard Watts, Reply o f R. Watts to the Report o f D r Milner and M r Wood, Relative to 
the University Press Affairs (Cambridge, 1809).
68. With the hope o f being re-appointed; R. Watts, Supplement to R. Watts’ Reply [bound in 
the same volume].
69. Roberts, Cambridge University Press, p. 127.
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87. Oxford University Press: Bengali case lays
After his resignation from Cambridge, Watts moved to Broxboume and then to
London in 1816. By this time he had not only been appointed printer to the
East India Company, but he also undertook work for the British and Foreign
Bible Society. It was in this latter capacity that he appears to have developed
most of his founts including one for Bengali composition. A broadsheet printed
after his death by his son, William Mavor Watts, displays sixty-seven languages
‘principally prepared by the late Mr R. Watts’ .70 A type specimen booklet
issued circa 1862 by William Mavor Watts is equally ambiguous concerning the
exact nature of his father’s involvement in the production of the founts. Under
the heading ‘Oriental and other Types exhibited in class 28 of the International
Exhibition, 1862, by W. M. Watts’, he stated:
These Types were principally prepared by the late Mr R.
WATTS, at a very considerable outlay, with a view 
more especially of printing the Scriptures and works of a 
similar nature.
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The origins of some of the founts are given, but not the Bengali which perhaps
is intended to be encompassed by the statement:
Many other portions of the Specimens may claim 
originality, as they have generally been prepared by 
learned men in spreading the truth of God’s Holy Book 
throughout the world.72
Claims to authenticity of design, however, are perhaps prejudiced by the 
unpleasant portrait painted by Charles Manby Smith of ‘an externally and 
intrinsically dirty beast’ who can be identified as Richard Watts.73
70. W.M. Watts, Oriental and Other Types in Sixty-seven Languages or D ialects . . .  (London, 
[1851]). See pi. 88.
71. W.M. Watts, Specimens o f  Oriental and Other Types (London, [1862]), p. 3. pi. 89.
72. Watts, ibid., p. 4.
73. [Charles Manby Smith] The Working Man’s Way in the World (London, 1857). See also 
Nowell Smith for a discussion as to whether Manby Smith was a ‘witness o f truth’; S. 
Nowell Smith, ‘Charles Manby Smith: Family and Friends, His Fantasies and Fabrications’, 
Journal o f  the Printing Historical Society No. 7, 1972, pp. 1- 28.
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88. Specimen of Bengali types produced by Richard Watts (RW1); W.M. Watts, 
Oriental and Other Types in Sixty-Seven Languages or Dialects (London [1851])
89. RW1: Bengali translation o f Acts II.8; W.M. Watts, Specimens of Oriental and Other 
Types (London, [1862])
The Bengali fount attributed to Watts shows a move away from Wilkins’s 
designs. It has not been possible to determine whether this fount was produced 
after Figgins’s Bengali fount and, if so, whether Watts had sight of the latter. 
Nevertheless the style of Watts’s Bengali (RW1) bears some resemblance to 
VF1, and to the products of his colleagues in Calcutta, who were also printing 
for the BFBS. Watts’s attempt, however, is inferior to any of these, and to his 
Devanagari types.74 The small type height of RW1 in comparison to CW4 is 
more suited to Bible and prayer book setting, but it possesses neither the rough 
but harmonious charm of Wilkins’s fount nor the homogeneity and polish of 
Figgins’s fount. Owing to the nature of the Bengali script, it is difficult to 
assess a typeface from just two lines of text as given in the 1851 broadsheet. 
Later samples of this fount reveal more of its nature,75
The difference of one decade between the 1851 broadsheet and the 1862
specimen book shows no change in the fount or the setting. The text is taken
from Acts II. 8 of the Bible. On 15 January 1862 the Editorial Sub-Committee
of the British and Foreign Bible Society suggested reprinting the specimen but
substituting the text with John III. 16.76 William Watts’s response, recorded in
the minutes of the Depository and Printing Sub-Committee of the BFBS,
provides an indication of the status of Oriental founts in his type foundry and
printing office:
In reply to your inquiry, I beg to observe that the texts 
in various languages were prepared by us principally for 
advertizing purposes, and we have given the Society the 
use of the forms,77 the subject having been deemed 
interesting.
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74. His ‘Sanskrits were produced from drawings furnished for the express purpose by the late 
Professor Wilson’; Watts, Specimens o f Oriental and Other Types, p. 4.
75. See below; although later samples probably show the work o f different hands.
76. Noted by Kathleen Cann in her unpublished note, The Gospel in Many Tongues 
(Cambridge, [1986]), p. [1); A copy is held at the St Bride Printing Library.
77. Probably means formes; ‘forme’ has been defined as ‘typematter or type and blocks with 
its accompanying spacing material -secured in the frame called a chase’; Linotype, Printing 
Terms, p. 17.
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We had much difficulty to procure editors to the various 
dialects, at least such as to insure [sic] accuracy, and the 
expense of casting, arrangement etc. is unknown, as the 
specimen was in hand for months.
Many of the characters have been specially prepared; for 
although we possess the matrices etc., of most of the 
orientals, the founts of type have in some instances been 
sent abroad. Should therefore a fresh text be selected, 
new types must in some cases be cast.78
As a result, the same text continued to be used. Watts did publish Our Lord’s 
Prayer in One Hundred Different Languages (c. 1869) for ‘the benefit of the 
Poor Cretan Refugees now in Greece’ giving a more comprehensive example of 
RW1 which is also employed with the addition of a few sorts for the 
Assamese translation. The uninspiring design of the RW1 does not improve 
upon further analysis. It shows itself to be lacking in direction, as if the 
designer took various unrelated elements from other typestyles and merged them 
into one fount producing a disjointed effect: compare the cramped 3  with the 
confident and open . On the other hand, as suggested above in William 
Watts’s response to the DPSC, the fount may simply reflect the combined work 
of more than one person undertaken at different times, additional sorts having 
been cut after his father’s death for new compositions. Line three of the 
Bengali contains an orthographical error: ^  instead of ^  for 
This specimen shows two versions of the character‘d  for no apparent 
reason.79
In March 1870 a fire broke out at William Watts’s printing office. The fire, 
vividly reported in the London, Provincial, and Colonial Press News, destroyed 
his new premises comprising ‘lofty buildings of five storeys’ and, amongst 
other items, much of the type used to print Our Lord’s Prayer in a 100 
Languages. The entire stock of punches and matrices for reproducing them,
78. DSPC 10 February 1862: vol. 6 , p. 190; quoted in Cann, The Gospel in Many Tongues, 
p. HI.
79. See pi. 9 0 .
B E N G A L I .
<r^  fra %! ralitsr =rt^ r qfa^cq
srtoi i&s i sTtTsnr '^ Tf^ ra i cslqla ^ 1
e r a  •qfanra^s w i  i r^hrfznm 
sfcjrt^rr ^Tiita ^ t i t f r f^  cos i
«TTO <art*l '^ T’nrtfqfTf'rt^  Hjrsd *jfj[, vafTS
ysrbrfcTm wx\ i ^a° <aifertMs* f^sftaptra 
'3rtfq,'S qt, ?r l^ a^ t j crc^^  a t^ |,
q?rtiFST '& <q iW ^r csrirta i ^rtra i
90, RW1: Bengali translation; Our Lord's Prayer in One Hundred Different Languages 
(London, c. 1869)
however, had been preserved.80 Watts’s business did not survive the destruction 
of the printing office: most of the surviving material was acquired by Gilbert 
and Rivington. Since the plates81 for printing ‘The Gospel in Many Tongues’ 
had been destroyed in the fire, the Editorial Sub-Committee resolved to change 
the text,82 as previously desired, to St John i n .  1 6 .  The new setting appeared 
in 1872 and in a new specimen book issued by Gilbert and Rivington in 1873. 
Another specimen book was published in 1878 with the same setting of 
Bengali, but with the addition of ‘Mussulman Bengali’ and Assamese which 
show further idiosyncrasies of R W 1 . 8 3  One example is the reduced head of 
^  in 3  in comparison to ^  . Such treatment can be understood if the 
designer was constrained by the desire to maintain an optically uniform stroke 
length for J l  throughout the typeface, but this approach is contradicted by the 
character J3 . The new sample suggests that the linguistic aspects of the script 
were not considered when completing the fount. It is curious that should 
not number among the conjuncts designed as individual sorts, or at least exist 
in a form with a reduced stem to join with the oversized subscribed .
Gilbert and Rivington’s 1880 imprint, Specimens o f Foreign Types, uses the 
Lord’s Prayer as its text for displaying the different scripts.84 The Bengali 
translation is identical to that previously published by William Watts, but the 
orthographical error has been corrected and only the smaller version of 
makes its appearance. The sort S  has been remodelled and better spaced, as has 
the ligature <JF . The imprint is prefaced with a notice revealing the
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80. The London, Provincial, and Colonial Press News No. 52, vol. V for 1870: 16 Apr 1870,
p. 28.
81. By this time stereo plates were normally used to reproduce already composed matter.
82. On 29 Mar 1871; Cann, The Gospel in Many Tongues, p. [1],
83. See pi. 91. Although this fount is in fact a revision, it will continue to be called RW1, 
since it is not possible to identify when revised or additional sorts were incorporated, nor 
who was their author.
84. See pi. 92.
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91. RW1: ‘Bengali’ and ‘Mussulman-Bengali’ translation of St John III. 16; The Gospel 
in Many Tongues (London, 1872)
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E N G L IS H  B E N G A L I.
^  f ^ s ! estate srta i <f3thFi
atwa i ^ stw  ^^1 ^  .fFsifa i
sotBRhr ^nn '^il^rffTfTi^ <rvs i ,art?r ^srhral <r^r^ 
^rt’ R  ^tsj1 s^ta, Tsfq'Q 'srpfa1»j ^ 1  $?r i
<£&\ ^ T N I f r f ^  *Ta1^*ffev5 T^tf5?\8 Et, f$3 ?r^ 1 ^
Ttss, \s 'irfwl ^ wt^T (rsl t^a1 i io ' \
K.N (j LIS If ASSA.MESE.
£?> <srftrta «f$1 f^ tf^ S; ntq ^fRTT S^=$,
C3L*\Z$ f&ftrfVrst cst^rtg ^ f1 ^  i mrtfa q  
frfq^ '3srW5 f w l  i '3ft^ ‘^ rt’h'te q^nJvs^, '^ Ttfvi i-sfsrt
^ 1, r^t^ rt?Rl trte i^!r1 i tEfari i fcj <^1t r
(^^ ri ^5l i f%TTRl r^tsri ^t^ m(V<I >khIl>
£vFt^R I 'STfcTO l
92. Fig. 1. RW l: ‘English Bengali’
Fig. 2. RW1: ‘English Assamese’; Gilbert & Rivington, Specimens o f Foreign 
Types (London, 1880)
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competitive nature of Oriental typesetting prevalent in Europe during the 
nineteenth century.85 The notice boasts that this catalogue ‘represents the 
enterprises of a Firm which may fairly claim to be unrivalled in England, 
perhaps in the world, for its capability in executing Oriental Printing at home, 
and in supplying Oriental Types to Printers abroad’.86
{
In 1891 Gilbert and Rivington published The Lord's Prayer in Three Hundred
Languages containing RW1 in Bengali and Assamese. The increase in the
number of specimens of foreign-language setting suggests that Oriental printing
and typefounding in Europe, or at least in England, was becoming more viable
as a commercial enterprise. Reinhold Rost, on behalf of Gilbert and Rivington,
made the point:
While in Russia, France, and Austria, the great Oriental 
Printing Establishments are largely subsidized by the 
respective Governments, Messrs Gilbert and Rivington
have, unaided, brought together a profusion of type of
almost any Eastern tounge: and they deserve the
recognition of the public at large for the material aid 
they have for a quarter of a century been rendering in 
furthering the intercourse between this country and the 
East.87
A ‘new and enlarged’ edition of The Lord’s Prayer in Five Hundred Languages 
printed by Gilbert and Rivington appeared in 1905, and it is from this point 
that the authenticity of the designs is open to question, for the introduction of 
the practices of electrotyping and stereotyping adopted in the nineteenth century 
invited plagiarism.88 The showing of a new Bengali fount in this volume merits 
interest as an indication of Bengali type design tending towards the more 
indigenous style of founts.89 The authorship of its design, however, remains 
unknown; it cannot be attributed to Gilbert and Rivington, Equally, the type 
face specimens published by the firm William Clowes & Sons, who took over
85. See below.
86. Gilbert & Rivington, Specimens o f Foreign Types (London, 1880), p. 2.
87. Gilbert & Rivington, Lord’s Prayer in Three Hundred Languages (London, 1891), Preface, 
[p. iv]; see pi. 93.
88. Discussed below, see chapter 6 .
89. See pi. 94 and chapters 3ii and 7.
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He maw'io kokiarlen yiVte mollardu'ru ia Abma'yola, ngia Ting'leu 
daiij'i-miigu-en'inga it {in'. Ngol'lalen mollardu'ru met'a ma'yola 
ngen'iike abeba'nag ij'iln be'dig. Maw'ro kuktar'lcn teg'ilutma'lin 
ya'te ngia ka'nik, kaiVbada ar'lalen ar'lalen er'emlen ilan'. Kawai' 
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ami artidu'bu. Mollardu'rulen otigu'junga itan ya'ba ; Du'na mol- 
lardii'riileu abja'bagtek otraj'. Ngol kich'ikau ka'nik yap'ko.
.Oilbcrl A Kttui t^wu.
93. RW1: Bengali translation; Gilbert & Rivington, The Lord's Prayer in Three 
Hundred Languages (London, 1891)
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H an q w ’ 'aim a ja d f 0 H even, diua jave i diyake hole. Ipangiya  
jave i vuke. U pango m uave u liamake o lie, ka m ‘ 11 jad f oba. 
V eke hwe o buhvva tekabo beja bea bubwa ka buhwa. N a , nave  
o ka iyakide liwe inabe mahu pauika liw e-ho iyakide ba hake hw e  
bobe. 0  valakide hwe o iyejudw e, ndi ven gek id e hwe 0 b o b e : 
ikabojaua ipangiya, na ngudi, u ( ivenda be ndf ibeave. A m en.
BENGALI.
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'HlfH'S HI, H’H ?njrj ^  | Tt*F$,
^rSl^H 'Q Hf^rl «fl HTOFf C$tTO I r^tCHH II
20
; ! i
94. Bengali translation; Gilbert & Rivington, The Lord's Prayer in Five
Hundred Languages (London, 1905)
Gilbert & Rivington in 1908,90 cannot be regarded as original designs, or even 
new settings. From 1903 the printing of The Gospel in Many Tongues for the 
BFBS was taken on by Oxford University Press, and thus RW1 was replaced 
by^Pica Bengalee5 for representing the Bengali language in subsequent editions 
of this continually-expanding work. The 1965 edition of 875 languages still 
gives this fount.91
VF1 and RW1 show the emergence of non-Latin fount production undertaken in 
England on a commercial basis and the introduction of the professional hand to 
Indian vernacular typefounding.92 The successful use of Figgins’s fount at the 
presses of the Baptist Missionaries, Stephen Austin, and the University of 
Oxford, in the hands of trained compositors and printers,93 indicate a 
recognition of the importance of linguistic knowledge in the field of non-Latin 
type design, typefounding, and printing. Unlike Jackson, Figgins succeeded in 
reconciling the linguistic demands of the Bengali script with the art of 
typefounding. The quality of V F l’s printed image compensates, in part, for the 
design being somewhat less imaginative than other contemporary Bengali founts, 
and explains why this fount remained in use long after the death of its 
progenitor. Vincent Figgins’s fount of Bengali types saw over one century of 
use.
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90. See The British Printer, 20, 118 (Aug-Sept, 1920), p. 215 and pi. 95.
91. See pi. 96.
92. Charles Wilkins and William Carey had begun as amateurs.
93. One o f Austins’s employees, Napoleon Newton, spent more than ten years studying 
Sanskrit, Persian, and other languages at Haileybury College; Moran, Stephen Austin, p. 38.
B E N G A LI.
(No. i . )  [14 Point.
r^tfjTTit^  f* T\rn *7 1 fal sife cz
's rtfa  ^ w t i r ta  vrtf^^s 'aj'fir ^ itg , t r f s r s  T ifa  * if« -
c x *  r^rcr* 51 ^  s r t e  ^ r tf^  <*&%, riV?
’s r t f e s  ^ttf? <pt ^rhrtar f ^  *finrl
f p ^  ^riri o r  w t ?
^tfsr 1%^  t^ fTH tst^ta Ftor frprN fei 
*rt^ ffir Tl *firjrt jfi»z*rc Tl n^» ^
( N o ,  2 . )  [ 1 2  P o i n t .
sl^n cnst^ - r  ^  ffa r^ *f«i sirnr
Tt l^ T^TI Tr3?5{ W  TfTT^'fa *PtT Tt\7T
3?^ r w w » a  stftm ^  <5 w H t^
«  *ff<s^ n3 f5*hFT8?F3fTfffi3F CT^ ^tC T  ^ n f% s s  
=?f?rai tn an  a r t  *re ^ s r  ^ t  s s t^ r? f ii? ir^
0 5 T 3 R  W i ^ t v g f ^ R  *TCV T ? | C T
^  SR
^ V i c ^ l  N&tetw fSr35lfat<?R (PT ^ f r  C=F C W l 5 t t \ 5  
ORIYA.
[ 1 4  P o i n t .
ftftGSHQi «|§|Qq ft f tc q q q  qqqqei qjqi u q q c c ft 
eqi era|Q° f^tg Sag oft ftia aftO° qftnoi® j oft 
Q lf tn q ia i^  1 a e i | s i c s  o£t| G sS ftH isS  O G ft$| g y s o  
a ^ f t °  q .Q s q o ^ g q M o  s o f t  1 f t a f  a a i s o a q i S f t l0 
^ q i f lG ^  oeii ^ q g |Q ? ia q iy |^  m ^  \ q g i g  a q L o i°  
fll f t a  m  o  q q i ^ o  q o u Q  1 a c o i  Q|ftH° a q |f t q §  
q o i a g  a c s i  a c s i  o c f t f t  1 e iicq ft n e is iftif t ftiQ fti
95. William Clowes and Sons Ltd, Some Specimens of the Roman, Oriental and 
Foreign Types (London, c. 1915)
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76 BEMBA. N. Zambia. 1956
Pantu Lesa atemenwe aba pano isonde ukutemwa 
kwa kuti apele Umwana wakwe uwafyalwa eka, ukuti 
onse uumutetekela eonaika, lelo abe no mweo wa 
muyayaya.
77 BENA. NE. of Lake Nyasa, Tanzania. 1920
Ndivwene Nguluvi ajendile mbandu ihi, kye alesile 
atavulage umuswamuve umuiia-kimwinga, ukuta vonda, 
avakumufuvwa, vatanage ukujaga, nda hamu, vaved- 
zage nuvumi vwa mbepali.
78 BENGA. Corisco Is., Gabon. 1929
Ikabojana nonanS ndi o AnyambS a tbndjlkidi he, 
ka M£-a vS Mwan‘ ’aju umbdki, na, ufihfipi a ka ka- 
midfi M&, a nyange, ndi a na ya egombe yShfipi.
79 BENGALI. W. Bengal, India.
Bengali char. 1937
C'SfST (ST,
fa’srm sc?, nt f?^  *rnr i
Roman char. 1839
Kenana I'shwar jagater prati eman daya karilen, je 
apanar adwitiya Putrake pradan karilen; tahate tdnhbr 
bishwaskari pratyek jan nashta na haiyd ananta para- 
mayu paibe.
BENGALI: Colloquial. 1910
f£"S CSsrfsr, GSWTftfTO ?fatr3f ,^ 4S BR
jr 3T^ T? ^ ’?C??
3?  1 Lk.
96. VF1; Bengali translation; The British and Foreign Bible Society, The Gospel in Many 
Tongues; Specimens o f 875 languages (London 1965)
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Chapter 6 
European Typefoundries
The production of oriental or ‘exotic’ types by European typefoundries since the 
mid-fifteenth century has been documented in authoritative histories of printing.1 
Unfortunately, much of the material upon which the historians have based their 
writings is either no longer available or currently inaccessible. Furthermore, the 
reliability of some accounts is questionable,2 and there is no assurance that the 
terms oriental or ‘exotic’ refer to types other than Hebrew, Arabic, or even 
Greek,3 or whether the founts in question represent original designs, stolen 
matrices, or overt copies. The matter is further complicated by the fact that the 
histories of oriental founts issued by letterfoundries in Italy, France, and Austria 
are inextricably intertwined.
The press and foundry of the Sacra Congregatio de Propaganda Fide in Rome 
was established in 1626 expressly to foster missionary activities. As such, a 
large part of its enterprise was concentrated upon the acquisition and production 
of founts of foreign scripts. Thus it acquired some of the oriental types from 
the Stamperia Medicea4 and also the ‘exotic’ founts of the Vatican Press,5 
which included Hebrew, Greek, Syriac-Serto, Arabic, and Cyrillic. A number of 
these founts are shown in the 1628 specimen book published in Rome: Indice 
de Caratteri, con VInventori, & nomi di essi, essistenti nella Stampa Vaticana,
1. For instance, by H .D X. Vervliet, A. Jammes, S.H. Steinberg, D.B. Updike, Colin Clair, and 
others.
2. e.g. James Moran erroneously refers to Halhed’s Grammar as having been printed with
Sanskrit types: Stephen Austin o f Hertford (London, 1968), p. 24.
3. In volume n  o f the 1818 edition o f Giambattista Bodoni’s Manuale Tipografico (Parma), 
exhibits over 60 Greek typestyles.
4. Which possessed a number of Arabic founts whose designs are attributable to Robert 
Granjon; see Hendrik D.L. Vervliet, Cyrillic and Oriental Typography in Rome at the end 
o f the Sixteenth Century (Berkeley, 1981), pp. 23-39; and Harry Carter, ed., Sixteenth 
Century French Typefounders: The Le Be Memorandum (Paris, 1967), p. 44, n. 38 and 
pp. 44-47, n. 42.
5. The Stamperia Vaticana was founded in 1587 by Sixtus V. It united with the Tipografia
Camerale in 1609 (A. Bertoletti ‘Le Tipografie Orientali e  gli Orientalisti a Roma nei
Secoli XVI e XVII’, [Extract from Revista-Europea, and re-paginated] (Florence, 1878), 
p. 31); and with the Propaganda Fide in 1910 (The Catholic Encyclopedia, Vol. 15 (New  
York, 1912), p. 302).
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& Camerale. Indian scripts, however, are represented only by a woodcut 
entitled ‘Alphabetum Indorum’,6
It was under the direction of Ruggeri7 and his successor Amaduzzi during the 
second half of the eighteenth century that the Propaganda Fide flourished. In 
Amaduzzi’s time the Propaganda Fide is estimated to have possessed founts of 
forty-four languages, some of which are displayed in a 1773 publication entitled 
Catalogus Librorum qui ex Tipographio Sacrae Congreg. de Propaganda Fide 
variis Unguis prodierunt8 It has not been possible to locate or view this 
imprint, but no account of it mentions the existence of Indian founts. One 
exception is the ‘Malabarice’9 fount displayed in Parentalia in Anniversario 
Funere Mariae Clementinae Magnae Britanniae &c. Reginae.10 A type specimen 
book published much later by the press, Specimen Characterum Typographei 
(Rome, 1843), includes both a ‘Brahmanica’ and a ‘Malabarica’ fount but no 
Bengali designs.
The success of the Propaganda Fide was, however, curtailed at the close of the
eighteenth century by the activities of the French Directory who sought to
enrich France with the matrices of foreign types;11 a practice continued by
Napoleon, as Duprat described:
Toutefois, le vainqueur de l ’ltalie, usant du droit que 
donne la conqu£te, avait fait enlever, en 1798, de 
1’imprimerie jde la Propagande, a Rome, et, en 1811, de 
celle des Medicis, a Florence, des collections de 
poincons de caracteres arabes, barmans, coptes,
6 . Possibly o f Portugese origin; see pi. 97.
7. Stefano Paolini was its first director. Ruggeri, who trained Bodoni, committed suicide in 
November 1782.
8. Updike, Printing Types, I, p. 182.
9. Usually a quasi-Malayalam script, but in this case it is more akin to Syriac.
10. Of Filippo d ’Azon (Rome, 1736), p. 34.
11. In 1798; Updike, Printing Types, I, p. 183.
________________ V A T  I C A N A. ___________ 2 6
Alphabetum Indorum.
I f  0/  f > 3  f t -
a b c c d e  f  g  h i 1 n)
< r ^ F AJ
n o p q r f t u x r
G  i j
97. Woodcut ‘Alphabetum Indorum’; H.D.L. Vervliet, ed., Type Specimen o f  the 
Vatican Press 1628, facsimile rpt (Amsterdam, 1967)
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ethiopiens, malabars, persans, samaritains, syriaques et 
tib&ains, graves au XVIe siecle par les soins de ces 
ardents propagateurs de la foi, et dont il enrichit le 
depot typique de rimprimerie imperiale.12
The Imprimerie Imperiale13 was eager to utilize its collection of plundered 
matrices, electing to honour the visit of Pope Pius VII to Paris in 1805 14 by 
the publication Oratio Dominica CL Linguis Versa, Et Propriis Cujusque 
Linguae Characteribus Plerumque Expressa, edited by JJ. Marcel. This imprint 
contains 150 translations of the Lord’s Prayer. Ironically, or perhaps 
deliberately, many of the items were printed with founts taken from the Pope’s 
own foundry. Indian translations included Sanskrit, Gujarati, Marathi, and 
Bengali, but all were set in the Latin script. Furthermore, some of the texts 
printed in the vernacular scripts were not composed by means of single type 
but were copperplate impressions, as Giambattista Bodoni remarked in his work 
of a similar title published the following year.15
Bodoni’s Oratio Dominica, printed at Parma was specifically designed to
improve upon the earlier imprint,16 but not with a view to improving the
quality of the translations, many of which were taken from the same source
and whose correctness he did not question:
Cependant, malgre tous ces avantages, l ’edition de Paris 
ne contenant pas le Chaldeen, le Syriaque, le Phenicien, 
le Palmyrien, le Brachman, le Malabare ou Samskrete, le 
Thibetain, le Georgien, 1’Etrusque, lTllyrien, l’Hebraique- 
Theutonique, le Gothique d’Ulphylas et le Punique, et 
me trouvant avoir tous ces caracteres exotiques . . .  je 
concus l’idee d’en faire une plus complette, et me 
decidai a tenter cette entreprise aussi difficile que 
longue.17
12. F.A. Duprat, Histoire de U  Imprimerie Imperiale de France (Paris, 1861), pp. 259-260.
13. Whose foundation dates back to 1640.
14. For Napoleon’s coronation.
15. Oratio Dominica in CLV Linguas Versa et Exotic Is Characteribus Plerumque Expressa 
(Parma, 1806), pp. xi-xii.
16. Supposedly at the suggestion o f Pius VII; Colin Clair, A History o f European Printing 
(London, 1976), p. 330.
17. Bodoni, Oratio Dominica, p. v.
Bodoni’s ambitious work dedicated to Eugene Napoleon was set entirely in 
movable metal types all of his own design.18 In this work, which also lacks 
Bengali types, he expresses ‘le desir d’etre utile aux amateurs et aux 
cultivateurs des langues exotiques’ 19 despite the complexity of their scripts, 
which in the case of ‘Malabare’ demanded 1132 matrices in comparison to 400 
for Latin founts.20 Bodoni’s ambitions in this direction reflect the increasing 
interest in Orientalism prevalent in Europe during this period aroused by 
voyages of exploration, imperial campaigns, and ‘the desire to make up by 
missionary work in the East for the territories lost by the Roman Church in 
Europe’ .21
After France’s conquest of Italy, the Propaganda Fide was never able to regain 
its former status. In July 1812 ‘the office was suppressed’ ,22 and later that year 
it was ordered by the Prefect of Rome to send all its matrices to Paris. The 
press managed to conceal a few items presented by Bodoni and to retain some 
other articles, but most of the material was lost. According to Duprat,23 
Commissioners of the Tuscan Government reclaimed the Medici punches with 
menace in 1815. On 7 October that year they headed a detachment of Austrian 
troops in order to complete the task. Anisson of the Imprimerie Imperiale was 
entreated not to offer any resistance to the removal of the punches if violence 
was to occur. The operation, however, was not well organized and was carried 
out by people lacking discernment with regard to the material they were to
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18. ‘die erste Sammlung mit beweglichen Lettem’: Karl Falkenstein, Geschichte der 
Buchdruckerkunst (Leipzig, 1840), p. 29.
19. Bodoni, Oratio Dominica, p. viii. This desire had been aroused by his first task at the
Propaganda Fide, viz. the renovation o f the oriental types; Clair European Printing, p. 328.
20. Bodoni, Oratio Dominica, p. xi.
21. The Type Specimen o f the Vatican Press 1628; A Facsimile with an Introduction and Notes 
by H.D.L. Vervliet, (Amsterdam, 1967) p. 18, n. 2.
22. Updike, Printing Types, I, p. 184.
23. Duprat, L ’lmprimerie Imperiale, p. 260. This account does not accord with Updike’s, but it
is certainly the better documented and therefore the more credible.
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collect, which happened to be stored in the same place as the punches 
belonging to the Imperial collection and the Propaganda Fide. In consequence, 
some valuable Medici punches remained in the possession of the Imprimerie 
Imperiale, whilst a number of the Propaganda Fide punches were taken in 
error.24
In November 1815 Anisson was authorized to return to Marini, the Prefect of 
the Secret and Pontifical Archives of Rome, all the punches and matrices of 
the Propaganda Fide press that the Imprimerie Imperiale still had in its 
possession. Prior to fulfilling this task, Anisson took the precaution of taking 
‘des frappes en cuivre’25 of all the Italian punches which he felt he could not 
dispense with. As a result, the Imprimerie Imperiale was still able to boast in 
1815 the possession of le fonds de typographic orientale le plus riche, le plus 
complet et le plus precieux qui existat dans le monde26
A specimen of Bengali types is given in the Imprimerie Royale’s27 1819 type 
specimen book.28 The text shown was taken from the first volume of 
Recherches Asiatiques published in 1805;29 in fact, the settings are identical. 
The typeface, which is simply termed ‘14 points’ (to be termed here IR1), 
possesses an elegance which owes more to its resemblance to European 
copperplate engraving than to any affinity with Bengali calligraphy.30 The 
delicate thin strokes contrast well with the strong headline, from which the 
characters appear to be suspended, and with the spots of colour created by the
24. There is no precise record of what was returned. Duprat’s allegiances naturally lay with the 
French accounts o f  the episode. Duprat continues to use the epithet ‘imperiale’ even after 
Napoleon’s second abdication in June 1815, but see below, n. 27. For information regarding 
surviving typographic materials o f the Typographia Medicea and Tipografia Poliglotta 
Vaticana, see James Mosley, Typefounding Materials; A List o f Locations (Privately 
circulated London, 1987), pp. 13 and 14.
25. Duprat, L ’Imprimerie Imp'eriale, p. 261.
26. Duprat, ibid. ,
27. Depending on the government of the day its name varied between the appemtions: Royale,
de la Republique, du Govemement, Imperiale, and Nationale. A
28. Specimen des Caracteres Vignettes, Armes, Trophees et Fleurons de 1‘Imprimerie Royale 
(Paris, 1819). See pis. 98 and 99.
29. It being the French translation o f Asiatick Researches, 1 (Calcutta, 1788).
30. Or Bengali engraving; see chapter 7. See also chapter 10 regarding the point system.
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C A R A C T E R E  BENGALI.
14 points. 
? ^ ° T i T O ^ T [ l o ^ 0% < o f'k X 05 toS U
srtTttorfinis^h^t 2W °9^iit^% i u
5rfrftC Tft33E!CT3<no 1
* ' t f w v H oyl f c k « l  l j
W ^ J h ^ s ^ r R c  •Q
? J n S ^ f o rI ^ J  lM-3^ n ^ o J  I "I |<d IMS “(j 
SJnortf%3oc)f^ 3 °^ 3 °  k'5 ^ ^ 1 °^1~3°^3° 
^ o ^ o r l l f o w d 0 3 i # i n g ^ 3 r f t t o h t e y  
H<<d<^Rt<o<5. ^ i< J h s  ’t d j t ^ 3 ’lW l ° 5 T $!i§ 1 
h ^ f < 3 . ^ l f i o J l ; IS ^ JTT3?iefR R t f e f ^ t rtS fl
^ P i ^ S ’ T^TSI0 W r j f R t ^ f p d % i 6 ‘Q
98. Bengali types o f the Imprimerie Royal (IR1): Specimen des Caracteres Vignettes Armes, 
Trophies et Fleurons de I'Imprimerie Royale (Paris, 1819)
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^3° u
sw ° cftm jr n n °  u
=wW t?T#n^= u 
rirftif§?tf2«rt3S f^~;lrfi°^ fef5m tg i 
PT?f0^ < f ' U l ^ W < f 0 C o T r ° ^ i ^ o l ^ I < < f 0 “{j
Extrait des Recherches Asiatitjnes, ou Alt'moiret de la Socieic eeablie au Bengale, 
tom. I.cr, pages Ixxxij et suiv.
99. Imprimerie Royale specimen cont
‘roundings’, vowel signs, and thickening of finial curves. The inherent fluidity 
of IR1 is emphasized by the repeated diagonals of such characters as "3" and 
T f, and also by the absence of regimented vertical lines: the upright strokes 
have been splayed, or, in the case of \  , slightly slanted.
Close inspection, however, gives the distinct impression that whilst some 
characters have been handled with confidence, the structure of others has eluded 
the designer or punchcutter. The sorts \5  and >3 " , number amongst those that 
have been more adroitly executed; perhaps because they possess characteristics 
which European engravers had previously encountered in the production of 
Arabic typefaces. One such characteristic is the treatment of the partial elliptical 
shape of the letterforms mentioned, as instanced by the waw\3  in Guillaume II 
Le Be’s 1599 Arabic typeface specimen.31 The same can be said of the stroke 
u- which is to be found in the raphala vJl and the cross-stroke of £ f  , and 
also the confident handling of the finial o f5 f and . Yet the treatment of 
* 1  is rather heavy-handed and is a very curious shape.
Despite the undoubted aesthetic qualities of IR1, numerous faults are also 
apparent in its design. The proportions of the sorts one to another within the 
fount are unbalanced. The character o f  is too narrow, the internal counters of 
, and \5 f are too small in comparison to ^ 7  and"2J . The aksara^ { for no 
evident reason has two forms; one possessing a particularly narrow counter32 
Restricting the depth of such conjuncts as ^  has impaired their
legibility. The character c J  appears condensed in comparision to the generous­
sized T> . The somewhat eccentric angle o f ^ i  , previously encountered in 
CW1,33 is probably designed to compensate for its right-hand curl, but other 
founts have coped satisfactorily with this element. The filling-in of the subscript
vowel signs, however, is presumably calculated to add colour.
31. Reproduced in The Le Be Memorandum; see pi. 100. Naturally, the sorts are not identical, 
but there is a similarity in their shaping and colouring.
32. See pi. 98, line 10.
33. See above, chapter 1, and pi. 16.
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Chara&eres Arabici,
In Gallia nuncprimuminciji.
) o &  ^ p A j L * J )
#•s'
G v l i  e l m  vs  L e B e Parificnfis 
incidcbat Lutctig anno 
CIO 1 0  1C .
T *T
A specimen by Guillaume II Le B  ^of his Arabic 
type, Paris, 1599 (Antwerp, Museum Plantin-Moretus)
A specimen of Guillaume II, Le B e’s Arabic type (Paris, 1599); The Le Be 
Memorandum (Paris, 1967)
The spacing is not well adjusted. Problems arise with characters preceding C , 
e .g .^ 7  a n d \5 t .34 The right side of^> also fouls with 3^".
v
Inconsistencies in spacing between the same letterforms, e.g. and "37 , 
suggest poor justifying of the matrices that cast the type.35 The very thin 
strokes and the tight space between the headline and the principal elements of 
such characters as «T , , and indicate that problems would arise in long
printing runs, and the face would not translate well into a smaller type size 
without considerable redesign work to ensure legibility. However, within the 
context of the development of printed Bengali letterforms, the main defect of 
this typeface must be its overtly European appearance.
It is curious that subsequent specimen books issued by the Cabinet des 
Poincons do not include IR1 or any other fount of Bengali types. The very 
informative Notice sur les Types de VImprimerie Royale of 1847 gives the 
origins of the Zend, Pehlevi, Telugu, and Burmese types, but the ‘14 points’ 
Bengali is not alluded to, nor is there even an indication of its existence. A 
small showing of IR1 can be found in the ‘Typenschau’ appended to 
Falkenstein’s Geschichte der Buchdruckerkunst in 1840.36 Although Falkenstein 
was able to obtain settings of non-Latin founts in Germany,37 he considered the 
founts of the Imprimerie Royale to be superior and therefore arranged for the 
‘Typenschau’ to be both composed and printed in Paris.
The 1819 specimen book of the Cabinet des Poincons refers to another set of 
Bengali characters in 16 point, ‘dont il n’existait point de Fontes au I.er Janvier 
1819’. The typeface is mentioned under the designation ‘Samscrit’ in the
34. See pi. 98, lines 8 and 16.
35. See Joseph Moxon, Mechanick Exercises on the Whole Art o f Printing (1683-4), eds.
Herbert D avis and Harry Carter, 2nd edn (New York: London, n.d), ‘Justifying the 
Matrices’, pp. 155 ff.
36. Falkenstein, Buchdruckerkunst, Appendix, see pi. 101.
37. Falkenstein, ibid., p. xiii.
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ftttjiofcifrf) unb 2 In il)a tifd j.
H w X 0 U th
S o n t f h it  (2 5 c » & n a g a r i ) .
^  W 7T 3  ^  $  H <17 3T rT ET 2; TI TJ7 ST H *T
5 J ^ H ^ o 7
. w t ' s M - * r « , f e r r i 5 t v t l r i n v
© c n g a lif d ).
^ 0t o n Q w l k U f b ^ ° U
© u ju r a t t i f d j .
«  j a  i  i  i  T  S
^  ^  3 , ^Js. " t  <»<►{] >fl n j^  >1 »<1 ^  ^  S. fll
j  ^  <H VI o f l  € j ^  <H «fl «J^ Jtl *fl ^  j g ^  3A  V
3 i ^  *  4  J> * .
101. IR1 specimen: ‘Typenschau*; Karl Falkenstein, Geschichte der Buchdruckerkunst 
(Leipzig, 1840)
section ‘L’Ancienne Typographie’, and Fouquet is named as its engraver. He is 
also listed as the engraver of a number of other founts, including a 13 point 
Sanskrit Devanagari which he is recorded as cutting in 1805.38 No showing of 
the 16 point Bengali fount has been discovered. In the later type specimen 
book of 1963 issued by the Cabinet des Poincons, reference is made to ‘188j
poincons en cuivre de caractere bengali, graves en 1805 par Fouquet’ .39 Again, 
no specimen of this fount is given, and there is no assurance that the 
characters were correctly identified as Bengali. It is likely that these were the 
13 point Devanagari characters mentioned above. The confusion surrounding 
these founts is compounded by the fact that only 6 steel punches of the 13 
point remain (in the possession of the Cabinet des Poincons of the Imprimerie 
Nationale) but these are held in a box which has Fouquet’s name crossed out 
and replaced by that of Henaffe, who engraved a century later.40
No further information has come to light from the Imprimerie Nationale (or 
from other sources) regarding the career of Fouquet, the 16 point Bengali 
characters, or the origins of IR1. With regard to the genesis of the latter fount, 
there is no evidence of involvement on Fouquet’s part; although he is known to 
have been active in cutting Bengali punches for the Imprimerie Imperiale/Royale 
at the beginning of the nineteenth century. Moreover, from the little evidence 
available, it cannot be inferred that Fouquet’s skills extended beyond that of 
engraving: neither the design nor the punchcutting of IR1 can be attributed to 
him. The lack of Bengali types, as noted above, in the imprints of the Vatican 
and Propaganda Fide presses, as well as in Bodoni’s works does not support 
the notion that the French fount was derived from an Italian prototype.
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38. ‘Etat des Caracteres’, Specimen des Caracieres ... de Vlmprimerie Royale.
39. Le Cabinet des Poincons de Vlmprimerie Nationale, 3rd edn (Paris, 1963), in the Gujarati 
section. A
40. Information from Paul-Marie Grinevald, librarian to the Imprimerie Nationale.
One explanation may be that the IR1 was cut solely for setting the Bengali 
text in the publication Recherches Asiatiques. Wilkins’s third fount of Bengali 
types (CW3) had been used for the original English edition, and the Imprimerie 
Royale’s fount could be regarded as a reinterpretation of CW3. A cursory 
comparison of both settings of the same text41 shows a strong resemblance 
between the two typefaces, principally occasioned by the adherence to the 
unusual proportions of CW3, as instanced by the undersized and tight of and 
the narrow internal counter of'S j . Yet IR1 is intrinsically different: note the 
stroke terminations o f 'S ' , the curves of the lengthened diagonal of 1/  , 
and the angle of . I n  this fount Wilkins’s typeforms appear to have been 
refined according to Western conventions of type design by a skilled artisan 
who was ignorant of their meaning: the errors of CW342 have been reinforced 
rather than removed.
The impracticalities of the design and its markedly European appearance hardly 
rendered IR1 influential in the development of Bengali typography. Moreover, it 
is not known whether characters additional to those used in the sample were 
ever produced. Nevertheless its manufacture is of interest because it exemplifies 
the production of founts designed to serve purposes divorced from their natural 
function. As indicated above, it is unlikely that IR1 was conceived as a vehicle 
for communicating the Bengali idiom to native readers. Any demand for its 
economic viability was waived by a special allowance within the Imprimerie 
Royale’s budget for unprofitable yet prestigious ventures;43 a resource not 
commonly available to the majority of typefoundries.44 The seemingly principal
41. Which differ in their word breaks; see pis. 102 and 103. Even Falkenstein’s specimen 
reproduces the first two lines o f this text
42. See above, chapter 1.
43. Which required the use o f Oriental characters; Charles Mortet, ‘France’, trans. Andre 
Pauliau, Printing A Short History o f the A rt, ed. R.A. Pedddie (London, 1927), p. 110.
44. Royal subventions assisted the Imprimerie Royale in the production o f types ‘which never 
would have existed for commercial reasons’; Updike, Printing Types, I, p. 246. However, a 
reinterpretation of an existing typeface would have been cheaper to produce than an original 
design.
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pofed in regular anapaeflick verfes according to the flri&eft rules o f Grech 
profody, but in rhymed couplets, tw o  o f which here form a iloca.
■^3^Fi5i^l3ss *? \
SF=P° tU’Jtr^Ti0 5ns 1{
t j tT 5f n °  xJR’C T t0 5 R i ? n t e t e xm 5i,° 
t l s P j 0 U
f m t f ^ r f m m 0 S r32 1
T n t  Z p I ^ I  1}
<5ft<> rtfs^ 0 «il^30 ^ 2° T t ^ f ^ T 0 W  3 t J # |
F 2
102. CW3; Asiatick Researches, 1 (Calcutta, 1788)
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3jS O n T  IT f  O j C T H O C J t A P H Y
W ’trf^(xvf3iin? sT?RiR^tn;i{
n ^ c 3 503^qnt?tnf° \
wftsv ^Tjri^tsftrt^0 ij
* fT  *115° * w  c n t r ^ f f e n f 0 i(
<f?^rt5^5^7^e V
^ 4 °  I ’ l n n T l W i *  i j
3?Tft<s?c3rcs ii
S K xi>i ? i^ iR < i ,,t^?  r w f t t 0 ? T ^ 3 i ^ i pr o n t i  
CsSt0 t v ^ T S l ^ * '  C 3 ^ r  ? ?  ^ 3 t U R c ? ? 0 H
muclha jahihi dhanagamatrlshfiam 
curu tenubuddhimanaK savitrlshnam* 
yallabhasfc nijacarmopattam 
vittam tena vinodaya chittaim
ca tava can tl ca(t£ putraTir 
sanscaroyam ativavichittrah? 
casya twam va cuta ay ita  
stattwam cbintaya tadidam bhratafr.
103. CW3; Asiatick Researches conL
function of the "exotic’ founts developed for grand polyglot publications45 was 
to bear testimony to the artistic skill of the type designer, typographer, and 
printer,46 but above all, to display the omniscience and imperial power of the 
country in question - in this instance, France.
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Whilst Napoleon Bonaparte may be accused of robbing Italian foundries in
order to enrich the Cabinet des Poincons of the Imprimerie Imperiale, the
introduction of new technology encouraged another kind of theft, namely
plagiarism on a grand scale. The copying of successful type designs by
punchcutters has always existed. Copies of founts often masqueraded as original
designs by dint of slight divergencies from the progenitors. The issues of
copyright and originality of design have never been satisfactorily resolved and
constantly feature among the topics for discussion at typographic conventions.47
One of the most explicit definitions of what constitutes an original design is to
be found in Legros and Grant’s Typographical Printing-Surfaces, and merits
quoting almost in its entirety:
a new design must not comprise anything that is merely 
an enlarging, a diminishing, a broadening, a lengthening, 
or even a distorting of some already-known form48 . . . .
Nor can a new design be produced by the mere removal 
of some portion of a letter, and the substitution of 
another portion, from a type form already known, for the 
portion removed.
A new design in type must present an actual and 
demonstrable difference of outline and change when 
compared with any of the existing forms of type, or 
indeed, of any existing form of portions of type. New 
design must mean an essential change in the structure of 
the character, and an essential change in its outline, so 
as to produce not only a different form and effect for
45. The 1805 and 1806 versions of the Oratio Dominica can hardly be considered suitable 
missionary or pedagogic material. The readership o f the somewhat academic Recherches 
Asiatiques would have been limited.
46. Being one and the same in Bodoni’s case. He suffered criticism for inaccuracies in his 
texts; Updike, Printing Types, H, 174-5.
47. e.g. ATypI conferences; see Edward Gottschall. ‘The State of the Art in Typeface Design 
Protection’, Visible Language, XIX, I (Winter, 1985), pp. 149-55.
48. Here italic is mentioned.
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the eye, but also an altogether different set of 
proportional measurements . . . .
What frequently comes under the head of new design in 
typefounders’ catalogues and circulars is simply a 
compilation from and variation in dimension of existing 
originals, by which an apparent or temporary novelty or 
improvement is brought about to meet the taste of the 
day.49
Legros and Grant, however, were not convinced, particularly in the case of
Latin typefaces, that their criteria for original designs could be met, for they
say of their own efforts:
The authors have themselves produced what have been 
and would still be called original faces, but, for their 
part, they have never attempted to register them, as with
their present knowledge of type faces they cannot 
honestly declare that anything they have ever done in 
this matter has been truly original. A merciless analysis 
has shown these designs to have merely been the 
unconscious adaptation or combination of some already 
existing, if not well-known, designs.50
The practice of the electrotyping of matrices which became widespread in the 
1840s brought with it an increase in the conscious plagiarism of successful 
designs.51 Standardization of type measurements and the baseline52 assisted in 
the wholesale copying of type designs by this convenient and economic method. 
Attempts at disguising the original models were frequently dispensed with, since 
no real protection was afforded by copyright laws.53 The greatest, or perhaps 
simply the most public, exercise of this kind was carried out by the Austrian 
kaiserlich-koeniglichen Hof- und Staats-Druckerei in the mid-nineteenth century.
The foundation of the K. K. Hof- und Staats-Druckerei in Vienna dates back to 
the beginning of the nineteenth century, when it was decided by the presiding 
Austrian government that the Imperial and Government printing establishments
49. Legros and Grant, Printing-Surfaces, pp. 118-119.
50. Legros and Grant, ibid.
51. See Richard E. Huss, The Printer’s  Composition Matrix (Delaware, 1985), pp. 28-29; see 
also Gaskell, Introduction to Bibliography, pp. 206, 207 and 210; and J.R. Johnson, ‘On 
Certain Improvements in the Manufacture of Printing Types’, Journal o f  the Society o f Arts, 
XXI (21 Mar 1873), pp. 334.
52. See below, chapter 10; see also Gaskell, Introduction to Bibliography, p. 284.
53. See Huss, Composition Matrix, p. 28.
should be incorporated into one institution under the management of Vincenz 
Degen, printer to the Imperial Court. From 1804, during its so-called first 
period,54 the press was mainly engaged in the production of government bank­
notes.
The second period, when the Imperial and Government press came directly
under governmental control,55 saw the range of its publications extended to
include ‘Einlosungs- und Anticipations-Scheine’ ,56 material essential to war
requirements, and legal books. By the year 1840, however, the use of the Hof-
und Staats-Druckerei by the Austrian authorities had declined. The quality of its
founts had diminished and considerations of economy had prevented the
introduction of technical inventions; only essential supplies were added to its
stock. Imprints were frequently marred by the varied colour and quality of its
paper and commissioned work was often not completed within the required
time-scales. In addition, the number of staff had dropped and, with the
exception of one individual, no punchcutter was employed by the K. K. Hof-
tke
und Staats-Druckerei or any other printing office in^whole of the Austrian 
monarchy.57
Circumstances changed radically during the third period which commenced with 
the appointment of Alois Auer as director in 1841. Auer, formerly a teacher of 
Italian who had studied and practiced typography for eleven years, was 
responsible for introducing new measures and reforms which transformed the 
printing and typefounding establishment. In order to restock the foundry, types 
were purchased and were reproduced at various sizes by the new process of
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54. ‘Erster Zeitabschnitt’; Geschichte der K.K. Hof- und Staats-Druckerei in Wien, In zwei 
Theilen (Vienna, 1851), Pt I, p. 7.
55. From 1816, Degen was appointed its first director.
56. Treasury Notes and Government Bonds; Geschichte der K.K. . . .  Druckerei, I, p. 12.
57. Ibid., I, p. 28.
stereotyping.58 It was not considered viable to acquire matrices owing to the 
capriciousness of public taste. Other reforms included the acquisition of iron 
presses and the recasting of all the types according to the typometric system 
which Auer sought to implement; it being a system comparable to the point 
system of Francois-Ambroise Didot59
The prospect of the Austrian trades exhibition, which was to open on 15 May 
1845, impelled the K. K. Hof- und Staats-Druckerei to undertake the urgent 
training of employees in the art of punchcutting by copying original models.
The huge effort invested in this task enabled the K. K. Druckerei to produce 
5,500 steel punches and about 10,000 matrices in sixty foreign languages which 
were displayed in the form of printed tables.60 The press was thus able to 
realize a hitherto unfulfilled proviso of an earlier regulation that the K. K. Hof- 
und Staats-Druckerei was to be furnished with ‘die Lettem aller erblandischen 
Sprachen’ .61
Auer, who was well acquainted with the polyglot publications of other nations, 
intended to place Austria at the forefront of foreign language type-cutting at the 
trade exhibition. To this end, he arranged the ‘Typenschau des gesammten 
Erdkreises, neu angefertigt in der K. K. Hof- und Staats-Druckerei zu Wien 
1845’.62 This comprised tables of type collections arranged according to their 
countries of origin, but which were, in fact, imitations produced by the 
Viennese foundry. The tables included the types of the Imprimerie Imperiale,
58. Ibid., I, p. 16.
59. Described in chapter 10.
60. The Geschichte der K.K. . . .  Druckerei, (I, p. 28) is ambiguous as to whether the punches 
were displayed as well; English translation in the polyglot version is unreliable. Punches 
were certainly displayed at the London exhibition: Uebersicht der von der Wiener k. k. Hof- 
und Staats-Druckerei in London ausgestellten Gegenstaende aller Graphischen Kunstzweige 
(Vienna, 1851), p. 9.
61. Geschichte der K X .  . . .  Druckerei, I, p. 9. Presumably these would include Greek, Cyrillic, 
and Arabic types, but not Indian founts.
62. Ibid., I, p. 28.
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Propoganda Fide, Bodoni’s types, and those of the Serampore missionaries.63 
Auer made no claims of originality for the designs. On the contrary, he invited 
comparison with the original models in order to demonstrate the faithfulness of 
the replicas. The Typenschau concluded with the table entitled ‘Oestereichs 
fremde Typen’ containing 72 ‘alphabets’ arranged according to the space 
available, all cast according to the typometric system (and all ostensibly original 
designs).
Such a table is also to be found in the second edition of Alfabete des 
Gesammten Erdkreises aus der K. K. Hof- und Staats-Druckerei in Wien 
(1876),64 a copy of which is housed at St Bride Printing Library and includes 
a Bengali script. It shows the same typeface as that employed for a Bengali 
version of the Lord’s Prayer in the 1847 imprint, Das Vaterunser in mehr als 
200 Sprachen und Mundarten mit Originaltypen,65 contained in Auer’s 
Sprachenhalle. An extremely large folio imprint, the Sprachenhalle66 was 
intended to form a contribution to the study of comparative philology and to 
demonstrate advances in the field of foreign language setting. Auer, recognizing 
the limitations of the earlier copperplate specimens of non-Latin scripts67 and 
the copious errors in the Oratio Dominica imprints of Marcel and Bodoni, 
intended to produce a truer representation of the script and achieve 
‘grammatical correctness of composition’ .68
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63. But the English and academic presses o f Berlin and Petersburg were not fully represented
in the display o f type specimens; Geschichte der K.K. . . .  Druckerei, I, p. 29.
64. See pi. 104.
65. 2nd edn (Vienna, 1847). "
66. It measures 58 by 81 centimetres.
67. Such as Chamberlayne’s, see above, Introduction.
68. The Times, (London, 11 Oct 1851), quoted in Beurtheilungen uber die k. k. Hof- und
Staats-Druckerei in Wien (Vienna, 1852), p. 118. The result can be seen in pi. 105.
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104. K.K. Hof- und Staats-Druckerei Bengali types (KKB); Alfabete des Gesammten Erdkreises 
cuts der K X . Hof- und Staats-Druckerei in Wien, 2nd edn (Vienna, 1876)
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105. KKB; Sprachenhalle: 2, D as Vaterunser in mehr als 200 Sprachen und Mundarien mil 
Originaltypen (Vienna, 1847)
At first glance, the poor quality of the K. K. Hof- und Staats-Druckerei’s 
Bengali design (to be termed KKB) is obvious and cannot be attributed to the 
constraints of the typometric system. KKB, which has the appearance of being 
produced by an engineer rather than created by a type designer, is devoid of 
vitality. This is, in part, caused by the regularity of all the vertical strokes 
neatly right-angled to the headline and the limited degree of contrast in stroke 
weight. The diagonal stress of the Imprimerie Royale’s fount has no place here.
Apart from the rigid adherence to a constant aksara (base character) height, the 
vertical strokes form the only consistent, but dominant, design element of KKB. 
Many of the basic letterforms appear to pull in different directions; compare 
with ^  with ^  . Uneven stroke thickness is also clearly visible, for 
example initial and medial C are dark in comparison to T/ and . One 
interesting feature is the apparent use of letterspacing to overcome excessive 
interword spacing when justifying text, compare the word at
beginning and at the end of the text.69 Considering the wealth of material the 
K. K. Hof- und Staats-Druckerei had to draw upon, KKB must be regarded as 
a remarkably poor effort by the Austrian letterfoundry, and one which 
contributes little to Bengali type history. The sole redeeming feature of the 
typeface is that it is legible.
The K. K. Hof- und Staats-Druckerei utilized its collection of ‘exotic’ types for 
printing editions destined to furnish the learned libraries in Europe, but in the 
context of vernacular typography the significance of Auer’s work does not lie 
in the foundry’s design of new typefaces. Of greater interest is the response of 
the K. K. Hof- und Staats-Druckerei to new technical processes, which enabled 
the copying of founts without the necessity of punchcutting.70 The use of 
galvano-plastics to ‘grow matrices’ from types was fully exploited by the press.
69. In lines 2 and 13 of pi. 105.
70. As distinct from matrix-engraving; see Legros and Grant, Printing-Surfaces, pp. 236-238.
See also below, chapter 8.
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By 1845 the K. K. Hof- und Staats-Druckerei had employed this process to
produce more than 20,000 matrices. Its awareness that the abuse of such
practices was injurious to the punchcutting profession, however, makes the
imperial press’s justification for indulging in such a vast operation all the
more remarkable:
Aber leider ward diese herrliche Erfindung von den 
meisten Schriftgiessem nur zum Nachtheile der 
Schriftschneider verwendet; indem sie pfundweise neue 
Schriften kaufen, und nach abgenommeS^Matrizen mit 
dem Gusse ungescheut Handel treiben.71
For some curious reason the K, K. Hof- und Staats-Druckerei considered itself
exonerated from any charge of professional misconduct. It reasoned:
Die Staats-Druckerei halt auch diese wichtige Riicksicht 
des Eigenthums aufrecht. Sie ahmt nur derlei 
Gegenstande zum eigenen Gebrauche nach, und gibt 
weder galvanische noch da von abgenommene Erzeugnisse 
aus der Anstalt,72
It continued to state in the Geschichte der K.K Hof- und Staats-Druckerei,73 
that this work was to form the basis for a cabinet of types, a ‘Typen- 
Cabinet’ ,74 which would be of use for future researchers, but it failed to 
mention by what authority the Staats-Druckerei obtained the right to copy 
founts even for its own use. By 1851 the K. K. Hof- und Staats-Druckerei 
employed over 900 persons, it printed more than 300,000 sheets each day,75 
and it possessed types for 104 languages.76
71. Geschichte der KJC. . . .  Druckerei, I, p. 33.
72. Ibid., I, p. 34. Vincent Figgins publicly protested against the practice of the electrotyping of 
matrices at the 1862 London exhibition, but it was ‘in vain’; T. B. Reed, A History of Old 
English Letter Foundries. A new edition revised and enlarged by A.F. Johnson (London, 
1952), p. 336. See also Johnson, ‘Manufacture o f Printing Types’, p. 334 f.
73. Geschichte der K.K. . . . Druckerei, I, p. 34.
74. See below.
75. Great Exhibition o f  the Works of Industry o f All Nations 1851; Official Descriptive and 
Illustrated Catalogue (London, 1851), III, p. 1027.
76. Official . . .  Catalogue, ibid., p. 1025.
The European involvement in Indian vernacular fount production during the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries is indicative of the growing interest in 
Orientalism shown by Western countries. This interest, largely a by-product of 
imperialism, was mainly confined to political or scholastic circles, whose 
typographic creations were divorced from the needs of the native population and 
were conceived rather as esoteric items. The infrequent appearance of the 
Bengali founts in European publications underlines the fact that at this time 
preoccupation with Bengal was almost exclusively the province of the British.77 
Nevertheless these founts amount to more than historical curiosities. Their 
inclusion in multi-lingual editions published by countries possessing little more 
than tenuous links with Bengal serves to raise important issues pertinent to the 
development of all vernacular typeface design.
In contrast to the vernacular imprints of missionary bodies or even of 
Europeans residing in Asia, those of the imperial presses of Europe fail to 
reflect a genuine interest in the peoples or culture (or indeed typography) of 
the countries whose languages are represented. The grandiose multi-lingual 
imprints reveal the propensity of a nation to exhibit its wealth or demonstrate 
its dominance in all areas, cultural as well as geographic. It is interesting to 
note that the jury at the London Exhibition of 1851 felt compelled to express 
its regret that ‘the private printers and type-founders of the Austrian empire 
should have failed so completely to exhibit their works’ ;78 so complete was the 
Imperial press’s domination in this field.
It is to the credit of the K. K. Hof- und Staats-Druckerei that it experimented 
with new technology in the field of non-Latin typography. It even introduced 
the first Austrian composing machine that could be adapted for foreign-language
77. See Richter, History o f  Missions, p. 134, n. 1.
78. Beurtheilungen uber die k.k. . . .  Druckerei, p. 162.
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setting.79 The Staats-Druckerei professed an interest in comparative philology; 
but the notion of a ‘Typen Cabinet’80 exemplifies an attitude common to such 
establishments, namely that the collections of foreign types were to be regarded 
as the show-cases of the imperial presses.81 Thus the primary function of the 
types would not appear to be the communication of the foreign idiom. If this 
did not constitute their main purpose, the question then arises, By what criteria 
should the founts be judged? Furthermore, is it justifiable to criticize designs 
for not accurately representing vernacular letterforms if they accord with the 
ideas of aestheticism acceptable to the intended, in this case European, public; 
the elegance of the Imprimerie Royale’s founts can hardly be disputed.
Communication has always been the purpose of typographic design, but are the 
founts deprived of significance if they fail to communicate words to native 
readers and convey instead artistic expressions of grandeur to the intended 
recipients of this message? It does not lie within the scope of this thesis to 
fully discuss such issues. Their mention, however, serves to emphasize the 
importance of establishing the function of a typeface prior to its evaluation and, 
more importantly, prior to its design.
The activities of the Stamperia Vaticana, the Sacra Congregatio de Propoganda 
Fide, the Imprimerie Imperiale, and the K. K. Hof- und Staats-Druckerei in 
relation to their respective collections of ‘exotic’ founts illustrate the confusion 
surrounding the originality of type designs. Far from being resolved, the 
problems regarding the protection of typeface designs have only been 
exacerbated by the implementation of new processes of type manufacture.
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79. Geschichte der KJC. . . .  Druckerei, I, pp. 36-37.
80. Presumably its response to the ‘Cabinet de Poincons’.
81. Indeed, foreign types seem to have been regarded by the imperial presses as collectable 
rather than functional items.
Section C
Indigenous Ventures
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Chapter 7
The GirTsa Vidyaratna Press and later foundry types.
. . .  about eighteen [years] after Dr Carey’s arrival in 
India, some of the natives had begun to print in 
Bengalee for their own countrymen. The first Hindoo 
who established a printing press in Calcutta, was a 
native of Hindoosthan, Baboo Ram. He was followed by 
Gunga Kishore, formerly employed at Serampore - the 
first man who conceived the idea of printing works in 
Bengalee as a means of acquiring wealth.. . .  By the 
close of 1820, there were no less than four native 
presses in constant employ, and they have been going on
increasing By 1825 there were six native
newspapers 1
The vigorous growth of the native press during the incunabula2 of Bengali 
vernacular printing was not matched by a corresponding establishment of 
typefoundries. Only one is known to have existed in 1856, namely that attached 
to the Ginsa Vidyaratna Press3 whose imprints exhibit the characteristics of 
Bengali type design peculiar to indigenous designers. The paucity of 
letterfoundries in the Indian subcontinent during the nineteenth century is 
strongly contrasted by the plethora of native foundries still active after the 
advent of both mechanical composition and photocomposition.
A number of reasons account for the sluggish beginnings of Indian participation 
in this field. The greatest, and most immediate, obstacle to the successful 
establishment of a typefoundry and press in Bengal was the necessity of 
importing from Europe virtually all the materials required for type manufacture 
and printing.4 William Carey’s preliminary enquires into the practicalities of 
vernacular printing revealed the high cost of procuring Bengali types at the turn
1 . Periodical Accounts o f the Serampore Mission, New Series, I, no. 9, p. 610.
2 . ‘when the appearance o f printed letters was still in the experimental stage, before settling 
down to accepted conventional forms’; Steinberg, Five Hundred Years o f  Printing, 3rd edn 
ipt (Middlesex, 1979), p. 17.
3. Dates o f the Girisa VidySratna Press are 1856-1866; Khan, Printing in Bengali Characters,
I, p. 391.
4. According to Peter Spalding, East India Company Mint Superintendent, ‘all the Antimony 
that we occasionally find in this country, has been brought from Europe or Arabia. - It is 
true I have been told that some has been sent from Napal, as a matter o f curiosity, but not 
as an article of commerce’; letter from P. Spalding to J. Gilchrist, 15 Aug 1797, in the 
latter’s A Dictionary, English and Hindoostanee, I, p.xlii, n. k.
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of the eighteenth century.5 The sentiment that ‘The greatest expense . . .  is that 
of printing5 5 is reiterated in the Memoirs and Periodical Accounts of the 
Serampore Missionaries which document the financial commitment demanded by 
their typefounding and printing operations;7 and reveal that the cost of the fire 
which destroyed their printing office in 1812 exceeded nine thousand pounds.8 
Admittedly, the Serampore Trio always undertook projects on a grand scale, but 
accounts of this period given by Charles Wilkins, John Gilchrist, and others9 
confirm that the burden of expense was a crucial factor in vernacular printing.
As Graham Shaw writes, ‘For a publication to be really successful, it would 
seem that the patronage of the East India Company was more or less 
essential’ ;10 particularly since the Company had a vested interest in the 
development of vernacular printing in Bengal. It was not merely due to the 
lack of resources or finance that the native Bengali possessed less incentive 
than his European compatriot to see the Bengali script rendered into print; 
political and religious interests were the motivating forces behind the setting up 
of the first vernacular presses and foundries.11 The earliest imprints were 
primarily intended for the enforcement of British rule,12 either by instructing the 
Company’s servants in the native dialect, or by printing regulations and other
5. See above, chapter 3i.
6 . Memoir Relative to the Translations (1808), p. 22.
7. Typefounding, as well as paper manufacture, was originally intended to circumvent the 
expense o f importing types and paper.
8. Baptist Magazine fo r  1812 p. 402; see above, chapter 3ii.
9. See Rama Kamala Sena, A Dictionary in English and Bengalee (Serampore, 1834), I, 
Preface, pp. 5-20; see also Haji Mustapha, trans., Seir Mutaqharin, II, Letter to William 
Armstrong, Calcutta, 15 May 1790, pp. 3-31.
10. Shaw, Printing in Calcutta, p. 26.
11. Which were established principally ‘phiringiriamupakarartham’ (for the benefit o f the 
foreigner); see above, chapter 1.
12. See above, chapter 1.
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government material. Rama Kamala Sena described the motivation behind his
seventeen-year struggle to publish A Dictionary in English and Bengalee:
Bengal being the seat of the British Government, the 
language of that province is exclusively used in the 
principal offices of Government; the accounts of the 
territorial and financial departments are also in the first 
instance kept in Bengalee, and the principal native 
officers in these departments are natives of that province.
Hence it is highly desirable that the Bengalee language 
should be known to Europeans, and that the native 
officers of the Government, on the other hand, should be 
aquainted with the English, as being the language of the 
rulers of the country, in which almost all the 
correspondence of Government is carried on, and which 
is the regular and principal channel of communication 
between Englishmen and Natives. It is therefore 
necessary that proper means should be placed within the 
reach of both parties for their mutual benefit and 
convenience, for until these languages are mutually 
understood by the rulers and the ruled, the administration 
of justice and the management of public affairs cannot 
be duly and advantageously secured.13
Otherwise publications were directed at the ‘Heathen’ for his conversion. 
Consequently, the demand for printing services came either from the East India 
Company or the British and Foreign Bible Society and other such institutions, 
but not from the indigenous population, which had previously contented itself 
with a tradition of oral literature and a class of scribes able to produce 
written14 documents when required.
Despite the often unacknowledged15 native assistance in European typefounding 
ventures, there arose appreciable differences in the style of Bengali types cut by 
local craftsmen and those prepared by foreign residents in Bengal; the chief 
characteristic of the latter being a more constructed, less fluent shape that 
contradicts the customary penned stroke sequence, as illustrated below:16
13. Rama Kamala Sena, Dictionary, I, Preface, pp. 6-70.
14. Or engraved.
15. See above, chapters 1 and 3i.
16. Also illustrated above, in chapter 3ii, but it is worth repeating, in part, here.
< r  ^
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This dichotomy in design perhaps reflects the non-native designer’s ignorance of
the subtleties of Bengali calligraphy, or the influence of inscriptional forms
created by a growing interest in Indian palaeography.17 The origins of
divergencies in contemporary styles of written forms have been explored in
Indian palaeographical studies; R. J. Pandey summarized his findings:
There were three sets of people, who influenced the 
course of alphabets. Firstly there were the Brahmanical 
teachers, literateurs and priests, who invented alphabets 
and modified them for literary and religious puiposes on 
the basis of pictographs, representations and symbols 
created by still earlier men. They further introduced 
changes under the impact of grammar and phonetics.
This process was later on facilitated by the Buddhist and 
Jain monks and nuns, who assidiously devoted 
themselves to the task of writing and copying sacred 
texts. The second set of people, who affected the 
evolution of alphabets, consisted of the individual 
professional writers and the castes of writers, which 
originated in India. Their genius was not creative, but 
they had the power of adaptation and modification of 
forms to suit their convenience regarding writing 
materials and speed in actual writing. They were also 
not indifferent to the elegance of letters. This must have 
necessitated changes in the shapes of letters. This third 
set of people responsible for variations in the forms of 
letters included stone-masons and engravers on metals.
This third set being semi-educated was less effective 
than the first two. But the very nature of materials 
(stone and metals) on which they had to work gave new 
orientations to the various limbs of letters. The evolution 
of the monumental forms and alphabets was mostly due 
to the needs of this class of people in carving, incising, 
drilling and engraving.18
17. As shown by the articles in Asiatick Researches, vols. 1-4 (Calcutta, 1788-1795) printed at
the Honourable Company’s Printing Office.
18. R J. Pandey, Indian Palaeography (Benares, 1952), pp. 95 and 96.
The difference in approach to the design of Bengali phonemes for metal 
typecasting would have originated from two sources: the model from which a 
typeface was derived; and the instruments and materials employed for its 
generation. As debated above, the origins of CW1 cannot be attributed to any 
particular manuscript, and this fount exhibits characteristics reminiscent Of early 
epigraphic forms.19 Wilkins may have been inspired by the inscriptional forms 
he studied,20 although a degree of correspondence would naturally occur by 
means of the similar method of character generation, i.e. engraving. But the 
constructed quality permeating the type designs of European authorship since 
Wilkins’s first fount may be due, in part, to Pancanana’s involvement in cutting 
CW1 and in casting the early Serampore types. His second name, Karmakara, 
signifies blacksmith, and, as stated by Pandey, ‘persons who engraved 
documents on plates, belonged to the professsional castes of blacksmiths, 
copper-smiths, gold-smiths and other artisans’ .21
The attempts of native craftsmen to unite the two disciplines of writing and 
engraving in the production of their founts yielded quite different results. The 
decorative manuscript style formed the basis of their designs, which were 
necessarily compromised by three factors. Firstly, the intrinsic limitations of 
metal prohibited a free interpretation of the written hand irrespective of the 
script. Ruari McLean explains, ‘Although the shapes of our letters were 
originally evolved and determined by the instruments . . .  with which they were 
written, the fact that to turn them into types meant cutting shapes on steel 
punches brought another influence into their shaping: an influence that very
19. Compare the structure o f CW1 with the letterforms o f the ‘Copper Plate Grant o f
Bakerganj’ (see pi. 106); yet James Prinsep, secretary to the Asiatic Society of Bombay 
remarked, ‘It is much to be regretted that when first a fount, o f Bengali type was prepared 
the letters were made after the model o f the running hand or writing instead o f this 
[copper plate grant] which may be called the print hand’; Journal o f  the Asiatic Society o f  
Bengal, VII (Jan-Dee 1838),p. 40 n. [1],
20. See Johnston, ‘Charles Wilkins’, p. 128.
21. Pandey, Indian Palaeography, p. 93.
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subtly affected the curves and the way that the curves joined straight lines.’22 
Secondly, local punchcutters were impeded by their own relative inexperience in 
the craft of engraving steel punches. This inexperience rendered them^to the 
influence of European traditions of type designs.23 Thirdly, the principal 
purchasers of Bengali types - being, on the whole, foreign to Bengal - had 
become accustomed to the early founts of CW1 and CW2, and thus wished to 
adhere to familiar designs 24 These factors are reflected in the type designs of 
the Ginsa Vidyaratna Press. Its most successful designs are these that emulate 
the chirographic style first captured in metal by Kalikumara Raya.25
Information regarding the origins of the many founts employed in the 
Vidyaratna Press’s imprints is not available. It is probable that, at least initially, 
founts of type or matrices were acquired from outside sources like the Baptist 
Mission Press, or else they comprised imitations of styles then current in 
Bengal. Some designs, however, do appear peculiar to the Girisa Vidyaratna 
Press and support the assumption that they were indigenous to its typefoundry.
The smallest text faces are the least satisfactory founts produced by the 
foundry. Although they follow the scribal style of character formation26 and 
incorporate ligatures and conjuncts to maintain an even depth (and thereby 
uniformity), these faces do not share the elegance and flow of the larger-sized 
designs. One example is the fount termed here GV1;27 its disproportionate 
intercharacter spacing diminishes the legibility of this typeface. The excessive 
spacing, which kills any vitality or movement inherent in the letterforms, is
22. McLean continues: ‘Another factor in the design o f metal types is that type metal, in the 
process o f printing, gets worn, and thickens: the old typecutters therefore anticipated this 
and allowed for it in designing their types.’ McLean, Manual o f  Typography, p. 80. Such 
refinements were unlikely to have been introduced into Indian typefounding until the late- 
nineteenth century.
23. Although Charles Wilkins and William Carey had not benefited from i t
24. See below, chapter 10 regarding reader conservatism.
25. See above, chapter 3ii and pi. 52.
26. i.e. ductal rather than glyptal; see Charles Bigelow and Donald Day, ‘Digital Typography’,
Scientific American, 249, no. 2 (August, 1983), p. 108.
27. See pi. 107.
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107. Ginsa Vidyaraina Press: Bengali types (GV1, and GV3); ^yamacarapa Sarma, Bangala 
Vyakarana (Calcutta, 1860)
accentuated by the uneven texture of the typeface created by clumsy weight 
distribution. Such basic faults in type design appear indicative of this foundry’s 
inexperience in translating lettering into type.28
The design of the types employed for the footnotes in the third edition of 
^yamacarana Sarma’s Bengali grammar has been more successfully executed.29 
Here the spacing is in keeping with the disposition of the strokes, which do 
not attempt to maintain a great amount of weight differential, whilst the wider 
internal counters compensate for the loss in character height. The design, to be 
termed GV2, resembles the smaller typefaces of the Serampore and Baptist 
Mission Presses, particularly with regard to medial T and the manner in which 
the oblique downstrokes join the perpendicular stems of the letterforms.
i
Although the smaljer-sized Bengali founts issued from the Girisa Vidyaratna 
typefoundry are disappointing in terms of design, they were skilfully used by 
the Press, who did not baulk at complex handsetting. Often several different 
type sizes appear on the same page - at times to the detriment of its 
readability - as well as superiors, mathematical signs, and complex tabulation 
with two reading directions. The hyphen was also employed for justified text; 
ragged right and centred text were also customary, depending on the nature of 
the publication. There was no lack of experimentation in typographic layout, 
which was generally very successful, serving to enhance the founts at its 
disposal.30
The larger types of the letterfoundry conform to the essential prerequisites of 
good lettering, showing uniformity and consistency in design, maintaining
28. e.g. the failure to recognize that a character is determined as much by the space that 
encompasses it, as_by die space Uiat it encloses.
29. Syamacarana Sarma, Bangala Vyakarana (Calcutta, 1860); see pis. 107 and 108.
30. See pis. l6 9  and 110.
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110. Bengali tabulation; Sarma, VyQkarana
sufficient distinction in character formation to ensure readability. These faces 
share the method of letter structure common to formal Bengali penmanship31 
which is lacking in the designs produced by the European typefoundries and 
also in GV2. The elegance and vibrancy of these founts employed in editions 
of Chandahkusuma32 and Naradeha Nirnaya33 are aided by the deliberate effort 
given to the design of each sort, as instanced by . whose fmial varies in 
length and curvature when in conjunction with another consonant.34 Each sort, 
whether basic character, conjunct, or ligature appears carefully designed in 
harmony with the remainder of the typeface, rather than fused together from 
common components. A number of conjuncts, however, are still generated by 
the phald system created by Wilkins for his first Bengali typeface.
The later imprints of the Gins a Vidyaratna Press35 show that, in time, it was 
competent to produce very presentable and readable typefaces in the smaller 
range of type sizes while still avoiding the European style of letter structure. 
However, none of the founts can be considered outstanding for its period, and 
the employment of the accepted method of composition did not encourage other 
native foundries to seek alternative solutions to the problem of the reproduction 
of the Bengali script by pre-fabricated letterforms.
The founts produced by the first native foundry thus adhered closely to the 
European modus operandi of Bengali composition, and the gap between the 
handwritten and the printed form necessarily remained wide. Although in the 
first instance the printed form of the Bengali script was intended to mimic the 
calligraphic hand, it gradually produced its own peculiarities. Bengali type
31. See above, chapter^ 3ii, and Lambert, Devanagari Script, pp. 177 and 178.
32. Bhuvanamohana Raya Caudhuri Chandahkusuma (Calcutta, 1864); see pi. 111.
33. Rajakrsna Raya Caudhuri, Naradeha Nirnaya (Human Physiology in Bengali)
(Calcutta, 1859); see pi. 112.
34. See pi. i02, lines 7, 12 and 14 (GV3); see also pi. 107, sandhi section.
35. See 1899 edition o f Nilamani Vasaka’s NavanarT  (Calcutta, 1899); see pi. 113.
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111. Bengali text with superior figures; Bhuvanamohana Raya Caudhuri, 
Chandahkusuma (Calcutta, 1864)
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113. Bengali text face: Nnamani Vasaka, Nava nan (Calcutta, 1899)
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design developed as an art form, distinct from (and not secondary to) that of 
lettering. Charles Wilkins and William Carey as pioneer designers of Bengali 
founts had been disadvantaged by their ignorance of typefounding as well as by 
their limited comprehension of the Indian phonological system; but even to 
the native typefounder, the Bengali script was much more complex to cast and 
compose than the Latin alphabet.
No absolute character set had been determined for Bengali composition;36 even 
the simplest textual matter required several hundred sorts to achieve a fair 
representation. The time and cost of engraving so many punches37 prohibited 
the production of many different weights and type sizes. Thus the emphasis 
from the outset was placed on reducing the number of characters by various 
means. Wilkins confined his first Bengali fount to some 170 sorts by 
employing common components to generate types that were wanting.38 An 
increasing number of indigenous designs, however, sought to improve the 
quality of handsetting by extending the number of sorts to include the most 
frequent conjuncts, combinations with raphala, and some with subscript vowel 
signs. The customary number of sorts grew to just over 500.
Two works by the founders of the Sanskrit Press,39 IsVaracandra Vidyasagara 
and Madanamohana Tarkalankara, first published in the mid-nineteenth century 
assisted in establishing a standard Bengali character set for printed works. 
Sisusiksa40 and Vartiaparicaya41 enjoyed immense popularity, both running to 
well over a hundred editions before the turn of the century. In typographic 
terms Vidyasagara’s Bengali primer, Varnaparicaya, is of greater importance.
36. This remains the case today. See above, chapter 3iii.
37. ‘About one per day being the average output’ [for Latin]; Whetton, Practical Printing, p. 8; 
see also chapters 1 and 5.
38. Using what later became known (particularly for Devanagari composition) as the ‘Degree’ 
system; see below, chapter 8.
39. Founded in 1847; there  ^were several Sanskrit Presses at this time.
40. Madanamohana TarkalankSra, Sisu&ksa (The Infant Teacher), (Calcutta, 1849).
41. Isvaracandra Vidyasagara, Varnaparicaya, Pts I and II (Calcutta, 1855).
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The author, who is known to have concerned himself with typographic 
problems,42 explains in the preface to the first part the necessity for introducing 
the dotted characters , T5 and ; the relegation of anusvara ^  , visarga 
§ , and candrabindu &  to the list of consonants (vy dry ana), and ^  to the 
conjuncts; and the ommission of and ^  which were to be regarded as 
obsolete. These practices still occur in printed text. Furthermore, the conjuncts 
listed by Vidyasagara replaced Carey’s as the standard set to be taught in 
schools. This ‘simplified’ character set, which was used to typeset his works, 
became known as the ‘Vidyasagar sort*.43
Perhaps surprisingly, Vidyasagara, a Sanskrit pundit and eminent literary figure, 
had no reservations regarding the free use of Latin punctuation in Bengali 
text,44 and thus endorsed the acceptance of traditional European typographic 
values 45 His works utilize the hyphen to justify the text; justification could 
otherwise only be achieved by variable interword spacing, since the supposedly 
connecting headline prohibited letterspacing46
The joining nature of the script did not pose as great a problem as the three to 
four tier nature of the writing system, illustrated below:
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The difficulties this system imposed were overcome to some extent by reducing 
the so-called x-height47 of the basic aksaras, and setting half-bodied, or quarter­
bodied, characters above or below these in order to attach vowel signs and 
compose conjuncts not available as one sort. The fit was often far from
42. See Benoy Bose, Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar (Delhi, 1965), p. 147; see also Asok Sen, 
Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar and his elusive Milestones (Calcutta, 1977), pp. 23-28.
43. Bose, Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar, p. 148. ^
44. Unlike Marathi composition, the Latin full-point has never been adopted.
45. N.b. some attempts were made to print in puthi form, but these were abandoned.
46. In hand-composed matter, gaps in the headline are often apparent.
47. See above, pi. 12.
satisfactory and the process was cumbersome for the compositor. The half­
bodied characters and the difficult kerning characters also necessitated a large 
amount of interlinear spacing. Composing was therefore a complex and time- 
consuming business. It entailed memorizing large case lays (which could 
number up to eight per fount) and the different methods of producing the 
required character combinations. The distribution48 of typeset matter was a 
correspondingly lengthier task than for English composition, which only had an 
upper and a lower case. The number of types cast from each matrix depended 
on the frequency of each sort in normal text. Frequency also determined the 
arrangement of the case lays; they can thus be considered as the forerunners of 
the keyboard layouts of mechanical composition.
Initially, the typefoundries and the presses in Bengal were housed in the same 
establishment, but as Calcutta increased in stature as a major printing centre in 
South Asia, indigenous foundries grew up independently, supplying the presses 
with Bengali type, usually to a 510 character set. Over the last two centuries, 
the products of the typefoundries have improved in quality49 but the design of 
Bengali types for text matter has not changed in any significant manner.
The display faces or designs intended for commercial use have, however, 
altered radically. Type specimen books produced after Indian independence 
surprisingly show the latest designs to possess an even greater Western 
influence than the earliest founts of the Girisa Vidayratna Press. This is 
primarily due to the status still enjoyed by the English newspaper and magazine 
as models of typographic excellence. In addition, the continued use of English 
in many vernacular papers and magazines, particularly in advertisements, has 
created a demand for Bengali types compatible in design to the popular Latin
48. 'Distribution . . .  is the practice of returning type, leads and other materials utilized in 
composing a job back to their respective cases and racks’; Whetton, Practical Printing, 
pp. 23-24. j  _
49. For a publication o f excellent quality, see the Sanskrit Press’s 1864 edition o f Sisusiksa; 
see pis. 114 and 115.
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115. Bengali text; Tarkalankara, Sisusiksa (1864)
fonts. Hence the appearance of Bengali typefaces drawn with specific Latin 
faces in mind; expressions like Bengali Times and Devanagari Helvetica are not 
uncommon. Whether such designs, as figured on plates 116 and 117, function 
satisfactorily as representations of the Bengali script is a separate issue that 
requires further discussion.50
Depite the introduction of mechanical composition, succeeded by 
photocomposition, the demand for movable metal type continues. Paristosh Dhar 
the President of the All India Type Founders Federation, in his address to the 
7th Conference o f All India Type Founders (Calcutta, 1982), estimated that 
there existed over 300 foundries in India. The Girisa Vidyaratna Foundry was 
the first of many native typefoundries in Bengal whose livelihood was sustained 
by the establishment of Bengali-owned presses spearheaded by Babu Rama in 
1807.52 The growth of the indigenous typefoundries in the Indian subcontinent, 
precipitated by the rise of the native press,53 was not merely due to the 
increased demand for printed vernacular matter and increases in the literacy of 
the local population; their development, and without doubt their continued 
existence, was for the most part owed to the mechanization of punchcutting.54
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50. See below, Epilogue.
51. p. 6 .
52. G. Smith, The Life o f  William Carey, p. 274. He did not undertake Bengali printing until 
1816; Khan, Printing in Bengali Characters, I, p. 404.
53. During the period 1857-1867 there were 87 periodicals and newspapers in Bengal; B.S. 
Kesavan, History o f  Printing and Publishing in India (New Delhi, 1985), I, p. 214.
54. See Part II.
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116. Bengali type specimens (1)
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Bourgeois
ft** «ir.« «*R Rtr^ *p-»i5 *U7rtr.f3 
of?1^ w  t&a f^<5!ffcTR T^s^ ira cn^f;
Ajanta Script (12 Point)
v v t f j  *Fs>  fsfjrf tfW
fsr'%t?rstzefa  w *zi f t*  /
Double Great (Compressed)
w  n
Double Great
T O W
TAN SEN  (Double Great)
*n $i i  *
Nalanda Italic (54 Point)
o r f& H S o l  6  6
24 Point
s m  m & i  <$ ?
Rabindranath (72 Point)
? W 5 W 1  I *
117. Bengali type specimens (2)
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Part H
Mechanical Typefounding and Composition of Bengali
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C h a p te r  8 
L ino type  C om position
The closing quarter of the nineteenth century witnessed the transformation of 
typefounding and printing in Europe and America by the invention of various 
mechanical devices. It was not until the third decade of the twentieth century 
that Bengal experienced the true impact of these inventions which effectively 
revolutionized vernacular printing.
The exacting task of punchcutting was the first to be transformed. As already 
indicated,1 in the creation of every typeface each sort required its own punch2 
‘strong enough to imprint its image upon a piece of metal capable, itself, of 
serving as a matrix to receive molten metal. And the task of creating the 
punch for every alphabet, in every desired size was indeed formidable’ .3 The 
cutting of Bengali punches was even more demanding than those of the Latin 
script owing to the size of the character set, the complexity of the letterforms 
including kerning characters, and the three to four tier nature of the script.4 In 
1884 the highly skilled and laborious work of the punchcutter was greatly 
facilitated, if not rendered redundant, by the pantographic punchcutting machine5 
invented by an American from Milwaukee named Linn Boyd Benton.6
1. See chapter 1.
2. Or counter punch/punches, which were frequently shared by different sorts.
3. John W. Seybold, The World O f Digital Typesetting (Pennsylvania, 1984), p. 7.
4. Bengali foundry founts averaging 500 characters; see above, chapter 7. Gutenberg’s original 
fount comprised approximately 290 sorts; Albert Kapr, Johannes Gutenberg; Personlichkeit 
und Leistung (Leipzig, 1986), p. 158. Although some of Gutenberg’s sorts were arguably
as complex, they did not operate on so many levels.
5. Subsequent punchcutting machines can be considered as versions or modification of this; 
see pi. 118. Hand-cut punches are still produced today, see Stan Nelson, ‘Mould Making, 
Matrix Fitting and Hand Casting’, Visible Language XIX, 1 (Winter, 1985,) p. 98-106.
6 . In partnership with R.V. Waldo (Walter Tracy, Letters o f Credit (London, 1986), p. 35). It 
was patented in Great Britain in 1885; Legros and Grant, Printing-Surfaces, p. 630 (patent 
no. 327855).
118. Fig. 1 . Benton punchcutting machine 
Fig. 2. Linotype punchcutting machine
\  “ I? J- Grant, Typographical Printing-Surfaces, London 1916,
figs. 149 and 160)
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In order to cut a punch from this machine, or one of its derivatives, a large- 
scale drawing, approximately ten inches in height, was required from which to 
make a model, a former, in high relief and pantographically reduced to about 
two and a half inches high. The formers when fixed on the punchcutting 
machine were traced around the edge by the operator with a blunt rod7 which 
caused a revolving cutter to engrave a punch at the correct size in direct 
relation to the contours of the model. An operator could produce between 
twenty and thirty punches a day for a Latin typeface, averaging seventeen cuts 
per punch8 and by means of an adjustment he was able to cut different sizes 
from the same drawing.9
The pantographic punchcutter heralded the mechanization of typecasting and 
typesetting which served to blur once again10 the distinction between 
typefounder, compositor, and printer. The earliest successful11 typesetting 
machine was the Linotype invented by Ottmar Mergenthaler (1854-1899)12 and 
patented in the United States in 1886: it was installed in the New York 
Tribune the same year. It distinguished itself from earlier cold-metal composing 
machines, which cast pre-set type, by utilizing hot metal to cast fresh type 
during composition. The Linotype derived its name from its facility of casting 
lines or ‘slugs’ of type rather than individual types.13 It comprised a keyboard, 
a magazine containing matrices, a casting and a distributing mechanism.14 Over 
the years the Mergenthaler Linotype Company developed a variety of models
7. Beginning with the larger.
8. Compare to the figure o f one punch per day in handcutting (H. Whetton, ed., Practical 
Printing and Binding (London, 1954), p. 8.) and the necessity to have different masters for 
each size.
9. Thereby adumbrating film and digital fonts that use one design size as a master for all
sizes, which is not always desirable, see below, chapters 10 and 1 1 .
10. See above, chapter 7.
11. The first composing machine to be patented (patent no. 4664, 24 March 1822) was 
invented by Dr William Church. 173 such devices are listed in The Journal o f  
Typographical Research  (July, 1967). Seybold estimates 38,000 Linecasters were sold by 
the late 1960s; Seybold Digital Typesetting, pp. 40 ff.
12. Strictly speaking, Mergenthaler should only be credited with the invention o f the notion of
circulating matrices and their distribution,
13. Thus such devices became known as linecasters or slugcasters. The first commercially 
available Linotype machine was called the ‘Blower’; see pi. 119.
14. See the description given in Mergenthaler’s Linotype’s Machine Principles (1940).
119. Fig. 1. Linotype Blower o f 1886 
Fig. 2. Linotype Arabic machine
(Legros and Grant, Printing-Surfaces, figs. 401 and 407)
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with additional features, but these were based on essentially the same principles 
as the early Linotypes.15
In lieu of a compositor to assemble cast types, the Linotype operator controlled 
this function of the machine by means of the keyboard. On depression of the 
keys, the matrices assembled in the order in which they were typed. Once a 
line was complete, justification being ‘mechanically automatic’,16 it was cast in 
A ,mas a finished slug or line, thus obviating the need for a typefounder. Since 
each matrix automatically returned to its position after casting, ready for further 
use, distribution was also performed by the Linotype and the quantity of 
matrices required per fount was considerably less than the number of types 
usually held in a founder’s fount.17 In the case of Latin founts, each matrix 
normally accomodated two characters, one roman and the other either bold or 
italic. Typically, the linecaster had access to a magazine of ninety channels at 
one time. This contained the fount of type at a given size18 in the form of 
duplexed matrices;19 thus the operator did not need to change magazines20 when 
switching from roman to bold.21 After use, the slugs were melted down for the 
metal to be recycled, thereby avoiding the cost and space created by standing 
type.
15. It is not within the scope o f this thesis to discuss all models and features. See Legros and 
Grant, Printing-Surfaces, (pp. 423-5) regarding the early models.
16. Unlike cold-metal machines. For a description o f the mechanism see Legros and Grant, 
Printing-Surfaces, p. 428; also see below, chapter 9. Linotype linecasters are still in use 
and serviced today, but they are no longer manufactured.
17. The number o f matrices held for each character depended on the fount scheme, up to 20
were required. The type it cast was o f softer type alloy than that used in foundry types;
see Whetton, Printing and Binding, pp. 13 ff.
18. The Linotype normally cast slugs SVi to 36 point and 48 point capitals up to a maximum 
measure of 30 or 36 ems; some models could set 42 picas. See chapters 9 and 10 
regarding type measurements. ~
19. Which had to share the same width, the double-letter matrix was introduced in 1898/9.
20. When full, it weighed between 50 to 60 lb.
21. ‘Roman’ meaning ordinary; see Linotype, Printing Terms, p. 36. Some models had 
switching facilities.
The advantages22 of the Linotype were evident since the tasks of type casting, 
composing, justifying, and distributing had either been simplified or eliminated 
with no great diminution in typographic quality.23 Unprecedented setting speeds 
were now achievable: a skilled compositor could compose approximately 2000 
characters an hour in English. Nevertheless there existed considerable 
disadvantages for non-Latin typesetting, for which purpose the composing 
machines had never been designed. The numerous attempts to adapt Indian 
scripts to the limited ranges of mechanical typesetters (and their keyboards) 
developed by foreign manufacturers met with varying degrees of success, but 
ultimately redefined what was henceforth considered acceptable as legible 
typography.
The two methods of hand composition originally designed for setting 
Devanagari, viz. the ‘Akhand’ and the ‘Degree’ systems, proved untenable for 
linecasting and rotary printing. The Akhand (otherwise known as Calcutta) 
system, relied on the support of kerning elements by the shoulders of adjacent 
characters and employed a large character set. The Degree (or Bombay) 
system24 utilized three levels of type-matter comprising main character, 
subscript, and superscript in order to compose one line.25 All these features 
were inadmissable in the case of the linecaster, and the adaptation of vernacular 
scripts for such mechanical inventions encouraged the formation of script reform 
committees who were particularly active in the case of Hindi.26
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22. Not all o f which can be mentioned here, and which are not necessarily pertinent to this 
discussion.
23. Regarding this point see John C. Tarr, Printing To-day (Oxford, 1949), pp. 44 ff.
24. Akin to the phala  system; see pi. 120.
25. Consequently causing much breakage of type through continual use.
26. Often known as ‘Hindi Script Reform’ despite the fact that Hindi is a language, not a 
script.
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Devanagari, Bombay, 1965, fig. 19)
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The aspirations of the script reformers as described by Bapurao S. Naik in 
relation to Devanagari were equally applicable to Bengali:
a) Improvement in the script with a view to facilitate 
the graphic representation of all phonemes, including 
those in the foreign words in order to maintain the 
precision of the language.
b) Change in the present method of joining the vowels 
with the consonants, for the elimination of the three step 
method of setting and changes in conjunct formation 
which are aimed at the reduction in the number of 
types.
c) Change in the present method of casting type sorts so 
as to facilitate linear setting either with or without over­
hangs and thus provide the desired facility for 
mechanical composition,27
With regard to Naik’s first point, it should be recalled that at the beginning of 
this century the Bengali script had still eluded formalization. The earliest 
attempts at type design for Indian scripts had been modelled on characters 
penned by scriveners, whose hands betrayed their place of origin and period as 
styles varied from region to region.28 The problem of standardization, which 
was essentially that of orthography, and to some extent morphology,29 became 
entangled with the modifications in typefounding for ease of composition. In the 
case of Devanagari, many conferences were convened to discuss the 
standardization of the typeforms. But it was only in 1960 that the Indian 
Government was able to reach a decision on this issue, which was endorsed by 
the Government of Maharashtra in 1962 after some amendments. Its decision30 
could not, however, be regarded as conclusive: printers often felt disinclined to 
implement the recommendations of the committees.
27. B.S. Naik, Typography o f  Devanagari (Bombay, 1965), pp. 146-7.
28. See above,t chapter 1. ^
29. In Nepali r \y  t is preferred to nM i c R (
30. Summarized by Naik, Typography of Devanagari, pp. 394-5.
The driving force behind the implementation of Bengali on a Linotype machine
j  (■ ^  _  , _
t_; , was Siresh Chandra Majumdar of the Sri Gouranga Press, the proprietor of the 
1 daily newspaper, Ananda Bazar Patrika31 During the 1930s Indian newspapers 
were eager to convert from the slow flat-bed presses to the more economical 
high-speed rotary presses, but this presented problems in the case of vernacular 
printing. The use of these presses demanded that all type-matter be 
stereotyped;32 a process that exerted tremendous pressure33 on the kerns and 
interlocking features peculiar to Indian vernacular foundry types. The resulting 
breakages and excessive wear and tear caused some newspapers to revert to the 
slower printing methods. Majumdar, however, persisted34 in discovering a means 
of overcoming the obstacles that hindered the setting of his newspaper by 
means of a slugcaster.
The principal technical difficulty in the typographic reproduction of traditional 
Bengali chirography was the necessity of having an extensive range of 
typeforms.35 For hand composition this had meant considerable expenditure in 
type before even a small job could be set; and the speed of composing from 
four, or more, typecases was extremely slow. The requisite linear setting of the 
Linotype constituted an additional obstacle, for it did not permit the 
overhanging or interlocking characteristics of individual characters and the 
placing of subscribed vowel signs and other superimposed diacritical marks, for 
instance the repha. A scheme was required to overcome these problems in 
order to verify the feasibility of composing legible Bengali text from such 
contrivances. In a letter on this subject addressed to the English office of 
Linotype & Machinery Limited, dated 14 October 1933, Majumdar wrote:
31. The title Ananda Bazar Patrika Ltd  was to become the name of the publishing house.
32. See Gaskell, Introduction to Bibliography, pp. 201-5 for a description o f this process.
33. About 1500 lb pressure per square inch; J. Schemmel ‘The Technological Aspects o f Hindi 
Script Reform’ Indian Print and Paper [1954], Article 2, p. 10.
34. For 20 years; see below.
35. See chapters 3ii and 7.
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we have finally fixed up a Key Board Scheme for a 
Bengali Linotype. We have practically reduced nearly 
600 letters for the Bengali script to 124 on the Key 
Board, plus about 50 in the side cases including signs 
etc.
Perhaps you know that I am over this job for the last 
20 years and I had to give up my efforts several times 
owing to the appalling prevalence of compound letters in 
the Bengali script which it became impossible to 
simplify. But last year I renewed my efforts in 
connection of printing my daily Ananda Bazar Patrika on 
Duplex Rotaries and an intimate Mend of ours Mr Ray 
Sekhar Bose - late Manager of Bengal Chemical & 
Pharamaceutical Works, who is a scientist and writer of 
repute came to my help and gave me very valuable 
suggestions.. . .
A standard Model 6 or Model 14 with a side magazine 
would be ideal for a Bengali Linotype.. . .  I am 
arranging with an artist to draw up the letters in 
accurate measurement.36
Majumdar’s scheme for a Bengali Linotype,37 which was to be ‘quite different 
from Devanagari in relation to sectional characters’ ,38 gained credence in 
Mergenthaler’s eyes by the approval it met of Hari Govil, the designer of the 
Devanagari Linotype scheme. With a plan for ‘124 characters for magazines 
and 64 in the side case’, it was agreed that enlarged drawings should be 
prepared in Bengal, but the matrices punched in America to the English 
depth.39 The first steps in matrix production for the Linotype were based on 
the principle of pantographic punchcutting. In 1948 the Linotype Matrix stated: 
‘The modem version of Benton’s machine is possibly the most important single 
factor in mechanical typesetting, and the Linotype matrix is the tangible 
evidence of it’. Again, in 1960 the Linotype Matrix confirmed that ‘without the 
pantographic punch-cutting machine40 the production of enough punches to keep
36. Majumdar to May, 14 Sept 1933, Mergenthaler Correspondence file no. 918, henceforth 
designated as MC 918.
37. Described below, pp. 283 ff.
38. Which required up to four matrices to make one character. MC 918: May to Walker,
14 May 1934.
39. MC 918: May to Walker, 13 Nov 1933.
40. Mark Bair o f Linotype produced an improved model for the company; Legros and Grant, 
Printing-Surfaces, p. 204. See pi. 118, fig 2.
mechanical composing machines supplied with the necessarily large number of 
accurately stamped matrices would be a difficult problem’.41
A pattern for punchcutting was first made by means of a pantograph using the 
large-scale finished drawings which contained all the working dimensions and 
required precision to the thousandth of an inch. The resulting pattern comprised 
two brass plates soldered together, measuring approximately three and a half 
inches square and a quarter of an inch thick, bearing a character in relief on 
its surface. This could then be locked into position on the bed of the 
punchcutting machine, ready for cutting the blank steel punch pantographically 
to the desired typeface size. The punch was then checked against an original 
drawing by means of a projectoscope; it was examined to within one ten- 
thousandth of an inch. Once approved, it was employed for matrix-stamping.
The high precision stamping of Linotype matrices could involve as many as 
sixty different processes. This was subsequently reduced to a minimum of forty- 
eight. Special characters, including logotypes, for which only a few matrices 
were required, were engraved directly by machine onto brass matrix blanks.42
At an early stage it was suggested43 that the matrices be manufactured in 
London, but Victor E. Walker, the then Deputy Chairman and Managing 
Director of Linotype & Machinery Limited,44 considered his office too ill- 
informed regarding Oriental languages to undertake the work. An opinion he 
expressed more than once:
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41. Linotype Matrix, n , no. 1 (Spring, 1948), p. 8 and Linotype Matrix, no. 33 (May, 1960), 
p. 2. It further mentions that in practice the Linotype matrix department seldom cut more 
than three sizes from one set o f patterns, and ‘not infrequently [prepared] a new set o f  
drawings . . .  for each size in a series’; ibid. ^
42. See Linotype Matrix, no. 4 (Winter, 1949/1950), p. 7. As distinct from electrotype matrices 
referred to in chapter 6 .
43. MC 918: Griffith to Walker, 14 Dec 1933.
44. Situated in London at that time.
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It is regrettable that there is not somebody over here 
with sufficient knowledge of Bengali who could not 
examine the drawings and form an opinion on the 
matter, but we are not in a position even to get an idea 
as to whether the arrangement as suggested [Majumdar’s 
scheme] is a practical one, and if so whether it is a 
marked improvement on the system produced at your 
factory for the composition of Hindi.45
For many years this view was shared by the parent company:
After we adapt these languages to the Linotype and 
establish the general principles, London can perfectly 
well take care of their promotion, but I have seen 
nothing so far that would justify our leaving the 
initiative and the adaptation of any vernacular to 
London.46
The Mergenthaler Linotype Company in New York could avail themselves of
the services of Professor Harold H. Bender, Professor Norman Brown,47 as well
as Hari Govil. Together they possessed the linguistic and technical knowledge
necessary to undertake the typographic development of an Indian script for
Linotype composition. Mergenthaler relied on Bender to assess the viability of
Majumdar’s scheme. It was confirmed that the letterforms would be designed in
India; the patterns, punches, and matrices manufactured in America; and the
project co-ordinated in England. Progress, however, was slow, exacerbated by
the great distances between the three countries. It eventually required the
presence of Govil and Brown in India to see the work to its fruition. Norman
Dodge, the president of Mergenthaler, described Govil’s usefulness:
Govil is at present essential in the adaptation of the 
native languages to the Linotype, both because of his 
knowledge of the Linotype machine and its mechanical 
limitations. For the same reason Govil seems to be the 
key man in the very important matter of instructing the 
native Indian operators in the use of the Linotype.
45. Which had not met with much success; MC 918: Walker to Dodge, 28 May 1934.
46. MC 918: To Griffith, 3 Apr 1935; this was to change in the 1960s.
47. Bender was a consultant to Mergenthaler; Brown was Professor o f Sanskrit, the University 
of Pennsylvania.
48. MC 918: Dodge to Walker, 22 Jan 1935.
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Difficulties soon arose with regard to the drawing of the characters. Majumdar
employed a local artist to design Bengali letterforms according to his scheme,
but these were unsatisfactory for punchcutting since they did not meet the
technical requirements of the Linotype. Griffith stated:
It is always difficult to cut a letter in correct proportion 
from artists sketches that are not drawn to working 
scale, particularly Oriental faces where we are not 
thoroughly familiar with all the details of design.49
The American office therefore provided a carefully assembled package to assist 
Majumdar in the preparation of the artwork. This comprised half a dozen letter- 
drawings of twelve point50 Bengali experimental characters, showing the scale 
employed for those drawings, matrices of these characters, slugs cast from 
these, press proofs of them to show the relative alignment and other details, 
and a brass scale for laying out the dimensions of the Bengali characters to 
correct proportions.51 In addition, charts were supplied showing the channel 
sizes of characters, including minimum and maximum widths, for both the main 
and auxiliary magazines.52 Blank keyboard layouts were also included in the 
package.
The American interpretation of the Bengali characters was not to Majumdar’s 
satisfaction. He had by this time more than a hundred drawings prepared to the 
wrong scale,53 for which he had paid five hundred rupees.54 After some 
correspondence between the three countries,55 in which Majumdar, who did not 
wish to waste the drawings, was begged to follow the design specifications, it 
was agreed that Mergenthaler Linotype would produce scaled drawings based on
49. MC 918: Griffith to Dodge, 8 June 1934.
50. Point sizes are discussed below; see chapter 10.
51. MC 918: Griffith to May, 29 May 1934. The proofs can be seen in pi. 121, fig. 1.
52. The charts had to be replaced at a later date because they were devoured by ants; MC
918: May to Griffith, 21 Jan 1935.
53. He was also deprived of the services of the artist whose family was killed in the 1934
earthquake; MC 918: Govil to Griffith, 23 Oct 1934.
54. He was later reimbursed for his expenses and received payment in the form o f equipment 
for his work on the Bengali Linotype,
55. Letters averaging about a month’s delivery from India to USA.
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121. Fig. 1 . Linotype 12 point Bengali (Experimental) 
Fig. 2. Linotype Bengali photographic reduction 
Fig. 3. Linotype Bengali proofs of Pi matrices
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the artwork received. But drawing revisions were still required, since it became
evident that the artist employed by Majumdar had not ‘got the correct size of
the main part of the letter in proportion to the top and bottom’56 which threw
out the balance of the whole character. The difficulties encountered in the
drawing of the Bengali fount, which typify international design projects, were
reported by Professor Brown:
The fundamental trouble with the designing of the 
Bengali perhaps lies in the fact that Mr Majumdar did 
not realize that his artist and the MLCo [Mergenthaler 
Linotype Company] designer were using different relative 
proportions for separate parts of the letters. The MLCo 
design gives a proportion of main body to superscript 
and subscript signs about 3:1. Mr Majumdar’s designs 
give a proportion of about 3.5:1. Hence his superscript 
and subscript signs appear small. He admitted at once 
that the New York proportions were correct (the fault 
with the New York product he considered to be lack of 
balance between characters rather than of parts of 
individual characters). After Mr May and I got him to 
this point, he got at his artist to have the designs 
redrawn on New York’s proportions, and I stayed over 
in Calcutta waiting for them. But again the artist missed 
the proportions, this time erring on the other side. When 
Mr May and I measured his new (and even to Mr 
Majumdar unsatisfactory) designs, we found that he had 
used proportions of about 2.5:1. Mr Majumdar is now 
trying again.57
By February 1935 Majumdar had arranged a room for the artist to work on the 
drawings58 under Govil’s supervision. The intention was to despatch ten to 
twelve drawings twice a week by airmail. Adjacent photographic facilities 
enabled reductions of the artwork to be made for approval by Majumdar prior 
to despatch. One such reduction sent to Griffith that month included nine 
revised characters. The optical slant which subsequently proved to be a problem 
was already observed but not corrected by Majumdar, who erroneously assumed 
it to be a camera fault.59 Although the revised drawings proved acceptable,60 
the New York office was still lacking the vital information necessary to
56. MC 918: May to Griffith, 29 Jan 1935.
57. MC 918: Brown, Report no. 14, Benares 1 Feb 1935.
58. Outside his regular employment. MC 918: Brown, Report no. 16, 18 Feb 1935.
59. See pi. 121, fig. 2. PI. 116, fig. 1 demonstrates that this was not the case.
60. Drawings were usually checked with an epidiascope; Linotype Matrix, n , no. 3 
(Spring, 1949), p. 6 .
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commence production of the founts. The drawings were missing important 
technical data essential to the first steps of matrix-making.
A letter in the Mergenthaler Linotype correspondence files records:
Mr Govil is thoroughly familiar with all the technical 
details, and I am rather surprised that he has passed the 
drawings on to us for cutting the punches without giving 
us all the necessary preliminary data.61
Moreover, it transpired that the technical information on later batches of
drawings contradicted previous specifications causing the New York office to
express its frustration: ‘It was just such conflicting information which had us
confused, and we were already proceeding on the basis of our own
judgment’ .62 Furthermore, all work on the Bengali, which the New York office
estimated required sixty working days for the manufacture of ten fonts of
matrices,63 was impeded by the failure of Majumdar to submit a keyboard
layout with the artwork, as Griffith noted:
the drawings will be entirely satisfactory as a working 
basis, but it is absolutely necessary for us to have a 
complete keyboard layout before we can proceed with 
any degree of intelligence to establish sizes of the 
respective characters.. . .
If we are going to make any progress with this work 
Mr Govil will have to get busy at once and submit a 
complete keyboard arrangement, which he very well 
knows is necessary before we can proceed to cut any of 
the characters. 64
Notwithstanding such remarks, contractual obligations compelled the Americans 
to begin punchcutting without reference even to a draft keylayout; thereby 
running a high risk that their work would be invalidated by the final
61. MC 918: Griffith to May, 5 Mar 1935.
62. MC 918: Griffith to May, 29 Mar 1935. Confidence in Govil’s abilities gradually 
diminished; Griffith stated, ‘Govil made a mess o f things’; MC 918: Griffith to Brown, 
23 June 1944.
63. Upon receipt o f good finished drawings.
64. MC 918: Griffith to May, 5 Mar 1935.
arrangement of the keyboard. The frequent references to this fact which 
punctuate the correspondence between the two parties serve to underline another 
crucial turning point in the history of Bengali typefounding,65 namely the 
unprecedented importance of the keyboard layout in the process of fount 
manufacture.66
The considerable freedom of handsetting from a variable number of type cases, 
where the restrictions to the size of the Bengali fount were largely self- 
imposed,67 was replaced by the absolute physical limitations of the linecaster.
The Linotype keyboard, which even when coupled with a side magazine could 
not accomodate the customary 500 sorts for handsetting, was still required toA
generate the same phonemes as a foundry fount, and in a legible form. The 
keyboard, ipso facto, lay at the core of the entire project as is attested by 
Majumdar’s reference to it at the project’s inception.68
The keying method indubitably governed the design of the characters.69 Its size 
determined the number of sorts, and thereby the fount conspectus. Its manner of 
composition, in this case linear, affected the actual shape of the letterforms, as 
well as their spacing which was also governed by the channel sizes.
Conversely, the layout itself was determined by the widths of some of the 
typeforms occasioning cross-lugging,70 where due to the excessive width of a 
character the adjacent sort had to possess a narrow width. Duplexing71 also 
required letterforms occupying the same channel to be of identical width.
Channel positions were therefore crucial to matrix manufacture. In short, until
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65. A turning point not confined to the Bengali script
66 . This is different in the case of Monotype; see below, chapter 9.
67. Chiefly occasioned by expense, see above, p. 243. ^
68. See above, p. 276.
69. See below, pp. 300-7.
70. For a definition of this technique see Linotype, Printing Terms, p. 9.
71. i.e. creating double-letter matrices.
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the keyboard was conceived at least in draft form, no artwork could be 
designed; until it was completed, no fount could be manufactured.
Although the arrangement of the keyboard had its precursor in the case lays of 
founder’s type, new frequency counts were required for mechanical composition 
where speed was vital to newspaper production, since the fount synopsis 
differed radically to its earlier counterparts. Assisted by Brown, Majumdar 
perfected the keyboard layout72 having consulted publishers regarding the 
acceptability of some of the new forms of characters.73 Additional problems 
were the engraving of the dual language key buttons and the supply of ‘wing 
buttons’ to enable the keyboard to be changed for setting various vernaculars. 
A.J. May, the manager of the Calcutta office, was instrumental in proposing the 
notion of a new design of wide sidecase containing 150 compartments to 
replace the existing grouping of three cases of 48 large and 12 small 
compartments employed for Devanagari, where two sorts were forced to share 
the same compartment.74 The new case would accomodate the 136 characters, 
or more, required for Bengali in addition to the main magazine. According to 
May, ‘many of the high frequency symbols placed in the sidecase are 
traditional symbols and are alternate forms for [the] sound[s] represented 
otherwise in Mr Majumdar’s system’.75
The features observable in the photographic reproduction of Majumdar’s 
typeface,76 produced in February 1935,77 are already indicative of his entire 
scheme based on the keyboard layout finally established in July the same 
year.78 This trial, which strove to emulate the output of the linecaster, at once 
reveals the adverse effects of linear setting on Bengali typography.
72. MLCo was very impressed by their thoroughness; MC 918: Griffith to May, 30 Apr 1935.
73. See below, p. 294 and pi. 121, fig. 1.
74. MC 918: May to Griffith, 12 Apr 1935 (letter 1).
75. MC 918: May to Griffith, 12 Apr 1935 (letter 2) and 5 Aug 1935.
76. Which had lost a great deal o f the calligraphic quality of his earlier trials; see pi. 121
fig. 2 comprising photographic reductions of trial characters (19 Oct, 1934).
77. See pi. 122, fig. 2.
78. Apparently no longer extant; it was revised in 1938, see below.
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122. Fig, 1. Linotype 10 point Bengali trial 
Fig. 2. Linotype ‘12 pt. Bengalee’ trial
The necessity for robustness coupled with kerning restrictions demanded the 
condensed shape of the medial vowel signs a n d ^  , causing unevenness in 
spacing; particularly in the case of ^  , whose ascender appears almost reversed 
in the earliest proofs. Subscript vowel signs were similarly affected: these were 
required to occupy their own width, rather than attach themselves to their host 
characters, creating excessive amounts of white space wherever they occured.
A
Restrictions imposed on the size of the character set necessitated the creation of 
as many conjunct characters as possible by the lateral combination of common 
elements (rather than the mainly vertical combination of Wilkins’s phala 
system), thereby giving rise to less orthodox letterforms. Another point of 
interest arising from this test of nine characters concerns the conjunct4^  . This 
consonantal cluster created by Majumdar’s method of composition is 
conspicuously wider than was customary in founder’s type, where in recognition 
of its frequency it was commonly designed as one sort.
The fount synopsis of the Linotype ten point Bengali Light and Bold face 
printed in July 193579 shows the full extent of the compromises made for the 
adaptation of this script to Linotype composition. The main magazine held the 
customary basic characters of the syllabary as well as the vowel signs, each 
possessing only one form.80 Punctuation including the hyphen was also 
incorporated, as this had become the norm for Bengali composition. Additional 
to these sorts were the conjunct characters whose frequency of occurrence 
merited inclusion, e.g."^ , and the reduced characters {half-forms) specifically 
designed to compensate for deficiencies in sorts. The employment of half-forms 
to restrict the size of the character set recalls Wilkins’s use of phalas, yet the 
Linotype forms differed substantially, being neither quarter-bodied, nor half­
bodied, but the full-bodied characters demanded by slug-composition. The
79. See pi. 123. Both light and bold typestyles were conceived as one design, this is a 
comparatively late phenomenon; see Tracy, Letters o f Credit, pp. 65-66.
80. i.e. no initial form of C .
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123. Linotype 10 point Bengali Light and Bold specimen
Linotype Bengali half-forms comprised, for the most part, the reduced initial 
elements of consonantal clusters, possessing no space to their right (or left, if 
they were secondary or tertiary elments), enabling them to butt up against the 
succeeding types, which in some cases were also half-forms. Since it was not 
possible for these components to be superscribed or subscribed, and their union 
with adjacent characters was not always successful, the final effect was 
markedly different to foundry setting. It is interesting to note that the lateral 
combination of these elements with the raphala tJL was not attempted and the 
formations required were designed as one sort, e.g. 51 -81 Some ligatures 
comprising consonants with subscribed vowels were also to be found in the 
fount synopsis in order to compensate for the inability to float subscript vowel 
signs. The logograph *}) , however, was the only ligature created with the
The contents of the main and side magazine were determined according .to the . 
thorough frequency counts conducted by Majumdar and Brown in 1935 in 
accordance with their scheme. The auxiliary magazine therefore held those 
matrices deemed less common, viz. additional conjuncts of vertical formation, 
the vowel signs and c \  , and Bengali numerals in the light typestyle.82 Pie 
matrices83 were also available of more orthodox conjuncts, a number of 
ligatures, bold numerals, maths signs, and several fractions. In practice, the Pi 
set was rarely used in newpaper composition owing to speed requirements, but 
it did possess the sorts required by Calcutta University for book production.
Irrespective of the limitations the typesetting scheme imposed, the design of the
81. But added to the founts at a later date, see pis. 124 and 125.
82. In this study, the term typestyle is used to distinguish between the different weights of the 
same typeface design.
83. Nowadays usually written as ‘Pi’, meaning mixed/assorted printer’s type. See pi. 121, 
fig. 3.
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Linotype Bengali
2 8 9
M a i n  M a g a z i n e 42 '  ____ 84 e . . . . . . . .
1 T _ _ _ _ 43 - . . . . . . . . . 85 3T
2 f  _ _ _ _ 4 4  T h .  Sp. 86 ____
3 C . . . . . . . 45 * 87 *5
4 *  _ _ _ _ 46 3 . . . . . . . - 88 S ____
5 T _ _ _ _ 47 ’ . . . . . . . . 89 t
6 1 . . . . . . . . 48 5 ____ 90 §  _ _ _ _ _
7 ST ____ 49 « .. . . . . . .
8 o . . . . . . . . . 50 5 - . . . . . A u x .  M a g a z i n e
9 3 _ _ _ _ _
10 *  ____
51 5 .. . . . . . . .
52 5 .. . . . . .
91 f t  
151 ^
1 1 5( ____ 53 o 92< $
152/ 5?12 *13 st _ _ _ _ _
54 . . . . . . . . .
55 5
14 *  . . . . . 56 1 93<ja
15 5 _ _ _ _ _
16 5 ____
57 a  _ _ _ _ _
58 c . . . . . . . . .
153/ o
94
17 5 ____ 59 v . . . . . . . 154/8 . . . . . . . .
18 "t _ _ _ _ _ 60 *  ____ 95 f t
19 5 ____ 61 $  ____ 155/ a . . . .
20 5 ____ 62 $■ . . . . . . 96 ( S
21 5 ____ 63 a  ____ 156/ b
22 a  _ _ _ _ 64 5  ........... . 97\n
23 4 _ _ _ _ _ 65 v _ _ _ _ _ 157/ s '
24 :  _ _ _ _ _ 66 a  . . . . . . 98 ( f
25 5v _ _ _ _ _
26 ‘  . . . . . . . -
67 <
68 3?
158/ fcr 
99 U  
159/ ^  
100 ( f  
160/0
27 S
28 *
29 _ _ _ _ _
69 JF _ _ _ _ _
70 $  - - - - - - -
71 ET ____
30 3 . . . . . . . 72 Si . . . . .
31 — . . . . . . . . 73 S 101 * ___
32 . . . 74 3* 102 ! . . . . . . .
33 , 75 ^ 103 * ____
34 I . . . . . . . .
'  ^ \  --------
76 at 104 * . . . . . . . . .
35 5 77 *6 105 ; . . . . . . . .
36 ; . . . . . . . . . 78 $  _ _ _ _ _ 106 ; . . . . . . . . .
37 ? 79 $ 107 $ _ _ _ _
38 Fi&- s,>- .. . .
39 s
8 0 $  
81 $
108 X
109(T_ _ _ _
40 ’ 82 110 Z ____
41 ‘ 83 $ i l l : ____
112 J _ _ _ _ 225 3t  . . . . . . 267
113 W____ 226 a . . . . . 268 f .
149 U 227 w.... . . . . . 269 * .
H 4 / ; . . . . . . . . 228 w ..... 270 i t .
115 a . . . - . . . . 229 j . . . . . . . . 271 *r
116 J ____ 230 ____ 272 * _
117 * . . . . . . . . 231 * _ _ _ _ 273 S'.
118 5 ____ 232 a»............ 274 Ft.
1193____ 233 5 ____ 275
150 U  
120/ ’
121 a
122 3
123 g ____
234 s . . . . . . . 276 • .
235 f _ _ _ _ _
236 a
237 S
238 *
239 f _ _ _ _ _
277 |
278 | .
279 1 .
280 1 . 
281 f .124 I 240 f - - - - - - - 282 N .
241 I t _ _ _ _ _ 283 ; .
242 It_ _ _ _ _ 284 J .
201 * ____ 243 a ____ 285 i)
202 S ______ 244 * ____ 286 l ..
203 (X____ 245 3 _ _ _ _ _ 287 H ..
204 * . . . . . . . 246 $ - - - - - - - 288 S ..
205 * ____ 247 5 _ _ _ _ _ 289 < ..
206 . . . . 248 a ____ 290 • ..
-07 f . . . . . . . 249 s ____ 291 : ..
208 3 . . . . . 250 S _ _ _ _ _ 292 “
209 f ____ 251 f - - - - - - - 293 ” ..
210 t _ _ _ _ _ 252 5F_ _ _ _ _ 294 [ ..
211 : . . . . . . . . . 253 ¥ 295 1
296 * . .212$ ____ 254 s r____
213 $ ____ 255 S’______ 297 § ..
214 i - - - - - - - 256 S t. .. . . . . . . 298 IF ..
215 $ . . . . . . . . 257 f . . . . . . . . 299 t ..
216 5 ____ 258 I t _ _ _ _ _ 300 *  ..
217 3 ______ 259 * ____ 301 + . .
218 5 - - - - - - - 260 a _ _ _ _ _ 302 - . .
219$ ____ 261 f .. . . . . . . . 303 x  .
220 ZF______ 262 f .. . . . . . 304 = . .
221 W_ _ _ _ 263 * ____ 305
222 F 264 ^ _ _ _ _ _ 306 . ..
223 w _ _ _ _ 265 9 ___
224 t  .. ... 266?  . . . .
Spec.  N o .  1
149\ (
H4 i-
1500 
120/ ’ " 
9 1 ^
151 / b
92
152/ * . . . . . . .
93 I s  
153 / o
94
154/8 . . . . . . .
95
155/0 '
96
156 (b
97
157/S
98 is158/ br 
99\x
159/J& . . . .
100\ f
160/0
124. Linotype Bengali matrix listing
( • -■ ■ L IN O T Y P E -- )
12 P O I N T  B E N G A L I  L I G H T  A N D  B O L D
C ha r .  Nos. 30s 30!i 310 311 312 313 311 315 316
:  i . u > sr * *
:  i < * u v « * *
• D R Y  — Pil"N E N o. 788 B. It. 1 6
F o .  3 C. S m a l l  P i c a .  R e .  5 5 /  f  m d .
**i fro stsh ?rfwr
m sr&s ■stm, ■srtfjt
*f*R i ^ a ,  * rtw f s r t f r o g ,  iw  £T3~$
«Pft* I '®FT5?l *T*«1 '<51>1«<W t o  ^fwi c*rft-
c*r , naf*, ’sitCTt^'T * r « t
^rrf '2F§W r^-nCNtf.^  i *TO*1 dials'® T^ iH, R^<Ij | ®if« 
T f? J , l i f e  <2 TciT5T *Ff?TC*Ri $ V 5 \ ,  f b < # t f t  'S  1m  
^  5 q , sife i f m  c s s  *iT*irtfrr *14c*hi
tt*5«i ^ t r t r ; w  a n re tf fa , ^TtWiT * f iw  t v i f  ^  i
TOvr% rR ajt^ s^rt at 3 swum ^  » w s
a r s t r e  ^rrt^, <&$ t o f *  s t f s r a  f a s t  ^
N o .  3 7 . B o r g e o u s .  R s .  7 5 . ^  m d .
CT$ $7 fTO'.* TOPN5* TOft, 51DT5 f&3 >53 5^1 « JttettTfT 
4-5 «m ttti ct, to  frrtj**TO **i tow «rfwi,
flfa h^ 'll •8-s|s^  vfifTl f<iS!H 'StUT’f CtTR w$l^  ^c||*(.cil;
-SS'S * r7l®^. TO t m i \  ftsi «t^srT5l5»*t Ct CTO TOt TO ▼*, TOT 
®'fc| A 'afifi'i fvfip^ vftnl CSTinwa VttJ Tttt #fii3 I vij |^Tt
at Toot ? t t t o  1 tfa tt *thre e fa t  1 re r?  ^ ra  c r o  orrf^s *$t1 
,°i'.”i3 JTt^ TO StTR ♦fflt'ft *i|P|lcH I TfX, vftH nff^5T ^  fltH|9 
®Uf®tTJ ifiW 5^ K^"J ^71 fratpTt efiltTO. *3^  VftJ Vf^ T9 sfb\5i #|^ Hf f^ TVC^
1t rsrni 1*wi wfaw w^nti Y%t ^  toi
.pooker Lane (Calcutta.
125. Fig. 1. Linotype 12 point Light and Bold specimen 
Fig. 2. Bengali Foundry setting
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typeface was not entirely satisfactory. Brown acknowledged this fact in his
report of 24 May 1935:
I do not believe the face we are cutting . . .  will prove 
satisfactory, and I think we shall have to design another.
Because of certain optical illusions the present face 
appears to have a slope, and this I think will be found 
objectionable, although we must go ahead now in order 
to get Mr Majumdar his six machines and probably also 
provide the Government Press with five machines in 
time to set the Bengal electoral rolls.84
The typeface design was determined by the scheme to such an extent that it is 
difficult to isolate the two. However, the initial Linotype Bengali founts possess 
a measure of liveliness and spontaneity which partially overcomes the technical 
constraints of the linecaster. This vibrancy is largely created by the dynamic 
manner in which the oblique downstrokes unite with perpendicular stems85 - a 
feature unusually echoed in the finials of such sorts as "f and *1 - revealing
the influence of penmanship. It is, in fact, accentuated by the overemphatic
slant that subsequently proved so unacceptable. The weight differential is well 
maintained even at small point sizes, but problems arise in the case of the 
reduced initial consonants whose stroke width has been reduced to hairline 
thickness.86 The counters of some complex forms, e.g."3^  , suffer from fill-in, 
yet the light weight, in particular, benefits from the open counters of the base 
characters. The immediate impression of harmonious design is, however, 
dispelled upon careful scrutiny of the founts in question.
As discussed above, the vowel signs suffer the most from the effects of 
linearity. The kerning vowl signs, 9 s and ^  , are exceptionally hooked in 
order to give a semblance of kerning and also to avoid type breakage. These 
typeforms and others of a similar disposition disturb the flow of text due to the 
excessive white space they necessarily incur. Notwithstanding spacing problems,
84. MC 918: Brown, Summaiy Report, Red Sea, 24 May 1935 [p. 2],
85. See pis. 123 and 126.
86. See initial .
ohr 4rt <nn r , ^ ‘fgy t^
3$to 5^r e^rar^ ^Rra r^nt ^ tsr ts  f r f ^  55, r^ 
F'vRtn ^r*wt5^t ?444 TD^ 'tMi.n* *ro wmo srrf^ irT t^nt a srt 
*$5 otst Frot f^tntrs 9( r^ sjsur rt *tnt, ot<.3. ^ubKi st^ to 
tWshfSRl T^KRR msx <5<Rd53: ®RTRT SPtTCSPt oWR GPftW 
HH;a*lff 1 ' ®RP(T OTT robR ^  '?
w ntW  4ta* w re  -a^r fRai©7 Hifwi. ftc^c v&m.
k*itr n^fsor ^mt, 45R ^hr w nfeM  r£r 1 fw;t
^ O l HCft I CO'Gl >8 lil^ TTaoT SCrf^ lR °^4K4 RMC43 4145
ertRcw 4rt Jtnr \ ®R'o TfsRt r<4K, h,04K 4iieot4 ^nre 
=nt 1 n*tra ®nRR w m  ® hw r-
g f^t ^^4<c54 uirrftoR o^ crtt ^ r  gr*«ra n.^ Rty omw
s t o  *t^ sRl$ 4^ro —^rqrais stysonremn
^  TRADE ^ 1  ^  P T Y P E  MtRI(>)
P roo f  of 10 P o in t  B e n g a l i  L i g h t  and Bold  w i t h  10 P o in t  E xce ls io r  w i t h  Bofd Face No. 2.
T h e w ord s (pSFTitoSj'aah m ean  L in o typ e com p osition
T he w ord s m ean  L inotype com p osition
,MKtto 7-30- ’3d
u.s. fc.
126. Fig. 1. Linotype Bengali Light text sample
Fig. 2. Linotype proof of 10 point Bengali Light and Bold
the frequently used vowel sign ^  reproduces very poorly in print, and numbers 
among a group of letterforms possessing highly idiosyncratic shapes, e.g.1^
(matrix no. 254) an d 'g  (matrix no. 77), some of which have become 
hallmarks of Linotype hot-metal Bengali composition. In addition, the scheme 
itself throws up peculiar character formations, e.g .^S  rather than^T >87 
requiring the reader to make some adjustment to the new method of setting. 
However, the unattractiveness of several sorts is not solely attributable to the 
limitations of the linecaster, but constitutes poor and inexperienced design work.
The proportions of some of the characters, e.g. the narrow in comparison to 
, and to the very rounded , suggest compromises were made to adapt 
characters to channel widths; particularly in the case of the bold letterforms 
whose counters have lost some of their clarity on account of duplexing with 
the light face. Close examination also reveals unevenness in weight distribution: 
the ascender of ^  , which had been redesigned since the first trial, is clearly 
too light for its stem. The founts also display an inconsistent treatment of 
related elements (e.g. for^F and ^  ) that is not demanded by technical 
constraints; unlike the case of , where limitations in depth prohibited 
constancy in design with ^  . Such unwarranted drawing errors, not uncommon 
in preliminary founts, naturally impair readability and bring into question the 
suitability of the designs for newspaper composition.88 Moreover, if the sample 
of foundry types sent by Majumdar to MLCo was intended as a model for the 
hot-metal typefaces (notwithstanding typefounding problems), then Linotype 
failed in its objectives with regard to the first Bengali founts.89
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87. Although the latter was available as a P i sort.
88. i.e. continuous reading matter.
89. See pi. 125, fig. 2.
The operation of the first Bengali Linotype upon its official inaugaration on 26 
September 1935 was given a mixed reception. The media, whilst recognizing 
the historical significance of the occasion and the consequent impact it was to 
have on subsequent vernacular printed matter, confined itself to describing the 
history of the project. Despite the fact that some leading newspapers, including 
Amrta Bazar Patrika and The Statesman, reproduced a paragraph of Bengali 
text set on the Linotype,90 the typeface itself received no comment - although 
for the first time mention was made of its artist, Sushil Kumar Bhattacharya, 
who it was reported worked under the guidance of Jatindra Kumar Sen.91 The 
inauguration was officiated by the vice-chancellor of Calcutta University, Mr 
Syama Prasad Mookeijee, yet the University, which exerted considerable 
influence on Bengali printing, soon declared the design unsuitable for setting its 
text books.92 Majumdar conceded that improvements were required, particularly 
with regard to the design of thirteen characters, but he intended to employ 
these founts for his newspaper, despite opposition from others including Kedar 
Nath Chatterjee of Prabhasi Press, who advocated a more orthodox design.
The importance of developing a Bengali typeface acceptable to Calcutta 
University was indeed recognized by the Mergenthaler Linotype Company, as 
well as by Majumdar whose inspiration for devising the scheme had been 
revived by the decision of the former vice-chancellor, Sir Ashutosh Mukheijee, 
that Bengali become the medium of instruction up to matriculation standard.
Kedar Nath Chatteijee, who was subsequently described as a ‘most troublesome 
customer’ ,93 worked with Majumdar on the new designs. Refusing to be 
hurried, and yet conscious that the Monotype Corporation was developing a 
Bengali system in competition,94 the pair modified all the characters in the light 
and the bold typestyles, particularly with respect to their spacing.
90. See pi. 126, fig. 1.
91. His name is not to be found in any o f the Linotype records.
92. MC 918: Govil to May, 13 Jan 1936.
93. MC 918: King to Linotype & Machinery Ltd, London, 26 Feb 1944.
94. MC 918: King to Griffith, 9 July 1936.
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The most recognizable feature of the resulting design (Bengali Light and Bold 
no. 2)95 is the absence of the slant that had provoked so much criticism96 in 
the earlier typestyles. As a result, the typeface lacks the dynamic quality of its 
precursor. The terminations of all independent perpendicular strokes have 
become flared and thus no longer echo the line of the converging strokes of 
such characters as U". The result is the loss of the immediate homogeneity of 
the initial designs, giving a vertical stress to the typeface which contributes to 
its somewhat stiff, yet tidy, appearance. The dominance of the vertical strokes, 
a characteristic understandably more prevalent in Devanagari founts, is 
emphasized by the lighter weight of the headline. This uncommon trait 
diminishes the strength of the typeface.
On the other hand, a character by character analysis evinces substantial 
improvements in design. The juncture of the oblique to the vertical strokes is 
more gracefully executed, approaching penned letter-formations. Both and 
have been drawn more generously. This is also true of those letterforms 
possessing large main curves, e.g.^5 , S ' and . Characters that have 
suffered from this redesign include with its now curtailed finial, and the 
diminutive ^  . Some anomalies which existed in the first founts are still to be 
found here, e.g. ^  , but there exists a greater degree of conformity to the 
structure of founder’s sorts. The vowel signs ^  and ^  have been modified for 
the better. The former possesses a less unusual shape and the latter bears a 
higher ascender which compliments ^  . The positioning of these sorts and the 
construction of many conjuncts, however, still amount to a regression from 
Wilkins’s first fount of Bengali types created over a century earlier.97
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95. See pi. 127.
96. And which was too exaggerated.
97. Insufficent space prohibits discussing the variations o f character formation to be found in 
the different point sizes; suffice to say that all the Linotype Bengali founts were derived 
from the same artwork, but concessions were made for die smallest type sizes.
( • L I N O T Y P E - - )
12 P O I N T  B E N G A L I  L I G H T
T^?T3T5sT^ :?I»T>T^ *; S^a 75J5T 
ifw Is) ^  i  4 < er.i <* 5  ^ t^?r^
»••::*« 5-5-'37
(•'■“■ L I N O T Y P E — )
B E N G A L I  NO. 2 W I T H  B O L D  F A C E  NO. 2
C om parison proof of 10, 11 and 12 Point.
rfwrt*
**:jc<> 2-18--38
127. Fig. 1. Linotype 12 point Bengali Light
Fig. 2. Linotype Bengali No. 2. with Bold Face No. 2; 
comparison proof of 10, 11 and 12 point
The stronger contrast between the light and bold typestyles constitutes another 
distinguishing characteristic of Linotype Bengali No, 2.. Apart from displaying 
inconsistencies, the weight distribution of the bold appears clumsy in certain 
instances,98 since the greater proportion of the weight has been added to the 
inside of the lettershapes in order to duplex them with the light font. However, 
concessions were made to the width of some of the bold designs since ‘it was 
found imposssible to design certain of these characters of the same width as 
the light drawings of similar characters without distortion’ .99 Single-letter 
matrices were therefore employed for a few sorts.100 Predictably, the half-forms 
such as ^  suffered the most from the additional weight, either causing fill-in 
due to the more fluid nature of the ink employed for rotary printing,101 or 
producing uneven texture in text-setting due to underweighted sorts like vk and
3? -102
The new designs in light and bold were more favourably received than the
preliminary founts, and gained the approval of Calcutta University for the
composition of university text books. Chatteijee personally received a letter
from Dr Rabindranath Tagore declaring:
I have seen a sample of printing from the Bengali type 
as designed under the direction of Mr Kedar Nath 
Chatterji. The typeface is very legible and there is 
hardly any departure from the type face familiar to the 
Bengali reader. There will not be the slightest difficulty 
about reading the print from this type face.103
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98. See sorts "J and 3 *  in pi. 128.
99. MC 918: King to Griffith, 4  Nov 1937.
100. MC 918: ibid.
101. K. Sree Vijayapaliah, Introduction o f Kannada on the Typewriter, Linotype and Monotype 
(Bangalore, 1954), p. 3.
102. See pi. 129.
103. Quoted in MC 918: King to Griffith, 30 Aug 1937.
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L I S T  O F  C H A R A C T E R S  IN  T H E  F O U N T  
3T\5TI 41l§£ v£)3\
WsTb*
12 point (12^472) ^  * O ct>
In Magazine Shl^llTerM
a  —, • < w s
a  — , * < •*? v
t t $ ^ ^ 0 8 d i > q b ' ^ 0 * J ! * * ; ‘ f F ( t ’ |F " H
: ‘ £  J  F  ( t  * 35 -  « j
) 3f <8 C5 * 5 S 5
Pie Characters ^jmiTerWfl *qiT?.£,<
*  ^ 0 8 4 4  1  F f c o f c f c W ' d s d W f F l T * * * * * *
] : w  f  f
J f  W  ’%  ?  3  5  *  *  & *f  8f ST *  t  f t  • :  *  3  ;  . v t  [ ] : g f  f  
a ‘S ? * ' $ E 5 : a F i ^ ^ * F * i F i ‘g S 3 $ ,5 * 3 ,F a *
+ - x - r  = H H 4 5 U I 4 4 i 8 S J 8 ^ f , ,“ W3
+ - x  + = i n i i  m t f t a * B 8 3 t t « « , ,Mw:r
» f f f H t * f 1 i j ( t l f l « l § * / V i i n H  v  N
128. Linotype Bengali No. 2 with Bold Face No. 2; list o f characters in the fount
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?7^5TT * - 4 *  ’ TTCSf W F ®  IR *
*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<
12 point (12^472) * *  TO rS
VJ^vjCj-^S4j|<5r)| Ts"<l 2D ■'113*1 I *1lC^ '»lll!>“lC©3'G 
'©i<ji v£i^ * *sn?n *i*-'o<51
^ * r  *£)?rc vifa'w eTitwi&it*t *?n?n ^rtri i-
U ^ m  src*n n ra  vat **©n*f ^
6?iT'o va^* 'toioifl C*l \S R it t$.m 1^ S^H>
2rm*I I SiKlcnfl Sc.b’HM vfl^  vsl^ ls >iT^ \s Sc\si3> PfE*T3 '^ T'oea
w i s* ii w i t  p n t ^ r t ^  ^rre  >rn?n *k ^ t-
*!£. ^1,>'C<T> ifl^s ^RTHI <JI3\£>*13 VJ^ bC‘l<l <I<$\S 5.^ d\fcC»? I
‘H IV W  S3TC*F 5 ^ *1 3  $ T O *T lt # lltw ii> lt* f 'S IlT ^ 'S  S tw fe l .
T^IBr t^ T  ^T\fTRT ST© ^RT wfofS P^^ rf^ TITCT I "T ^  ^TO^t 
ifl-ipS 'SrfsS va*T* 5^\£*f?©t\5 ?P5TrtR  3>T3C© *WXf I
$ tr®  <!W *fT&T t^ l3  fc<JI3l I afSTT*!
•^ ttmI ' *  *«r^ t v a ^  5rrsiRi * w i  t ^ i  ^?n
i
fr u t t^ if r i^ c n  f v ^ ip r n r t  i *iic^ «<ii"it©n'6 r^?*rc>
VRT v£^ tST? V I-E *T # ' **T*T W ^ f^ T P T  1
vM< « n f ^  n T tw r t i tn  *K*«n’ T^*ni * t o t  * r t h i  w v i -
f^rrPT *rw  csro vat ***n^r ^ f w ^ n p i  **rK
w ife  a?? w  # * n w  ^ t * r  ¥ fn r rc t ,  T r c i t  t s i *  t o m  rr f^  
?r*nn i '® k im r  arcW i v w i  * ik \&  a w w  w e n  * i\w&  
w rfvm r fcn w e ra  w r t  t i i tw r f r i t n  «n«r ^mrr sre lre
*T3, +1^*%©^ v£R\ '•(•iiMt <TRx$^V VTCSf Ctc t^W I ‘SfVTCSJ
‘w w w ’ ^ « w  *^5^*nr i c 'H f i i t  m ^R TtT^n w i f ^ r j  ^ tv rfw *r,
WTW t ^ l  WT^ fTTff WS ^RT wtpf? I 5 ^ ,
wfwn ^ tw  ^r^nrf^TTPT'e t m  nm n ^ ^ p n * n  i ?R in 
‘’ nm Tu * w r  ^ iv m i f^ *n rIh $ v ^ sl * ^ n  t n  spit
rv\
129. Linotype Bengali No. 2 with Bold Face No. 2; 12 point text
Such an accolade was a boost to the Mergenthaler Linotype Company, yet they 
remained conscious of the inherent deficiencies of the Linotype scheme which 
particularly compromised the positioning and design of the vowel signs, and in 
truth was barely comparable to foundry composition.104 Solutions were sought 
to the kerning problems and uncongenial spacing by emulating Latin italic 
founts, but the ensuing increase in the size of the already large character set 
prohibited such attempts.105
The fount synopsis and linear method of composing the script thus remained 
essentially unaltered despite a slight rearrangement to the keyboard layout in 
April 1938.106 Revisions to the typeface, however, occasioned Majumdar to 
reconsider the keyboard arrangement with the intention of eliminating over one 
hundred characters infrequently used in newspaper composition which had 
rendered the typesetting of Bengali matter very cumbersome. With the aim of 
devising a newspaper keyboard layout requiring only one 90-channel magazine, 
and thereby to approach English setting speeds,107 Majumdar finally submitted a 
new keyboard design to the Mergenthaler Linotype Company in 1949.108 For 
the scheme to function, it was necessary to augment the fount with one 
character, viz. the hasanta bearing a headline,109 to cover deficiencies in 
conjuncts. The arrangement was accepted by Mergenthaler, but its efficacy was 
disputed by Professor Norman Brown who proposed an alternative layout.
Majumdar was eager to adhere as closely as possible to the 1938 layout, to 
which his trained operators had become accustomed, and Mergenthaler was keen
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104. See pi. 130 for a comparative study made by Linotype o f different composing techniques.
105. MC 918: 21 Jan 1938.
106. See pi. 131.
107. See Gaskell, Introduction to Bibliography, p. 278.
108. The project was begun in January 1947.
109. Sketch sent to Griffith by King, 27 Apr 1949.
fkn TOI
^ J  ^fT *TR 3[^T ^t^T CV15 <$RI
^  *t$T ^  *r*f 53 ^ T  »f?<l
SR 33f 33 'SH *^1 5T3 <$^ «1 53*1 ?^3H
3t1 ^5TtCTO TO ^  C3%
TO TO1 TOtfW^T 
( M  " m r o  t o  ^  cafii
TOt5 s t ^ w i  *tf3%R cto*t t o  
ft3R ^ f r $  c^tfer fw
w s  3TOi cwt^f-l'm 33 q 3^ 33, fronrm 
TtTO^s t o  i t o t 3  ^ f^ ro  c ro t*  c? w e
CWt*T < ^ 3 1  (R ^  37FT TOT c r o n  r i, 
C3, td > 3  *frs rl C TO s f t ,  f t l f f a  r o # t3  ^ T O  i
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130. Comparison of Linotype Bengali designs and foundry types
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131. Linotype Bengali keyboard layout rearrangement of April 1938
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to satisfy Majumdar. Brown attempted a compromise which primarily
rationalized the positioning of the numerals so they tallied with English layouts,
but he eventually drew up two keyboard layouts: one designed specifically for
Majumdar but not considered practicable for other users, and the other termed
the General Trade Keyboard which he described as keeping
the lefthand side of the old keyboard intact, which was 
originally worked out on the basis of frequencies.110 It 
has the numerals and punctuation signs in their normal 
positions. The characters on the righthand side of the 
keyboard are arranged with attentions, as far as seems 
feasible, to alphabetical association. The application of 
this last principle should facilitate the process of learning 
the keyboard and its use.111
It is known that the Ananda Bazar Patrika layout was not introduced until
1950 due to Majumdar’s ill-health. In March 1954 Majumdar stated to a
printers’ conference that he had ‘completely succeeded in his efforts to apply 
his reformed Bengali system to a straight 90-channel Linotype’.112 However, in 
1962 the manager of the Linotype office in India, N. Balasubrahmanian, 
reported:
the 90-channel layout formulated in 1949 had to be 
discarded because . . .  the script set from this keyboard 
gave rise to adverse criticism from the readers of this 
newspaper, and the 90-channel scheme was immediately 
withdrawn. Since then there has been no demand for 
matrices of this scheme which, we can now safely
assume, as having been scrapped.113
Linotype records imply that Brown’s General Trade Keyboard was never 
produced. The standard or ‘traditional arrangement’ therefore comprised a main 
magazine and side magazine, but only the prosperous customer could afford the 
latter, since it cost considerably more than the main magazine unit. Even those 
with both magazines were reported not to fully utilize them:
110. In 1935.
111. MC 918b: 10 M y  1949.
112. MC 918b: King’s Quarterly Report, 4 Mar 1954. Majumdar also advocated its emulation 
for Hindi, ibid. PI. 132 illustrates the layout.
113. Linotype Correspondence file (LC) 17A: Bala to Tracy, 28 May 1962.
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132. Keyboard layout for Ananda Bazar Patrika 14 July 1949
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Although the Linotype main and side scheme provides a 
large array of characters, including many combination of 
sorts, operators prefer to make speed by staying as far 
as possible on the main keyboard; instead of looking 
around for single combination character they set the two 
seperate letters of which it consists, that is to say, they 
set a kind of ‘spelled out* Bengali rather than the 
traditional - and this has come to be accepted, certainly 
in the newspapers.114
On the basis of this report, and in order to compete with a 90-channel Bengali 
layout with ‘Greek attachment’ allegedly in production by Intertype,115 the 
Mergenthaler Linotype Company in 1964 decided to review the question of 
producing a 90-channel Bengali keybank layout. To this effect, the company 
enlisted the services of Willem De Leng, the designer of the Intertype layout, 
to formulate an improved version for the Linotype that would adhere as closely 
as possible to the traditional arrangement, yet merely require some 110 sorts. 
The project had the full support of Ananda Bazar Patrika, but Saraswati 
Press,116 whose opinion was also sought, considered the proposal only suitable 
for newspaper requirements, and preferred the main and side magazine system 
of composition for quality book production. The Linotype 90-channel Bengali 
was produced in 1965, ‘It was to be regarded as an advance on the traditional 
one, in line with the simplifying of composition which is so necessary.. . .  This 
scheme even opens the way towards automatic Linotype composition from 
perforated tape’ .117 A note in the Linotype files, however records that by 1967 
they had received no orders.118
114. LC 17A: Tracy to Martin, 3 Sept 1964. Speed averaging 3,000 ens an hour in India on 
main and side magazine; LC 17A: Martin to Tracy, 30 Sept 1964.
115. LC 17A: Martin to Tracy, 28 Apr 1962.
116. Reputedly one o f the finest Bengali book publishers in Calcutta; LC 17A: Bala’s Bengali 
Report, 5 Nov 1964. (They had also ordered Assamese characters.)
117. LC 17A: Tracy to Tammannai, 17 Sept 1964; see also pi. 133.
118. LC 17A: Tracy to Rego, 4 Apr 1967.
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The introduction of linecasters, whose technical impositions exceeded those of
handsetting, unwittingly rendered the design of the keyboard fundamental to the
design of vernacular typefaces. The 90-channel layout was the last significant
contribution to the mechanization of Bengali typefounding and composition
made by Siresh Chandra Majumdar, whose efforts permitted printed Bengali to
become more accessible to the literate public by transforming, some say
mutilating,119 the script. The multifarious difficulties which occurred during the
course of Majumdar’s project merit observation, as they are still encountered
today - albeit ameliorated by improved communications. The experience gained
by the project retains its relevance, for the advice given by Professor Norman
Brown, however apposite, has remained unheeded in subsequent typographic
enterprises even four decades later:
One of the most valuable lessons of the vernacular 
developments in India is that in launching a new script 
on the Linotype we should at all stages consult with 
local printers who are to use the machine. Such 
consultation saves us from many mistakes and gives the 
printers interest and confidence in our development.120
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Economic and practical considerations encouraged India to embrace the new
technology with greater consequences than in the Western world. Brown
assessed the situation in 1935:
The printing trade in India seems to realize the 
advantage of mechanical type-setting, and those presses 
which can afford machines will put them in. The volume 
of printing is steadily increasing in India, and the use of 
the vernacular scripts is for the present increasing. It is 
possible, perhaps even probable, that in the course of 
time the roman script will supplant the local scripts for 
the writing of Indian languages. But it is not likely that 
the change will take place for several decades. In all 
parts of India I find people thinking of ways to simplify 
the local script, but the simplification, even if effected, 
seems a less logical final development that [sic] the 
adoption of roman with simple diacritical marks.121 But, 
whatever may be the situation fifty years from now, the 
present offers an opportunity for vernacular script
119. Schemmel, ‘Script Reform’, p. 11.
120. MC 918: Brown, Summary Report, Red Sea, 24 May 1935 [p. 2].
121. N.b. this was before Indian independence.
Linotypes. The present effort to displace all other Indian 
scripts by the Devanagari does not seem to me likely to 
succeed/ 22
The implementation of Bengali on the Linotype permitted the native press in
Bengal to compete with the English language daily papers set on line-
composing machines, and to outstrip the growth of the Hindi vernacular press
whose development was considerably retarded by the relatively less successful
adaptation of Devanagari for the slugcaster.123 The new technology therefore
signified that the mass production of printed vernacular literature had become
commercially viable, but the cost in typographic terms amounted to the greatest
divergence from the handwritten Bengali character since CW1, and a future
readership unable to recognize orthodox letterforms. In 1954 K. Sree
Vijayapaliah wrote:
It must be emphasized that the Linotype is as essential 
as the Typewriter for a progressive nation. Its necessity 
is . . ,  being felt by Printers in general and Newpaper 
Offices in particular. Newspapers will in future have to 
come out with as much information as is provided in 
the big English dailies like The Hindu, The Indian 
Express and The Times of India}24
The development of the Bengali Linotype constituted one of the earliest multi­
national ventures in which the manufacturers of typographic equipment, 
apparently uninfluenced by political or religious motives, viewed India as a 
potential market for their products and the development of non-Latin founts as 
a commmercial proposition. The inauguration of the Bengali Linotype on 26 
September 1935 retains its significance as the point at which printing in India 
was transformed from a craft into an industry.
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122. MC 918: Brown, Red Sea, 24 May 1935 [p. 1].
123. Schemmel, ‘Script Reform’, pp. 14 and 16.
124. Vijayapaliah, Introduction o f Kannada on the . . .  Linotype, p. 3.
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M onotype C om position
The history of ‘Monotype’ composing machines cannot 
be understood without a realization that the full weight 
of trade opposition as such had gathered, fallen and 
broken on the Linotype almost a decade before any 
other make of composing machine had gone into factory 
production.1
Chapter 9
The Monotype composing machine, invented by Tolbert Lanston (1844-1913), an 
American from Washington D.C.,2 distinguished itself in a variety of ways from 
the Linotype. It overcame, to a large extent, the deficiencies of linecasters and 
in consequence was preferred for book work and the higher quality setting of 
particular non-Latin scripts including Bengali, The generic difference between 
the Linotype and the Monotype was succinctly described by Legros and Grant, 
who classified subsequent hot-metal composing machines according to these two 
types:
in the Monotype class, the product, loose type, is cast 
by the successive presentation of matrices to a type 
mould for successive casting of individual types or units 
which go to form the finished product of this class of 
machine - a line of individual type; whereas in the 
second, or Linotype class, the product of the machine, 
usually a slug, is cast in a single operation of pouring 
metal into the mould.3
The Monotype method of composition was achieved by means of two 
contrivances: the keyboard and the caster.4 These functioned separately; the 
latter being operated by a perforated paper spool produced by the keyboard.5
1. The Monotype Recorder, 39, no. 1 (Autumn, 1949), p. 6.
2. It was first exhibited in 1889; Seybold, Digital Typesetting, p. 51. Patents were taken out 
in 1887.
3. Legros and Grant, Printing-Surfaces, p. 288.
4. See pi. 134.
5. In the manner o f a pianola. The Monotype was initially a cold-metal device, early machines 
had two spools, one for character selection, the other for justification.
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The keyboard comprised some 274 keys of which 225 were related to the sorts
in the fount; the remainder were employed for justification. The depression of a
key caused a punch to rise by means of compressed air in order to perforate
the paper ribbon; the location of each perforation uniquely identified the
character required for manufacture by the caster.6 The caster itself contained the
matrix case: a metal plate holding a grid of 225 matrices,7 Compressed air
blown through the holes in the ribbon forced the matrix case into position over
an adjustable mould for a separate type to be cast automatically at the right
width. For the purposes of justification, the spool was run through the caster in
reverse, i.e. last character first, but the end result was a galley of type similar
to a galley of hand-set foundry type. The typefounder’s role had been reduced
to that of machine attendant:
All these movements are perfectly automatic and the 
machine attendant has nothing to do except to keep the 
pot of metal replenished with fresh ingots, and to 
remove the galleys when they are full of type.. . .
These new types are piled in lines of correct length at 
the rate of 150 types per minute.8
Since the type was cast individually, corrections could be achieved without 
recasting the entire line; skilled operators were also able to patch the tape.9 
Another advantage was that the paper spool could be re-used whenever 
required, even with different grids10 and with casters situated in separate 
locations.11
6 . ‘The perforated ribbon was proposed at least as early as 1848, and was actually adopted by 
Mackie, of Warrington, in 1868, for his composing machine’; Legros and Grant, Printing- 
Surfaces, p. 393.
7. A lso called the die case; see pi. 135. John Sellers Bancroft was largely responsible for 
extending it from 210 to 225 and simplifying Lanston’s original caster for increased 
efficiency, making it ‘the father o f modem machines’; Sean Jennett, Pioneers in Printing 
(London, 1958), p. 187.
8. The 'Monotype' H ow it works (London, c. 1922-1931), p. 9.
9. Gaskell, Introduction to Bibliography, p. 279. But patching the tape was not recommended 
by the manufacturers o f the Monotype; Lanston Monotype Machine Co., The Monotype 
System, 2nd edn (Philadelphia, 1916), p. 155.
10. But to the same layout, see below.
11. Which precipitated the development of off-line keyboards.
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Perhaps the most significant aspect of Monotype composition, however, was its 
method of justification. In the case of the Linotype, the operator was required 
to make ‘end-of-line’ decisions; he had to assess when the line was sufficiently 
filled for casting, ensuring that the remaining unfilled space did not exceed the 
expansion capacity of the space bands within the line.12 A lever or handle used 
by the Linotype operator set in train the justification block which caused 
wedge-shaped space bands to be pushed up between those sets of matrices 
forming words until they were spaced out to the full measure. Such a method 
was inappropriate for the Monotype.
Since the Monotype keyboard was required to function independently of the 
caster, it was necessary for it to possess a counting mechanism. This comprised 
a justifying scale in the form of a revolving cylinder bearing rows of figures 
situated above the keyboard.13 The device kept track of the width of each 
character keyed, and sounded a warning bell four ems14 before the end of a 
line. In order to justify the line, the operator struck those red spacing keys 
which corresponded to the figures indicated by the space pointer on the 
justifying scale. Another key restored the counting mechanism to zero; the 
keying of the next line could then commence.
It was Monotype’s15 introduction of the relative-unit, or 18-unit, system which 
rendered possible its method of automatic justification; a system subsequently 
adopted by other manufacturers of type for mechanical typesetting and which 
was to have far-reaching consequences for the design of new or revived 
typefaces.16 Monotype attributed a value of 18 units set-wise (width) to the em 
in each typeface irrespective of the point size, although normally this was also
12. Three times the volume o f the band’s narrowest position was the maximum expansion 
capacity; Seybold, Digital Typesetting, p. 49.
13. See pi. 134.
14. 5 ems according to Legros and Grant (Printing-Surfaces, p. 395).
15. See below, regarding the Lanston Monotype Company and the Monotype Corporation.
16. See below, chapters 10 and 11.
equal to the point size of the fount concerned.17 All characters held in the 
fount, including spaces, had a fixed unit value in respect of the 18-unit em 
quad, thus facilitating the calculations performed by the justification mechanism. 
The type designer, in some cases the maufacturer of the typeface, had to 
allocate widths to each character in multiples of a fixed unit which was one 
eighteenth of the em. The widths of the bold and italic characters were not 
required to match the light sorts and could possess widths more suited to their 
characteristics, thereby obviating spacing problems caused by the duplexed 
characters of the linecaster. The 18-unit system was considered sufficiently 
flexible so as not to constrain type designers, at least in the case of Latin 
typefaces.18
However, restrictions did exist: the 225 sorts, which included thirteen fixed 
spaces,19 were arranged in the fifteen by fifteen matrix case according to their 
widths. All characters in the same comb20 carrying fifteen characters had to 
bear the same width. The common arrangement in the case of a Latin typeface 
was one row per unit size from five to eighteen units, with three rows of nine 
and ten units each; unit sizes of sixteen and seventeen were not used.21 
Customers who specialized in unusual work could employ a different 
arrangement. The introduction of the Unit Shift in 1962, simultaneously with 
the sixteen by seventeen matrix, provided a greater choice of character widths 
in the die case.
The implementation of the relative-unit system meant the adoption of drawing 
criteria different to those used for the design of early Linotype founts, and new
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17. N.b, any face could be cast on a larger body size; The Monotype System, p. 231.
18. But see below, chapters 10 and 11.
19. Seybold, Digital Typesetting, p. 54.
20. See pi. 135, fig. 1.
21. See pi. 135, fig. 2.
methods of matrix manufacture. As in the production of a Linotype former, an 
enlarged drawing of each character was required measuring approximately ten 
inches. By following the contours of the character with a pantograph, often 
employing the same french curves as used for the drawing, a needle cut the 
letter in precise reduction on wax-coated glass.22 The wax core was removed, 
the plate sensitized and placed in an electrolytic bath which deposited a thin 
sheet of copper on the surface. Once backed with type-metal, this constituted 
the pattern Monotype employed for punchcutting; it being a true replica of the 
original drawing but about a third to a quarter of its size. The formers were 
made ‘with the letters properly placed relatively to their exterior, so as to 
produce a punch with a correctly-located face and one which will constantly 
require the minimum of justification’ .23
The Monotype punchcutting machine24 also operated on the pantographic 
principle. Designed by Frank Hinman Pierpont25 and based on Lloyd Benton’s 
device, it'was intended to simplify punchcutting so that the less skilled person 
could operate it and achieve optimum output without impairing the final image. 
The introduction of such a device brought into being a different class of 
punchcutter: the punchcutter who was neither the designer, nor the interpretive 
punchcutter, but the skilled technician capable of imitating punches if the need 
arose 26 The matrices created by the punches were bronze prisms, each about 
seven millimetres square containing the impression of the character in its lower 
end. Mechanization thus redefined the roles of the punchcutter and the
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22. See pi. 136.
23. (i.e. the justification o f individual characters, see above, p. 224); Legros and Grant, 
Printing-Surfaces, p. 206,
24. See pi. 137.
25. From New England. He joined the Monotype Salford Works in 1899 and was largely 
responsible for the high standards o f engineering achieved by the English company; 
M onotype Recorder, 39, no. 1, pp. 21-22.
26. See Tracy, Letters o f Credit, pp. 34-35.
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136. Pattern cutting; (Whetton, ed., Printing and Binding, Fig. 2)
137. Monotype punchcutting machine
(Legros and Grant, Printing-Surfaces, fig. 162)
typefounder. In many instances, the virtual demise of the hand-cut punch has 
been mourned, but the mechanization of typefounding has generally been 
lauded.27
The introduction of what may be more accurately described as a matrix- 
composing machine demanded new standards of engineering. Every Monotype 
model was designed to be capable of being upgraded with new enhancements 
and innovations. At the same time, each machine was to be composed of 
interchangeable parts; a requirement which necessitated considerable initial 
investment for the manufacture of special tools before production of the 
Monotype could commence.
Historical circumstances account for the paucity of information regarding the 
development of Monotype hot-metal Bengali founts. The Lanston Monotype 
Company, established with the financial backing of J. Maury Dove in 1887, ran 
into pecuniary difficulties in 1897 due, in part, to the destruction of their 
factory by fire. Whilst Tolbert Lanston continued to work on improvements to 
the keyboard unit, his technical adviser, Harold Malcolm Duncan, accompanied 
Dove to England in search of funds.28 A chance meeting with the Earl of 
Dunraven during their Atlantic crossing provided the necessary finance by 
Dunraven’s formation of a syndicate to purchase the British and Empire29 rights 
for one million dollars. In December of the same year the Lanston Monotype 
Corporation was founded in England (in 1931 its title was changed to the 
Monotype Corporation Limited). It functioned separately to the American
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27. See Stanley Morison Typographic Design in Relation to Photographic Composition (San 
Francisco, 1959), p. 27; Huss, Composition Matrix, p. 12; see also Updike, Printing Types 
I, pp. 10-13. Some are still cut by by hand, see Henk Drost, ‘Punch Cutting 
Demonstration’, Visible Language, XIX, no. 1 (Winter, 1985), pp. 98-105;
28. Duncan returned to England in 1900 as technical managing director at Salford Works; a 
position he retained until his death in 1924.
29. Excepting Canada.
company, being without common ownership of shares.30 1924 saw the 
distribution of the first English-built machines; by this time Stanley Morrison 
had become typographical adviser to the company, which embarked upon an 
ambitious typographic programme. However, the English company, whose 
premises included the Works at Salford in Surrey and an office in Drury 
Lane,31 suffered interruptions to its activities on more than one occasion: during 
the first World War the Salford Works was devoted to the production of 
machine-gun parts; in the Second World War it was used as a munitions 
factory. 1941 witnessed the bombing of the Fetter Lane office, which destroyed 
the technical library, and with it, irreplaceable records of the company’s 
typographic activities 32
According to the records that have survived, the hot-metal Bengali Series 470 
was started in 1936 in twelve point. The design, which was introduced in 1937, 
was based on type provided by the Monotype office in Calcutta and was made 
for H. L. Mazunder, a Calcutta printer-publisher. It was supplied to William 
Clowes & Sons in 1938 and used at Oxford and Cambridge Universities for 
work in connection with the Indian Civil Service. A ten point was added in 
1939 for the Bengali Government Press.33
The 470 Series34 at once displays the most noticeable advantage of Monotype 
composition over Linotype setting, viz. the ability to kern.35 It is vital to note 
that this one facility, added as an afterthought by engineers,36 should have such 
overriding importance in the development of Indian vernacular typefaces, and be
30. For a concise history o f the company, see the Corporation’s The Monotype Book o f  
Information (1970), pp. 5-9.
31. The office was moved to Fetter Lane in 1904; Monotype Book o f  Information, p. 6 .
32. See Monotype Recorder, 39, no. 2 (Autumn, 1950), pp. 5-6,
33. Information from David Saunders o f the Monotype Corporation Ltd. See chapter 10 
regarding point sizes.
34. See pi. 138.
35. This facility was not introduced by Monotype [for Latin scripts] until the beginning o f this 
century; Gaskell, Introduction to Bibliography, p. 279 n. 12a; see also John Randle, ‘The 
Development o f the Monotype Machine’, Matrix, 4 (Andoversford, 1984), p. 47.
36. Monotype Recorder, 39, no. 1, p. 47.
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10 PT. 7 lj  SET
»rr?-'»T??nI Shcm *m«t ’TtYm « ^ iinm ▼t^ rrfr
71MWt‘< '‘nf'i^ hi f^ i^c'4  ^ ^ ‘T fr  ^ T^Tl ’ tulc.5 C*I, T^t^TTTf 'ijftpT 
TPT *tfTS  FRFTY C ^ T  ^f^J4JMbMM t-llSi^Scf: f^PTI *T$7 
? 1ma *frf4c^  i »3 Tpni (,1411%*j Ri*)i=ic.<i<i cM 'IM  c^ irTri *i ^otr-
(5iseic-m ^T3^<1 tr^ r y w m ?  s t n  *Tfr<t s t r ?  i * £ f  
a it c*rr^ctni •G"i  ^ i vhm 5:?(.ac.^  or, *tm
f%siTc-M c*r* sit f^ TT ro r s r r f ^  n^ i Vn f^T t^ -aftpr 3pr
I4 P T . 10 1 a SET
'H'mq ^ R^Tt^ n t^trtfw 7r ?mm ^rf^ttr f e r n  w  wi
T^ TTti^  (Ti, ^t^ttft ijftpr r^m Ft^rs- ^ftprrm m m  f*f^i ^ r  ?Ft% i
^  tot Ft^i f ^ fw r S rm  (TTtro ^  ijiwon? ^ n  ^ rf^
i T&t (Trm  ^’tf^r^r ^ f%in w r  t\uzz% ct, 1^® t^tsR f e t r ^  <tfM fe^rtn
f^Tt^o i ^rt^ttfr ^fir5! ^T T f u z fetr^T f^ift
138. Monotype Bengali Series 470
so fundamental to their readability. The invention and implementation of this 
facility, which may at first appear relatively trivial, serves to distinguish good 
typefaces from the mediocre and contributes greatly to their success in quality 
work. It cannot, however, make up for deficiencies in the design itself.
Despite the technical advantages the Monotype method of composition enjoyed 
over its hot-metal rival, the 470 Series cannot be considered a readable design 
in any of its type sizes. The moderately-weighted headline and principal strokes 
(which do not compensate for the thinness of the secondary strokes), combine 
with the looseness of spacing to produce a stencil effect that is dazzling to the 
reader. The rigid and squared-off vertical strokes, particularly in the dominating 
and over-long medial 'i' , arrest the eye in mid-word. The rigidity of the face is 
instanced by the shaping of T? , whose vertical downstroke gives a stiff curve 
and counteracts any movement a preceding character might possess. It appears 
as if some characters have been deliberately foreshortened, e.g. ^ , in order to 
maintain a constant depth, but this has the effect of making the poor-joining 
raphala l-T and laphala o f  all the more noticeable. The limited character set 
necessitated their design as separate elements,37 but their design as subscripts, 
as in some foundry founts, would have been preferable.
It can be assumed that the proportions and spacing of some of the characters 
were dictated by the relative-unit system, e.g.^f as compared to ^ a  , but the 
relationship of the majority of the characters to each other does not appear 
disproportionate; although \F  is oversized and the counters of and'*! in the 
ten point size do appear ungenerous. It has to be concluded that the design of 
470 Bengali is marred by injudicious stroke weights, the poor quality of some 
of the lines, the disjunctions caused by the raphala and laphalas, and the 
unhappy white-to-black ratio which hampers continuous reading.
37. See pi. 139. N.b. a small number were available as conjuncts and accessible with the Unit 
Shift arrangement (see below, pis. 146-8).
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The exact source of artwork remains unknown, but proofs held by the
Monotype India Office show sample settings comparing the 470 Bengali types
with foundry types, presumably those from which the face was derived38 The
copying of foundry type designs was normal practice for mechanical casting, as
The Monotype Recorder reported:
In their pioneer days, all composing machine companies 
were compelled by the demands of their customers to 
copy the designs originated by the founders of movable 
type for hand-composition. Thus, at the date when 
‘Monotype’ composing machines were introduced into 
this country the invention of new designs was 
unpractical, unnecessary and undesirable39
In the case of Bengali composition, however, even Monotype casting could not 
match foundry setting, as the proofs of foundry type demonstrate.
The Bengali Series 700 and 70140 were made from artwork produced in India 
by a calligrapher whose name is not known.41 They were manufactured for the 
Indian market in 1963.42 Series 700 is a very confident design. Being much 
easier on the eye than 470, it is more vigorous and dynamic, and there is a 
iythm to the strokes lacking in the earlier design. It is as if all the faults ofA*
Series 470 have been deliberately eliminated: the lines have been strengthened; 
the knots of r f  ,T | , etc., enhanced, the terminations of the vertical strokes 
softened, the counters opened up, and the spacing tightened - too much in the 
case of z . However, Series 700 cannot be considered a mere revison of the 
Series 470 but a new design. On account of its weight and its slightly
38. See pis. 140 and 141.
39. Monotype Recorder, 39, no. 2, pp. 1-2. A lso see below, chapter 10.
40. See pis. 142-5.
41. According to a former employee o f the Corporation, they were designed by Mr Chakravarti 
o f  Ananda Bazar Patrika; this information remains unconfirmed.
42. Information from David Saunders.
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Type Foundries 10 pt. “Monotype” 10 pt.
fw s i  t o r i  W a  *«J * r  *5T ( 2 4 &  2 7 3  )
m  m  m  n m  ( 180& 301)
apapap apapap apapap !lf ( 243 & 263 )
»p«e*p “P *p «5 “P ( 243 & 180 )
^pp ® \5 ( 192/57 )
140. Comparison of Series 470 with foundry types (1)
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If tljfc'' W) fc> STS’ / 74 .S f a / ? i £ 6 i
^^*41 TF TF ’ff V IF ( 104 )
T P  WE TPTJT =TJ TF sIT I^T  ^ ( 38 & 273 )
\5 »5 \5 ^ ^ ( 157 )
333 333 333 2. 3 3 2, 2 ( 173 & 297 )
141. Comparison of Series 470 with foundry types (2)
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ijb'J&R Sn^ElW i l ^ t l  W\J/N 'S $W'C
sra ^n t^pj ^ n  $<sttg ^irt 1 fefer irskwz 
f ? r o  Tnwn 4t«t *rra vrs^i (Et$3)
S^ w ’Smj vfl^  VjaO; f^ rf^ T® I ciil#>iSw ►TTT^J
11«5iif> I<J* >1<25Jl'i] >^155*4 I
bicii^  *r™\ 'S 9f'®fsTn  (Ei^ i^)
U P T .  10* j  S E T
MtJdR sTWjT^ T C^\bC=i<3 &zpf& sj^T \3 *MW<1 STS WT^ITST ^SRT ^5IW
^TRT I f W ^  T^STFSRT f?RR? 3il$IWl &T'ST ^ftTO *TKS fa%?J tf$T$*f) 2 ^ 5
W  S^RT &k ^ J  I ^K=I vS^SR WTT^fWR v&l I Pa SM <* £)$
«rf?R^’RT 1 bldl^ ^ f W  ^ f ' ^ i  \3 ^F?T (IjT ’^f) tWRT
$IWTT fa ff iR  *fl<I W R ^T  \8 faTOS ^TTW^ 3 ^ #  3JS
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10 P O IN T  71.J SET
'MONOTYPE' BENGALI LIGHT
SERIES No. 700
ifbisT 5rt3f33* .3[\5T5I3 >93# 3 S 3  «  33t33 513 511313 3331 153113 ??P['B
51131 i fates anaro^ fa3ta3 snsipn & r«i a is  5 ? [s  fa tes?  51373 ( S it5! ) sfss
3*313 5RJ >9? 31#  fa far? m i i w i r i f a  t p  5nt3f33*ia 5nfaB333* 33Sfei[3 a ?
af3a*fa3i a*t33 i ETen? 3*fa5ii 5ja?35i «  3afafas a5te*[s 5hj?3 (is??a) [3 M 3 i 3*313 
fa*ffa3 <113 sTPsn*^ \s faans ?fafa5rt3 5ia t^rsr? ansa*® s a #  3 3 3  33 faa'Ta 333 a 1 
.9? a s # ?  ^fas 5??n ata aaa aa* a[aiisi?a cafaca afaas 53 1
i>b s^ sH a^t ta*a«i snfataa ©[uptt? a t  atsc# tsaa 3531 mi 1 aiaeifos
3*%[31vF' -5 3*33 [3l§31 513? >93# $:TSS3 3tv5P £b&& aara ararta srsi 55? 1
9 ?  s la h t^ ?  510 3[Pf[*13 51§ste [3^fac? 3T33* f P  a ?  35 fa3Jt33 *3*3? 9 3 #  a*133{3J
Y133 3*31 551 I
S 3 3  R*$? 31331 a*fatS 31t33 31? [3, 5HP3C3ref31 (a^Talfe?) fasita 9 ?  3313*5 SR# 
3ga[afaafa31t3 9 3 #  3313 €  3^1*313 5T5rfaai[3 3T3Z>15 5?(3  fa*?31 9 ?  3[3lir??a C3faC3 ST55 
51SP[33 5131 fa fa #  ® afafasasata* 3[313! 3  53^13 3[31«:3*# $TCS3-i???ta gtai 5RaH3S 
as'fcsa 3 0 3  5PS3 $ ?[3  I fa*3 fae*l "ISPafa fas!?! 3*f[3*'9? 33*51 51^13313 3531‘$51 I
ijfeJ'b 2n5tR5P3 313 3*[5J3* 3<iat33 3[3T? 51133^ 3* 3S3Tf®5T5 3[3li5T?a [3133 ?S5T[S? 
5PM3STC3 faf3S ??CS 3K3* I 9 ?  5RW IjTffll? 'S 5HS[33 iW ?S5I13Ta 9 3 3  93* 33323131 
3333*3 353 3*31 53 3T51 3H 3 5?3[S3 ?teS?[a 5R3 C3*T3\S 5ffS®&T3 3*^3* 3i3' 5I3elfes 5 ? [T  
JFSir 313 31? I 3H33f331C3^ ?51 5 # [3  331^3 5HS 3*[3 I
3 3 3  $ fesfa 35T3W 3 5I>53Sl 3 3 C3 3333*111 S «l!Wf33* T3>fe3f331C33 2ffe 5II5f5 
^3C3r53 3fe 313 v93? ^375^1513 3J3lSl?3 r3f3t33 3*133131 ^farC(3 fafeg ^R33 51153fa^1 «  
r3C«T3^3C33 5?31 t ?158<1t3? ,3? (3133^33 >3? 3 ’3313* 2R3HSfafa 4 331313
3?3333*K3. 331 333-THfa3*1 «  31^13^53* 3S3f3333* 5jfe33 a*TTcft 5!lf3®l3 ?^nt3 fa3t3. 
3 $ t fal33 I **B^?s^3,, 3f53*l 3t3t|t?3 3*C3R333t3* 41TR5 3 ( ^ vF P1?3 gl?3 ) «  5131131 5)^R33 
(&1?3) 3311 SPSS 3*313 S13 5133 3*133 I il?  5J^3® fa? 3S3U3 **Bl?35T fa^ C3T3r3 ” 3113 
33f3fes I >S?STC3 5m?«n 3 ^  VS 5f^C<I3 5T3R3PT >933 1^3*1^  S1013 3^31 3151
fafetsn s fafe*? 5nurfa3* 3^13 srgfsns *jf33'l3 5i3TS3 'carafe si«?33R3 afaafas 5?ci 1
313 W tfasi5*?! 3 ^ 3 3  533^3*1133 3131? 313lgl?3 C3I33 333WSRS 5 W 3 1  J3«fa3* afa3S3 
511333 3*falS 3153 Z??3TtW I >9? 33*fl a f3 W 3  \3 ®^3*3fa313 [3*311313 3S33*in «  ^<^3133 
SaieTcS? 3l3RSi STTC3* 31?, 3^faS 3 S 3  5tlte*13 C5jfa*3fatfI[3'S ?S1[R3 513313 3fa3Kf I 
^btofc al*^1C3? ??13 Sn5lf33* 33R3 ?fl;a 5313^133*513 [3 ®[mnTI 3[31|lte, 'S 5H31S(S1[33
3 te s  il?  a[S1 3131 3*r33?tet,P3, [51? ®[3T13. ® «3 I?  © 5maSTS1[33? 5331 SRaifaS 5?31 >9? 
3*tail3*T3 »TS13?f3 fas’fa 5R3 331153 3*faf1 I
143. Monotype Bengali Series 700 text sample
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fcfcrJoS Bl\S»l41fl »T^J Q 5 h 4  EJflCwfl
US aj1»1lu NNHl ftwlK $\5TTO TSIT^t I ffefH't 41*11^ 4 
anjttaj intst wlxm *ira W t h  ans^i (6r$a) 
a^5 <*<iisi *»TN> »si *ji(^  f^ rfrn i tni'»iB*< •ttetj iS^ wn 
WteuQw-^ ttltfafclfl* 5RSSIT5J st  aJTBR I fm t^
VfaVT i3 M’tWtTE a'Sf^ ’i'© 'ono»<5 (61?*l) CTfnST^TT Jpfllfl
12 PT. * SET
■jjivscsifl vS«r>iTr •T:zr*t *3 gw3 tj<3cw<i
*ra wt«tm \^tiL’o m^\ i f^fsr <* i 4
fiMW* 5TTW ! ttST ^ T T ?  *TT3 faf^J ?F3r$ (gT$*0
Jd^ jvs 'S'Mi vfl  ^ «jalTj I bi|lr2il?*4 ►TTTB iflSTR^
W vf?<FR  Wlf^8fcl^«ji TRSTSK'SJ »rf|R$V»Rt ^1*4 I
Bttii^ ^ r p t  *pr^s« *s vf's f^n  ai«s<s (ftT^’ f)
I4 P T . I O' a SET
MrltR I^T^ 1h<5 *u\iitei<3 -£v£)H 'Q C5s4\£) *j*uhs *13 W$Tf5T H*MI 1$WU«J °^5TTS
M R  ^ 1  I f^ fs ^  M5TSSR f?R R ?l &TGT Vpt3^ 1<3 * ft5  ^ 1 5  fa fo tf (fet^’ f) S T ^
^?n? ^ r t  v9$ *rafi? s n  i w t3=t^ t r^trsr sraasrra 3 $
^ l? R  I ETcTT^ ^ f W  * T T ^ i  \3 * a f | l f a $  W 2R I (isT $ a ) TOTvSRT R?T< I
fcwwj fo fftR  ^  snpTT^q \3 fasrjra s r  o tc r  a ^  *ra f ^ R
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7ij SET
fab&T sft’fett*? 5Jtafaa* 3C"vM33 93# 3S3 *3 $3S 3?ca3 35 1315113 3331 f?3TCa ??3TQ 
5rt3t mi i fates anstrsf? faacaa armw t^T'QT a!at3 ats r?cs fates 5i*;g (Bt?a) srgs 
3*313 Bf3f 9? 35© fafaS mi 1 3TP3&3 3U3 93*5R 5TtC3fa3*r3 '3tfa«<l*l3a* 3335153 9?
afa3*5RT 3*C33 I Ht3t? 3 *f3 3 1  33?5ra *3 aafates 3S te*CS. 51513 (isfaa) 531*731 3*313 $1*575*11 
fa*fte3 a:3 an»#3 « fasnTS ?fo) fajita 15T3 C333 3Jt*I# 93*© 3S3 35 fa3l3 3*533 I 
9 ? 3 5 ©? $ws s?m aca 'siafa  ^3E3ifet?a cafaca afaas mi i
bb-fcR al*ferc3i ra*aa 3 3 *1 : 3 3  $5 * 5  r*n? 9? acsa© tsaco taaa 3 * 3 1  mi 1  aiamtes 
3*1-i3Ts o a*aa raffs as ?ma 93*© $nss3 aisa i>trto»> asna arsnca ?tet mi 1
9 ? isbfcfc ala i^cs? 3tt3 3 5 5 5 * 1 3  sraas casfaa araa* t^ta 9? 3 5  faat:a3 $rt 9 3 *© a*i3srtai 
^ 1 3 3  3 * 3 1  mi 1
saa C3*s? 3t3ai asfacs aicaa at? 1 3 , 5PSE3t3i®fat (3*c*arteo fastca 9 ? 3 3 1  as 3 5 ©
3HaC3tfe3fa3R3 93*© 2313 \3 3?rt3t3 513 faatC3 3T3I?S S?T3 fa*<31 9 ?  3C3t§t?a [3fa[3 S ^ S  
5rem?3 3t3t fate# \3 afates 3<ai3* atai® a?^3«i acate?*# m5S?-fet?5a ?sa! mat sna^pt's 
a,fcs3 aaa a^a s?c3 1 fa*$ fa?a astsfa tesla asca* 9 ? aa*a waiiaaia aeat S3 !
fcfcbtr g1©trs3 a.'? 3 *5 3 3 * 3 ^ 3 5 3 3  acm? srmufsra* asatfsas ararSfaa tafaa ?<ac®? 
5paa®K3 fates s?i® «iK3* 1 9 ? 3 5 ? mar? « 5 5^ : 3 3  ftp tsaip!? 9 3 3  9 3 5  3 3 3 3 3 1 3 ! 
3*133*3 asa 3 * 3 1  S3 atm aaa *s*5RS3 ?test53 5 1 1 3  casta's afsfeta a*$"a* aca sraates s?cs 
caat ata at? 1 asaaiaatca'S ?m stec? 3 3 1 3 3  3 1 s  3 * 1 3  1
aara s tesla astacut 5 1 5 3 s! aaca 3 5 3 3 * 5 3  vs 5rraf33* c3lfe3fa3R33 ate 5iia$ 
$s:?ts3 ?fe arp 9 3 .^ C35f?c33 acari5t?a caDn33 aaaatat *jfsia!3 fate a 5 IC3 3  5iW3faa! s 
facaassacaa a!*r$ta s?ai $te 1 ?ssafa? 9 ? fapna^ aa 9 ? ypaia* arprsrafa \3 aar^a 
3?^ i33*tca, aat 333-stfaa*t  ^ atejassa* aifafamta* siteaa aai a! 5trfa®t3 ?srtfa faaca, 
as! fac5=ta 1 “&t?a3” afsa*) ataiBl?a 35catc3xfac3* "HatTE3 (tmr ar?a Bt?a) « sjartar 5«pc33 
(Bt?a) asit a^s 3 * 3 1 3  st3 siaa 3*c3a 1 9 ? 5w?r3fa? asaica “Bt?a3 fi# errata” area 
aafates 1 9?stt3 5ia?a? 3»*t3 *3 facaa! 5nsc33 aarcaca aaa 9 3 #  stara sifam Sfea arm 
tafecm « fatea simfaa* a«i3 a^fs.’s  ^M!a 5i3fsa zsh sisi33fca afaafas 1
am sraasw! 3 ^ 3 3  5na^ica3 atm? acatBt?a cafaa ana'sysRS sia?ai iaafaa* afaasa 
sitaaa 3*facs assa 3??31ts 1 9? 3 3 * 3  nfaasa *3 $<sasafa3ta C3*3nats 3533*31 vs ^ataa
aata!cs? a!ai33i sttca* at?, aiss 3 5 3  atfsan rafajafamcas ?mta3  5 1 3 3 1 a 3 famc^ i 
jjtrfcft. a!#icm ?rn3 atatea* aana 3 ©a 5jrfawa*a3 ca <&c3ita! acai^ te, ^eafa « t^^ asycaa 
afas 9 ? aca 3 1 st 3*f33tfai33, ca? <5wita, ®«ar? vs 5n3iasTC33? mat araites s? 3 t 9 ?
3*catc3aa asrmtp tes!p 5113 aacwa a*fa3 t
145. Monotype Bengali Series 701 text
expanded, somewhat untraditional style, it is unsuitable for newspaper text, but 
it became deservedly popular for magazine and book work.43
The Series 701 is not such a successful design. Although based on Series 700, 
the added weight and strong horizontal emphasis tend to cloud the face and 
hamper readability. The repha /  is very undersized and the words appear too 
stretched-out for comfortable reading. The design works better in the larger 
sizes but it bears no comparison to foundry heading types44
The benefits of separating the keyboard and the caster were stressed by the 
manufacturer of the Monotype in its promotional literature. The Corporation 
considered it preferable to preserve the distinction between the composing and 
typefounding arts, yet the skills demanded of these professions were minimized 
by the new technology. The keyboard, however, was more cumbersome to use 
than the Linotype, possessing four times the number of keys than a standard 
typewriter;45 it was, in fact, unlike any other keyboard. Just as the Linotype 
layout was to some extent dependent on the channel widths, the original 
Monotype keyboard arrangement was governed entirely by the unit widths of 
the sorts and not by their frequency of use. It was improved by the 
introduction of the ‘D’ layout in 190846 which retained its pneumatic action 
while mechanical modifications allowed the keys to be arranged to conform to 
the ‘universal typewriter’ layout47
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43. Ananda Bazar Patrika Ltd was one o f its users.
44. Compare to pis. 66 and 114.
45. See Huss, Composition Matrix, p. 15.
46. Designed by Bancroft and based on Lanston’s C layout; Jennet, Pioneers in Printing,
p. 188. According to Monotype’s Book o f  Information (p. 7) this occurred in 1907, but the 
Monotype Recorder (39, no. 1, p. 25) also gives the date as 1908.
47. Commonly referred to as QWERTY; see The Monotype System, p. 198.
The Monotype keyboard could be adapted for specialized setting, but deviation 
from the standard layout was not a simple task, for it could entail the 
replacement of keybanks, keybars, and the justifying scale as well as the 
memorization of the new key locations. The Monotype keyboard operator was 
also disadvantaged by the lack of copy for proofing - apart from the 
perforations in the ribbon indicating the matrix locations. Keying speeds similar 
to Linotype keyboarding speeds were achievable,48 but the type had yet to be 
cast.
Whereas the English Monotype keyboard was capable of composing up to seven
Latin founts, the Bengali script made full use of all available positions on both
keybanks to cover the characters it required for one fount. The basic characters
of the syllabary were positioned in the lower portion of the left-hand bank. It
was a large layout to memorize, yet smaller than the layouts of foundry cases.
Just as in foundry setting, care had to be taken to distinguish between kerning
and non-kerning sorts. It is interesting to note that the layout differs 
(ta**
considerably the case lays employed by the Oxford University Press for the 
same founts.49 The latter seem to better reflect the frequency of the sorts, no 
doubt because constraints imposed by the relative-unit system do not apply to 
hand composition.
The Monotype method of composition for the Bengali script, being a form of 
the Degree system, did cause problems in printing. Its very advantage over the 
Linotype in design terms, namely its kerning facility, was a severe disadvantage 
in newspaper printing. Although the metal used for casting the type was harder 
than that used for Linotype slugs, it was softer than foundry type, thus the
48. Accurate keying speeds are difficult to obtain, since speeds which have been quoted were 
often taken from keyboarding competitions and not under production conditions; see Legros 
and Grant, Printing-Surfaces, pp. 429-30.
49. See pis. 146-8.
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kerns and interlocking parts suffered even more from the pressure exerted on it
by the presses.50 During the 1950s methods were sought by the Monotype
Corporation to improve the casting of the Indian founts including Bengali. The
bevel was changed: bevel shaping was taken over by the Drawing Office and a
secondary copper blank was developed to control the cutting of the bevels.
David Saunders, who was involved in the maintenance of non-Latin founts at
the time, describes the results:
By following the outline of this blank the punchcutter 
ensured that the bevels would not foul on all the 
required combinations, that the punch would be strong 
enough to withstand the stresses of pressing off the 
matrices, that here would be sufficient aperture for the 
metal to flow in casting and that the types would have 
sufficient strength. It was a fact of life that some 
printers in India ignore our recommendations on type 
metal alloy of 10% tin, 10% antimony, 80% lead, and 
used pressure on the press as a general cure all - or at 
least tried to,51
Apart from problems relating to the strength of the metal, the method of 
composition adopted by Monotype for setting Bengali was not suitable for 
rotary printing, but where considerations of quality could prevail over those of 
speed, it was the preferred method of mechanized setting. The Monotype was 
said to be the only ‘composing machine to recognise the existence of the hand 
compositor’ and the only mechanical means of ‘producing printing surfaces 
superior to hand-set foundry type’ .52 Although no such claim can be made in 
the case of Bengali setting, the Monotype became popular in India. Indeed, in 
1984 India was recorded to have the greatest number of Monotype hot-metal 
machines in any one country.53 In many printing establishments where there 
was no shortage of cheap labour, mechanical composition was not taken full 
advantage of: types were commonly cast into case, hand set, and distributed.
50. See above, chapter 8. Extra tin was added for casting into case; John R. Biggs, An 
Approach to Type (London, 1949), p. 38.
51. Letter from David Saunders, 16 Dec 1986.
52. The Monotype System, p. 1.
53. Randle, Matrix, 4, p. 47.
This practice, which was also adopted in England by the Oxford University 
Press for some of its non-Latin setting, continues in many parts of India. In 
such instances the Super Caster remains especially popular, for with its capacity 
to cast rules and other furniture, it represents a minature foundry and can be 
used to supplement existing founder’s type.
The Monotype method of Bengali composition produced the most successful
rendition of the script mechanically composed in hot-metal. Due to limitations
in the designs of the Series 470, 700, and 701, however, it could neither match
nor surpass foundry setting. In this respect, it failed to live up to the
expectations of its maufacturers:
However ingenious a machine may be, whatever the 
speed it may attain in composition, quality in printing 
surface and facility of correction are essential features of 
its practical utility. No machine that is devised to do 
what previously was done by hand can be looked upon 
as correct in principle or perfect in adaptation, unless it 
maintains equal quality and greatly increased quantity of 
production. In such a degree as the machine lowers the 
standards created by the slow evolution of manual 
methods, it must be pronounced a failure.54
But such pronouncements were not intended to apply to non-Latin typesetting. 
Since the introduction of mechanical composition, vernacular founts have 
constantly been compromised in their adaptation for use with equipment of 
European or American manufacture. Whilst the mechanical composition of 
Indian scripts assisted the spread of vernacular printed matter in the 
subcontinent, it precipitated the lowering of typographic standards, which was 
not to be reversed until the new technology of photocomposition had become 
well established. Until the 1960s, fount and typesetter manufacturers saw little 
value in designing special composing techniques to handle the indigenous Indian 
scripts, and little necessity for the quality of non-Westem setting to be 
comparable to that of the Western world. In the case of India, where printing
54. Quoted in the Monotype Recorder, (39, no. 1, p. 16) from the Lanston Machine fo r  Casting 
and Setting Single Type in Perfectly Spaced Lines.
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paper and ink are often of inferior quality, the indigenous scripts extremely 
complex, and the level of literacy low, the requirement for founts of a very 
high calibre should have been considered essential.
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The second half of the twentieth century saw the second radical transformation 
in typesetting technology: the era of photocomposition1 had begun. Filmsetting, 
which has been described as ‘the greatest step forward since the invention of 
movable type’,2 was developed in North America and Europe during the 
1940s;3 it had no perceptible effect upon Bengali typography until the 1970s.
Filmsetting comprised ‘the composition of characters in the sequence required 
on film or photographic paper for the purpose of transferring to sensitized 
plates and printing without the intervention of [metal] type’ .4 It answered the 
needs of the increasingly popular printing processes of lithography and offset- 
lithography, which did not respond well to raised printing surfaces. Filmsetting 
could also be used in conjunction with letter-press printing, owing to the 
innovation of flexible plates usable for rotary printing which dispensed with the 
intermediate process of stereotyping. It met the demand for greater efficiency in 
composing techniques, overcoming many of the disadvantages implicit in hot- 
metal composition.
The printing industry commonly borrows terms from the computer industry, 
with which it has now become intimately linked, when referring to 
phototypesetters. Models known as first-generation phototypesetters were based 
on their hot-metal progenitors and functioned, as far as was possible, upon the
1. In 1960 James Moran considered the term ‘photocomposition’ to be ambiguous (Filmsetting 
- Bibliographical Implications (London, 1960), p. 232), but it is now commonly used as 
here, particularly in connection with third-generation typesetters; see below, chapter 1 1 .
2. Moran, Filmsetting, p. 235.
3. Although a patent for a ‘Means o f composing characters by producing Photographic 
negatives therefrom’ was taken out in Britain by W. Friese-Greene in 1898; Morison, 
Photographic Composition, p. 2.
4. Moran, Filmsetting, p. 231.
^/principles. First-generation models, such as the Intertype Fotosetter and the 
Monophoto Filmsetter, smoothed the path of transition from metal to film 
composition, when the nature of type changed from a three-dimensional object 
to a two-dimensional image.
The Monotype Corporation, who were later to manufacture a number of non- 
Latin film founts, introduced the Monophoto Filmsetter in 1955. The company 
was naturally anxious that its hot-metal machines should not become 
immediately obsolete; it therefore advocated that existing typesetting plants 
should be adapted for filmsetting to work concurrently with hot-metal.
Monotype was in a position to recommend this because the keyboards, which 
functioned independently of the caster, could be used to drive either the 
Monotype Composition Caster or the Monophoto Filmsetter.6 The air tower of 
both machines was identical and characters were selected in the same manner, 
but the mould, metal pot, and galley portion had been replaced by the 
photographic unit.7
The die case was now a master negative plate of 255 characters and spaces;8 
in lieu of a centering pin, its underside was notched for accurate registration. A 
light source was directed through a condenser-lens to ensure that all portions of 
the image were illuminated evenly. A single zoom-type lens and two prisms 
were used to photograph the characters, at one fiftieth of a second, on to a flat 
sheet of film which remained stationary until each line was complete. As 
before, the width values were obtained from the location of the characters in 
the master grid. Until 1956 the Monophoto matrix case comprised a single 
sheet of glass. In order to increase the versatility of the founts, Monotype
5. First exhibited in 1950.
6 . The Monotype Recorder, 42, no. 2 (Spring, 1961), p. 1. Although this situation changed.
7. See pi. 149.
8. It was extended to 272 in 1963; Monotype Recorder, 43, no. 2 (Summer, 1965), p. 45.
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149. Monophoto Filmsetter (The Monotype Recorder, 43, no. 2, Summer, 1965, p. 33)
introduced a matrix case in which each sort existed on a separate piece of film 
within the case and could be either direct-reading or reverse-reading. Individual 
characters could thus be substituted by others, or damaged matrices replaced.
The sizes obtainable from one negative by means of a manual adjustment 
ranged from 6 to 24 point.9
There were immediate benefits to be derived from filmsetting which quickly 
offset the initial high cost of the equipment One advantage, as Monotype 
pointed out, was ‘the ability to store in one shallow box, or to slip into one 
airmail packet, the equivalent of tons of standing metal type’ .10 The expense of 
storing vast quantities of lead type, in terms of space and cost of type metal, 
far exceeded the cost of film.11 Wear and tear of type, a perennial problem 
with Indian language printing12, was another hindrance eliminated by 
filmsetting.13 Furthermore, type set by film was able to produce a sharper 
image than metal, although in practice this was not often achieved.14 The 
Monophoto Filmsetter was capable of high-quality output and required only one 
matrix-case assembly to output a full range of sizes required for normal 
composition,15 But with regard to speed, the first-generation model showed no 
marked improvement on the hot-metal machine.
Although the Monotype Company was at pains to stress the similarities of the 
two technologies, problems were soon encountered by the compositors who had
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9. See below, pp. 343-8 regarding the point system.
10. The Monotype Recorder, 42, no. 2, p. 1.
11. See Naik, Typography o f  Devanagari, pp. 188-9.
12. See above, chapter 8. "
13. Metal type begins to show signs o f wear after 50,000 impressions and is thus reserved for 
short runs; McLean, Manual o f Typography, p. 30.
14. See Monotype Recorder, 43, no. 2, p. 14 and Frutiger, Type Sign Symbol, p. 20.
15. See below, pp. 348-9.
trained with hot-metal composition. Page make-up and corrections were 
ostensibly easier with film than metal, but composing-room technicians were 
unskilled in working with a scalpel on the unfamiliar gelatinous sheet.16 Care 
had to be taken to achieve uniformity of colour when stripping in corrections 
or adding text set at a different time to the original copy. Variations in quality 
could easily occur depending on the batch of film used; the strength, age, and 
temperature of the developer; and the intensity of the light source. Monotype 
sought to alleviate this problem by supplying a Monophoto Test Negative17 for 
controlling the quality of the typeset output.
Another problem experienced by the composing-room concerned the 
measurement of type. For at least two centuries,18 type had been cast in sizes 
bearing such names as Minion, Pica and Cicero. The sizes, however, bore no 
relation to each other and could vary from one foundry to another. A 
standardization of type height and a systematic means of type measurement 
were advocated by the French Government in 1723, but the vested interests of 
established founders and printers inhibited its realization for more than ten 
years. In 1737 the Parisian typefounder, Pierre Simon Fournier,19 devised the 
point system of measurement in which a point measured 0.0137 of the English 
inch or 0.349 mm. All body-sizes were to be cast to a definite number of 
points; Cicero, for instance, measured twelve points.20 This system was 
published by Fournier in his 1742 specimen book Modeles des Caracteres.21 He 
subsequently described it in greater detail in the first volume of Manuel
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16. Monotype Recorder, 42, no. 2, p. 5.
17. Described in The Monotype Recorder, 42, 2, p. 7.
18. See Moxon, Mechanick Exercises, pp. 19-27.
19. Sometimes referred to as Simon-Pierre; see James Mosley, An Introduction to Pierre Simon 
Fournier's M odeles des Caracteres de I’Imprimerie (London, 1965), p. 3.
20. Cicero was a measurement used in Europe which came to be used for defining line 
measure (length), as Pica was in England.
21. S.P. Fournier, Modules des Caracteres de Vlmprimerie (Paris, 1742); a copy o f which is 
held at the St Bride Printing Library.
Typographique.22 After his death,23 another Parisian typefounder, Francois 
Ambrose Didot, revised Fournier’s system according to the official linear 
measure of France, pied-du-roi; a point now measured 0.0148 inch or 
0.3759mm. Although disliked by many typefounders, it became the standard 
system of type measurement in most of Europe.24
The American point system, which was adopted by Britain in 1898, was not 
established until after the great Chicago fire of 1871 in which the typefoundry 
of Marder, Luse & Co. was destroyed. The foundry’s reconstruction under John 
Marder’s supervision resulted in the implementation of a system devised by 
Nelson Crocker Hawks, a Milwaukee printer, who was, presumably, conversant 
with the French systems. His idea was to adopt a standard pica that was 
divisible into twelve parts called points and each body-size of type would 
amount to a specific number of points. This system was formally adopted in 
September 1886 by the United States Type Founder’s Association, of which 
Marder was vice-president. However, the pica chosen as a standard was not that 
used by Marder’s foundry, but the more commonly used pica which measured 
0.166044 inch.25
Neither the Didot system nor the American point system proved very 
satisfactory: the former did not match the European metric system; the latter 
did not match the foot and inch measures used in Britain and America. Many 
English printers wishing to use existing stocks of type continued with the old 
English type body-sizes, particularly in the smaller text sizes.26
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22. P.S. Fournier, Manuel Typographique, I, (Paris, 1764).
23. Fournier died in 1768; it is not known exactly when Didot established his system of 
measurement.
24. Belgium still uses the Fournier system; Tracy, ‘The Point’, Penrose Annual, 55 (London, 
1961), p. 64.
25. Tracy, ‘The Point’, p. 67.
26. See pi. 150 showing sizes in use at OUP in 1969.
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T Y P E  BO DY SIZES
Point M  onolypt English Didot Old B odits O .U.P. Moulds
* i •0588 — — Diam ond •0579
4* •0622 — _ — —
4 i •0657 — — — —
5 *0692 •0660 •0740 Pearl •0660
H •0726 — — — —
•0760 •0725 — R uby •0710
6 ■0830 •0833 •0888 Nonpareil •0837
6* ■0847 — — — —
6D (6J) •0888 — — — —
7 •0968 •0972 •1036 Minion •0972
n *1038 — — — _ _
8 •1107 •1083 •1184 B revier •1083
n •1176 — — — —
9 •1244 •1180 •1332 Bourgeois •1177
10 -1383 •1350 •1480 Long P rim er ■1356
11 •1522 •1450 •1628 Small P ica •1445
12 ■1660 ■1667 •1776 Pica •1670
13 •1799 — — — —
131 •1867 — — English —
14 •1937 •1880 •2072 — —
15 •2076 — — — —
16 ■2213 — •2369 2*1. B revier —
17 •2352 — — — —
18 •2490 ■2350 •2665 G reat P rim er ■2351
19 •2629 — — — —
20 •2767 •2626 •2961 Paragon •2546
21 •2905 — — Double Pica •2864
22 •3043 •2890 •3257 — —
23 •3182 — — — —
24 •3320 •3362 •3553 2-1. P ica *2862
28 •3874 •3750 •4145 2*1. English •3362
30 •4150 — •4441 — —
32 •4428 •4690 ■4736 — —
36 •4980 •4980 •5329 — —
42
48
60
72
•5810
•6640
•8300
•9960
— —
3-1. English •3779
150. Oxford University Press: Type Body Sizes; Monotype Keyboard and Caster 
Equipment (February, 1969)
Since the British were the most influential in the design of Indian typefaces, it
is not surprising that the same systems of measurement, however inappropriate,
were employed for Indian founts. The earliest founts were cast by means of
adjustable hand-moulds in sizes most suited to their purposes. However, in
order to classify these types in type specimen books, and in order to indicate
the Latin faces with which they would most appropriately align, the foundries
of Vincent Figgins, Stephen Austin, and certain Indian foundries27 soon
allocated English body-size measurements to Indian language founts. The
difficulties of defining the type height of Indian founts which employ Wilkins’s
phald system or the Degree system of composition, are illustrated by an extract
from the Oxford University Press’s description of its ‘Sanskrit Paragon’28
Devanagari founts:
The original fount (purchased from Mr Watts, of Crown 
Court, Temple Bar, London) includes types on English 
and Bourgeois bodies, and points on a Pearl body. The
latter are justified with the English body (either at the
top or bottom, or with the Bourgeois for both top and
bottom).29
Oxford Univerity Press also possesses ‘Sanskrit Old Pica’ and ‘New Pica’ 
founts. The ‘Old Pica’, originally purchased from Watts in about 1840, is 
described as a ‘smaller form of the . . .  Paragon Sanskrit’ which includes 
‘Bourgeois, Pearl arid Minikin bodies which are used in combination for making 
pointed characters’. In order to complete the description, OUP was forced to
resort to the new point system of measurement by concluding that the sorts
‘419-23 are cast on 3-pt body.’30 OUP’s Bengali founts which originated from 
a later date are not so elaborately described: the Figgins fount, acquired
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27. e.g. the Gujarati Type Foundry at the turn o f the century; Geoffrey Osborne, ‘An Unusual 
Type Specimen Book from India’, Matrix, 2 (Winter, 1982), p. 100.
28. Paragon, in this case, being equivalent to about 19 point.
29. List o f Ancient and Modern Greek and Oriental Founts at the University Press, Oxford 
(Oxford, 1959), p. 28.
30. List o f  . . .  Oriental Founts, p. 29.
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in 1888, is simply called ‘Bengali 3nk Pica’; its hot-metal fount of the 
Monotype 470 series has Monotype’s ‘12 pt’ classification.
Such designations for Indian vernacular founts, however unsuitable, do assist the 
typographer in copyfitting. Type measurement, however, only refers to the 
actual size of the metal body, not to the appearance of the face. A face which 
is small on the body - small x-height - but has long ascenders can be the 
same point size as one that is large on the body with short ascenders and 
descenders, however, the visual appearance will be quite different.31 
Furthermore, if the main body-size of a non-Latin fount is identical in the case 
of, for example, Burmese and Devanagari, the actual depth taken up on the 
page will be far greater in the latter, since it uses superscribed and subscribed 
vowel signs: the manner of composition, therefore, is also crucial to 
measurement. The linear setting of, for instance, 8 point Linotype Bengali Light 
No. 2 may achieve more lines to the inch than the equivalent matter set in 8 
point Monotype Bengali 470, but it will fit less words to the line owing to the 
linecaster’s inability to kern.32
The advent of filmsetting brought with it further complications relating to type 
measurement for both Latin and non-Latin founts. Metal body-size has no true 
significance in film, yet, for want of a new system, type composed 
photographically is still specified according to the point system.33 As John 
Seybold writes, ‘The point size is, in a sense, an abstract concept which relates 
to the amount of vertical white space necessary to accomodate the distance 
from the lowest descender to the highest ascender, plus clearance from above 
and below the letter.’34 The only relevant dimension in film is the height and
31. And would probably require different leading.
32. Assuming that the set width o f the Linotype sorts is not considerably narrower than the 
Monotype Bengali.
33. Some specifiers use millimetres.
34. Seybold, D igital Typesetting, p. 35,
depth of the image, leading can be adjusted in hitherto unattainable fractions of 
points35 depending on the job in hand. In consequence, it is extremely difficult 
to ascertain simply by measuring copy the point size of a typeface set by film, 
unless the interlinear spacing is also known.
In the case of Indian founts the problem is exacerbated by the ability of some 
machines to ‘float accents’ in their correct positions by means of 
superimposition. Whilst this facility improves the quality and readability of the 
text, the compositor cannot assume that the depth-count will be identical to that 
of the same text set in hot-metal using the equivalent typeface,36 at the same 
point size, with the same leading. Similarly, the ability to alter the 
intercharacter spacing by discriminatory kerning, or by utilizing the condensing 
or expanding facilties which became available, necessarily renders the set width 
of the typeface at variance with that of its hot-metal counterpart. The Monotype 
Corporation repeatedly stressed that Monotype copyfitting tables were not be 
used with Monophoto founts.37
Another factor serves to differentiate metal and film founts, namely sizing.
Founts of foundry type had been designed according to the characteristics most 
suited to their type size. Just as the earliest types strove to emulate 
handwriting, the first hot-metal founts for mechanical composition sought to 
imitate foundry types and, therefore, to maintain the principle of optical 
compensation by manufacturing different styles of the same face in different 
type sizes. As has already been mentioned, compromises were introduced when 
the same drawing or pattern was employed to create more than one size of the 
same typeface. 38 Normally, three masters were used to create matrices in a 
whole range of sizes; a different set of matrices was required for each point
size in hot-metal composition. In the case of filmsetting, one matrix case could
35. e.g. 10 point on 9 lA. point
36. Produced by the same manufacturer.
37. e.g. Monotype Recorder, 42, no. 2, p. 15 and Monotype Recorder, 43, no. 2, p. 17.
38. See above, chapter 8.
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be used to set all sizes from 6 to 24 point with the result that typefaces would 
appear ill-proportioned in certain sizes. Consequently, the letterforms exhibited 
divergencies from the hot-metal designs rendering them unacceptable to many 
users, who wished to purchase ‘known standards’.39 Monotype40 attempted to 
remedy this problem by introducing two, or sometimes three, sets of matrices to 
maintain the correct proportions of the typeface. The master size on the 
Monophoto matrix approximated 8 point.
For reasons of economy and, as indicated above, for the sake of compatability 
in line with customer expectations,41 the first film founts were photographic 
copies of the hot-metal designs. Such was the case with Monotype’s Bengali 
founts. The one distinction was the use of double-exposure techniques in place 
of overhanging characters. Bengali Monophoto founts were introduced in 1970 
for the Mark 3 version of the Filmsetter.42 This machine was still a mechanical 
photosetter, but it possessed superior optics which improved the character fit; 
the revised gear box enabled it to expose at a speed of 144 characters per 
minute, at one fiftieth of a second. The Bengali script was also implemented on 
later versions of the Monophoto: the Mark 4, which had an increased character 
set of 340 characters; and the Mark 5, which could no longer be classed as a 
first-generation device and whose facilities principally assisted mathematical 
composition43 However, repeated attempts to obtain matter composed with 
Bengali Monophoto founts produced at this time have proved unsuccessful.44
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39. The Monotype Recorder, 43, no. 2, p. 12.
40. And others, including Linotype, see below.
41. See also below, pp. 362-3.
42. See pi. 151 showing a film matrix case of Bengali.
43. The All India Press at Pondicherry installed all three models.
44. Monophoto founts were redesigned, but not during the period under discussion [i.e. in 
1984].

Second-generation phototypesetters still employed master negatives and a direct 
light source to produce type images, but they differed from first-generation 
machines in that they were not adaptations of hot-metal devices. Second- 
generation machines were designed specifically as phototypesetters; they relied 
less on mechanical parts which were increasingly substituted by electronic 
components. Higher setting speeds were characteristic of these machines: 
between forty and several hundred characters a second could be exposed. Speed 
had become a crucial factor in the printing industry, particularly for newspaper 
composition. Grids, film strips, or discs contained the character sets. The 
number of characters held varied: at times two grids or strips were required for 
one fount, usually both being simultaneously accessible. Characters were either 
exposed when stationary or moving (‘on the fly’). When exposing ‘on the fly’ 
in particular, the critical timing of the illumination, the accuracy of the 
character positioning on the negative, and the quality of the lenses and design 
of the typeface were all vital to the sharpness of the image.
Character sizing of second-generation typesetters was effected by changing the 
lens (or lens position), the film strip, or the disc containing one or more master 
sizes.45 Usually, however, type could be sized automatically without stopping 
the typesetter. The Linofilm, the first machine of this kind introduced by the 
Mergenthaler Linotype Company, offered the ability to change the size of the 
lens46 and the master by supplying A, B, and C-range masters for the purpose 
of optical compensation. A-range founts were intended for text sizes; B-range 
founts for 12 to 18 point; and C-range for 18 to 36 point.47 The founts were 
held in a grid basket, containing 18 grids of 88 characters, which would rotate 
in response to the particular command keys of the keyboard.
45. There was always an enlarging factor, i.e not a one for one relationship.
46. It utilized a zoom lens. The Linotype Company had also considered adapting the hot-metal 
linecasting machine; Moran, Filmsetting, p. 235.
47. Other sizes were available; John W. Seybold, Fundamentals o f M odem  Photocomposition 
(Pennsylvania, 1979), p. 96.
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In 1956 investigations were made by the Mergenthaler Linotype Company to
implement Bengali and Urdu on the Linofilm in response to an enquiry from
Tor Gjedsdal, the UNESCO Director of Mass Communication. At this point,
Linotype hot-metal Bengali founts were being supplied in two 90-channel
magazines with an additional 160 pi characters; the Linofilm could easily
accomodate this character repetoire, but the real problem lay in the keyboarding,
as Scordato explained:
Whatever the number of characters available in the 
machine, these can only be selected through the medium 
of the keyboard that has 44 keys which, with shift and 
unshift positions, makes identically available 88 
characters . . . .
It is necessary to have all the characters in their finished 
form on the character grid available from the 44 keys of 
the keyboard. Since this is virtually impossible, other 
means such as keyboard charts, must be resorted to. In 
this case five keyboard charts would be required in 
addition to the layout on the keyboard itself.
The project was never realized, for Mergenthaler concluded:
Studies are proceeding on the numerous problems of 
using Linofilm on the photocomposition of foreign 
languages. The strides that photocomposition will make 
now and in the future, depend essentially upon the 
economics of the entire photo-reproductive process.48
Another photosetter produced by the Mergenthaler Company was also considered 
for the composition of Bengali: the V-I-P, which gained considerable popularity 
in the 1970s. Similar to the Linofilm, the V-I-P held A and B fount ranges;49 
these covered the type sizes 6 to 72 point.50 Some typefaces were specifically 
designed to be set from one master.51 The firm D. Stempel AG,52 who
48. MC 918b: E. A. Scordato to the Secretary o f the Pakistan National Commission for 
UNESCO, July 1956.
49. Not in all models; Seybold, Modern Photocomposition, pp. 96-97. O f course, there was 
nothing to prevent customers using the founts at the wrong sizes.
50. For further details see Linotype-Paul Ltd, V-I-P Operation Manual (January, 1978).
51. e.g. Icone by Adrian Frutiger. His typeface Meridien was re-worked for photocomposition; 
Frutiger, Type Sign Symbol, pp. 16-17 and 32. See also below, chapter 11.
52. Now part o f Linotype AG.
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manufactured V-I-P fonts,53 produced an information bulletin that explained the
significance of the design sizes:
The artwork for the majority of our photocomp typefaces 
has been drawn to permit the proper setting of the entire 
size range from only one font___
Of course to guarantee that typefaces look their best in 
all sizes, the spacing between characters should be 
tightened or loosened to correspond to the enlarged or 
reduced character size___
Some typefaces, such as Bodoni, rely on the fine 
contrast between thick and thin. If we take a font of 
Bodoni, enlargement or reduction may lead to a loss in 
quality since the serifs, which are a characteristic design 
element of Bodoni, become too thick or too thin. For 
this reason we offer a range of design sizes.
The information bulletin also stated:
Special design sizes may also be required if 
compatability with hot metal type is called for.54
The introduction of on-line casters for teletypesetting (TTS) in the 1930s - 
whereby type could be set at remote locations by transmitting impulses via a 
telegraph or telephone line - prompted the Linotype company to adopt 
Monotype’s relative-unit system of 18 units to the em.55 The ‘saleable’ 
typefaces were refitted, ‘one unit was reserved for kerning, and roman and 
italic f were redesigned accordingly, as was the capital W where the original 
was wider than 17 units’ .56 The use of this system was also vital to 
Mergenthaler’s phototypesetting machines, whose employment of lenses, rather 
than different matrices, for changing sizes required the storage and calculation 
of the relative widths peculiar to each typestyle 57 which were translatable into 
absolute terms by the software. The Y-I-P used punched paper width-tapes for
53. As well as MLCo in the USA
54. Stempel, Information; Photocomp Type Faces (January, 1980), Design Sizes [p.l].
55. Since the keyboard was necessarily separated from the caster. At first the founts had to 
have uniform widths, i.e. lower case ‘a’ had to take on the same width in every typeface 
and style; Seybold, Digital Typesetting, p. 61.
56. Tracy, Letters o f  Credit, p. 41.
57. Widths were no longer duplexed.
each font to load the width data into the core memory of the machine.58 The 
maximum width was eighteen units and the minimum, apart from zero unit 
accents, was four units. Within these delimiters, special width modifications 
could be made by altering the paper tape. A central processing unit performed 
the typographic functions which included ‘end-of-line decisions, hyphenation and 
the determination of interword space and letterspace values required to justify 
the line*.59
Different processing, however, was required for the setting of non-Latin scripts 
by the V-I-P. The development of software specifically to process Arabic and 
Indian scripts was undertaken by the British company, then called Linotype-Paul 
Ltd, and it represented the beginning of a commitment by the company to 
produce non-Latin typesetting of a quality comparable to that of Latin. In the 
case of Devanagari and Gujarati, which shared the same software, this was 
confined to designing an accent-placement routine and hyphenation/justification 
logic. It was recognized that the normal V-I-P accent-placement routines would 
compromise the scripts to an unacceptable extent; although considerably less 
than in the case of hot-metal Linotype setting. Both scripts demanded the 
placement of superscripts to the right of the letterforms, generally above the 
main upright stroke (kana), but in some cases they needed to be centred, e.g. 
cfi . Similar placements below the characters were required for the subscripts 
(vowels, halant, etc.).60 This facility had not been possible with the slugcaster.
Indian language hyphenation - breaking words at the end of a line but not 
necessarily with a hyphen - is extremely simple in comparison to English 
language setting, but the fount scheme called for by the V-I-P rendered it more
58. V-I-P Operation Manual, Processing Sequence, p. 35.
59. Ibid., p. 5. v
60. See pi. 152 where problems occur with . Bengali ‘accent-placement’ is more demanding 
than Devanagari; see below pis. 165 and 168.
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152. V-I-P accent placements for Devanagari
complex. The V-I-P film strips which were fixed to a rotating drum carried 96 
characters. In order to make up the necessary complement of characters, the 
Devanagari founts occupied four film strips: founts 1 and 2 for the light face; 
and founts 3 and 4 for the bold.61 The layouts of founts 1 and 3 were 
identical, but founts 2 and 4 differed. In addition to the Devanagari letterforms, 
numerals, and mathematical signs, both founts contained a contingent of 
characters unique to the fount that were of ‘common weight’, i.e. they could be 
used with the light or the bold fount. These comprised superior figures and 
other signs deemed necessary for setting Devanagari.
The limitations of the V-I-P fount capacity necessitated the use of the linecaster 
method of composing Devanagari conjuncts devised by Hari Govil which 
utilized half-forms.62 Indeed, the V-I-P still required that the infrequent 
letterform be made up of a half-form ^  and a kana T . The justification 
software when making end-of-line decisions therefore had to take into account 
the presence of half characters. Care had to be taken when breaking a word 
that half characters did not become separated, and that at least four characters 
were carried over to the next line. It was possible to cancel the use of 
hyphenation: the typesetter would then justify the lines, if required, by altering 
the interword spacing.
There existed a considerable difference between the output of the V-I-P and the 
printed image of Linotype hot-metal Devanagari: the typeface had been 
redesigned.63 Moreover, the new design was enhanced by the implementation of 
the sorely-needed64 kerning facilities and software for accurate diacritical 
positioning that phototypesetting allowed Linotype customers to enjoy for the 
first time. The significant improvement to the typeface clearly removed the
61. See pis. 153 and 154.
62. See above, chapter 8. The linecaster used half-forms to create base characters; see Naik, 
Typography o f Devanagari, pp. 209-30.
63. By Matthew Carter based on a Nimaya Sagar foundry face. It was subsequently redesigned 
by Carter and the Linotype-Paul Letter Drawing Office for the Linotron 202 typesetter.
64. Particularly for Indian and Arabic scripts.
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possibility of maintaining compatibility between hot-metal and photocomposed 
Linotype Devanagari. The hot-metal Devanagari founts, which were clearly 
inferior in design to the Monotype Devanagari founts (mainly owing to the 
limitations of the linecaster), had received a good deal of criticism. The 
Mergenthaler Linotype Company decided, in defiance of the reading public’s 
conservative nature, to take advantage of the opportunity afforded by the 
introduction of new technology to revise both weights of the typeface.
Suggestions were made to develop Bengali Y-I-P fonts based on the fount
scheme already devised for Gujarati and Devanagari. Walter Tracy, then
manager of Typographic Development at Linotype and Machinery Limited, was
hopeful that the same layout and hyphenation program could be used for the
script. In 1977 he wrote to N. Balasubramaniam, the manager of the Linotype
office in India:
we need to have a complete list of all the characters 
needed by potential customers for the script, using the 
Mergenthaler Linotype character numbers. The total 
number of characters in the light and also the bold 
should be 96 or a multiple of 96 or a number between 
96 and 192 which can be made up by the addition of
special signs and decorative material, as in the case of
Gujarati and Devanagari. In short, the number of 
characters in the set should be related to the 96 
characters contained in a V-I-P font strip.
Indeed, only when this set of characters is defined in 
detail will it be possible to compare it character for 
character with the Gujarati and Devanagari sets of 
characters in order to see whether the present program 
can be used for Bengali.65
In view of the developments undertaken for V-I-P Devanagari composition, it is 
strange to find that the redesign of the Bengali founts was not contemplated 
before its translation into film. The typeface could have benefited greatly from 
the kerning and accent placement possibilities alone, placing it on a par with 
Monotype setting. It seems scarcely credible that MLCo should have considered 
the Bengali No, 2 designs satisfactory, (no doubt, commercial reasons and tight
65. LC 17A: Tracy to Bala, 3 August 1977.
time-scales played a part),66 yet the original Bengali hot-metal drawings 
prepared for punchcutting were to be used. The letterforms needed to be 
unitized; Tracy suggested that the recently introduced 54-unit system be 
employed for this purpose67 as the 18-unit system was found too coarse to 
achieve finely-tuned spacing.68 Thus in the 1970s Megenthaler Linotype adopted 
the more flexible system of 54 units to the em\ the V-I-P could accept both 
systems depending on how many levels of the eight-level width tape were 
utilized.
Once the letterforms had been unitized, a negative was required of each sort in 
the fount. This was accomplished by placing a sheet of rubilith film over the 
outline drawing of the character. With the aid of a light table, the outline was 
traced with a scalpel, the rubilith core was then peeled away revealing the 
character in negative; in this case white on red rather than black: the result 
was termed a frisket.69 The use of a pin-bar and registration holes ensured 
accuracy in cutting and ultimately in photographing the characters onto a master 
film fount. Frisket-cutting was thus considerably easier, quicker, and cheaper 
than punchcutting, particularly in comparison to hand-cut punches. However, the 
difference in quality is open to debate.70
V-I-P founts of the Bengali script were never manufactured. Perhaps the 
keyboarding difficulties were considered insurmountable, as was the case with 
regard to the Linofilm.71 It is certain, however, that if founts had been 
produced they, like the Monophoto founts, would have been adaptations of the 
hot-metal designs, but showing considerable divergencies from their progenitors.
66 . Tracy informed MLCo that he would not have enough staff to undertake the frisket-cutting;
LC 17A: telex Tracy to Parker, 1 Jan 1977.
67. LC 17A: Tracy to Genower, 4  April 1977.
68. See also below, chapter 1 1 .
69. See pi. 155; originally the term had a different meaning, see Linotype, Printing Terms, 
p. 17.
70. See Morison, Photographic Composition, p. 27.
71. Keyboarding is discussed in chapter 11.
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The quality of the character fit, and therefore legibility, would have improved, 
but not the design. Possibly the lack of linguistic knowledge on the part of the 
Western fount manufacturers made them reluctant to tamper with non-Latin type 
designs whose hot-metal forms had been found ‘acceptable’ .72 It is more likely, 
however, that the precedent set by the development of Latin founts was 
followed for non-Latin scripts.
The manufacturers of type and typesetting equipment have constantly 
experienced that ‘In the continuous-reading field, nothing whatever goes as a 
type design that offends against the canon of familiarity’ .73 Thus the production 
programme of film founts repeated the initial approach to fount manufacture 
both at the advent of movable metal type and at the introduction of mechanical 
typecasters: in order to gain the acceptance of the reading public, new 
typeforms should be imitative of, if not indistinguishable from, their precursors. 
Compromises were unavoidable, but the intention existed of reproducing even 
seventeenth-century type in Monotype hot-metal founts, despite the fact that new 
typesetting and printing technology would have benefited from the use of less 
anachronistic type designs. Bengali and other non-Latin scripts could have 
profited greatly by exploiting the possibilities of filmsetting, but as in the case 
of Latin founts, revolutions in typesetting and printing technology were not 
echoed by revolutions in type design. Although typeforms could now be freed 
from the constraints of metal, new processes of fount manufacture for 
photocomposition were not taken full advantage of until they became firmly 
established. In an article entitled ‘Type Design in the New Cold-type Age’, 
Beatrice Warde, former publicity manager of the Monotype Corporation and 
editor of The Monotype Recorder, vividly described the situation in 1963:
72. The Linotype Devanagari was clearly not acceptable.
73. Beatrice Warde, ‘Type Design in the N ew  Cold-Type A ge’, Print in Britain (September,
1963), Supplement, p. 10.
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Here for the first time in printing history it has become 
possible to design a typeface without any reference to 
the behaviour of steel, under the shaping tool or under 
the blow that sinks the punch into the matrix-metal; or 
to the limitations of metal casting (such as the difficulty 
of making letters appear to link); or to the behaviour of 
lead under repeated pressure. No need to allow for 
‘bevel’ and, much less chance that a ‘small counter’ 
(enclosed white space) will be filled-in by the spread of 
the ink. Here, for the first time, type can be designed in 
terms of white-on-dark print - with due attention to the 
effects of halation, but no worry about extra cost or 
time. Again for the first time, an entire series (of sizes) 
of a new face can be thought of as comprised in one 
set of master-letters - with all the resulting need for 
forethought about the effects of mechanical enlargement 
and reduction. The designer whose fingers are itching for 
a chance to explore the many possibilities may well 
drum those fingers impatiently as the new machines are 
fitted out with matrices of ‘the most popular’ designs of 
the past fifty years.74
Nevertheless the early years of filmsetting did furnish the type designer and 
type manufacturer with a greater appreciation of the capabilities of 
photocomposition and the implications it held for vernacular setting. The 
limitations of the V-I-P Gujarati and Devanagari founts and method of 
composition played an essential role in defining the requirements for the 
implementation of the Bengali script on third-generation typesetters in the late 
1970s.
74. Warde, ‘Type Design’, p. 9.
C h a p te r  11 
D igital Photocom position
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The advent of phototypesetting represented a turning point in the history of 
printing: it signified the demise of the typefounding industry and the eventual 
obsolescence of hot-metal typesetting equipment. Hot-metal machines have, 
however, continued to operate in many parts of the world, such as India and 
Pakistan, where no film founts existed1 to compose vernacular languages. But 
even these areas, whilst bypassing the filmsetting revolution, have been affected 
by the latest ‘fundamental revolution in the creation and reproduction of 
typeforms’2 - that of digital fount storage and reproduction. This was achieved 
by a certain type of third-generation phototypesetter.
A third-generation phototypesetter has been defined as ‘one which does not in 
fact expose type directly from photographic masters but reproduces them 
electronically on the face o f a cathode ray tube\3 Two kinds of such CRT 
devices were developed: one which still employs photographic masters with 
which to generate the image on the cathode ray tube; and another which 
utilizes stroke dots or patterns, having stored the characters as digital 
representations, or sets of co-ordinates. An example of the first type is 
Mergenthaler’s Linotron 505 machine,4 originally designed by two Englishmen, 
Peter Purdy and Ronald Macintosh, and which was capable of setting 325,000 
Latin characters per hour in comparison to 140,000 per hour in the case of the 
V-I-P. The second kind took setting speeds to another dimension, and is 
illustrated by the Linotron 202 also developed in England and introduced in
1. Or were unsatisfactory.
2. Jonathan Seybold, ‘Digitized Type: What is i t?. .  The Seybold Report, 8, no. 24 (Aug 
27, 1979), p. 3.
3. Seybold, D igital Typesetting, p. 112; see also Seybold, ibid., pp. 113-4 for further 
information.
4. First exhibited in 1968.
1978. Although slower than some of its rivals, and its precursor the Linotron 
606, the 202 could set almost one million Latin characters per hour, i.e. up to 
700 newspaper lines a minute.5
Linotype Mergenthaler contemplated implementing the Bengali script on the 303 
machine which was introduced in 1974; it being a faster version of the 
Linotron 505. But by this time digital equipment was being developed, and so 
it was to the Linotron 202 that the company looked for its implementation. The 
202 did not differ from other contemporary digital CRT typesetters in its basic 
components which comprised ‘a minicomputer controller, moving-head disc or 
discs for font storage, a memory into which the particular font masters to be 
used at any time may be loaded, an output cathode ray tube, a system for 
transferring the patterns generated on the face of the tube onto output film or 
paper, and the film/paper transport’ .6 The machine was all-electronic, possessing 
few moving parts to be adjusted or renewed: two disc drives, the paper tape 
reader, two rollers in the film transport, the film advance trip counter, and the 
cooling fan. Its method of fount storage enabled the 202 to be marketed as the 
first low cost high-speed digital typesetter, particularly suited to newspaper 
setting.7
Since the 202 digitized its characters only in outline form, the lettershapes 
could be stored on a floppy disc rather than on the more expensive rigid disc 
utilized by other digital phototypesetters. The outline of the required character 
was transmitted to the character generator, which performed the sizing and 
instructed the CRT to fill in the outline with scan lines appropriate to its 
height and width. The normal stroking resolution was constant at 975 strokes
5. ‘CRT and Laser Typesetter Comparisons 1981’, The Seybold Report. The more conservative 
estimate o f 450 newspaper lines a minute was the official figure which Linotype would 
guarantee; Jonathan Seybold, ‘The Linotron 202: Better than Anybody Anticipated’, The
Seybold Report, 7, no. 21 (July 17, 1978), p. 13.
6 . Jonathan Seybold, ibid., p. 3.
7. Although the past tense is used here, 202 machines are still being manufactured.
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per inch8 regardless of the point size, which was generated electronically 
without lenses, prisms, or mirrors - the photographic material being in direct 
contact with the fibre optic face-plate of the CRT. Only one fount master was 
thus required to reproduce all 136 sizes from 4Vz to 72 point;9 between thirty 
and forty Latin fonts could be stored on each floppy disc.10
In addition to the benefits of being relatively low in cost and high in output 
speed, this typesetter possessed other advantages over photomechanical 
typesetters. Its design using electronic controls ensured increased reliability,11 
greater accuracy of character alignment and positioning, and improved 
consistency in exposure.12 Because no lenses were employed for enlargement, 
the machine could provide constant sharpness of image at larger point sizes, 
and possessed the ability to expand, condense and slant type electronically;13 
but as was the case with all digital founts, the quality of the image presented 
new problems and was a matter of concern to type designers.
Various techniques were available for digitizing characters; the method employed 
by Mergenthaler was also adopted by some other manufacturers. A frisket - 
identical to that produced for V-I-P14 - was required of each character. Each 
pre-punched frisket was fixed in register to a revolving drum and scanned at 
approximately 30000 by 30000 resolutions per em. This was accomplished by
8. An option o f higher resolution was introduced in 1983 which supplied 1950 scan lines per 
inch for sizes less than 48pt; above this size, ‘Superfonts’ were required; Linotype-Paul Ltd, 
Linotron 202N Operation Manual (September, 1983), sections 1-2 and 8-5. See also
pi. 156.
9. ‘Superfonts’ (Latin only) extended this range above 96 pt.
10. This was a conservative estimate given by the company. About 60 fonts could be stored; 
100 fonts on a double-sided disc (typefaces with serifs occupied more room).
11. Even installations in remote parts o f India did not feel the need for back-up machines.
12. But see below; see also Charles A. Bigelow, ‘Technology and the Aesthetics o f Type’, The
Seybold Report, 10 (Aug 24, 1981), p. 10.
13. The latter was no substitute for a true italic fount. Other facilites included automatic 
generation of fractions.
14. See above, chapter 10. Often V-I-P fnskets were used for 202 digitizations (see pi. 155); 
for the earlier 606 digital typesetter, some artwork required revision because o f a difference 
in the imaging window.
Figure 8.3 shows the difference in output of a 
lower case ‘t ’ in (A) normal resolution and (B) high 
resolution. On close examination of the top and 
bottom of the ‘t ’ it will be seen in normal resolution 
that the curve is ragged, but in high resolution it is 
a smooth curve, which shows the closer overlap­
ping fit of the scan lines.
The second part of the illustration shows how this 
is achieved in practice.
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Fig. 8.3: Comparison of Normal and High Resolution Output
156. ‘Comparison of normal and high resolution output’; Linotype-Paul Ltd, 202N  
Operation Manual, (September, 1983) fig. 8-3
‘using a fight source to detect the change from positive to negative on film and 
record these “crossover” points’ or ‘transitions from light to dark’ .15 The 
original scan data was then reduced to 432 by 432 per em resolution for the 
48 point master of the Linotron 404 and 606 machines, and the information 
was stored on magnetic tape.
A print-out of the resulting dot-matrix pattern was produced by means of a 
Versatec printer for proofing purposes.16 It was scrutinized by trained letter- 
drawers who would mark it for editing or re-editing, indicating which 
superfluous or missing picture elements (pixels) should be removed or added; 
the size of the basic element being related to the writing spot of the output 
device. Editing amounted to a skilful and time-consuming process because it 
involved the manipulation of the letterform image by altering the bit-maps on a 
visual diplay unit (VDU). Correction programs existed to check consistency in 
stroke weight, alignment, and so forth as well as to accelerate the editing 
process, but compromises were inevitable. The 202 character outlines, which 
were derived from the 606 48-point master, were described as straight-line 
segments.17 With the breakdown of each letterform into discrete elements, the 
edge quality of the characters suffered; at large sizes, the straight-line segments 
became visible on curves and diagonals.18 The trueness of the digital output to 
the original letter-drawing depended, to some extent, on the nature of the 
design,19 but it also relied on the resolution of the machine, and the size and 
sharpness of its writing spot.20
15. Edward H. Bunnell, Understanding Digital Type (New York, 1978) pp. 8 and 9. The 202 
permitted only 16 intersections; see pi. 157 which shows an image that caused problems in 
digitization.
16. See pi. 158.
17. See Jonathan Seybold, ‘The Linotron 202’, p. 8.
18. See pi. 159.
19. i.e. some designs translated into digital typeforms better than others; see below, p. 386-8.
See also Bunnell, Understanding D igital Type, pp. 15-16.
20. The writing spot on the 202 was 1.1 to 1.2 mils at the centre o f the tube; Jonathan 
Seybold, ‘The Linotron 202’, p. 4. See pi. 160 showing a summary o f the digitization 
process.
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157.
Example of a character with too
many intersections for
scanning in one pass.
3 7 0
158. Versatec output o f  Bengali digital charaters
159. Comparisons of V-I-P and 202 output 
(400% of original size)
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GENESIS OF ATYPEFACE
From The Design To The Digital Form
1
The artist’s drawing: The artist 
creates the form of the character.
2
Artwork: Prepared in the drawing 
department of Linotype Ltd..
3
Sidebearing and unitizing: 
Determining the spaces between 
characters, positioning of characters 
in the optical centre.
4
Digitizing in a drum scanner: 
Converting characters into scan 
lines.
5
On-screen editing: Correcting digital 
data on the screen.
6
Scan line format: Vertically defined 
data on the screen.
7
Outline format: The character 
outlines are only stored on the font by 
means of coordinates.
160. Diagram o f the 202 fount manufacturing process; Linotype Ltd, Genesis o f  a 
Typeface, From the Design to the Digital Form [1987]
Frisket cutting is not shown here as photographic friskets are now usually 
produced; or else drawings are scanned in using the Ikarus system.
The exact replication o f analogue artwork in digital form at was not possible, 
yet the pattern, which has run throughout printing history,21 o f using new 
technology to im itate the products o f previous technologies was repeated even 
here. M ajor fount m anufacturers who em braced the technical process o f digital 
photocom position initially sought to reproduce their existing founts, however 
inappropriate, in the new  format. In order to reassure custom ers, comparisons 
were m ade betw een the output of the newer and the later technologies - the 
latter usually showing inferior results.22 In fact, M ergenthaler not only wanted 
to digitize all its existing founts, which m ade good com m ercial sense, but it 
also began by em ulating the typesetting program s designed for film setting 
instead o f taking advantage o f the freedom presented by the new  technical 
changes.23
The request to im plem ent the Bengali script on the Linotron 202 was m et with 
the custom ary response o f favouring im itation rather than innovation. W hilst no
film  founts had been m ade o f the hot-m etal Bengali No. 2 designs, Linotype
still possessed the drawings that had been prepared for punchcutting. The first 
custom er who wished to purchase a 202 for setting Bengali was A nanda Bazar 
Patrika Ltd, also the first custom er o f the Bengali Linotype. It therefore seem ed 
convenient, logical, and economic to use the existing drawings. The plan was to 
unitize the artwork prior to frisket-cutting and digitization. It was hoped that 
readers o f Ananda Bazar Patrika  w ould not object to the unavoidable 
discrepancies between the output o f the old and the new founts.
The notion o f em ulating all the defects o f the linecaster m erely to pander to 
reader conservatism  could not be considered laudable. Early trials o f cutting
JfS**
21. See above, chapters 2, 6 and 10.
22. See Jonathan Seybold, ‘The Linotron 202’, p. 9. It should be added that some founts were
digitized in anticipation of future improvements in resolution and digitizing techniques.
23. See Jonathan Seybold, ‘The Linotron 202’, p. 8.
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friskets from  newly-unitized artwork emphasized the limitations o f such an 
approach. N ot only w ould digital founts inherit the deficiencies o f the hot-m etal 
designs, but problem s w ould soon be encountered in digitizing letterform s 
designed for another m ethod o f composition.24 O ther factors led  Linotype to the 
conclusion that the m ere re-processing o f existing founts was inappropriate and 
retrogressive. The adaptation o f Devanagari for the V -I-P was not as successful 
as Linotype would have wished, ‘o ld ’ was not necessarily ‘best*; Bengali No.
2, irrespective o f kerning problem s, had not proved entirely satisfactory. 
M oreover, the investm ent o f intensive research and finance into the enormous 
technical developm ent o f digital photocom position m erited a certain degree o f 
investment in the area o f type design. Upon the recom m endation o f 
Balasubramanian, then m anaging director of Linotype Associates India Private 
Ltd,25 the responsibility for the design and im plem entation o f new  founts and 
the typesetting schem e fell to the departm ent of Typographic Research and 
Developm ent o f Linotype-Paul Limited26 situated in London.27
The function o f the typeface form ed the departm ent’s first consideration. The 
brief received from Ananda Bazar Patrika was for Linotype-Paul to produce a 
text typeface with a  complementary bold fount for its daily Bengali language 
newspaper, which was to be printed by offset-lithography in C alcu tta28 In time, 
the founts m ight be used for different publications such as m agazines and 
books also published by Ananda Publishers Private Ltd, The style o f type 
design constituted another m ajor consideration. The criteria com m only regarded 
as being essential to  a good text face, as described by John Dreyfus, were 
clearly not applicable to the hot-m etal Bengali No. 2 designs:
24. Described below; see also Frutiger, Type Sign Symbol, pp. 41 and 44.
25. Bala, as he was known, was a respected figure in the Indian printing industry; he died 23 
Jan 1982.
26. Project undertaken by Fiona Ross, then research assistant; 1979 head o f Language Research 
and Development; 1985 manager o f Typographic R & D.
27. In 1979 the department moved to Cheltenham; in 1987 Linotype-Paul Ltd became Linotype 
Limited.
28. The printing o f the daily Ananda Bazar Patrika was converted to offset-litho in June 1982.
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The eye m ust be able to read  a text type without 
difficulty or distraction, but at the same time the hum an 
m ind m ust derive some degree of conscious or 
unconscious pleasure from the impression which the 
design creates.29
N or were the hallmarks o f good design apparent:
the qualities to be looked for in  a text type are the 
absence o f any m arked peculiarities in the letters, and 
the ease with which the complete set o f letters 
com bine.30
It had  to be established whether Ananda Bazar Patrika desired what has aptly
been described as ‘ersatz design’31 or w hether the custom er was receptive to
change. In June 1979 Linotype-Paul wrote to the works m anager o f Ananda
Bazar Patrika Ltd, M r P. K. M ukherji, w ith suggestions to alter three
characters, viz. ^  ^  , and ^  :
please find enclosed three rough drawings32 which are 
suggestions for alternative designs o f three basic 
characters, viz. nos. 156, 157 and 164. In the past our 
typeface has received criticism regarding the shapes o f 
the vow el signs which had been restricted by the 
lim itations o f hot metal. Since these limitations no longer 
apply, it is possible to im plem ent any changes o f design 
you m ay consider necessary. Your newspaper, however, 
has always been associated w ith the original typeface,
and you m ay naturally feel it w ould be preferable to
keep to the original design.33
Ananda Bazar Patrika’s approval o f the proposed revisions effectively gave 
Linotype licence to re-evaluate the design o f all the letterform s and to  conceive 
a new  design that took advantage o f the flexibility o f digital photocom position 
to achieve quality comparable to that o f Latin founts typeset from  the same 
device.
29. John Dreyfus, ‘A Turning Point in Type Design’, Visible Language, XIX, no. 1 (Winter, 
1985), pp. 17-T8.
30. Dreyfus, ibid, p. 20.
31. Hermann Zapf, ‘Future Tendencies in Type Design’, Visible Language, XIX, no. 1, p. 26.
32. Only one is extant; see pi. 161.
33. Ross to P.K. Mukheiji, 6 June 1979.
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161. Sketch o f revised vowel sign sent to Ananda Bazar Patrika
Notw ithstanding ethical and copyright issues, it seem ed pointless to im itate 
previous Bengali designs originally conceived for now invalid political, religious, 
or com m ercial reasons.34 Y et these typefaces, discussed in  previous chapters, 
contain notew orthy characteristics which could assist in  defining the qualities 
desirable for new  Bengali typeforms. I t was necessary to observe m anuscript 
forms and the circum stances surrounding the genesis o f earlier founts in order 
to distinguish betw een the various characteristics which m ade up the final 
letterform  image: those characteristics form ing an intrinsic part o f the design 
style; those serving purely functional purposes; those resulting from  the 
m isinterpretation o f the structure o f the letterforms; and those due to the 
contraints o f the typefounding or typesetting technology. Research into the 
evolution o f Bengali typeforms therefore played an essential part in  form ulating 
a design concept fo r the 202 founts: the opportunity existed to appreciate the 
legacy o f the past and to reinterpret letterforms for the future within the 
limitations o f the new technology. This research,35 supplem ented by frequent 
discussions w ith D r M ukherjee o f the School o f Oriental and African Studies 
and m em bers o f A nanda Bazar Patrika Ltd, notably M r A veek Sakar and M r P. 
K. M ukheiji, determ ined the specifications for the typeface and thereby the 
typesetting schem e.36
The departm ent o f Typographic D evelopm ent proposed that the design o f the 
new  B engali founts should display the elegance and vitality observable in  the 
indigenous foundry types. It should possess good stroke contrast, in conformity 
w ith m anuscript letter structures, and rem ain legible at sm all po in t sizes with
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34. A point expressed by Dreyfus with regard to Latin founts; Dreyfus, ‘Turning Point in Type 
Design’, p. 15.
35. Undertaken by Fiona Ross.
36. Described below.
no dim inution o f the thin strokes. The proportions and spacing should be very 
carefully balanced: the widths o f the bold face should not be restricted by those 
o f the light fount.37 The ability to kern characters was deem ed essential; 
another prerequisite was the ability to position vowel signs and other modifiers 
with greater accuracy than had been achieved for V-I-P Devanagari. Conjuncts, 
particularly those w ith raphala, should appear as integral characters, even if  this 
entailed extending the character set: the phala  m ethod w ould not be adopted.
The hot-m etal drawings form ed the starting point, but a foundry fount 
recom m ended by D r Tarapada M ukheijee, possessing m any o f the design 
characteristics which Linotype sought to incorporate, form ed the yardstick (in 
terms o f style and design quality) and an inspirational guide.38 Having 
established the prim ary desiderata o f the typeface design, Linotype-Paul chose to 
employ a designer with experience o f non-Latin typefaces who was capable o f 
producing artwork o f the quality Linotype was seeking, and who w ould be 
prepared to w ork interactively with the Typographic departm ent.39 Accordingly, 
Tim Holloway, a freelance type designer and form er em ployee o f the company, 
was com m issioned to design the artwork. It was also considered invaluable to 
have an im partial native speaker knowledgeable in Bengali lettershapes to assess 
the designs: D r Tarapada M ukheijee agreed to vet the artwork prior to 
digitization.
The digitization o f Bengali letterforms presented difficulties over and above 
those encountered for Latin types. The join ing nature o f the Bengali writing 
system did not present a problem  inasm uch as the connecting headline was 
sim pler to  achieve than with m etal types due to the possiblity o f overlapping 
stokes by means o f double-exposure. The consequent tight spacing favoured by
37. It will be recalled that the hot-metal Bengali founts were duplexed; see above, chapter 8,
38. See pi. 162. The Bengali section (prepared in association with G.M. Summers) o f Hester 
Lambert’s previously cited work Introduction to the Devanagari Script and a foundry 
heading face in use at Ananda Bazar Patrika (see pi. 163) formed other sources o f  
reference.
39. Fiona Ross was to provide the artwork brief and design the typesetting scheme.
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^  *tft3*ttTO  i c r o n  s t e p  
33 f t  <433 3^3tvQ <TO 3ftftk I S1W 3T3 331 3 3  : 
‘W ' W ^ t  3^e» 3tfw i n r i r - ^ w  3jsfte c r o n  3 t  
4  * t%  TOtft[S5 33 31$ I <4$TO TO 31 W ^ t 3 #  3 
3tft3l W  3tf33 I 3 3  'Q f%3 T O
3 T O 3 T O  C33f$ $3faS T O 3  I"* C 3 T O ft  f333 T O T t #  
T O  3 # 3  C33t3 ^fft3  ^ T t T 3  3MC31 3$3fC3 i*
f t * T O ^  O T 3 f t T O  3'? taR tW 3 ^ 5 3  O T
< T O r )  T O t f r o . 3 3  ‘<$3fF, i « « 3  t o c <i ( i s » ^ ) i  
^ O T t & T  3 T 3  3t3ftt3T  * r |3 W r i <33!!J$ ^ 3 ^ - 3 3 ^ -  
■^fi(3tC*Rl T O  # t  3^31 $ f t »  T O  C33 f t m  3^3C3 I <43 
^  T O  i « « 3  TO313W OTtf*T$ 33 ‘O T tf t^ , ^ T O f t -
3T O  3 3  <43X f t f t u  3 f t ^ % ^ 3  
3 x 3 3 3 , 3 ? t3 ^ W 6  31 < 3 ^ 3 % !
3331 C3pf I 33tt$ O T  <43* S F P TO 3  T O  3 ^ 5  ^3f3  
3 ft^ r-C3TOC3—  3 W  <4$ 3tft3 O T3 3  3C3C3 
3ffe<3|^ I 31 CTO , ^3ft3  OTC$T CWt 3t3r I $R$3l3 COT  
TOcOT 3f lS O T  O T H T O 3 * f t ^  C T O T O ’ i 2> ^  C 3C 3T O  I 
T O  T O  <4t ^$ 3  O T  31 T O T  *(33t, O T H  S*3« T O T ,  
T O T  ft3  3*3C33 ‘fft* 3 T3 TO I 3 fT O T 3  f t 3 T O t t3  
3 $ f # h  n f3T O T t3 *  3 ’s 3 k 3  3Jt^3?, ^ 3  O T 5 I T O  T O tC T O  
TO1 C W  ^ftTO *t 333 9ffe3Ccl W , <4 3 3 T O  ^5 3  35313, 
f3C*IW TOT353t3 TO3*f TO TO 3 1  T O  I
TO 5  3OT>Jlf*F5 <©tI3 C3$ ^C3t3 <4313 <43 ^T3fCW
}b-
162. Foundry typeface shown in VisvabharatT Granthanavibhaga, Pancasatvarsa-Parikrama  
(Calcutta, 1974)
Bensrali Face No. 2
2 $  3 5  3 5  vSt 9Sfi 3 5  f  I  ^  ^  0 *
c c f c t ^ . ,  '
163. Bengali foundry typeface no. 2 (reduced)
photocom position40 gave rise to the danger o f characters clashing (a problem  
Linotype had previously encountered with Arabic founts), o r setting so tightly 
so as to resem ble conjunct characters. The use of the 54-unit system for 
character spacing resolved m any difficulties, and the facility to kern was of 
trem endous benefit to the Bengali script, but lim itations also existed here.
All characters had to be drawn within the limits o f an em -square which, for 
the purpose o f determ ining character widths, was divisible into 54 sections, or 
units. In the case o f the 202 there were 9 additional units available on the left 
and right for kerning only, but this amount o f kern was insufficient for the 
Bengali vow el signs ^  and ^  : the solution was to offset the character 
■P* (157) by 9 units in addition to the 9-unit kern. The scanner could only 
cope w ith 9 units o f kern, and thus the character had to be scanned in its 
entirety and the w idth doctored during ed itin g 41 A feasability test was 
conducted at the firm  o f Stempel AG42 in Frankfurt where the artwork would 
be digitized. In consequence, the positioning and amount o f kern of the vowel 
signs ^  an determ ined the positioning and m axim um  w idth o f the non- 
kerning characters, and thereby the dimensions o f the typeface. I t  was im portant 
that the amount o f kern taken up by these characters, particularly 157, did not 
eat into the w idth allocation o f the non-kem ing characters, nor that the hot- 
m etal constraint o f a m inimum  character width o f 5 units43 be imposed. The 
intended m ethod for creating conjuncts dem anded some very w ide letterforms; 
on the other hand, the vow el signs were extremely narrow. Tim  Holloway 
described the situation :
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40. See P. Karrow, Digitale Speicherung von Schriften, (Hamburg, 1987), p. 10.
41. See pi. 164. The design size was 12 point.
42. This renowned German foundry was established in 1895; it has now been absorbed into 
Linotype AG.
43. O f eighteenths, i.e. 15 o f 54.
3 8 2
164. Kerning vowel sign drawing
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[ + ]  is the only ch[aracter] that needs so m uch right 
hand kern. As it represents one o f the vowels, its 
frequency m ay justify its position (its effective 18 units 
kern) and the consequent loss of the first 9 units past 
zero on all ch[aracter]s. So, Bengali widths w ill be 
counted from +9 giving a max[imum] counting w idth o f 
54 (at + 63) which w ill be O.K. for the Light whose 
w idest ch[aracter] falls within 45 units (i.e, left hand 
s[ide] b[earing] on +54) and allows 9 units for 
thickening up in the Bold.44
Once the positioning o f the kerning vowel signs was established, a spacing
pattern could be developed, as Tim Holloway explained in a note enclosed with
some drawings sent to Linotype for frisket-cutting on 10 February 1981:
Y ou will notice that the light face ch[aracter]s45 are not 
centred in  their widths. Also you will see that the other 
alphabet ch[aracter]s are not centred. The reason is that 
the light face was spaced to suit the kerning vowel 
signs.
O nce the position o f the vowel signs was fixed 
characters 123 ^  and 116 were drawn as spacing 
guides for other alphabet characters. (The spacing is a 
com prom ise betw een what looks well in the m iddle o f 
• • • • and . . . .  so )
A fter the conjuncts, the brackets were spaced with 123 
and 116. Then figure 366 ^  was spaced between 
brackets and the rest of the figures in the m iddle o f 366 
and 366.
The punctuation was more difficult because o f the kerns 
on the top left and bottom right o f certain alphabet 
characters. The com m a (& semi colon) were checked 
w ith 123 T  and 159 J  and with 133 ^  . Quotes were 
checked with 111 ^  and 640 I  .
I hope you can follow this as I am using the same 
spacing pattern on the Bold.
A nother facility played a crucial part in  character spacing, nam ely accent- 
placement. In order to  reduce the num ber o f ligatures required, it  was decided 
to ‘float’ the subscribed and superscribed vowel signs and m odifiers into their 
correct locations in relation to each character and to each typestyle, while 
taking care to exam ine problem s caused by the varying degrees o f thickness in
44, Holloway to Byrne, 23 Mar 1980.
45. These were additions to the fount requested by Ananda Bazar Patrika.
the vertical strokes46 and connections with rounded letterform s.47 The m ethod 
by w hich the ‘floating’ characters w ould be positioned was dependent on 
special program m ing software; until it was devised, it was not possible to 
finalize the drawings.
Y et another difficulty concerned the size o f the character set. B y m eans o f 
written and verbal comm unications with Ananda Bazar Patrika L td the range of 
characters to be typeset had been established. Since Linotype-Paul had decided 
in the interests o f quality, to dispense with half characters for generating 
conjuncts, a m eans was required o f overcom ing the fount size lim itations 
introduced by m echanical composition in order to represent all the required 
letterforms. The 240-character fount capacity o f the 202 was insufficient to 
m eet the requirem ents o f the proposed m anner of composition; again, software 
was required to m erge fount units.
Problem s not peculiar to non-Latin typefaces, but due to the new technology
also presented them selves. One o f these concerned the shaping o f strokes. It
had been decided to take advantage o f the hitherto im possible opportunity to
have an unbroken headline that was sheered diagonally as in  the form al written
hand. Another design feature considered important was the subtle flaring o f the
principal vertical strokes. This feature was difficult to reproduce in  digital
founts since the detail w ould be lost a t small sizes, creating a lum p in the
stem, and exaggerated at large sizes, causing a step-like effect, or the ‘jagg ies’.
Chuck Bigelow described this dilem m a in The Seybold R eport:
A nother unwanted effect o f digitization can be the loss 
o f fine detail. I f  the raster is too coarse in com parison 
to the design, m any o f the subde and refined details 
which give a type design its quality will be lost. The 
thickness o f a stroke, a  hairline or a serif can no longer
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46. Compare the vertical stems o f and "Tf in pi. 165.
47. A  great deal o f time was spent on character fit with accents; the 54-unit system was very 
constraining for this task.
fc \  ^ N  c \  ^ N  c \  c \
165. 202 Linotype Bengali Light and Bold: showing finials joined with a subscript
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be as the designer intended, but m ust be rounded off to 
some integer num ber of scan lines. Similarly, subtle 
curves m ay have to be rendered in a cruder fashion to 
fit w ithin the digitizing pattern.
In general, the ability o f a typesetter to render detail 
accurately is a function o f the writing stroke spacing 
(the m ore strokes per em the better), and the size and 
sharpness o f the writing spot (the smaller the sharper the 
better). As you can see, there are some conflicts here: a 
soft writing spot can hide some o f the jagged appearance 
at the expense o f losing fine character detail.48
Herm ann Z apf had encountered problems o f this nature w ith the adaptation of
his typeface, Optima, for digital composition. He writes:
digitizing my Optim a rom an presented m any difficulties.
The w ell-balanced shape o f the stems is contrary to the 
digital principle, especially in  low reso lu tions.. . .  The 
design m ust be reduced to a heart-breaking comprom ise.
The answer to this problem  is that Optima was never 
designed for digital storage. If I had been asked, I 
w ould have done a new design, used another principle 
and another name, but would have tailored it to the 
needs and lim itations of today’s equipment.49
Trials o f Optim a set at sizes equivalent to Bengali newpaper text indicated that 
the flared vertical strokes o f the proposed Bengali fount were worth retaining,50 
but proper control over editing was required.51
Com promises in design were indeed inevitable due to technological lim itations, 
the reluctance to deviate far from current accepted Bengali new spaper setting, 
and tim e constraints. The progress o f the project was punctuated by frustrations 
sim ilar to those experienced in the developm ent o f the hot-m etal Bengali founts 
for the Linotype machine. Although the design concept for the 202 founts was 
conceived in 1978, Ananda Bazar Patrika did not switch over to production o f
48. Bigelow, ‘Technology and the Aesthetics o f Type’, p. 15.
49. Zapf, ‘Future Tendencies in Type Design’, p. 29.
50. However, in the case o f the Linotype digital Kannada fount (see pis. 166 and 167), it was
found necessary to eliminate the slight curve in the crest o f the characters, which had been
designed to add vitality to the typeface.
51. The editing o f the Bengali founts was undertaken at Stempel AG by people skilled in
editing, but who had no knowledge o f the script.
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166. Linotype Kannada character design with curved crest and Versatec output
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^e&onsd. rsdeod&is, sdSdG O  ^  «
dodd adew tpsrtdC^ Tirsedrt 
d jse & ^d d  add£3 <£)rt,aSrtcd, 
rs*S) cs£  t o w & 3  3 S £ 3 c o r t  
dod ^jsd d. «-> oeSod i>lfe.tj
^ u d ^ c d  sddS^ ^)rt,drt^  
dfS3S coodd ? d _ rfid. dfS3e)?o 
odd djSsj TOOeadrlcdd-rsid 
^  erusoro cW rtrt^i.
dfsrococdd rdsedodO
m
odsdw  S£$T\*i TOW, 
rjodrts* /To  co cro, XsrodOcds^ 
d o s S j^ d  feditfrt^? t o w , 
C5d0 sded t o w , C5d0
odfC Oa)ad^CdCS, a«dCCe? *j5a)0S,
sd^ossd rs.de
oeS sdeO^d^rt d ^ d c d  do^rt 
v*0 ’Sdod u d c d id  SOrtv^
m  m
3ed)ons3. rsidcod^js,
O  G  ^  V  i 3
d o d ^  sdew d^rtdO^ risedrt 
d js e d ^ d d  s d d ^^  ^rt,d7lcri, 
rfta  ^ csS t o w ^ f2 
dod ^ j s d d .  # i  oeSod &>id,u
3cod^£c& a d d ^  ^rtdrts,^ 
desos w d d  ?dw r r^d. des^s^ 
odd d ^  TOSesdrlcdd-rs^d
C^Oa^ ) CruSOTO dvJraTtVj.w
167. 202 Linotype Kannada (Kesari) typeset output
j
their newpaper on the Linotron 202 until February 1981. The light fount was 
com pleted first and it was fortunate for Linotype-Paul that A nanda Bazar 
Patrika was pleased with the result, since the sum o f all the m odifications to 
the original Bengali Light No. 2 designs amounted to quite a new image.
The m ost m arked difference between the two fount styles is the re-design of 
the very hooked kerning vowel signs to give a generous kern now  perm issible 
in photocom position. The flourish occunng above the headline o f I  a n d ^ j  , 
has also been amended, and all flourishes have been m ade m ore consistent. As 
in foundry setting, two forms of I and C have been designed for initial or 
m edial use. A special software routine handles the positioning of all the 
subscripts, even in the case o f very deep conjuncts, to create form s which 
w ould have com prised ligatures in founder’s type. The program  also copes with 
the different locations of the repha ^  , accurately specified according to 
reference sources, and the candrabindu  vS« , which has to be raised over 
characters possessing a flourish.
The vowel s i g n f  has been restored to its custom ary form , i.e. a vertical stroke 
branching at the headline with a joining segment on the right and an upstroke 
above the headline - a characteristic that persists throughout the typeface in all 
the relevant characters, e.g. ^  , etc. The loop has been
redesigned so that its tail connects with the upstroke o f these particular 
characters, effectively creating ligatures. A ll other simple consonants and 
conjuncts possessing a right-hand vertibar have been re-spaced so that they also 
appear to form  a ligature when conjoined w i th ^  . This design feature, which 
accords w ith calligraphic practice, has the benefit of relieving the severity of 
the headline and increasing
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the character count.52 As discussed above, all principal vertical stems have been 
flared.
The 202 possesses a  greater num ber o f conjuncts than the original hot-m etal
founts; additions in c lu d e 'S f  , ^  , and *<6^. In D ecem ber 1980 Tim
Holloway rem arked:
the addition o f a w ider range o f conjunct form s to the 
202 fount should have been attempted only with a 
change in scale o f the hot-m etal artwork in proportion to 
the em-square. (This, however, was advised against
because o f the lack o f tim e available.) In that case the
m ore complex form s could have been m ore open. It was 
necessary to com prom ise between the openness o f these 
forms and good positioning o f their floating signs w ithin 
optical lim its.53
In keeping w ith the style o f the new founts, a num ber o f existing hot-m etal 
sorts have been revised: among these is Q  , whose loop was found too small; 
the sort , which was totally mis-shapen; the over-condensed sorts 3J and 
"St . Similarly, the shape o f the phonem e ^  when represented by raphala  in 
conjunct form s has been lengthened to harmonize with the m ore generous- 
looking vowel signs and characters. The forms assumed by and ^  in
conjuncts also depart from the original Linotype designs. Their new forms
accord m ore w ith founder’s type and ‘facilitate the developm ent o f the Bold 
version - giving a better distribution o f colour ( as in , fo r exam ple, and 
) ’.54 The figures have also been revised with reference to founder’s type, 
m aking them  m ore open and the closed counters m ore even.
In addition, the same space between the medial vowels with consonants has 
been given to all other characters. The rather indeterm inate weight o f the hot- 
metal headline has been thinned and the difference in the depth o f the strokes,
52. An important objective for newspaper composition. See pis. 168, 171 and 172.
53. Holloway to Byrne, 10 Dec 1980.
54. Ibid. Compare pis. 169 and 170.
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m  c ^ t  i ^  ^ t t o  
^ t o i  c w w  *f®
sffiTm r^ffei C^1I>5vil>GlW- 
W (7$ *r*ff ^TOI
vfwwnft w  ^ b m r m  ^:*jj
^ 5#7f i ^
^  \s|^ f^  bm *11c^? 'StSM I
ffe CTOST 2fft% (71 W^T 
f^ortt i^^ t^ <i >^f5 m  
m t  m x  ^m m t ^ E f ^ n r ^  k w  
kt*mm T^C^l ttolWS
^m w  C^TT tom 5^%T 
falto 'SfTCT m I ^fkfw W *  
C m  WsT ^  ST2fto 
T O 5 1 i $  ^T%
(Tircmm k w  w *itw*tt
$.3^1 v5c^ ) *Tf I ^ T b  5.100  ^T5f 
^ |  < j f t o ^ l
s^imTOT (TIT^STPSm ^ m -  
m  C5C5TI ^m
\£p1W CWW ^51 1^ v£$ *f® 
STRTm *^JJ n^fel C’ll^ l^ tw- 
w w*n i
vfRS^  WH T^f5bM<T *^TJ 
%^ m i v£jf& mrm^- 
f<T bBT *fTC7S I
c w s r  3^1% m  w * t  
m
m l. 4 ^° ^ m \  m t o
tornm 5 i^ tows
^totw c^ tt tom ^%t 
k f t o  wrcm m  i ^ m k t o  w
(TftTT S.flC'al ^ v s  •TTJ
^n m $ \  ^  n^rc«t m^k 
(Tttcw mto m^m im m  
?^n 'Sc^  m i $jco s^f
kt. I s^ lanl^  I
^ R m f ?  c m r n w ^ m
M  C ^ T  I ^ T ?  ^5T$-
^rm ^P ic«i cw m si ^R7T«ft ^  ^
^  smnm? ^t:*tj ^ r f w  cmm5- 
^ m t o ^ Q  c ^  if*rr
I '4 ^ :?fTk ^ 5 R W ?  '*I|'5- 
bMm r^c*Tj 'S^^m  i
\sm m  bm
m s  i f f l ?  c «  
(7i ^ s f k f t
^ 5 tW 9  f r o  ^mm ^
i t o w s  <pPi<pi- 
m  c^ mr to m  ^ t o  k f t o
'SrltH •TTI ^^ 11H C^t^ T
^ c^ si ^ fw  m^
k w  ^mrn w «i iw * ii ^
•tt i "5lw <p )^ st *rk i
r^mnTr? ctosto^m  t o -  
^ m  c ^ t i w m  w tw  r^^ s- 
Mm ^Pic^l (7T?m5T <^1>1^TT ^ ?T
*n^ m^r^ m ^ r to  c’ fm^-
^ m t o w  & $  xf*rr
i vii^ '^ ftk ^mwm W5- 
bM H ^[^>1 |
'iif^  *m *& * vsmm bm 
m s  i c^ rmwr 
(7i w  ^sfbtft 
T p m s  * t m  m t  
^t*v9 hc^  i kc*m^s
m  c^r to m  k f t o
^ = t *tt i ^rmflto m^TTrm c^ r
^ttwt w  «m ^ ttt
m ?  I 7T«fT% wtw^
k w  ^mm w t w r  ^ t
•TT I ^  ^ fb I^c^S <FF5T I
168. 202 Linotype Bengali text sample
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169. Linotype hot-metal Bengali letter-drawing
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170. 202 Linotype Bengali letter-drawing
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171. A nanda B azar Patrika  com posed with hot-metal Linotype founts 
Compare underlined characters with pi. 172
o
cr
XT
$
f)/y
172. Ananda Bazar Pairika composed with digital Linotype Bengali founts
(I
I T
c ^ :
as found in  the im print Visvabharaft Granthanavibhaga, has been em ulated55 
with the intention that the characters appear suspended from  the headline, rather 
than situated on the baseline in  the custom ary posture of Latin typeforms.
As indicated above, special program m ing was intimately linked to  the design o f 
the typeface. Indeed the typeface design, software, and typesetting scheme were 
inseparable; the latter two determ ining the nature o f the artwork. The font- 
handling and typesetting software, devised by D r M ike Fellow s at Linotype-Paul 
specifically for Bengali composition on the 202, was fundam ental to  the 
realization of the typesetting scheme.56 The scheme form ed the essence o f the 
design concept and can claim  to have revolutionized keyboarding procedures for 
Bengali and all Indian scripts by the introduction o f the phonetic keyboard.
Since the advent o f m echanical typesetting, the keyboard had becom e a vital 
elem ent in typographic com position.57 W hilst accelerating com posing speeds, it 
has in the case o f Indian scripts severely restricted the design o f the founts by 
lim iting the character set, introducing half-forms,59, and, in  some cases, dictating 
character widths. In other instances, its very nature prohibited the introduction 
of the script onto a typesetting device, for example Bengali on the Linofilm  or 
the Linoterm .59 In addition to the above restrictions, the keyboards had proved 
cum bersom e to use, as is evidenced by the large M onotype hot-m etal Bengali 
keyboard and m ore recently, the Devanagari V-I-P keyboard.60 Sometimes 
identical shapes existed on the keyboard, obliging the operator to select the 
appropriate one for a  given situation;61 the person keying was required to think 
‘graphically’, analyzing each lettershape in order to build up the desired image. 
M oreover, in  order to typeset every character on the fount, each sort had to be
55. Visvabharati Granthanavibhaga, (Calcutta, 1974); see pis. 162 and 173.
56. Devised by Fiona Ross at Linotype-Paul.
57. See above, chapters 8, 9 and 10.
58. Generally, the smaller the number o f keys, the greater the use o f half-forms.
59. See above, chapter 10.
60. See above, chapter 10, and pis. 153 and 154.
61. e.g. vowels signs for use at different heights.
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'2fTfC5T f^ 2 |K 4 *  
^ m * i  i ^  t o  «  t o t f t  ^ f w i  f r o f c  ‘T ^rff (y » ® * )»  
t o  t o  t o  c r o i  s j t o s  f i w a  t o  f r o *  T O tT O  c t o t  
ctfre 4» i f * 6 W ih r  T O T ft’—  ‘T O i-T O ffa  * t e f - ^ T O T O
*T\T*T*T '^®v5^ 9 £«MC& I
t o  c t o  ^ t r o  f r o r T O  * t%  « w t * s -
^»iC4 *|Vs*t \^S*H i5j^, *R^FTO'5t% (  *fS[
T f ^ S l  C T O  ^ t w l  C T O  ^ V f t j m f e j  ) ,  T O *
31 ^c*r c ^ —  < s -r o t  f r o f e r r o  t o t
T O  T O —  fT O T O ^  < 5 T ^ # o t’tC T O  TO TO C*T $ f o s  
*e TO*T T O  ^ * 0  f t t T O T O  fe s P f  *<fl T O —
f ^ f T O  W l  /  ^  /  ^ 5 T O f t  (  W 'b  )
s f t e - c r o m  f r o : c * m  ( w * )
* t f t  /  c T O ttT O  /  c*rcro * f w i  /  (  ^5>^a»)
<2^ ,  ir fs*  t o t o  *  c r o m  f r o :
(  W *  )
^ T O  f§ ft  (  >*«>  ) 
<2f55W : T O t^ t ( >a«> )
T O ^  T O T 3 ? fw  J R W  : % ® f w R  W  (  iS > ^  )  
’^ t r f ^ S  <TOFR*TO : TO afwl (  )
W ^ i «  /  * \ f k m  /  t o t o  t o h  /  ♦ f w  ( )
^  C T O  /  T O f t T O  ^  (  i s j '®'5 )
i l f t e T O  «  TOTTSI f»fift* T O t ^ f  : f i f s f i r s l
< S^a'S'S )
/   ^ <3L ^
Bengali text: VisvabharatT Granthanyibhaga
located on the keybank: additional characters could only be treated as Pi sorts, 
set by hand in hot-m etal com position and called up by num ber in 
photocom position. In the case o f non-Latin founts, there were often as m any as 
four characters situated on one key, requiring a fount change or different levels 
o f shift62 to access the required characters. In V-I-P Devanagari, fo r example, 
the danda  was located on the shift o f fount 2.
# i
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The keyboard device used to operate the V-I-P, called the M VP Editing
Terminal, was also em ployed to  drive the Linotron 202, It was possible,
however, to alter its m ethod of operation by means of software. D issatisfied
with the V-I-P keying procedures for Devanagari, the departm ent o f
Typographic Developm ent sought to dispense with the encum brance o f past
lim itations as a  Linotype-Paul in-house document explains:
In the past, conjuncts have been formed, for typesetting 
purposes, by means of com bining half forms - the half 
forms being engraved on the key top s. This has proved 
unsatisfactory since it not only necessitates the 
appearance o f additional forms on the keyboard, which 
are hard to distinguish,63 but also tends to produce 
distorted forms o f characters. In digital photocom position, 
there is no need to employ this m ethod since we are 
able to store a great num ber o f characters in the font 
which do not necessarily appear on the keyboard.64
Central to the operation o f the phonetic keyboard  was the conjunct key.65 This 
key w hen used with the appropriate simple consonants in the desired sequence 
caused the requisite conjunct to be selected from the fount disc. The unshift or 
shift status o f the key inform ed the program  whether a two-character or three- 
character conjunct was required.66 The nature o f the keyboard was quite simple, 
its logic being based on the Indian phonological writing system: the keyboard 
contained the basic characters o f the syllabary, vowel signs, m odifiers,
62. Special commands had to be keyed before each fount change. The different shift levels, 
usually comprised unshift, shift and supershift.
63. e.g. raphalds o f  different lengths.
64. Fiona Ross, in-house document, Indian Scripts fo r  Photocomposition (July, 1979), [p. 2].
65. A lso termed the conjunct button.
66. Subsequently, supershift status o f the conjunct key was introduced to access four-character 
conjuncts.
punctuation, num erals, m athematical signs, and typographical symbols. Since 
there were, relatively speaking, so few characters on the keyboard, the operator 
was able, barring a few exceptions, to associate one sound w ith each key. The 
distribution o f the characters was determ ined according to the frequency counts 
conducted by Linotype-Paul, which differed considerably from  previous counts 
due to the absence o f half-form s and conjunct characters on the keybank.67 The 
simple consonants were placed in such a way that certain com m on sequences 
which form ed conjuncts could be typed with ease; various phonetic groups 
traditionally classed together were placed together, e.g. labials, sibilants, and so 
forth. The aspirates were ranged along the top row in relation to the locations 
o f their unaspirated counterparts.
The mode o f operation was straightforward. All the characters o f the syllabary 
were keyed directly, usually in the unshift mode. All superscripts and 
subscripts, com prising vowel signs and modifiers, including the repha, were 
keyed directly after the character they affected; the software placed them in 
their correct lateral and vertical positions relative to each character in the fount 
and to each typestyle.68 Punctuation and numerals were keyed directly.
Conjuncts w ere keyed phonetically by means of the conjunct key;69 the software 
autom atically selected the correct form. Special forms o f consonants combined 
with vowels, e.g. 3  , were also keyed as conjuncts; where no conjunct existed 
on the fount, a halanta  (hasanta) sign was automatically inserted between the 
two or three consonants.70 The phonetic keyboard  therefore enabled the operator 
to touch-type phonetically without having to recognize and m em orize the 
locations o f a great num ber o f half-forms. Furthermore, the keyboard im posed
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67. Except for very frequent combinations such as 3 1 .
68. As distinct from a typeface, which may comprise a whole family of typestyles (i.e. related 
designs), e.g. light, bold, italic, etc.
69. The sequence is illustrated in pi. 174.
70. This is rare in Bengali.
Exam ples o f P h onetic  K ey b o a rd  keying sequences 
using the C onjun ct K ey  [ c ] .
Conjuncts/Ligatures :
and < F gives ^
and gives
and civ gives
shift o f [c] and and ^  gives
Vowel signs are keyed directly :
and
[C]
^  gives 
and and gives
174. Phonetic keyboard keying sequence
few, if  any, restrictions on the typeface design. Conjuncts or ligatures could be 
added to  the fount, to keep up with new trends in the transliteration o f foreign 
words o r nam es,71 w ithout revising the keyboard layout. M oreover, if  some 
users required alternative forms of the same conjunct, these could be included 
in the fount and the appropriate one selected by the fount specification tables 
(FSTs).72
Since the logic o f the phonetic keyboard  was based upon the Indian 
phonological system , it is curious that such a solution to Indian keyboarding 
problem s had not been conceived o f before. The answer perhaps lies in  the fact 
that m ost keyboards and their layouts were designed by m anufacturers o f 
typesetting equipm ent who possessed only a rudim entary knowledge o f the non- 
Latin script being im plem ented. Even when native speakers were consulted, the 
custom ary approach was to adapt the non-Latin script to the W estern-m ade 
keyboard despite the consequent im pairm ent to the typography: it was felt that 
the inferior print quality in Asia and other non-W estern countries d id  not merit 
concern for the quality o f the typeface, nor resources devoted to its production. 
The reverse attitude would have been m ore appropriate: typeset output should 
be o f a high standard in order to compensate for low standards o f printing.
The phonetic keyboard  possessed several characteristics that w ould w arn off 
m any companies from  undertaking its production. Firstly, it was unlike any 
other keyboard m anufactured for typesetting Indian scripts; consequently there 
was no precedent to ensure its acceptability to the user and guarantee its 
com m ercial success. Secondly, it was only operable by native speakers due to 
the potentially unnerving fact that the m ajority o f sorts were not to be found 
on the keyboard. B ut this presented no problem  to the native speaker, who
71. e.g. Thatcher and Schultz.
72. An important requirement for Devanagari.
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w ould instantly recognize73 which simple consonants com bined to create 
particular conjuncts (whose forms often bear scant resem blance to the characters 
from  which they are derived). Thirdly, the m anner in which the keyboard 
functioned in  order to compose the script was only intelligible to those who 
had designed the typesetting scheme. This m ethod of keyboard operation was 
software intensive:74 software-generated characters and positioning routines being 
crucial to the typesetting scheme and the design o f the typeface. Thus resources 
devoted to this aspect o f the project were required, and also a belief in its 
viability. There existed one very obvious advantage: no special hardw are was 
needed.
It took some tim e for Ananda Bazar Patrika to appreciate the way in which the
keyboard operated, since it contravened custom ary perceptions o f how keyboards
should function. A  note in Linotype-Paul’s developm ent files states:
[they] haven’t fully understood our keyboard layout as 
they still use half-forms, in fact [a] total m ixture 
between our m ethod and V-I-P Devanagari m ethod losing 
all the advantages,
[The] Best answer w ould be to discuss it w ith them  . . .  
he [P. K. M ukherji] appears to be under the im pression 
that the conjunct button is used only to access those 
logotypes which exist on hot-m etal matrices. The rest are 
built with half-forms.75
Notes taken during a subsequent m eeting with P. K. M ukherji on the 19 M arch 
1979 record his acceptance o f the keyboard layout ‘without reticence’, once he 
had been explained its nature. But owing to the conviction that characters with 
subscribed vow el signs constituted logotypes, as the joins were not perceptible, 
Ananda B azar Patrika continued for quite some time to specify additional 
characters w ith vowels signs as separate sorts.
73. Since this is how the scripts are taught to native speakers, as is evidenced by many 
primers published in India.
74. And therefore was only realizable after the advent of computerised typesetters.
75. Fiona Ross, c. Feb 1979.
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Ananda Bazar Patrika also had a requirem ent to typeset Hindi. Since the 
Bengali-English keyboard was so uncluttered and the same operators were to be 
used for setting H indi, as w ell as fo r reasons of economy, Linotype-Paul was 
requested to design a com bined keyboard layout for Bengali, Devanagari, and 
English. The nature o f the phonetic keyboard  rendered this request realizable.
The typesetting scheme devised for Bengali form ed the blue-print for Linotype- 
Paul’s developm ent o f Devanagari, and subsequently all other Indian scripts, for 
digital photocom position. Only the syllabary, punctuation, num erals, and 
m athem atical and typographical symbols were required on the keyboard. Since 
the m ajor differences in character frequency in Bengali and H indi text occur in 
the use o f conjuncts, it was possible to locate the basic aksaras and vowel 
signs (with some notable exceptions) on the same keys in both scripts. The 
FSTs devised by the Typographic department inform ed the typesetting program  
of all the idiosyncracies o f each script (different ‘accent’ positioning, ligature or 
conjunct form ation, and so forth) without troubling the operator who had only 
to select the appropriate fount. As the same typesetting program  was used for 
all languages, it was simple to mix the different scripts within the same piece 
of work. Similarly, the software coped simultaneously with the justification logic 
for Bengali, Hindi, and English.76 Linotype-Paul’s intention was to produce ‘an 
efficient keyboard which is simple and fast to operate and yet can handle all 
the com plexities of the Indian languages’.77
The introduction o f digital photocom position forms a particularly significant 
landm ark in the history o f non-Latin printing types. It revolutionized Indian
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76. Contained in the typesetting program.
77. Ross, Indian Scripts fo r  Photocomposition, [p. 2.J
language setting by perm itting the im plem entation o f the phonetic keyboard™  
whose flexibility gave the type designer and fount m anufacturer an 
unprecedented degree o f freedom. The impoverishment o f Bengali type designs 
and typography, consequent o f the m echanization o f typefounding and 
com position (and not am eliorated by filmsetting), could now be arrested. It 
became possible by m eans o f technical advances, and through innovation not 
emulation, to equal and surpass the quality o f foundry types79 - provided three 
essential skills were utilized: design expertise, technical proficiency and 
linguistic knowledge. However, as evidenced by the sympathetic handling of the 
Linotype 202 Bengali founts80 in the daily newspaper Ananda B azar Patrika, 
the final im age o f the printed Bengali character continues to  rest in the hands 
o f the user.
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78. It has been emulated by other manufacturers, but in a half-hearted manner that still employs 
half-forms to create the majority of the conjuncts.
79. i.e. in terms of design; the quality o f the image (e.g. the edge quality) is debatable, as 
discussed above.
80. These founts were later converted for other typesetters developed by Linotype, e.g. the 
CRTronic Series 300, and the Linotronic 300 and 500.
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Conclusion
The developm ent o f the printed Bengali character from m ovable m etal type to 
digital photocom position occurred chiefly at the hands o f those to  whom  the 
Bengali language and script were foreign. Y et the execution o f successful 
Bengali founts was contingent upon the generally unrecorded participation o f 
native Bengali artisans and advisers. The evaluation o f Bengali type designs 
spanning two centuries confirms that a combination o f skills is requisite to the 
production o f high-quality non-Latin founts whether in m etal, film , or digital 
form.
The evaluation o f all type designs - Latin as well as non-Latin - is inevitably 
subjective, but criteria independent o f personal taste and current fashion exist by 
which a typeface design can be assessed. These fall into tw o intim ately-related 
categories: those applying to its aesthetic form; and those relating to its 
functional aspect.1
An understanding o f the writing system to be represented and an appreciation 
of typographic traditions are fundam ental to a satisfactory design. Although the 
styling o f the stroke term inations, counter shapes, strpke contrast, and such like 
are issues o f taste, the clarity and constancy of the image2 they produce 
contribute to the quality o f a  typeface. Other elements include observance of 
proportional relationships and evenness o f texture (all the lettershapes o f the 
fount should be readily differentiated and yet form a cohesive whole).
Even if  such criteria have been observed in the type designer’s original 
artwork, they m ay be doctored by the intervening hand of, inter alia, the
1. It is not within the scope o f this thesis to discuss such issues as whether ‘form’ follows 
‘function’, or whether a type design is separable from its material form.
2. In some cases deliberate ‘distressing’ is intentional.
punchcutter, frisket cutter, digitiser, compositor, or they m ay be necessarily 
altered by the resolution o f the typesetter, printing surface, etc.3 Although the 
precise intentions o f  the designer can only be speculated, the final printed 
image usually affords an indication o f how skilfully an original design has been 
interpreted.
The functional aspect o f a typeface relates to its suitability for its intended 
purpose, such as readability at small text sizes and good character fit at display 
sizes. W alter Tracy writes, ‘it is the proper balancing o f the functional and the 
aesthetic which w e look for in the w ork o f the type designer’.4 New designs 
are often occasioned by the dem and for founts that fu lfil a  specific function 
as, for example, John Law son’s SB2. designed to set the Bengali Bible in one 
pocket-sized volum e and, m ore recently, M atthew Carter’s Bell Centennial 
typeface designed for the American telephone directory.5 However, since the 
advent o f photocom position type designs are frequently expected to have a m ore 
universal application than the earlier founts; one m aster size is often utilized to 
generate all point sizes.6 The type designer or fount m anufacturer cannot 
prevent the user from  setting a fount at unsuitable sizes, or from  m anipulating 
it electronically in a way that was never intended.7
A few type designers are noted for not concerning them selves8 w ith the 
technical aspects o f fount m anufacture or printing, but such an approach is 
untenable for Indian vernacular founts. As has been observed, the com posing
3. If the technology is the limiting factor, some designers deliberately compensate for this in 
their artwork, but the resulting founts are often outdated by subsequent improvements to the 
technology.
4. Tracy, Letters o f  Credit, p. 32.
5. See Sebastian Carter, Twentieth Century Type Designers, (London, 1987), pp. 9-10. Other 
categories for which type faces have been specifically designed include corporate identities, 
school-books, celebrations o f events, e.g. Linotype’s Centennial’ typeface by Frutiger, etc.
6 . See Dreyfus,‘Turning Point in Type Design’, pp. 20-21.
7. And with the limited range o f Indian founts, the temptation to do this is even greater.
Some typefaces have been designed to withstand such distortion, e.g. Icone, first issued by 
Linotype in 1980.
8. See Sebastian Carter, Twentieth Century Type Designers, p. 137.
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technique was central to the design o f W ilkins’s first Bengali fount and o f each 
successive design, for it determ ined the m ethod o f character form ation. Thus a 
typesetting scheme m ust be designed in tandem with the drafting o f  the 
letterform s for the appropriate technology. All the attributes o f a  fount m ust be 
determ ined before finished drawings or patterns are undertaken:9 these relate to 
m ethods o f character joining, conjunct formation, subscript and superscript 
positioning, kerning, justification, etc. In defining these attributes, as in the 
choice o f design style, linguistic knowledge is essential. It is in  this area that 
Charles W ilkins and Vincent Figgins succeeded where Joseph Jackson failed.
A survey o f Bengali printing types over a period o f two hundred years shows 
the printed Bengali character to have evolved considerably: CW 1 is not 
acceptable today; F iggins’s VF1 now appears dated and w ould find no place in 
m agazine publications; the use o f hot-m etal Linotype Bengali is avoided in 
quality imprints; and 202 Linotype Bengali, which follows traditional m anuscript 
forms m ore closely than either CW1 or VF1, possesses a degree o f 
sophistication unim aginable before the late 1970s.
CW 1, as the first cogent attem pt to integrate the aesthetic, functional, technical, 
and linguistic aspects o f Bengali type design, inevitably becam e the m odel for 
subsequent founts. As already noted, the tem ptation to im itate is very strong in 
the field  o f type design and fount m anufacture.10 Plagiarist designs, however, 
rarely improve on originals; and when typeface designs are converted from one 
technology to another, the result is frequently unsatisfactory,11 The im itator may 
capture the sensibility o f the original letterform image, but he can seldom be
9. Conversely, the character design can dictate the composing technique.
10. See the Epilogue.
11. Bigelow makes the point that a ‘designer skilled and knowledgeable enough to perceive and 
render all the subtle nuances o f another major craftsman is really too good to do a slavish 
copy’; Bigelow, ‘Technology and the Aesthetics of Type’, p. 7.
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aware o f the historical decisions taken by the original designer, which m ay no 
longer be appropriate.
The latest trend in Indian vernacular typography sees an extension o f this 
im itative trend: nam ely, the desire to produce Latin-style founts. The custom ary 
reason given is for the vernacular types to m atch Latin founts in bi-lingual 
publications, but such publications have existed (in satisfactory form ) for over 
two centuries.12 The fashion for designing Latin-style founts appears to be 
m erely indicative o f a desire to produce new typefaces with the m inim um  effort 
and expense. In the case o f Devanagari types, it has produced a plethora of 
very dull and poorly-executed designs. The best of these are cleverly 
constructed, but they lack vitality, being stripped o f their native characteristics.
A W esternized non-Latin fount m ay indeed be eye-catching and suitable for 
display purposes, but it is too distracting for continuous reading.13 A text face 
needs to be transparent to the reader14 who ‘can absorb it at high speed and 
with the m inim um  resistance’.15 The m uch-needed means to im proving the 
quality o f non-Latin typography is not to be found in producing new  designs in 
the guise o f Latin typestyles. New typefaces can evolve from  the indigenous 
tradition o f inscribed, penned, or printed letterforms. Bengali type history shows 
type designs o f enduring quality to be those form ed not only by the m arriage 
of all the necessary skills,16 but also by innovation, not im itation.
The preceding chapters have shown the im pact o f technological change upon 
Bengali type design and typography to be greater than on Latin founts due to
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12. Moreover, a number of fount manufacturers offer over 1500 Latin founts which must 
include some suitable for this purpose.
13. Although the reading public may become habituated to it.
14. See Beatrice Warde, ‘The Crystal Goblet or Printing should be Invisible’, The Crystal 
Goblet; Sixteen Essays on Typography (London, 1955).
15. Frutiger, Type Sign Symbol, p. 39.
16. See above, chapter 11.
the nature o f the Bengali script. Complaints have often been voiced by fount 
m anufacturers regarding the difficulties o f non-Latin scripts, and by designers 
regarding the constraints of type m anufacturing and typesetting technologies. But 
each technology has afforded new opportunities to non-Latin scripts; none m ore 
so than digital photocom position.17 However, the history o f the developm ent of 
the first fount o f digital Bengali typeforms coupled w ith a new  com posing 
system illustrates not only the potential o f digital com position for handling non- 
Latin scripts; it also demonstrates a new m ethodology for the typographic 
developm ent o f vernacular typeforms. A methodology that raises the following 
questions:
W hat letterform s are required? How much space/codes/mem ory is available for 
character storage? W hat are the design param eters? How are all the letterforms 
to be constructed? How will they be accessed? (Is new software required?)
W hat typefaces exist? W hat is the typographic tradition? W hat research material 
is available? W hat function is the typeface to serve? W hat equipm ent will be 
used for its composition? W hat design style is appropriate?18 How w ill it be 
printed? W hen is it needed?
Such perennial questions reflect the need to integrate different resources to 
realize a com m on end. They are as pertinent to the Arabic script as to 
Am haric, and as relevant to high-resolution digital photocom position as to low- 
resolution dot m atrix printers; a failure to answer them reflects in the design.
If  non-Latin types are no longer to be regarded as secondary to those o f Latin, 
nor vernacular founts as peripheral to m achine sales,19 then a new  approach to 
the typographic developm ent o f indigenous scripts is vital - an approach that 
stretches typesetting and typefounding techniques and resources to achieve
17. Particularly with the decreasing costs in fount manufacture antj typesetting equipment; see 
below, the Epilogue.
18. Not necessarily in this order, a design may be first thought of, but then the artwork re­
fashioned by other factors. This list o f questions is not intended to be exhaustive.
19. A problem common to designers o f Latin and non-Latin types.
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optim um  results. The history o f the printed Bengali character confirm s that it is 
the m anner in which new techniques are em braced by designers and 
m anufacturers that determines the final printed image.
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Epilogue
411
One topic that has been om itted from  this thesis is the developm ent of Bengali 
typew riter characters. Similarly, the subject o f letterforms designed specifically 
for proofing purposes has not been studied. They are relatively unim portant in 
Bengali typography in  comparison to typeforms; it cannot be claim ed that 
typew riter letterform s or low-resolution character shapes have im pinged upon the 
area o f Bengali type design,1 although this situation is changing.
The influence o f the typew riter on editing devices for the Latin script has been 
noted.2 Unlike the QW ERTY and AZERTY layouts, typewriters m anufactured 
for Indian scripts have not possessed standard keyboard layouts. M oreover, the 
extremely lim iting technology of the Indian language keyboards (necessitating 
the use o f half-form s, ‘dead’ keys, etc.) and the poor-quality typew riter faces 
were not worth em ulating purely for the sake o f standardization.
Initially the character sets designed for Video Display Terminals (VDTs) were 
intended as a m eans o f identifying keyed matter, i.e. for proof-reading, editing, 
and correcting. These alphabets were functional and the dem and for aesthetic 
quality was minimal; the intention was not to emulate typeset ouput. In the 
case o f Indian scripts, the constraints o f VDTs were often inhibitory.3 The 
M V P editing term inal used by Ananda Bazar Patrika Ltd had severe limitations: 
only those characters situated on the keyboard (i.e. not conjuncts or ligatures) 
could be displayed on the screen; vowel signs were set adjacent to their host 
characters; and all characters were represented by means o f the very 
constraining eight by twelve dot-matrix. Nonetheless, this editing system was
1. In the case o f the 202 founts, screen shapes were not designed until after the type face 
had been completed.
2. Seybold, Digital Typesetting, p. 16; see also ibid. pp. 23, 256 and 252.
3. In fact, the restriction o f the Linoterm prohibited Linotype’s implementation o f the Bengali 
script on this device.
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considered satisfactory4 since it enabled the operator to identify keyed text.5 But 
editors and writers needed intelligible copy for proof-reading; typeset output for 
this purpose was extrem ely expensive. Thus devices known as ‘intelligent 
prin ters’6 were em ployed to reproduce on cheaper proofing paper the letterforms 
that w ould appear on the m ore costly phototypeset output.7
The introduction o f m ore sophisticated VDTs and personal com puters during the 
last few years has led  to the dem and for screen founts that accurately represent 
the phototypeset output. In  the developm ent o f Bengali proofing founts for 
photocom position by Linotype, the im provement o f screen/dot-m atrix printer 
form s8 was necessarily gradual. The first step was to extend the dot-m atrix 
area, both in depth and width, and to improve the position o f the floating 
subscripts and superscripts.9 The next step was to display conjuncts and 
ligatures, by m eans o f new software, different hardware, and revised character 
shapes. This was a costly enterprise, and one not considered worthwhile by 
m any m anufacturers because these additional facilities were not required for the 
Latin script.
The final step was to show line-endings that m atched the final copy.10 This 
task was com plicated in the case o f non-Latin scripts by the larger character 
sets, the com plex kerning tables, and because character sets could vary 
according to type style.11 The result was term ed W YSIM OLW YG (what you 
see is m ore or less what you get), since the same character designs (but
4. The benefits o f the MVP (which are not the subject o f this study) outweighed the 
limitations o f the character display which did not compromise the typeset output.
5. A skilled operator rarely looked at the screen when keying in copy for typesetting.
6 . i.e. which could interpret the keystrokes and typesetting commands entered by the operator, 
see pi. 175.
7. The greater cost o f such printers was offset by the even greater cost o f  importing 
photographic film or paper to India.
8. The dot-matrix printer was driven in the ‘graphics mode* i.e. it output exactly what was 
shown on the screen; see pi. 176.
9. It has not been possible to obtain information from other manufacturers regarding the 
development o f screen founts. See pi. 176, fig. 2.
10. Called by Linotype ‘counting’ programs; see pi. 176, fig. 3.
11. Copyfitting has always been more complex than for Latin scripts due to the size o f the 
character sets and the greater differences in character widths.
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176. Fig. 1: Bengali phase 1 dot matrix character shapes; keyboard characters only
Fig. 2: Bengali phase 2 dot matrix character shapes; with character selection
Fig. 3: Bengali phase 3 dot matrix print out; with character selection and
‘counting’.
Fig. 4: 202 Bengali typeset output o f the same text
perhaps with a different character set) were used to depict each typestyle; a 
signifier on the screen indicated the fount being accessed.
The late 1970s saw the advent o f laser printers capable o f producing on plain 
paper near-typeset quality which created a new demand, viz. W Y SIW Y G  (W hat 
You See [on the screen] is what you get). The resolution o f laser printers vary 
from 300 dots per inch upwards and with the invention by A dobe Systems Inc. 
o f a [computer] page description language called PostScript, docum ents could be 
created on personal computers and output either on low-cost laser printers or 
high quality laser typesetters.12 The same became true for founts. Special 
applications software using PostScript enabled the personal com puter user to 
design founts that could be output even on a high quality typesetter;13 i.e. type 
design was now also in the hands o f the non-professional designer. The result 
has been a rash of non-Latin founts.
True to the pattern that persists throughout the history o f printing types, this 
fount-designing facility has not acted as an incentive to invention. The m ajority 
o f non-Latin PostScript founts appear to  be second-rate copies o f well-known 
designs or hybrid founts that have gained acceptance for w ant o f a better 
alternative. Inexperience in design is revealed by founts created with faults that 
have been encountered and subsequently resolved in previous type-m anufacturing 
and typesetting technologies. In m any instances, the badly-executed designs are 
further degraded by inadequate composing methods. These lim itations are 
indicative o f inadequate research and lack o f appreciation o f non-Latin type 
design traditions and typography. Furthermore, some founts which appear fairly 
adequate on a 300 clp.i laser printer do not perform well w hen output as
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12. i.e. resolution and device independent. PostScript has become an industry standard.
13. Provided it has a PostScript Raster Image Processor (RIP).
cam era-ready copy on a Linotronic 300 at 2450 d.p.i.14 The founts are not 
im proved by the rough treatm ent they receive at the hands of the non­
professional typographer in  the w orld o f ‘desktop publishing’.
Although the low  cost and ease o f producing founts has m eant an abundance o f 
very poor designs, com prom ise character sets, and increased plagiarism , there 
now exits an opportunity to  produce a m ultiplicity o f type designs that can 
enrich the non-Latin typographic palette.. However, as reiterated throughout this 
thesis, the creation o f good quality founts depends on a positive correlation in 
technical, linguistic and artistic skills.
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14. The Bengali fount of Dr Clinton Seely (University of Chicago) must rank as the best yet 
produced for a laser printer; but it was designed for the Xerox 9700, which apart from 
being costly, has no sizing mechanism and is not device independent; see pis. 177 and 178.
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177. Bengali design by Clinton Seely for Xerox 9700 laser printer
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3970. 
3971 .
3972.
3973.
3974.
3975.
3976.
3977.
3978.
3979.
3980. 
3981 .
3982.
3983.
3984.
3985.
3986.
3987.
3988.
3989.
3990. 
3991 .
3992.
3993.
3994.
3995.
3996.
3997. 
3998 .
3999.
4000. 
4001 .
4002.
4003.
4004.
4005.
4006.
4007. 
4008 .
4009.
4010. 
401 1 .
4012.
4013.
4014.
4015.
4016.
4017.
4018.
4019.
4020. 
4021 .
4022.
4023.
4024.
4025.
4026. 
4027 . 
402B.
4029.
4030. 
4031 . 
4032.
CH ARACTER-SEQUENCE®131 
CHARACTER-WIDTH=0037 
COL= 00 01-0080
.XX.
 ............ XX XX X......... X X X .........
 .......... xxxxxx........ x x xx xx x......
 ....... xxxxxx......... xxxxxxxxx.. . .
  XXXXX........... xxxxxxxxxxx.. ,
 XX XX X............... xxxxxxxxxxx.,
 XX XX X XX X X X____ xxxxxxxxxxx. .
, . .XXXXX XXXXXXX XXX. .XXXXX.
, .XXXXXX. . .XXXXXXXXXX............x x x x ,
. .XXXXX xxxx.xxxxxx...........xxxx.
, XXXXXX. . . XX X X  X X X X X......... x x x x .
XX X X X  xx x x  x x xx xx .......x x x x .
XXXXX xx x x  xxxx xx ... .xxxx..
XXXXXX...XXXXX.......xxxx xx..xxxx.. .
.XXXXX. . . .XXXX........ XXXXXXXXXX. . . .
 XX XX X---- XXXXX.........XXXX XX X.....
 xx xx xx___ xx x x......... xx x x x x .......
  XXXXXX . . . XXXXX xx xx xxxxx.....
....... xxxxxxxxxxx____xx xx xx.xx x x x x ____
.........xxxxxxxxx____xxxxxx...xxxxxx.. .
.......... XXXXXX____XXXXX.......xxxxxx..
...................... XX XX X..........XXXXX. .
 ..................... X X X X............ XXXXX.
..................... X XXXX_____XXX. ..XXXXX.
 ......... X X X  XXXXX . . . XXXXX ... x x x x .
 XXXXXXXXXX. .xxxx...xxxxxxx..xxxx.
..xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx..xxxxxxx..xxxx. 
. xxxxxxxxx.xxxxxxxxxxxx..XXXXXX. . .XXX. .
. XX XX XX.......XXXXXXX.XXXXXXXXXXX.x x x x ..
. x x x x ........... XXXX . . XXXXX . xxxxxxxxx. . .
X X ..............XXX ... x x x x .. xx xx xx x_____
COL=0079-0082
178. Dot matrix o f a character shape designed by Clinton Seely for the laser printer
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Caudhuri, Bhuvanam ohana Raya. Chandaltkusuma. G irisa Vidyaratna Press:
Calcutta, 1863.
Caudhuri, Rajakrsna Raya. Naradeha N irnaya . Calcutta, 1859.
Das, Sajam  Kaiita. Bahgla Gadya Sahityera Itihdsa. Calcutta, 1962.
D harm a Pustaka. [Bible in  Bengali]
 . Vol. 1 containing the Pentateuch and Historical Books. Seram pore, 1829.
 . 2 vols. in 1, Serampore, 1832.
 . Adibhdga. [Old Testam ent in  Bengali.] Vol. 1, Baptist M ission Press:
Calcutta, 1842.
 . D dudera Gita (The Psalm s o f  D avid). Serampore, 1803.
 .-------. Baptist M ission Press: Calcutta, 1826; and Baptist M ission Press:
Calcutta, 1840.
- — . Gita Samhitd...The B ook o f  Psalms. B ishop’s College Press: Calcutta, 1858.
 . (O ld and N ew  Testam ents.) 4th edn, Baptist M ission Press: Calcutta, 1867;
and 11th edn, Baptist M ission Press: Calcutta, 1909.
D harm a Pustaka, M ahgala Samacara (New Testament in Bengali). Serampore,
1801 [1803]; 4th edn, Serampore, 1813 [1816]; and Seram pore, 1832.
D harm a Pustaka, Antabhaga (New Testament). Baptist M ission Press: Calcutta, 
1837; and edns published by the Baptist M ission Press at Calcutta in 
1841; 1847; 1854; 1855; 1865; and entitled Nutana Niyam a. Calcutta, 
i936.
 . Luka Likhita Susamacara (Gospel by Luke). Baptist M ission Press:
Calcutta, 1831.
 . M atthaya Likhita Susamacara (St M atthew 's Gospel). B ishop’s College
Press: Calcutta, \ 869.
 . Satika Susamacara Catustaya (Four Gospels). Baptist M ission Press:
Calcutta, 1872. J '  _
H itopadesa. Trans, by M rtunjaya V idyalankara from the Sanskrit w ork o f Visnu 
Sarma. Seram pore, i*808.
 . Baptist M ission Press, Calcutta, 1868.
Itigraji o Bahgali Vokebildri, A n  extensive Vocabulary, Bengalese and English . 
Chronicle Press: Calcutta, 1793.
MahUbharata. Trans, by K asiram a D asa from the original Sanskrit,
Seram pore, 1801 [1802].
M orton, W illiam . Dvibhdsdrthakdbhidhaha or a D ictionary o f  the Bengalee  
Language with Bengali Synonyms and an English Interpretation. B ishop’s 
College Press: Calcutta, 1828.
M ukhopadhyaya, Rajivalocana. M aharaja Krsnacandra Rayasya Caritram. 
Seram pore, 1805.
MunsT, CandTcarana. To fa Itihdsa  [Translated from Hindustani version o f Haidar 
BhakSS]. Seram pore, 1805.
Pearson, John David. Vakyavalf. Idiom atical Exercises, English and Bengalee...,
t Calcuttta, 1825.
Sarma, Syamacarana. B a h g a ld  Vyakarana. 3rd edn, Calcutta, 1860.
Tarkalankara, M adanam ohana. Sisusiksd. Calcutta, 1849.
 . Sisusiksa. Sanskrit Press: Calcutta, 1864.
ValmikT, Ram dyana. Trans, by Krttivasa. Serampore, 1802 [1803], 5 vols; 2nd 
edn, Serampore, 1830, 1 voi. # _
Vasaka, NTlamani, N avandn. 3rd edn, G irisa Vidyaratna Press: Calcutta, 1858;
4th edn, G irisa Vidyaratna Press: Calcutta, 1864; 1899
Vasu, Ram a Rama, Lipim dla. Serampore, 1802.
 . Raja Pratapdditya Caritra. Serampore, 1801.
Vidyalaftkara.JVfrtyunjaya, RajavalT. Serampore, 1808.
Vidyasagara, Isvaracandra, Varnaparicaya. Calcutta, 1855.
 . V idhavd Vivaha Pracalita H aoyd Ucita Kina. 2nd edn, G irisa Vidyaratna
Press: Calcutta 1857. ^
Visvabhdfati Granthanavibhdga, Pancasatvarsa  - Parikramd. Calcutta, 1974.
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3. Other Languages
/
Hitopadesa. The Sanskrit Text. E d  by Francis Johnson. Stephen Austin: London, 
1857.
Kalidasa, Rtusamhara. The Seasons: a Descriptive Poem, by Calidds, in the 
Original Sanscrit. Ed. by Sir W illiam Jones, Calcutta, 1792. [In Bengali 
characters.]
Forbes, Duncan, ed.. The Baitdl PaichTsT. Stephen Austin: London, 1857.
4. Miscellaneous Newspapers and Journals:
Ampta Bazar Patrika. 28 Sept 1935.
Ananda Bdjara Patrika (Ananda Bazar Patrika); various issues.
Asiatick Researches. 1-4, Calcutta, 1788-95.
The Baptist M agazine. I-IX, London, 1809-17.
The British Printer. 20, 118 (Aug-Sept, 1920)
Calcutta Chronicle. 12 A pr 1787.
 . 26 A pr 1787.
 . 24 A pr 1788.
 . 27 Nov 1788.
 . 1 Jan 1789.
 . 16, A pr 1793.
D igdarsana ; various issues.
The G entlem an’s Journal. 1 (March, 1870).
Journal o f  the Asiatic Society o f  Bengal, VII. (Jan-Dee, 1838).
Journal o f  Typographical Research, (July, 1967).
Linotype M atrix, n ,  no. 1 (Spring, 1948).
 . n ,  no. 3 (Spring, 1949).
 . no. 33 (May, 1960).
 . no. 4 (W inter, 1949/19).
The London, Provincial & Colonial News. V, no. 52 (1870).
The M onotype Recorder. 39, no. 1. (Autumn, 1949).
 . 39, no. 2 (Autumn, 1950).
 . 42, no. 2 (Spring, 1961).
 . 43, no. 2 (Summer, 1965).
The New York Times. 28 Sept 1935.
The Statesman. Calcutta, 27 Sept 1935.
The Times. London, 11 Oct 1851.
The World. Calcutta, 7 July 1792.
